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l\lE

~IORIA L

TO CONGRESS

UPON THE SUBJECT OF

REPUBLICAN FREE BANKING.

To th,e Honorable the Senate, and
House if RepTcscntat£ves, 1·n Congress assembled:
YOUR memorialists, feeling the importance of a sound Cll rrency
to a nation desirous of maintaining their po!itical independence,
and fmancial and commercial prosperity, and having observed the
zealous, though un~ucces:~ful exertions for years past, of the Congressofthe United States and the several State Legislatures,through
the agency of incorporated ban king companies, to make bank paper
and gold silver at all times interchangeable [or each other, and current throughout the Union; and having witnessed, with painful anxiety, the various operations of the present chartered bank system of
furnishing paper to circulale as money, and finding it to be extremely defe(~tive,andoccasioning the public much inconvenience, as the
bank notes issued under it are not uniformly current throughout the
Union, thereby making the rates of exchanges high between distant
parts of the United States, expensive and inconvenient in remitting
funds from place to place, and in defraying travelling expenses.
And also, having seen the frequent expansions, contractions and
various fluctuations of the circulatiI)g medium furnished under this
system, by which the value of property is rendered uncertain, and
money looses its peculiar business properties, that of being a medial
commodity, passing freely from one person to another, and as an
exact, uniform, and unchangeable a measure of values, for past,
present and future times, as standard weights and measures are of
quantities, and precisely the same throughout the Union.
Your memorialists, therefore, are of the opinion, that there must
be something radically wrong in the .elementary principles of the
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present system ofbanking, as conducted by incorporated companies,
to produce such a discrepancy in its working in unison with the
other fundalEental political machinery of our government; and
would respectfully repr esent, that the ~pirit of the Declaration of
Independence, and of thE: Constitution, gives the people the right to
expect the same free control of the currency that they have of the
other elementary principles of the government, consequently there
should be no more legislati'.m upon that subject than upon the form of
our government, our religion or literature.
In the hope of transmitting to the latest posterity, pure, entire and
unimpaired, those great and glorious principles of human happiness,
of national and individual prosperity, centered in our government
by its patriotic founders; and with a view to a radical renovation of
our monetary affairs, we beg leave to call the attention of your
honorable body to the following plan for Republican Free Banking,
in the expectation that your collective wisdom may adopt it, or devise some permanent and efficient system of banking better adapted to the genius of our government, the character of our institutions, and the state of eXisting· contract::;, than that of our present
incorporated banking companies.
The following plan, based upon the principles of the Declaration of Independence, and of the Constitution, centralizes the government of the currency; thereby furnishing us with all the natIOnal
advantages ofa United States bank, while it avoids its apprehended,
financial and political evils by a divided administration, and escapes the vexed question of its constitutionality. It obviates the danger of over-expansions and contractions of the currency, by removing the influence 6f ptrivate interest, of credit, and of polit'LCs. The
first is effected, by giving the people the election of the directors
of the Banks, both of Is~ue and of Discount. The second, by separating the Bank of Issue from the Banks of Discount, and limiting its circulation to not IhJ)re than three times the amount of specie
actually in its vaults at the time of the issue; and confining the
Banks of Discount to the discounting of actual business paper, having but short periods to run, and in which no director has any interest. The third, by removing the necessity for future legislation upon
the subjects of banks and currency.
This plan is the organization of the people, by Congress, throughOut the Union for financial purposes, with power to regulate the pa-
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per portion of the currency as they are at present organized to regulate their township adminstrations. Empowering the electors of
the Union to elect the directors of the United States Bank-the
Bank of Issue; the clect0fs of each State the directors of their respecti ve State Banks; and the electors of each place, where a Bank
of Discount is located, the directors of such banks respectively;
as they- elect the most numerous branches of their legislatures.
The directors of the United States Bank-the Bank of Issueshould be elected for the same length of time as are the Senators of
the United States, and ~o that only ooe-sixth liart of them should
vacate their seats annually, for the purpose of giving permanency
and stability to the currency j while the directors of all the other
Banks should be elected annually to secure their frequent and perfect accountability to tr,e people.
The management of the currency will then, like the other elementary principles of our government, be purely republican.
The duties of the directors of the U. States Bank of Issue shall be ,
to ascertain the amount of currency necessary for the permanent
prosperity of the country; to cause plates to be engravej and bills to
be printed, in the best manne f, to avoid counterfeits, and that there
may be a uniformity in their apptarance; and cause to be signed,
registered and numbered so many bms of such denominations as
shall be necessary for the convenient interchange of commodities,
and issue the same to the directors of the several State Banks, according to their demands, together with their respective proportions
of specie.
The duties ofthe directors of the severa] State Banks shall be, to
cause to be re-signed and re-registered the bills issued to them respectively by the United States Bank of Issue, and to apportion the
same among their several local Banlrs according to their demands
for the same, together with their respective proportions of specie,
and to take a general supe~'visioll of the samp-.
The duties of the directors of the several local Banks-the
Banks of Discount-(after giving good security for the faithful discharge of their duties, and the prompt payment over to their successors, when their terms of office shall expire, of ,:J!l monies or property of the bank in their hands,) shaH b~, to execute the bills furnished them by their respective State Banks, by signing them, and making them payable in specie on demand, at their several counters,
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and loan the same, by discounting actual business paper, having bu t
short periods to rnn, and in which no bank director has any interest,
either directly or indirectly.
The directors of the local Banks should not loan large sums to
speculat<;>rs, when their doing so will deprive them of the means of
discounting the regular business paper of the place j although such
speculators can afford to make the loan much more profitable to the
stockholders than their ordinary business, by making their notes
due in a distant city, to which they export their purchases, and
where the rate of exchange is high against the place where the
bank is located, on which place, in addition to the lawful interest,
the bankers can sell their drafts fo/a large pnHllimn on the exchange.
The election of the directors by the people interested in the dis·
counts, will obviate this; since one hundred fair traders, who re~
quire a credi~ at the bank of one thousand dollars each, will exercise
far more influence at the election of directors, than one speculator
with one hundred thousand dollars. American manufactures will
thus be encouraged-inland commerce facilitated-the Huming in~
terests promotefl-and paper money be made strictly convertible,
uniform in its value,and as easily to be obtained as other commodities, without interfering with existing banking institutions.
The insiduous encroachments upon society, through chartered
banking companies, of dishonest principles in our busines~ transactions, of a depravity of moral sentiment, and di~regard of moral
h r ll10r and honesty in the conduct of our monetary affairs, will be
effectually checked by the adoption of the proposed system of Republican Free Bankirlg. The evm:ion of a law, is but one step
short of its open violation. And the passage of bank notes at par,
which are one, five or ten per cent. below par, is but one step from
paying" out a parcel of bills, in which there is known to the payer
to be one, five or ten dollars of counterfeit money.
This system of Republican Free Banking, that your memorialists
propose to your honorable body for adoption, is designed to give the
paper portion of the currency a metalic character; with all the advantages to the bill-holders and stockholders that could be obtained
by a c1:artered United States bank and branches) without the dangers
and inconveniences of the centralized administration of suchan immense financial and political power as the latter must possess, and
from tl;le law~ of its situation would be likely to exercise. It cen··
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tralizes the government of the currency and divides its administration. Giving to the United States Bank-the Bank of Issue-the
centralized control of the capital stock, th'e specie received for the
sale of the stock, the issue and apportionment of the bills and specie
among the several State Banks the profits, the sa.fety fund, the dividends, the forms of business, and of making returns for publication.
While it completely separates the administration of the currency
from the general U. State~ or several State Banks of Issue, and di.
vides it among the people, by giving to the electors of the several
places where local Banks-the Banks of Discount-are situated, the
election of the directors of the same respectively; and eonfines
these banks to the discounting of only actual business paper, havingbut short periods to run, and in which no director has an interest, either directly or indirectly, and to the ordinary business of a

bank of discount. This will render the administration of the currenCy as divided and independent of its government, as are the election
of the officers and administration of the affairs of the townships
separate and independent of the government of the Union.
Your memorialists trust, that the stock of an United States Bank,
founded upon the principles of republican free banking, will be as
saleable and productive as any stocks in America; while it will constitute a bond of union between the citizens and government of this
country upon the all-powerful principle of self-interest, equal to
that which supports the government of Great Britain in the bond
of private interest caused by its national debt, without any of its
cor:comitant evils. This stock would probably constitute the most
profitable, safa and permanent investment of capital in the United
States, if not in the world: being cash in hand when capital is required, money at interest at all times, and convertible into specie the
same as the funded debts of America or Eegland. The bill-holder would bf' secure from the failure of banks, or the depreciation
of their notes; and the public from the expansions and ruinous
consecuti ve contractions of the. currency.
Your memorialists) therefore, respectfully pray, that. your honorable body will be pleased to take the subject ofthe banks and currency
into your serious consideration; and to authorise the people to provide themselves with a republican currency, that shall be free from
the influence of private interest, credit, or politics-strictly convertible, uniformly current throughout the Union, and as easily to be
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obtained as other commodities; or in such manner as your honorable body may deem meet, provide for the formation of a sound currency, that shall be current throughout the Union. And yourpetitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

~This

Memorial has been forvvarded by mail to above

four hundred Editors of ne\Ys-papers, without distinction
of party, with a request for them to publish it, and an offer
of one copy of this hook (price One I>olhlr,) on their send..
ing a paper cOhtaining the same to the Author.

A

LETTER
'rO'I'HE

TIlE lION. THE SECRETARY OF STA.TE.

CLEVELAND! OHIO, JUNE,

To

TIlE HON.

1841.

DANIEL "VEBSTER,
SECRETARY OF STA'l'E,

&c. &c. WASHINGTON.

HON.Sm:-

I see by the newspapers, that there is a proposition before Congl'css
for an United

S~ates

Bank; and believing that it is not only the privilege, but the

duty of every American citizen, frankly to communirate to the government whatever may appear to him to be important, and having spent much time and attention
for several years past upon the subject of Banks, Currency and Exchanges, I take
the liberty of forwarding to you briefly my views upon the suJJject.
The plan I propose is an United States Bank of Issue, with a centralized govern·
ment, and local Banlrs of Discount, with divided and independent administrations.
This would render currency as republican as the other elementary principles of the
government; separate it from
PRIVATE INTEREST;

POLITICS,

from

CREDIT,

and from the influence of

aI;1d make bank notes always perfectly interchangeable for

gold and silver, equally current throughout the Union, and as easily to be obtained
as any other commodities.
I find but few men of either of the great political parties, of any profession, trade
or business, who do not believe with me, that the enterprising "go allead" spirit
of Americans, the present state of contracts both at home and abroad, public and
private, as well as the infla.ted credit currencies of Great Britain, and most other
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countries with which our foreign commerce is carried on, require
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larger circula-

ting medium than the quantity of the precious metals that could at present be
brought into circulation constitute.
To whom then of right belongs the reg-ulation of the material, that is to a certain extent to supply their place llnd make up the deficiency 1 I answer to the sovereign power-that is, to the whole people. In a monarchy, a

~overnment

of force

and fear, the Sovereign should regulate the currency, directly by his own officers,
or indirectly through chartered companies exercising their powers at his pleasure.
I conceive the unconstitutionality of chartering companies, to consist in the rep·
resentatlve disposing of the trusts delegated to him for a longer period than he
had been elected, to companies whose private rights supervene and preclude his successor in office from disanl1ullint: his acts, however dissatisfactory to his constituents they may have become; whereby the representative is unable to return into the
hands of his constituents

ALL

the powers that had been entrusted to him. This is

equally applicable to States as to United States charters.
I view the evils of a chartered United States bank, with branches, to consist in
the concentration of the wealth and money of the country, which, from the laws of
its situation, must constitute a powerful financial and political engine; always accumulative and directed to the promotion of its own ends, and the advancement of its
own friends. With such an engine at its disposal, a corrupt administration might
perpetuate itself as long as it chose to support the bunk.

If it be said, that we have had United States banks, with branches, that did not
perpetuate themselves, nor the administrations that supported them; to this I reply, the banking business of the

co~ntry was

not then concentrated in one institu-

tion-state chartered banks were not only sometimes actually arrayed against the
United States Bank, but thev accommodated great portions of the community with
their credit, rendering them independent of that bank; besides, we may never have
had an administration sufficiently corrupt to unite itself to the bank, and through
its agency, to hribe the press and thus control legislation j therefore, I by no means
view this circumstance as at all conclusive that such an event could not happen.
The object sought to be obtained by the legislature in authorising the issue and
circulation of bank paper as money, is to furnish a portion of the circulating mediulll sufficient to supply the deficiency of the prec~uus metals, occasioned by their
exportation, possessing metalic financial properties j being equally current throughout the Union, always strictly convertible at the counter where it was put in circulation, and not liable to be over-issued.
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Chartered banking companies, whether incorporated by Congress or state Iegis,latures, have all failed in their efforts to accomplish this object; and they must
continue to fail sooner or laterr however carefully their charters are guarded, while
they have the whole control of the currency.

The laws of their situation compel

them to make as much money out of the people and out of the government as they
legally can.
Some of the defects of state chartered banks arise from a want of a centralized
govemment of their issues. 'The currency they produce wants in unif0nnity in its
metalic character; in uniformity in its quantity of circulation; in uniformity in its
currency throughout the Union; and it wants in public confidence from its occa·
sional defective interchangeahility.
A chartered United States Banl{, with branche1", would remedy some of the existi ng evils of the currency; but the directors, (like those of all other chartered institutions,) heing interested in its husiness and dividends, must, according to the
laws of their situation, make as much money as they can by thei1r charter.
They might be induced to deal in exchanges, as did the old United States Bank.
which, by its power of expanding the currency temporarily at points where it wished to purchase, and contracting it at points where it wished to sell, (which it could
do at will, to an almost unlimited extent,) kept the currency and exchanges in a
constant state of fluctuation and uncertainty, while those who sold bills got less,
and those who bought paid more for them, than they would lJUve done had the business been left to private competition, as it is in other parts of the world; or they
might directly themselves, or indirectly, through the agencies of hrokers and speculators, engage in commerce and speculations, as did the U lIited States Bank of
Pennsylvania-when a similar fate must, sooner or later, overtake them; or,by dis·
counting fictitious notes and acceptances, payable at distant places advantageous to
themselves, give their credit to speculatvrs to large amounts, to the exclusion oftlIe
fair trader, the injury of commerce, and the over-expansions and consecutive

COll-

tractions of the cnrrency.
The proposed plan, by centralizing the government of the currency, possesses all
the ad\'untages of an United States Bank and branches, hoth to the public and to
HONEST

stockholders, and divides'the admlllistration of the currency, thereby whol-

ly, entirely and perfectly removing the justly to be apprehended evils of the con-

f:entratioll of such an immense monied power.
I know of no sound political or financial reason, why the paper portion of the

currency should be entrusted to the regulation and control of oue or more interest-
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ed private companies, any more than should be the control of the mint, or the regulation of weights and measures. Money, being the measure of all values, should be
as immutable and permanently established as either~f these are. Nor can I fancy
any good reason, besides the exploded one of expediency, why a few individuals
should be allowed to make a profit upon the circulation of paper to make up the
deficiency of the precious metals

j

or why they should be allowed any more to in-

terfere with its regulation on account of their being stoc!dlOlders, than would be
the holders of States or of United States funds, or than are the hulders of the funds of
Great Britain, or of any other country.

No one will doubt the inexpediency and

i mpolicy of allowing one or more private companies the control and regulation of

the public debts.
All these exigencies may, however, he provided for by giving the people the election of the directors of the l)allks, in the same manner as they elect

th~

most nu-

merous branches of their legislatures, (instead of leaving it to stockholders, who
have uniformly exclusively enjoyed it j) and separating the Bank of Issue from the
Banks of Discount

j

centralizing the government of the former, and rendering the

administr'ltion of the latter divided and independent. This may he done by the
passage of a law by Congress, authorising the electors throughout the Union to elect
directors of the United States Bank, the Bank of Issue; the electors in each State
to elect directors of State Bunks, of secondary issue and supervision j the electors
of cities, towns and districts, where Banlis of Discount are located, the election of
the directors of the same. The directors of Banlis of Discount should give good security for the monies passing through their hands; be restricted in their discounts
to not issue more paper than three times the amount of specie in the vaults of the
bank at"'lIle time of the discount j and to discounting only actual business paper,
having but short perions to run, and in which no director has any interest. They
would be limited to the amount of bills furnished them by the Bank of Issue. This
would give t}1O people the same control of the currency that they have of their politics.
The centralization of the paper portion of the currency, by giving the United
States Bank of Issue the regulation and control of the stock, the specie received
for the sale of the stock, the issue of bills to circulate as money, their apportionment (together with the specie necessary for a basis,) between the several States according to their respective demands for a circulating medium, the apportionment
of the dividends of the Banks between the stockhoiders, the reservation of a safety
fund, and its application when necessary to relieve any tempOl'ury casual embar-
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rassmcnts of a Bank or Banks of Discount, and the publication of regular periodical statements of the institution, with every other power necessary to the perfect
government of the currency, that would not interfere with its independent administration by the Banks of Discount. This would give this institution and the country aU the benefits of an United States Bank and branches, without its dangerous
concentration of power and influence; while dividing the administration of the
Banks' of Discount hetween the several cities, towns, and districts, where they arc
located, and by whose electors the directors are elected, would complete its independence.
The friends of republican institutions may safely rcl.r for support upon the democracy of numbers possessing virtue and intelligence, unless the power and influence of the aristocracy of wealth should, through the aid of the interest ofchartered companies, suborn the press and thereby bandage the people's eyes.
To prevent this, the proposed plan provides this profitable Bank Stock for the investment of capital, to unite the private interests ofcapitalists in support of republican institutions; becoming a bond of union between the wealth and wealthy of
the country and our government, upon the aU-powerful principle of SELF-INTEREST,
similar to tImt which unites the monied men of Great Britain in support of their
government.
With an anxious desire for the promotion of the peace, prosperity and good gOY.
ernment of these United States, and with high respectfor yourself,
I have the honor to subscribe myself,
Your most ohedient servant,

CHARLES DUNCOMBE.
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DEDICATION.

TO ALL YOUNG MEN WHO DESIRE TO PERPETUATE ltEI'UBLtcAH
INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.

IN dedicating to you this "Republican Free Banking
System," the Author feels the same pleasure that an honest
faithful Servant feels when he presents his master with a
grain of valuable choice seed, which he has cultivated, and
\vith which he hopes to see his master's grounds occupied,
and his master thereby permanently enriched.
He dedicates to you, young men, because you are strong,
and appointed under Heaven ere long to guide the destinies of the innumerable millions that are to occupy the largest continent on the globe.
He honestly believes that he herewith presentsyou with a
grain of pure republicanism, ,vhich may be made a staple
product of America. if cultivated with your care and industry, and reared under your vigilant superintendance.
Anti-republican, aristocratic, incorporated banking companies have rendered currency a calcareous stone in the·granite arch of the republican edifi<;e.
If you desire to perpetuate republican institutions in the
United States; if you have studied the political history of
Our c01!ntry, and become thoroughly acquainted with the
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elementary principles of our government; andir you have
made yourselves familiar with political and public economy,
after you have read, thoroughly investigated, pondered and
reflected in your own minds upon the republican free banking system herewith dedicated to you, the author may rely
with implicit confidence. upon your rendering a verdict in its
favor.
He is proud to subscribe himself,
Young Men,
Your most obedient servant,

THE AUTHOR.

PREFACE.

THE present state of the monetary affairs of the United
States-the contraction of liabilities in a foreign countrythe sale of State Bonds and various public stocks in the
English market-the \vithdra\val of specie from circulationthe advance of the price of exchanges on London-the
high rate of domestic exchanges between the different
parts of the Union-the increasing importations of foreign
merchandize upon credit, without the prospect of corresponding exportations-the frequent expans~ons and contractions of the issues of chartered banks, and their repeated suspensions of specie payments, their dependence upon
legislative enactments for relief, for new charters, and for
an increase of bank capital stock-the substitution of bank
paper for capital-the inundation of the country with small
unauthorized bills, circulating as money-the increasing
action and extension of an unlimited credit system-and
the instability of public opinion upon the subject of currency, by which la\vs for the suppression of small bills, or
for preventing bank suspensions, loudly called for by the
people at one time, at another time becoming inoperative;
each and all of these causes, having separately and conjointly occasionally produced fluctuations in money-commercial embarrassments-instability in busine ss-as \vell
as a propensity to gambling in stocks, in money, in comlnodi-
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ties, and in lands; also, political excitenlent at the election
of the Chief Magistrate-a depravity of moral sentilnent
and feeling-an absence of moral honor and honesty in the
conduct of the lTIOnetary and financial affairs of the country, must have attracted the attention of aU Americans ,,,ith
well constituted minds, who are not interestc"d in the continuation of the present defective currency and its ahusesconvincing them that there lnust be Bonlething radically
wrong in the elementary principles of the paper portion of
the currency, as at present furnished by chartered banking
companies, to adnlit of such repeated expansions and consecutive contractions of the currency, and to induce theln to
cast ahout in their mind's eye for SOlne ne"v system of CU1'rency better adapted. to the genius of the A.lnerican people,
as \yell as to existing values and contracts both at home and
abroad.
Itefi'.~ctions upon this condition of our financial currenc~r
ana public eCOn0111Y, and an anxious desire to promote the
peace, VI'osperity and good goVC]'nnlcnt of the Union, have
iI}ducecl the author to take advantage of the present tranquility of the country, 'while it is feee f1'0111 external alarrn,
or impending domestic political ex~itement, to offer to re·
publican America, a crude undigested system of currency,
eonlposeJ in part of the precious metals, and ill part of
large hills, lllutuallY. perfectly interchangeable for each
other, giving each person the kind of currency he desires,
by the preference that each class of society ",~ill have for
that kind of currency least desirable to the other.
The nlechallic and laborer 'will prefer the precious metals to bank notes, fi'om their greater convenience in making
small payments, as "veIl as from their less perishable character by fin~, or by tilne, and especially fi'om their lessen-

ed danger of derreciation frol11 political or financial chang.
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es; \vhile the commercial man and large dealer \vin prefer hank paper equally current throughout the ·U nitcd
States, perfectly convertible into specie at the counter
,vhere it ",~as issued, to the precious meta1.s, fi'Olll its less
labor of counting and less expense of transportation {i'om
marker to market.
The author has recommended a ce7f-tral£zed government
of the currency, to obtain the benefits to the currency ofa
lJnited States Bank. and a profitable, permanent investment of capital, with a perfectly divided and independent
administration of the currency, like the adn1inistration of
townships, safely to guard against the justly apprehended
danger of theconcentl'Cltion of such an in1mense monetary
po\ver in the hands of a fc\v interested individuals, \vhether foreigners or AmericansTha.t every section of the country may be aCCOnl1110dated with all the facilities of bank convenience, and each individual enjoy his just share in the regulation of the paper
portion of the currency, in the same manner that he enjoys
the right of regulating common schools, as ,veIl as to have
it convenient to usc, at par at all tirnes, the kind of currency
he prefers, '\vhether it be gold and silver, or current con-·
vertible bank paper;
To prevent the inconvertibility of bank paper, he recommends the separation of the bank of issue frOlTI banks
of discount and deposit;
To remove private interest frOlTI influencing the directors of the banks of discount, either in their discounts, loans
or dividends, they are to be precluded from discounting any
note or acceptance in \vhich a director of a bank may be
interested;
To guard against over-expansions, discounts are to be
oonfined to actual business paper, having but short periods
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to run, to the amount of bills issued by the bank of issue,
and never to exceed three times the amount of specie actually in the vaults of the bank at the time of the discount;
Removing credit from currency, by not allowing the
issue of paper to cil"culate as money upon public bonds,
notes of other banks, or other public or private evidences of
debt, or foreign or dmnestic exchanges, or aught save a due
proportion of gold and silver ;
Removing the inflllence of politics from the currency,
\)y superceding the necessity of legislative interference in
the incorporation of new banks, or the extension of po\vers
al1d privileges to old ones;
Rendering the currency republican, by the free eleetion
of the directors of the banks by those persons imnlediately
and directly interested in the currency of the place, in the
same manner as they elect the most numerous branch of
their legislatures.
This plan of a currency, next to its being always convertible and uniformly current throughout the Union, is
most V'aluable as being calculated to encourage domestic
manufactures, and prevent the over-importation of foreign
merchandize.
This must appear evident from the fact, that every man
,vishes to have money plenty in his own place, and will
have it so whenever it is left entirely to his own choice.
Consequently, the interests of the directors will be the
same.
If the West imports less foreign merchandize from theEast, the East will import less from Europe.
Banks win loan their money to the nlanufacturel' and
fair trader of the place, as well for the cominon interest of
the place, as because these men can exercise an influence
v.pon the election of directors; who, having no direct in-
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terest in the dividends, will no longer lend large sums to
foreign speculators to obtain the repayment in a foreign
place, to enhance the profits of the bank, because a loan of
$50,000 to a speculator lessens their means of lending to
one hundred men $500 each, while the votes and influence
of these one hundred men at the next election must out
number that of one speculator.
This would soon reduce our imports to the par exchange
of our exports; facilitate the payment of our foreign,
com.mercial, state stock, and bank stock debts; aid in the
completion of the inlmense works of internal improvement that have already cOlnmenced \vithout the lueans of
their completion; giving ne\v life and activity to business,
and additional stiululus to laudable American enterprise.

NOTICE OF THE PLAN OF CURRENCY.

THE Author proposes to 1'endc1' the paper portion of the
currency republican; ahyays perfectly convertible at sight
at the counter 'where it \vas put in circulation; equally current throughout the Union, und as easily to be obtained as
(lIly other comlTIodity.

To accomplish this, he proposes rer.noving frorn the cur-

rency the influence of private interest, of credit, and of politics-centraliziLg t.he government of' the currency, dividing its administration, and 111aking each bank of discount
independent-separating tIle bank of issue fronl the banks
of discount-lilnitil1g the discounts to not llwre than three
times the amount of specie actually in the vaults of the bank
at the tirne of the discount, and to the anl0unt of bills furnished in blank to thc banks of discount by thc bank of issue-confining the supply totlle actual dernand for currency, by restricting thc discounts to actual husiness paper,
having but short periods to run--allu'.vingthc Ii'ce exportation
of specie as the only effectual lneans of preventing overtrading and over-importing-issuing no small bill s, that all
the slnall channels of circulation Inay be filled 'with the precious Inetals, as ,vell as to filrnish small dealers ,vith the metalic currency of their choice, and large dealers 'with large
cu['rent convertihle bills for their convenience, by -the preference of each das;; of community for that kind of currenci
least desirable to the other.
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To separate currency from politics. Let Congress or
ganize the people throughout the Union for financial purposes, as they are at present organized for to"wnship and
for state political purposes; authorizing them to elect the
directors of all the banks, both of issue and of discount, in
the same manner as they elect th~ most numerous branch or
the legislature.
Let the people throughout the Union elect "directors of a
United States Bank: \yhose duty it shall he to ascertain
the amount of specie in the country, and the amount of currency required for the permanent prosperity of the country; to issue blank bank bills upon so luuch of the specie as
shall appear to be necessary to increase the amount of currency to the actual denland for the convenient interchange
of the comn10dities of the country; and to apportion the
specie and bills between the several states, in proportion to
their se \-eral demands for the saIne.
Let the electors of each state elect directors of state
banks, to apportion the specie and bills furnished by the
United States Bank of issue, to such parts of each state as
require banks of discount located in them, and to take a
general supervision of the same.
Let the electors of the several cities, towns and districts,
\vhere a bank of discount is required to he located, elect directors of the same, \vho shall give g-ood seourity for the
faithful discharge of their duties, and "who shall only discount actual busines~ paper, ha.ving but short periods to run,
and in \vhich discount no director has any interest.
The people being thus organized; the directors accountable for their conduct, and precluded from any interest in
the discounts-their hope of re-election, their salaries, and
their securities' bonds, will make it their private as well as
public interest, to promote the public good only-there
J
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would be no longer any occasion for legislative interference
with banks and currency. Thus currency may be separated from pl'ivate inte'l'est, and from politics; rendered
strictly convertible, uniformly current throughout the TJnion,
and as republican as our religion or literature.
The centralization of the government of the currency,
\vill render the bills as current throughout the Union as
,vould be the notes of an incorporated United States Bank
and branches; while the d-ivided and independent administration of the currency ren10ves the financial and political
evils of the cent1'alized admin'£stration, that must by the
laws 'of its situation, attend an incorporated United States
Bank.
The government-the capital stock-the specie received
for the sale of stock-the issue and apportionment of the
specie and bills-the profits-the safety fund-the divi..
dends-the forms of business-of keeping accounts and
Qf making returns for publication, are to be centralized;
while the election of the directors ofthe banks ofdiscounttheir sureties for the faithful discharge of their duties-the
discoant of notes and acceptances-the collection of their
debts-the publication of their monthly reports-and all
the ordinary business of a bank of discount, must be as divided and independent of the governlnent of currency, as
the election of the officers and administration of the affairs
of the townships are separate and distinct from the government of the Union.
The election of the dir.ectors of banks by the 'persons interested in the loans and business ofthe bank and the soundness of the currency, will change the character and busilless of the banks, by giving the loans of the bank equally
to the fair traders of the place, instead of being loaned in
large sums exclusively to a few speculators-as the fair
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traders of the place will exercise the most influence in the
election of directors. This 'will retain the money in the
place, and most effectually lessen over-trading; institute a
bond of union between the citizens and government of this
country upon the all-powerful principle of self-interest,
equal to that which 9Upports the government of Great
Britain in the bond of private interelSt found in the national
debt, without any of its concomitant evils.
The stock would be the most profitable, safe and perma"
nent investment in the United States, if not in the ,vorId ;
being cash in hand when capital is required, and money at
interest at all times, by its being always saleable in the
money market, as are the funded debts of England and
America. The bill holder would be perfectly secure from
loss from failures of banks, or the depreciation of the currency; nor would the public be subjected to the evils attendant upon their expansions and contractions 1 the convertibility of the notes certain beyond doubt, and the bank
paper portion of the currency equally current throughout
the Union. In short, this system of banking must place
the paper portion of the currency, (being based exclusive..
1y upon the precious meta-Is,) upon an equality with gold
and silver.
A judicious modification of the usury laws, and appro~
priate bankrupt laws, must make money as easily to be
obtained as any other commodity; reduce our imports
to the par exchange of our exports, and render the currency of the country the key-stone of the arch of this
republic.

INTRODUCTION.

T liE author, while chairman of the committee of Finance
in the Parliament of Upper Canada, in 1835, was deputed
by a resolution of the House of Assembly, to travel in the
United States and e]se,vhere, during the recess of Parliament, to obtain information upon various subjects of public
economy, and to report to the House the result of his
research at the next nlceting of Parlialnent.
Among the subjects of his enquiry were exchanges,
finance, currency and banking-.
While in the United States, he was very politely fur-

nished with every facility necessary to the accomplishment
of the object of his mission, by political economists, finan·
ciers, bankers and merchants; by the members ofthe admi n"
istration, as well as by those out of office, and opposed to
the administration of the day.
The result of his enquiry upon the subject of banking
was, a thorough conviction of the anti-republican tendency
of incorporated banking companies, and a confirmation of
his opinion, previously expressed in a report made to the
House of Assembly during the previous session, by a com"
mittee of eleven melnbers appointed upon the subject of
currency and banking, of ,vhich he was chairman. The
object of that committee ","as, to ascertain ,vhether any bet·
ter system of furnishing paper to t::irculate as money ~ to
supply the deficiency of the precious metals, than that
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afforded by the chartered bank system, could be devised.
The committee reported in favor of giving the people the
divided administration of the currency, and centralizing the
governrnent of die paper intended to circulate as money,
with the view of separating currency from politics, and removing fro111 the control of the administration of the government the adlninistration of the currency; preventing its
centralized monopoly in commercial transactions and its
political aristocratic tendency. The dissolution of Parliament by Sir Francis Bond Head, the official influence, bri;.
bery, corruption, and cunning trickery, \vith the force and
violence of organized bands of Orang-eroen, had recourse
to by the executive government at the subsequent election,
to obtain the return of a tory Parliament, induced the reformers of Upper Canada to depute the author to London~
to lay before His Majesty's govel'nment and the Imperial
Parliament, the manner in which the executive government
of the Province had destroyed the elective franchise in that
Province, and rendered the House of Assembly the mere
tools of the executive government, a mere shield to their
nefarious and ruinous measures: believing that if His Majesty's government \vas fully and correctly informed of the
grievances of t1le country, and the manner in which the
people had been unjustly defrauded of their constttutional
rights and privileges, that His l\fajesty ,vould order a new
election of the House of Assembly, fl'ee from the exercise
of bribery and corruption, or of intimidation on the part of
the executive government of the l>rovince; br direct the
administration of the government of the Province to be
conducted according to the constitutional act of the Province, making the Executive Council responsible to the people through the House of Assembly, after the manner in
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which His r.Iajesty's ~linisters of the Crown in England
are responsible to the House of Commons.
The insurrection near Toronto, under !vIr. Mcl{enzie,
with which the author was totally ignorant until after the
defeat of the Patriots-the order of the governlnent for his
arrest and execution-the collection around him of his
fi'iends, and their offer to defend him-their voluntary sepa..
ration upon his advice and recommendation, -and his return
to his native country, the lJnited States, prevented Rim
feom completing and publishing the plan of currene.y a.nd
banking herewith presented to the people of the United
States.
His experience for the last fe\v years, and observations
of the defective workings of the chartered bank paper
currency of the United States, has more than ever confirmed him in the belief, that there is something radically wrong
in the fundamental principles of the currency, ptoduced
by the issues of incoI"poratcd banking companies, whether
they be incorporated by the C-ongress of the United ~tates,
or by the legislatures of the several States.
The repeated suspensions of specie payment3 by the in..
corporated State banks of the United States-the fluctua..
tions of the currency, and frequent inconvertibility of bank
notes-the expense and inconv.enience attending the making remittances from one part of the Union to another-as
well as the high rate of exchanges with commercial Europe
against the U llited States, are beginning t-:> attract great
attention in Europe as ,veIl as in the United States.
The thinking portion of the American people with \veil
constituted minds, who are not interested in the present
system of incorporated banks, and not influenced by poli~

cal party pr~judices, but who are honestly desirous, by
every meens in their power, of promoting the .peace,pr~
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perity and g"ood government of the United States, are beginning to feel and understand that there must be something radically wrong in the elementary principles of currency and banking, a.s practiced and conducted in the United States, to admit of such frequently repeated, wild and
delusive expansions of the currency and its ruinous con..
secuti vecontraetions.
If the fundamental principles of the· currency were correct, the sagacity and cunning ingenuity of " Yankee speculators would have invented" a remedy for- its defective operations.
Changes in the currency have frequently been attempted
by the -Congress of the United States:, as well as by the
Legislatures of the different States-sometimes with a view
to its permanent uniform perfect convertibility-sometimes
with the intention of rendering it generally current throughout the Union; but more frequently with the hope of ine-reasing the quantity of the circulating medium, without
dIe expense and: diffienlty of inereasing the amount of the
precious metals, upon which alone a permanent increase of
the money currency can ever be rationally expected to be
effected. But all these changes have failed in converting
credit into cash.
Small banking- companies have been formed in the hope
of supplying villages and inland tawns with money, when
the inhabitants were unable to obtain loans from the banks
1.)£ the large cities. Banks have been iilcorporated with
large capitals, in the ~pectation that the credit 'of an .~
mense -banking capital would be a safe-guard against panics,
and enable the institution to support its business against the
most unfavorable eurrents of trade. But the diicounting
'htitioui paper, that is, any paper:not actual busin8sspaper
having but short periods to run, loon exhausted their funds,
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and ,eompelled the contractions of their issues, with its
Asual disastrous consequences; and, although each ofthese
plans may have succeeded for 'a time, 'yet, as they extended
their issues beyond their specie basis, the large as ,veIl as,
the'small banks, ultimately disappointed the expectations
of their adherentsJ
The projeGtors of these institutions appear to have lost
sight of the, first and 'aU-powerful -elementary principles of
political economy; by \vhich currency and banking are uniformly gover-ned: That the demand and supply ahvays
regulate the value of gold and silver, as well as of all
other commodities; that the fre'c exportation of specie is
the only certain mode of e~tuany preventing o\T'er· trading and over-importing; that credits, whether large or
small, and \vhether made by 'lRaUY slnall institutions, or by
one larg.e one, rnust be paid sooner or later; that hank paper is no more capital,. than the shoe-lnaker's protnises to
'make YO"lr shoes, are shoes; that, at best, it is but the representative of coin, and cannot perform all the functions of
coin; that they "rho borrow money, and spend more than
their incomes, must become impoverished, while they who
earn more than they spend, must accumulate ,vealth; that
the party \vho lends money safely, and receives the interest
thereof, becomes rich, while he who borro\vs money and
pays interest, becomes poor, all other things being equal.
Ov~r issues of bank paper, with the unerring certainty of
fate~ will sooner or later bring about corresponding contractions, with their ruir~ous and diso.stroqs consequences. The
banks11n the chanlJels of circulation to overflowing: the
natural effects of which is the exportation of the surplus.
Bank notes not being exportable, they are returned upon
the banks for specie for exportation.
()vmo,issue~of bank paper pr6dll~e aavallced: prieesfor,
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foreign merchandize; this leads to increased importations
and the exportation of specie. With this diminution of
specie, generally occurs a. diminution of public confidence:
with the diminution of its credit and its specie means, are
lessened its ability to discount paper, and lend money, with
an increased necessity for calling upon its debtors for paymeDt.. This produces a general pressure ror money. High
fates of interest are demanded by the few who have money
to lend. Brokers are making splendid for-tunes; bankers
are sharing in the ipoils of their usurious extortions, while
universal ruin pervades the lana. Bankruptcies, failures,
suspensions of specie payments by the banks, and suspensions of business by the commercial community, follow in
their train.
The enriching of the few, and the ruin of the many, are
the usual and universal consequences of over issues.

HISTORY OF THE FIRST BANKS.
The first bank established in the United States, was
chartered by Congress on the 31st day of December, 1781,
with a capital of $10,000,000, without limitation of duration. This charter was confirmed by the legislature of
Pennsylvania in 1782; and in 1785, it5 excesses and ruinous effects upon business ha.d become so apparent, that the
legislature revoked its state charter. The bank, however,
had already become too strong ·for public opinion. Disregarding the revocation of its charter by the State of Penn91vania, it prosecuted its business under its United States
charter until 1787, when it was re-chartered by the State
of Pennsylvania, its capital limited to $2,OOO,000,aoo time
limited to 14 J ears.

ROBERT MORRlS.
The Chicago Democrat saya,
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to whose financial operations our country in the revolutionary struggle is said to owe as much as to the negotiations
of Franklin, or the arms of Washington, passed the latter
years of his life in prison, confined for debt,-a victim to
the ba.nking system, which he was anlong the first to est~b
lish in America. Rich in ea.rly life, he ~nlbarked in a
series of speculations, which reudered him hopelessly insolvent. In 1780, he established a. bank hy subscription,
in which his share ,vas £10,000, for the express purpose of
supplying the army with 3,000,000 rations arKl 300 hogsheads of rUIn.
" The following year, the bank of North America superceded this bank, and eventually led its stockholders into
speculations, which proved their ruin, and great detriment
to the country at large."

THE HISTORY OF BANK SUSPENSIONS.
The first suspension of specie payment by the babits of
the United States, ,,~as in 1814, (all previous suspensions
had been called failures.) This occurred soon after the
capture of Washington, the Capitol of the United States,
by the British. The battle of Bladensburg was on the 24th
of August, and on the 27th of the same month, the banks
of Baltimore suspended specie payment, which was followed by the banks of Philadelphia on the 30th, and those of
Ne'w York on the 1st September following. This suspension, ho\vever, had for apology the exigencies of the times.
It occurred during a great National struggle, in which the
defenders of the American flag and of the. National honor.
ha.d to contend with apo\verful foreign foe, and the hostile,
secretly growing, aristocratic chartered banking compani~.
of the several States.
After the resumption of specie payments by the hanks in
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1817, the public mind began to repo~e with implicit confid.ence in the efficiency of incorporated banks; hoping, that
under the vigfiance cf legislative supervjsj~:Il, with Sfllutary
restrictions, they might serve to furnish the public with
paper to circulate as money to meet the deneicttey produced in the circulating medium by the exportation of the
precious metals.
But the second suspension, which commenced in NeW
York on the 10th May, 1837, and which extended east and
west with the 'rapidity of " 'wild fire," for it was followed
by the suspension of the banks of Pbiladelphia on the 11th.,
and by 'the banks at Boston and Baltimore on the 12th, and
with but fevv exceptions by aU the banks in the Union,
with telegraphic succession. This 'suspension shocked the
cautious, and nearly overturned the confidence of the most
faithful bankites, for it had not the apology of the dangers
of an external foe, that surrounded them in 1814:.
This suspension occurred in a time of profound peace
and unprecedented general prosperity; at a time too,
when the public Treasury hadjust been lavishly'pouring its
minions of yellow ore into the laps of flourishing wealthy
etates; 'when commerce, agriculture, and internal improvements, ""'ere making rapid strides to an unlhnited 'extension;· when banks \vere vIeing with each other in their-libera.lity of discounts, and glorying in the amount of their dividenus, bohuses, and bank profits, until bank notes ,vete
mOre plenty tban any other commodity professing to pos;.
8ess value. At this joyous moment, the tocsin wrung the
knen of aeparted prosperity in sounds that stunned the ear,
and sp'Oke in words that congealed the blood of those wno
heard-them: T'ItEBANlts 11AV'ESUHPENDEDS'PECiE PAYMEN~.
This suspension gave American credit an alarrritng shock,
roth -at-home and atl'oad: all was consternation P'ld dis-
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may in the money market; yet,. the buoyancy of Americans, their enterprising resistles~ "go ahead" eharacter,
and their confiding dispositions, added to their cupidity, in·
spired them with fresh confidence in new and better- bank
promises.
The legislatures of the states incorporated new banks,
and increased the amount of the capitals of the old- ones,
Ce with new and important salutary restrictions, checks and
balances." But hope had hardly become confidence, before the publlc mind was a second time exasperated at the
alarming report, that the banks of Philadelphia had sus..
pended specie payments again. This occurred on the 9th
of October, 1839. The legislature of Pennsylvania au..
thorised their suspension and conti nuance of business until
tIle 15th of January, 1841; at which time they were required to resume specie payments or forfeit their charters.
The banks in the several states have been so long and
so often indulged by legislative interference in their favor,
and have obtained such strong hold upon American credit,
and ...t \merican business, that, like a spoiled child, they have
very little to .fear from the indignation of indulgent parents,
who have already transferred to them their domicils from
Maine to Georgia.
l\Iany of the southern and western states, through the
agency of their banks, have registered their mortgages in
trans-atlantic cities, by the sa.le of public bonds and debts
of their respective states, in foreign markets.
Credit has assumed the character qf capital, and extend·
ed its dominion 'Ovel' the valley of the l\'Iississippi, a country of immense wealth and importance, until their bank
paper (with the exception of that of MissQuri,) is far below
par,
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Is it at all surprising that men should loose confidence in
instituti()[ltt that are unable or unwiiling .to redeem their
promisos to pay, in times of peace and plenty- ~ Yet few
will deny, that chartered bank paper no longer commands
public confidence.
I am aware of the dislike that mf>st men have to hearing
the truta, when it interferes \vith their interests or inc1inatiou$. The prophets of truth \vere formerly frequently
stoned to death, \vhila flatterers, false prophets, liars and
deceivers, were richly reward,ed.
Legislatures, to suit all "their constituents, find it necessary to pass-almost as many amendatory as original la",rs.
Their having once exceeded the true business of legislating, tha.t of providing for tlte protection qfpersons and property, has laid the foundation for much i~jurious, local,special and private legislation. We have by far too much Iegislation-affirmative, contradietory and explanatory; and
upon no subject, perhaps, has this been more severely felt
than upon that of banking.
Currency being an insU'utnent for the transfer and exchange of commodities from luan to man, passing freely
from hand to hand, should be equally adapted to the use
and convenience of all. While it is confined to its legitimate objects, a large portion of it may as \vell be composed
of paper, at all times perfectly convertible, and uniformly
current, as of .gold and silver. In som3 situations, such
paper money possesses advantages over the precious metal~J. on account of its fitness for remittances in large sums,
as well as a saving in expense of material and manufacture
for circulation. But the moment currency, whether composed of the precious metals or of promises to pay, assumes
any other character than that of a medial commodity and ~
nleasure of values, it looses its usefulness, and produces
deleterious effects upon commerce and exchanges.
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If currency assumes to be capital, and unites with credit
to augment its po\vers, the currency becomes first inflated
and then depreciated in value; the channels of circulation
become surcharged, and consequently the exportation of
the precious metals Inust ensue, \vhile this variable state of
the currency renders it- unfit for the measure of all values~
To obviate all these evils, organize the people to transact
their o\vn business of money making; their- money will
then be cornposed of such materials as the majority of tIle
people require, and of such denominations as best suit the
conveni.ence of either, and all.
Legislatures should ~o more interfere with curreney than
with religion. The people, being the sovereign power,
should be so organized by the congress of the United
States, as to be able to regulate the paper portion of the
currency of the country, as the directors of the Mint are to
manage the coinage of the precious metals; and as independently of any legal enactment, beyond that of their organization by the Congress of the United States, as the inhabitants of the to\vnshi.ps are, 'who elect their town officers
to transact the whole business of the township, independent of the Provincial legislatures, or of the Congress of the
United States, beyond the laws of their organization. Or,
in other \vards, the adruinistration of the currency should
be as perfectly isolated and independent of the government
of the currency, as is the administration of the townships
independent of the Provincial or General governments;
while the government of the currency should be a.n unit as
perfectly centralized as the government of the mint, or the
general governnlent of the United States.
The author has endeavored to show that money, banking,
finance,currency, and exchanges, are all subjects easily to
be understood, when stript of the mystery with which they

are intentionally involved by the persons. interested in the

secreey of the trade. That, for this purpose, a. little plain
(.lOmmon sense IS all that is ~eessary to the understanding
of the science of money, if the subject be clearly descriNo argument is necessary to convince any man who
has an American eagle, or an A.merican dollar in his hand,
tha.t he holds money.
The author has endeavored to familiarize the subject to
the most common understanding, by illustrations plain and
easily to be comprehended, as. the follo,ving description of
exchanges and balances of trade will show.
It requires very little learning to comprehend., that if a
man sells commodities to an amount grea.ter than the amount
filr ,vhich he purckases merchandize, he will have abala~ce
due to him, which he may take home with him in specie, or
he may giv6 any other person an order to receive the money.
For the sake of illustrating the subject, we w-ill call this
order a biB of exchange. Now if a man sells less commodities in the market th&n the amount of the merchandize
he purchases, he ,viII owe a balance in the market. This
he must remit money to pay, or he must purchase an order
from some man who has a balance due to him in that market. This order then, is better for the man who has the
remittance to make to pay the balance of his overtrading
than the -money; because the expense of transportation,
insurance, &e. to the place where the business has been
transacted, is a less expensive, a.s well as a more certain remittance; \vhile the cash in hand is better to the man who
has a balance due to him from a foreign market, when he.
wants to use the money at the place where he is, by the
amount of the expense of freight, risk, and use during the
time that IIlust elapse before he could receive it, should he
order its immediate shipment for the place where he is.
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The merchant in N ew York, therefore, is ,vining to re~ei ve
()rre ounce of pure silver, or one ounce of pure gold, or their
equivalents in standard gold and silver, for a draft on his
~gent in London for an ounce of pure gold or an ounce of
pure silver, 0:- their equivalents in standard gold and silvel~,
in London, or in the place where his money is due; while
the buyer of the bill will willingly give him in hand an
ounce of pure gold, or an ounce of pure silver, or their
equivalents in standard gold and. silver, for the same amount
in London, or the country '\vhere he owes the debt; since
the bill of exchange will save him the expenses attendant
upon the exportation of specie to pay his foreign debt.
This is the state when the balance of trade is equa', :and
the exchange at par: both the buyer and seller of the bill
of exchange,lnake one or more per cent. in the saving of
the expense of the two transhipments, that is, one tranship.
ment each. But shORld t\VO men purchase a similar amount
above the amount of their sales, they would each one of
them leave a. balance due against himself, equal to the
:amount that" was due ih the market to the man who had
sold more than he had bought. It is plain that only one
of these men could buy a bill of exchange to the amount of
his indebtednes~·in London, as that was the whole amount
Que to any person iR the United States; and consequently
the other debtor must export specie to meet the demand
against him. As each debtor would desire to purchase this
bill of exchange, the price of bills of exchang-e would rise
to nearly·, or perhaps quite the expense of exporting specie; that, as there could not be bought "",hat did not exist,
there would not be bills of excha.nge in market to but half
the amount of indebtedness of them both: hence it is
clear, that the balance of trade will be readily indicated by
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the rate of exchange, when that is not interfered with by
hanks or other artificial eauses.
The author has also endeavored to show, that so long as
the precious metals are interchang.eable for paper money,
the inflation of the currency by bank. paper, reduces the
value of the precious metals equally·with that of the paper
money; this, ho'w'ever, only becornes sensible when the
paper ceases to be ~onvertible, at which time the depreciation appears upon the paper only. The gold bill, (howev..
er expedient its passage might have been,) by which the
quantity of pure gold in an eagle vvas lessened, while the
legal value continued the same; altho.ugh it apparently
raised the value of gold to the value of silver, yet, in fact,
it reduced the value of silver just as much as it appeared
to have raised the value of gold. This also is indicated by
the exchanges.
The author has endeavored to show, that state chartered
bank paper "rants some of the essential requisites of a
money currency. That of being invariably convertible
into specie at sight; that of a qniwrm current circulation
throughout the U nioll, and an entire independence of legislation: ,vhile the circulation of small bank bills drives the
specie out of circulation, from its natural tendency to withdraw from domestic ~irculation and to become exported.
These evils he professes to have traced to the connection
of currency with private interest, with credit, and with.
politics. To remove these evils, he has recomrnended the
organization of the people by congress, in such a manner
as to enable them to elect the directors of the bank as independently as they elect their township officers. Precluding these directors from any interest in the loans or dividends of banks, and requiring them to give good security
for the faithful discharge of well defined duties; separa-
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ting the bank of issue from the banks of discount, and restricting their discounts to actual business paper, having but
short periods to run, and to three times the amount of specie
actually in the vaults of the bank at the tinle of the discount;
centralizing the government of the bank, the disposal of the
stock and dividends, and di viding the administration of the
currency to suit the interests or inclinations of the sovereign
people.

The author recommends that there should be no bills
issued of a less denomination than circulate in foreign countries \vith \vhich we are commercially immediately connected, or at the least, not less than t\venty dollar notes, that
men in small business nluy have specie if they choose it,
and commel'cial men may have large bills if they prefer
theln.
To lessen the expense of producing the bills intended for
circulation as money, he recommends that the directors of
the United States Bank should procure plates to be engraved and bills to be printed and executed in blank, in tl-le best
manner possible, to avoid counterfeits, GO luany and such
hills of the various denominations, not less than twenty
dollars, as shall be necessary f()r circulation throughout the
United States for the convenient interchange of cOlnmodities; and that the directors of the United States institution
shall reserve from the profits of the several banks of discount, a sum to constitute a safety fund, to he applied, according to their discretion, to the prompt and temporary
relief of any casualties that rnay occur to any banks of discount, by which they might be unabled to meet their liabilities at the instant.
He recommends a centralized government of the currency, with the v'iew of rendering it equally current through-
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out the Union, vvith a divided administration; giving each
bank of discount perfect independence in the conduct of its
o,vn affairs, to avoid the financial and political influence of
such an immense monetary po\\"e1' as an United States bank
and branches Innst possess.. The capital stock, the specie received in payInent, the stock, the profits made by the banks
upon the paper portion of the currency, the expenses ot
conducting the currency, the reserved funds, the dividends,
and, in short, the entire government of the currency are to
be centralized, and made to constitute one perfect whole:
while the business and adlninistration of the banks of discount are local, and perfectly independent of each other,
and of the bank of issue. Hence, the evils liable to attend
the accumulation of an immense Inonetary poVorer and influence that Inust accompany an incorporated United States
hank are obviated.
The bank of issue, in the proposed plan, stands in the
same relation, in Inany respects, to the banks of discount'
that capitalists do to the banks of discount they employ for
the purpose of lending their money; with this principal
difference, that capitalists only authorize their directors to
lend the actual specie deposited with them, while the United States bank of issue deposites blank bank notes to three
times the amount of specie deposited, that the paper may
be executed and loaned, and the specie used for the redemption of their notes, as that may occasionally be required.
The bank of England lends or sells its notes to the banks
of discount of England; they neither loan cash, nor their
own notes, generally, but the notes of the bank of England.
After the United States bank directors have procured,
engraved and executed by the officers, numbered and re-
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gisterQd in blan~and delivered to the directors ofrha sever.
al state institutions, the amount intended to be pu~ in circu-

lation in their states respectively, the state bank directors
are ·to ex.ecute the bills as directors of the.state banks, and
a pportion them withone·thi~dpart of their amount in specie, between the banks of discount in the several cities,
towns, and districts of the states.

The people of these

several localities having elected directors of their banks of
discount, and these directors having given sufficient security
for the faithful discharge of their duties, and the prompt
payment over to their- successor::t in office of all monies
and property of the bank in their hands, ma.y ex~cute
the bills appointed to them to put in circulation, and loan
them UPOR the discount of actual business paper, having
but short periods to run, in which no di1°ector has an interest. Thus dividing the administration of the currency and
centrali~ingits goovornment; rendering it republican, free
from credit, and from politics; equally current throughout
the Union, and always strictly convertible into specie at the
counters where it is issued.
The monthly publications of the statements of the banks
will enable the people to judge of the propriety and economy
with which each hank. is. conducted, .and to approve or clUJ·
approve of the same through the ballot boxes.
The author has attempted to show, that currency, money,
medial commodity, and circulating medium, signifying the
precious metals and paper money of the country, whether
composed of gold and silver, bank notes, state scrip, post
notes, private individual notes, or other ·paper in thesimilitude of bank -notes, intended to circulate as money, is tbe
instrument of measure of the valll,e of all other commodi.
ties, ·as strictly. as the established weight of the pound is the
measu~e·of the weight of an article that is b@ught and sold
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by ,veight, or the established length of the yard the measure of the materials bought and sold by cloth measure. Its
value then ought to he governed by the same la,vs as govern weights and measures. It should be· equally as immutable and unchangeable as they are, so far as tl~i8 property of
money is considered. But money has a1so another property, that of being the instrument of transfer, interchange~
and cornrnunication of capital and cOlnmodities between
tnan and man, by \vhich capital is transferred; and other
commodities, through this instrument, are converted into,
capital, and conveyed from lllan to man, and from place to
place.
Hence it is seen to be a similar instrument
of the communication of capital, that books and news~
papers are· of know-ledge. Books and newspapers arc
not knowledge, nor is rnoney capital; they are both
only the instrunlents by \vhich their respective prop"
erties are communicated. Money is not used as capita.l
by any nation on earth, any more than the square bits of
metal, 'which constitute the currency of the Chin88e, or the
currency composed of shells 01 savage natimlfJ, exoept in
the manufacture of gold and silver articles..
Capitalists use money €>.nly as· the, 1110St ooIlvenient form
in which 'wealth can be kept, OP- tmnsmitted fr(}ID place to
place, and vested in productive. capital £01' the purohase of
materials, provisions, payment of ];rborer'.s 'wages, &c.. necessary to the conducting- of any business they may prosecute.
The precious metals are used~ by the manufacturers of
gold and silver "vares or ornaments, as eapital, in the same
lllanner as the blacksmith uses iron and steel. And gold
and silver may, from this cause, possess their own peculiar.
values, r~glilated by the supply and clemand of them fOIl
m~nllfactnrip.g purposes. But, as this demand has ne:ve~·
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been such as to raise thclir price above- their current value
as a circulating medium; that may not have- any very material influence upon their value for currency.
The importance of currency as the instrument of conlmunication, or transfer of capital from man to ~an, and
from place to place, may not inaptly be illustrated by its
comparison with the instruments or vehicles of communication between distant places, as steam-ships, vessels, steamcars, waggons, and carts. They are the instruments that
convey capital from place to place, but they are no·t
capital to those who hire them, unless when the o"\vner sends
them into market to be sold and left, or exchanged for
money or for capital; "\vhieh will Dot be likely to be the
case, unl~ss the channels in which they are enlployed are
surcharged "\vith the commodity of "\vhich they are composed: that is, the cal:tel~, who uses his cart to transfer capital
fronl place to place, does not leave his cart \vith the load;
nor does the ca;1tain of a ship, sell and leave his vessel in
the market "\vith his cargo, unless the channels of commerce
are surcharged, and the foreign demand for the vessel is
greater than the value of the vessel t-o him in the trade in
which he is engaged. But, when the waggoner has more
\,vaggons or carts, than the business in "\vhich he is -engaged
requires, he will sell not only his freight, but the instrument
by which that freight was brought. to market ; so the cap.·
tain of a vessel, when there are more ships employed in the
trade in \vhich he is engaged,_ than can find profitable cargoes, "\villsell his vessel, and in\"est the value of it in some
-other capital that he believes likely to be more productive:
so, too, will specie only be exported \vhen the channels of
currency are surcharged, and the dema.nd for the instru.:-ment, '}lwne!l, in some other business in another country offers
prospects of more profitable returns than that in \vhich it
is at present empl.:>yed'.
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Hence, it is clear, that mon~y, like the books of" a circulating librar,Y, like carts and waggons_, like steam cars and
vessels, is only the instrument of the transfer of capital,
and not capital, any more than books are knowledge, or
than carts or vessels are cargoes and freight.
The proposed system of currency claims the merit of
furnishing a uniform medial commodity for circulation,
equally current throughout the umon; a centralized government of the eurrency, and all the beneficial effects of a
United States bank, 'with a divided administration of the
currency; and, consequently, free from the evils and dangers aprehended from the accumulation and concentration
of the whole money po\ver of the United St-ates in one
company, or the private interest, credit power, a.nd consecutive expansions and contractions of the paper portion of
the circulating medium issued by incorporated state banks.
It separates the bank of issue from the banks of discount;
removes credit and private interest from both, and regulates the issues by the actual demand for circulating medium
and the amount of specie in theUnited States. Limits the
loans of the banks of discount, to the amount of hills apportioned to them fOr circulation by the ba-nks of issue. Restriets .their discounts to not exceeding -three times the
amount of specie actually in the vaults of the banks at the
time df the dis~ount, instead of discounting paper and lending money thereon to three times the amount of the paid-up
capital of the banks, as is some times done by chartered
bank8, even when their deposites, independent of -their circulation, may exceed twice the amount of specie in their
vaults; and confilles the lending of their notes wholly' to
the discounting of actual business paper, having but short
periods to run. This prevents the inflation of the currency, and consequently its ruinous contractions, with their
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disastrous consequences. It separates the «urrency of the
country from politics, by removing the necessity of legislative interference. with the circulating medium, by the
chartering banking companies, inc.reasing their capital
stock, or renewing their charters-thereby lessening the
dangerous political excitement that not unfrequently ac-

companies the election of the Chief Magistrate-while it
furnishes all classes of community with the kind of money
they require. Issuing bills of no smaller denominations
than twenty dollars, ~hat the mechanic, farmer and laborer,
,vho prefer specie to paper money, may receive it from that
preference; and that the large trader, "\vho prefers large
notes, may find no difficulty in obtaining them for cash, at
'par, when 11e requires them for commercial purposes. It
secures the perfect convertibility of the paper portion of
the currency, by limiting the discounts to actual business
paper, having but short periods to run, and by restricting
the amount to the deInand for a circulating medium, passing fi-om hand to hand, and by being based exclusively
l;lpon the precious metals actually in the vaults of the banks
at the time of the discount. It renders the currency republican, like the other elementary principles of the government, by giving the people in every part of the Union the
election of the directors of the bank of issue; and the
people in each state the election of the directors of state
banks of secondary issue; and the people of the cities,
towns, and districts, ",~here banks of discount are to
be looated, the election of the directors of the banks
of their respective places, as they elect the most numerous branch of their legislatures. It does not, like chartered banking companies, convert credit paper into capital,
nor, by uniting itself to credit, inflate the currency beyond
its proper limits; nor does it allow the directors the exclu-
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sive right to have their notes firstly discounted, if they require it: for it expressly precludes the directors from .any
interest, either directly or indirectly, in the loans or discounts of the banks. It applies the currency of the country
to its legitimate object, that of passing from hand to hand,
and being the necessary instrument of the transaction of the
regular business of the place, by making it exclusively the
interest of the directors to accommodate their constituents,
by discounting only actual business paper, having but short
periods to run, instead of discounting' fictitious notes of
speculators, who, from their large capital or bank credit,
have frequently been able to lllonopolize the money of the
place, and thereby to establish the market price of its exportable commodities; indllcing the grower and producer
to believe that s.lch speculators actually advance the price
of their products, 'when, in fact, they frequently fix the
'price of the commodities, in which they deal, below 'what
the regular traders of the place "vould have paid, had the
n10ney of the place heen left open and free for their accommodation, and the purchase of the commodities left to
a fair competition. Yet, as these speculators have atl the
money that the banks can lend, the farmers are induced to
give them credit for 'what they term "the advantage of the
opposition in the luarket." But~ even if this spirit of speculation should produce tenlporarilyan advance in the price
of some products, the farmer is not ahvays benefitted by
such temporary rise in the commodity above its real intrinsic value, when many other commodities are reduced in
value in the same proportion.
A fair, uniform price, for the various products cf the
country, is far better for the private interest of the grower
or producer, as 'vell as for the permanent prosperity of the
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country, than occasional high prices, to be follo'wed by cor~
responding low prices
the same, or other commodities of
exportation. It holds out no inducernent to the directors of
banks to interfere \vith the exchanges, either domestic or
foreign; freely allo\ving the rate of exchange to indicate
the balance of trade, and the free exportation of specie to
check over-trading and over-importing. Leaving the ordinary exchange transactions to individ ual competition;
which must establish the market rate of exchange in the
United States, as it does in all other countrIes in the world;
and as it must invariably do, when it is not interfered with
by banks or other artificial nleans. It promotes laudable
enterprise, encourages industry and economy, by rendering the currency sound, ahvays convertible into specie
where it is put into circula.tion, and equally current throughout the Union. It facilitates commercial transactions, by
ind ucing promptitude and punctuality in meeting liabilities,
and reduces the amount of our imports to the par exchange
of our exports. It provides the means of lessening the
difficulties with \vhich the several states have to contend,
which have become involved abroad for funds vested in
unproductive enterprizes, or have commenced greater and
more extended \vorks of internal improvements than they
have funds to accomplish, by lessening the price of excha.nges with the diminution of the amount of our imports,
and by encouraging and promoting domestic manufactures;
the directors having their interest promoted by the pros"
perity and satisfaction of the community in the loans of the
bank, and by equalizing the currrency throughout the
Union.
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AN ESSAY
ON

BANKING, CURRENCY, FINANCE, EXCHANGES,
AND

POL ITICAL ECONOMY.

CHAPTER I.
ON THE STATE OF THE CURRENCY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Gold and Silver a small "part of the currency-Convertible State ch artered bank
paper a large amount-Inconvertible bank paper a still larger amount.-Post
Notes. State Scril), Notes of other Stlltes, unauthorized private Notes, Checks,
Dr.posite Notes, and Notes ofCorporalions and Associations, comprise the largest
portion of the currency.-Small bills injurioua to the issuer as well as to the bill
holder-Causes explained.

The currency of the United States consists of a small
a.mount of gol d and silver coins and bullion; a larger amount
of state chartered bank notes exchangeable for specie; a
far larger amount of bank notes not convertible into specie,
composed of the notes of non-specie paying banks, the
notes of banks of other states, unauthorized paper of individuals, of companies, and of associations, in the similitude
of bank notes, issued and circulated as money; which,
with post notes, deposita notes, checks, state scrip, and
bills Qf exohange, comprise most of the medial commodity
of the United States.
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And, although the constitution expressly provides, that
nothing but gold and silver shall be rnade a tender in the
payment of debts in the United States, yet, the issue of
small bills by chartered banks, and the consequent abstraction of the precious metals from the circulation, has left the
whole business of the country to be conducted by paper
money; which, notwithstanding the salutary and positive
provision of the constitution to the contrary, has become
virtually a tender in the payment of debts.
Bills compose so large a proportion of the circulating
medium, that those who "will not take thenl in payment of
their debts cannot collect their dues, nor carryon business
requiring the use of money.
Bank notes of small denominations, are dangerous to the
banks that issue them, as well as to the currency. They
expose the currency of the United States more to the dangers of over-expansion, than that to \vhich the currencies
of most of the countries of Europe are liable.
The five pound notes of the bank of England are the
smallest credit paper issued to circulate as money, with
which I am acquainted, excepting th ose that circulate in
America.
The injurious effects of the issue and circulation, by the
banks, of small bills, have been severely felt in every part of
the Union; and ll,lmost every state has in turn recorded the
opinion of its legislature against it, by passing la"ws to prevent their circulation. But the po\ver and influence of incorporated banking companies, aided by the fluctuations of
currency and trade, have invariably obtained a repeal of
those salutary laws, or rendered them nugatory. The good
sense and intelligence of the people may, ho\vever, at last
prevail. Congress may 'be induced to organize the people
throughout the Union, simultaneously to suppress the ei~
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culation of small bills; when the precious metals ,,,ill spontaneously and instantly supply their place. The people,
when once organized, will render the currenc~y republican,
separate it from credit, from private interest, and from politics.
The efforts of state leg'islators to correct the defects of
the currency must ever be as unavailing as their attempts to
suppress small bills have hitherto proved. Their actions
are desultory, unconnected and temporary; liable to the
influence of private interest, or political party feeling, that
may vary in the several states, and prevent their uniform
action. All the states cannot be expected to pass similar
la\,\rs upon this subject, simultaneously; consequently, the
currency might be changed by state legislation, but it could
never be radically reformed.
Some of the states have passed laws to suppress the circulation of small bills 'within their own territories; but
their immediate inundation with those of other states, often
much more uncurrent than their own had been, aided in
obtaining a repealof the lavvs for their suppression, just at
the moment, perhaps, ,vhen the neighboring states, from
seeing the advantages of the measure, were about to pass
similar laws.
The people are the only legitimate source from which to
expect permanent and radical relief. Congress js the only
proper body, possessing legitimate power and authority, to
organize them for that purpose. When there are no small
bills in circulation, all the channels and ramifications of the
currency are occupied by the precious metals ; so that upon
any sudden, foreign or domestic, political or financial shock,
those channels are not disturbed. The farmer, mechanic
and laborer, have no direct interest in it. In fact, the specie circulating among these classes may, in part, be brought
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into general circulation, by its commanding a premiuln, and
thereby materially lessen the evils of the contractions of
the currency, 'which might other\vise have been necessary
to its perfect recovery. But 'when small bills constitute
the whole circulation among the farmers and laboring classes, as \-vell as the small sums they have laid up, the panic
is augmented by their general rush to obtain cash for their
notes; and if they are not paid, public sympathy is warmly enlisted in their favor. Their misfortunes, and the frauds
of the bank, become the common topic of conversation.
The evils arc augmented, and the reports, that loose nothing by being repeated, are highly colored; the public
mind becomes inflamed; the peace and good order of society are endangered, as well as the safety of the officers
and directors of the bank.
By the laws of their situation, chartered banks must inflate the currency, and make it subseJ;vient to their interest
by every means in their power. Contractions must always
follow over-expansions: suspensions may follow them occasionally.
The several states of the Union, which are by the constitution expressly prohibited from coining money, emitting
bills of credit, or making any thing but gold and silver a
tender in the payment of debts, have, by legislative enactments, made a great variety of credit paper virtually a
tender in the payment of debts. If state.scrip is not a bill
of credit, it ought not to circulate as such.
Currency is an instrument that should be adapted to the
use of every citizen equally. The merchant, who only requires scissors to cut up his broadcloth, should not complain of the woodman, because he requires an axe in clearing the forest; nor should he any more complain of the farmer, because he prefers the precious metals to promises to
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pay: nor, on the other hand, should the woodman complain
of the merchant, because he is unwilling to use an axe
for cutting up his broadcloths, or that he prefers paper
money to specie, provided it be strictly convertihle and
equally current throughout the Union.

CHAPTER II.
S'PATE CHARTERED BANKS.
On the trade of :Banking -Banks of Deposite-Bank8 of Discount-Both unpro-

fitable to the proprietors.-St'lte cb,arteredinstitutioas cODJPrise these, and banks
of issue aha-The former lend money-The lauer lend credit-Hence, the pruf-

its of ban..k.sof circulation.

Banks of deposite, in which gold and silver are only
safely kept for the proprietors, to be weighed out by their
administrator, upon their orders, or the credit on the books
of the ban"k, transferred at the will of the owners, could
not be profitable to the proprietors in _J\.merica; since the
expense of office rent, clerk hire, other salaries, and contingent expenses, would be liable to be greater, than any in..
crease of profits fl'om the monopoly of the trade, by the
association of capi·talists in the bank; as they might lend
their money as safely, cheaply, and, perhaps, as profitably,
themselves, as by hired agents.
Banks of discount are institutions posse3sing a capital in
money, which the proprietors lend by discounting prom·issory :trotes,bills and acceptances, originating in the sale of
merchandize, or other commodities, having but snort p€riods to run. As banks of discount lend only money, arid
not their credit, the profits of thei'r business, above the or..
dinaryrate of interest, would not support the expenses of
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a banking house, since the loaM could be made at less expense by the individuals themselves, than by, officers employed for that purpose. But, supposing i.t would _pay expenses whenever the market price of money was below its
legal rate of interest, by being a monopoly of the business
of money lending, it would not be likely to- be· established
in the United States, where nluch more profitable investments of capital can daily be rna-de.
Banks of itisue and circulation, lend only their credit;·
which they do by diflicou.nting endor.sed notes, rnaae pB·Yable at the bank, due at. some stated period or periods hence',
for the accOlun10dation ofborrow'ers of credit, who are
'\villing to pay the hank for the loan ()f its credit" due on
demand withoutinterest1 the ordinary rlrte of interest fur
the use of ready rnoney; believing they can purchase better in the market \vith the credit notes of the bank that is
,,'veIl known, than they CQuld with their O\Vll notes d.ue
sixty days hence. They also transfer credits on the books
of the bank, and receive money in deposite, which they
use as their own. So long as their credits are current~_
,.yhich may be for SOITIe time, provided they are confined
within due limitS, their papel,' may be· a convenience to the
borrower equal to their charge for the 1:lse of it. These
institutions, it is clear, must be highly profitable-to the stockholders; who only keep as much specie in their vau1t~ a~
lllay serve to rneet the demands for change, or for the con·
venienc~ of their customers.,
American state chartered hanks are, by law~ authorized
tt> exercise all the powers,. privileges, and immuQlties of
these three kinds of banking. They receive deposites;
discount notes). and issue their own bills.
They do not, howevel', lend the money deposited widl
them,. They lend their oWn credit notes,andre~ain.tht
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deposited money until the same .are returned upon themfol'
redemptioll in specie.
They leud their p~er money, hy exchangingnotea witI1
their custOlncrs. The borro,ver giving them all endorsed
note, pa J able at the bank at some future period, and receiving in exchange the unendorsed notes of the ba.nk, due
on demand, to an equal amount, minus the discounted interest on the note of the bon'ower fi)r the time it has to run ;
the borro\ver ~ a.lso perceiving tha.t he -can purehase merchandize and other cOlnmodities better in the market \\Tith the
lWtes of the bank wpicll are kIlQwn, than he ~a.n witlt his
own \vhicha,rc unknown~ and which the law prohibits him
frOln making in the similitude of bank. notes, and issuing
or circ\llating as nloney, which the bank rnay :iegally do,
finqs, that however well he mary be kno\vn, the notes of the
bank are more convenient fOt" paynlents in small sums th~1\
his own could possibly be. Sonle discrepancy in the work.ing of the machinery of an .A.. merican bank may be reasonably expected, since the incomp-atible and perfectly distinct
duties of these three diflerent institutions are blended together, and all subjected to the direction of private interest. Yet, the ingenuity of Americans has assimilat>.d them
so nearly togethel', and the public mind have become so
fanliliar ~vith the terrns used by each kind of banking, that
the incongruous parts of an American compound bank
appear far less unnaturally connected than they really are..
B.riefly in the exercise of its functions as a bank of deposite, it receives for safe-keeping the coin and bullion of
individuals, ana transfers. upon its. books, by checks or
drafts, the various amounts standing to the c~ed.it of depositOFS: flltcilitating commercial transactions, by saving the
e~penses of transportat~on from house to house, the labor
of repeated countings, the ,vear and tear of the precious.
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metals by friction, and'the cost of "assurance, OT the trouble
of safe-keeping. Here, however, the similarity of a bank
of deposite, like that of Hamburgh, with an American
bank ceases. The chartered bank receives the deposites,
as was remarked, but instead of keeping them subject to
the direction, checks or drafts of t.he owners of the credits
on the books of the bank, it deposites them among its own
funds, and pays them out upon the return of its own notes
for specie; unless it be in certain cases where deposites
are made in parcels of the precious metals by 'weight, sub}3et to the disposition of the depositor; in which case, the
American bank becomes a perfect bank of deposite. For
this safe-keeping, &c. the depositor may be required to pay
a small sum.
80 far as the last kind of deposites are made in the bank,
they exercise no influence whatever over the circulation by
expanding or contracting the amount.
The uniform practice of American bankers is) I believe,
to put the dep()sites into the vault:s of the banks in common stock with their own specie, and bank upon the
whole amount; pay it out in the redemption of their o\vn
nlrtes; transfer the credits on the books of the bank at the
willof the depositor, as though the identical bullion was
there, and ready to be weighed or counted out by tale, to
anyone to whom the transfer might be ma-de, if required.
Hence, it'nasnot unfrequently happened, that independent
of their -OWIi eirculation, banks have" received deposites and
paid them out· in the redemptioll of their own notes; until
they have not had half the amount of their deposites in specie remaihing in their vaults. The depositor has the credit
in the -bank; the hanker discounts notes, and lends his own
paper upon his right to the deposite, while the depositor; by
drafts, checks, or entries on the books of the bank, trans~
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fers his deposite precisely as he would have done had he
reserved it exclusively for his o\vn use; in which case the
depositor pays for the safe-keeping of his rnoney, while the
banker may pay him a small per centage for the use of the
deposite, so long as it is allowed to remain in the bank.
It appears by the report of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, in 1840, that there ,vas deposited
in the several banks of the United States, $75,696,857,
'w hile at the same time, the amount of specie in the vaults
of the banks, ,vas only $33,105,155. Where then IS the
security of the bill-holder, in case of a panic and run upon
the bank 1
The specie in the vaults of the banks is actually less
than one half of the aIuount of the deposites; all of which
may be demanded of the bank, in specie, at the shortest
notice. And this is the currency of the United States!the paper that circulates as money !-assumes the place
expressly ordained by the constitution to the precious
metals! If not legally, yet virtually and practically, by
displacing the precious metals, it has becotne a tender in
the payment of debts, .and the standard of the measure
of all values!
Now let us see how far American banks resemble
banks of discount; or,rather to what extent they
yield to the influence of the salutary powers of a bank of
deposite and discount. They receive deposites, as before
explained. They discount notes and acceptances. But,
instead. of confining their discounts to actual business pa·
per, having but short periods to run, they discount any
paper that may be considered safe, for the accommodation
of those 'who wish to borrow capital as well as money.
The banks of England, (except the bank of England,)
and most of the banking establishments in the large cities
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'on the continent, kno\vn as private banking houses, are
banks of discount; paying their discounts in money, and
confining them strictly to business paper: while Alnerican
£hartercd banks discount \vhatever paper is offered that is
"vell secured, and pay their disco'-lnts in their own notes
promising to pay money on demand. A frequent rule of
discrin1ination (after the directors and stockholders have all
been accommodated,) bet\veen the bills offered for discount 'when more paper is offered than the bank is
able to do, is; firstly, to do the largest hills, ,vhere
the payment is to be made in some eastern city, since that
affords a profit on the bill of exchange, drawn by the bank
for the re-payment of the money, of five times the amount
of the profit on its loans; anJ then to proceed to select
those bills that afford the best profit, and discount to the
full extent of their means.
A.s European banks of discount only lend the money
furnished by the proprietors of the bank, their business of
banking does not very materially expand the currency; as
the same money might be lent by the proprietors themselves,· ,vithout the intervention of the bank: although,
,vhere money is deposited on demand, and the deposite
loaned to another person, t\VO men have the credit of the
same sum of money, and the currency may be temporarily
expanded by this credit. But the cupidity of chartered
banking companies does not stop here. They discount
notes, and lend money upon the credit of their specie deposite-s; next lend the deposites as part of their own capital,
and yet allow the depositor a transfer of his credit on the
books-of the bank, at his will and pleasure, ,vithout keeping on hand an amount of specie sufficient to meet the probable demands by the return of their own notes for specie,
hefore the bills receivable held by them fan due.
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European banks of discount do' not expand the paper
currency materially above a purely metalic currency, at
their pleasure, or to the extent ofpublic guUability.
American chartered banks, in addition to their powers of
banks of discount and deposite, are also banks of issue.
They lend their credit, and issue their own bills which circulate as money. Thus the circulating medium, by the introduction into it of paper money and paper credits, createable at the pleasure of the directors, to at least a certain extent, in addition to the coiil and bank deposites, which bef@re constituted the entire currency of the country, now
admits of fluctuations, contractions and expansions, unknown in the business of banks of deposite and discount
unconnected with credit.
As will hereafter be explained~ the combining the opera.tions of banks of issue with those of discount and deposite,
l1as confusedly mixed tog'ether such dissimilar and incongruous things, that it has mystified the subject of the currency t as if intentionally to confuse and Inislead the public
mind, or divert it fronl' the inv.estigation of its elementary
principles.
The author has attempted to direct public attention to
the situation, merits and importance of the currency, in a
political, as well as a financial point of view. Years of
practical experience, and a. minute and careful observation of
the operations of the currency, composed of state charter..;
ed bank paper, its commercial inefficiency as a circulating
medium, and its highly exciting political influence,have
strongly impressed him \vith a belief, that upon the renovation or deterioration of the currency, depends the
growth and prosperity of republican institutions in America.;.
or their premature decay and ultimate destruction.
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From the business of banks of diacount and deposite, it
is clear, that, since they lend only their money, their profitS
consist only of the simple interest of the same. Their
loans neither inflate the currency; nor does enormous profits indicate extortionate charges for the use of their money,
or the adoption of other means equally injurious to the permanent prosperity of the country. Every abstraction of
money from an individual, or from the public, beyond an
equal and fair remuneration for the use of it, savours of extortion; for money can never be worth more in the trade of
banking, than in other branches of business, only in proportion to capital and skill required and risk run, unless
~ome Dleans be resorted to not justifiable in ordinary business.
The profits of American chartered banks is chiefly made
upon the loans of their credit. The sale of which, in the
money market, has been authorized by legal enactment!.
If this credit banking business becomes too profitable,
that is, pays much more than any mercantile or other business requiring the same capital and skill, and liable to the
same risk, it proves that the supply is net equal the demand;
when there should, and consequently there does spring
into existence, other institutions to meet the apparent demand. Were bank paper real wealth or real capital, the
cost of producing which bore a proportion to it-s sale price,
the value would be reduced, until the gen~ral level between this credit paper and other commodities would be
established. When no greater profits were made in the
malilufacture of paper money than in the manufacture of
other commodities, the general equilibrium would be re·
stored. This may be illustrated by the high price of newly
invente&improvements, by which .former instruments, implements and madrinery are superceded. The public
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\'Vill pay for the improvement a higher profit on its pro·
duction only so long as the supply shall be less than the
demand. Hence, chartered banks in America, by enjoying a monopoly of the business of banking, make u~justly
(though, perhaps, not illegally~) whatever amount of profit
they divide in their business above the fair remuneration
for the capital and skill and riik of the business, as compared with other mercantile operations.
If money is worth more than the legal rate of interest,
repeal the usury laws, and bring it into the market for sale
at its market price, like other commodities. If the dangers
of loss from the difficulty of collecting debts, and the inefficiency of the laws, be greater than necessary, pass such
bankrupt laws as shall sUlnmarily collect all the effects of
the insolvent debtor, and apportion them among his credit,ors equally, according to the amount of their fair and equit·
able claims, and release the debtor from further liabilities,
that he may provide for his own subsistence.

CHAPTER III.
THE OBJECT {)F THE 'YORK.

The evils of the present currency deve]oped.-Sorne able financiers invited to \n·
vestigate the currency.-Preserve the spirit of the Declaration of Indepeu.
dence-and of tbe Constitution.-Render tbe currency republican-unifOl'mly
current-perfectly eonvertible-free from credit-free from politics-and free
from private intercst.-Prederve faith with creditors, foreign and domestic.Banks-Incorporations.-The precious metals insufficient for the currency.......;..
Credit rendered expedient.-Incorporated Bank credit anti-republican.-State
debts-interest.-Ten million of dollars.-Caution necessary in reforming th.e
currency.-The present banking system radically wrong.-Dependant upon PR1VATE INTEREST, and composed of credit paper.-The currency anti-republican.~
Connected with politics.-The four pillars of governrnent-PoJitics-ReligionCurrency-and Literature.-The precious metals do not circulate interchangeably with bank paper.

The object of the following pages is to show the evils of
the present circulating medium of the United States, and
to point to a system of currency that would be less objec-
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lionable, in the hope that some able financiers may tum
their attention to the subject, and without connecting it with
the party feelings of the day, calmly and judiciously perfect a currency adapted to the genius, habits, manners and
customs of the people of these United States, consistent
with the fidelity due to existing contracts at home and
abroad, and an honorable protection of private and domestic, as well as foreign and national investments, with a view
of producing the greatest good to the greatest numberal'\\"ays PRESERVING THE IMMUTABLE PRINCIPLES CONTAINED IN THE DECLARITION OF INDEPENDENCE, and THE PRESENT CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES INVIOLA'fE.

Let the people of this Union calmly consider in what
mapner the currency may be made republican,. rendered
cur'rent in every part if tlw Union; always redeemable in
specie at. sigltt at the counter 'where issued,. be pe'1fectly
separatedfrom credit,lrom politics, and from private interest,. and yet be adapted to the genius and habits of the
.l\.merican people, and the preservation of good faith \vith
existing banking institutions, as well as foreign and domestic creditors.
The genius of the American people, as well as the state
of existing contracts, both at home and abroad, all demand
a larger circulating medium than the present disposition of
the precious metals furnish. Although I am ready to admit, that, if no chartered bank paper circulated as money,
and if we were free from debt at home and abroad, it
would be very questionable whether a paper currency, or
any other credit system, could be judiciously recommended
to republican America; but, unfortunately, this is not the
case. We are in debt, both at home and abroad. Credit
pervades every department of business; and bank notes
are universally received as money. We have the interest
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of a foreign debt of ten million of dollars and upwards
annually, 'which must be promptly l11.et in gold and silver,
or in bills of exchange or other remittances. We are,
therefore, compelled to take things as ,ve find them. And,
while we preserve faith with the public and private creditor, and existing monetary institutions, we must proceed
with great caution, if we would attelnpt to remove a long
established custom; especially ifit be one that has become
assimilated 'with our business habits and transactions. We
should look with great caution, and even suspicion, upon
every new system of currency; and, in short, nothing but
the total failure of all the former plans of paper money,
wouldjustify us in meddling with the circulating Inediumwhich, like water, will find its level, and regulate itself, if
left free and unrestra.ined by legislative enactments-but,
vvhen exclusive privileges have been once granted to individuals, or to corporations, they should be cautiously interfered with, if the public good requires that they should be
removed, and not violently thro\vn down.

CHAPTER IV.
ON THE VARIOUS KINDS OF CURRENCY IN THE UNITED STATES•.
Specie-Convertible paper-Inconvertible paper-Incorporated banks dependant
upon politics-producing politiclli excitement-endangering the repuhlican institutiolls.-The elementary principles of all governments.-The farmer, mechanic,
and laborer choose the kind of currency least desirable to the wealthy merchant
and banker -The poor equally entitled to their choice of the kind of currency
as the rich.-Specie for the producer-paper for tbe consumer.-Let Congress
organize the people to regulate the currency.-Suppose $80.000,000 of specieBank upon $40,000,000 to produce auilident currency-$20 smallest denominll.tionof bills.-Specie $40,000,000 for small circulation-United ~tates bank issue
bills and Kpecie.-Local banks d.iscount bills and acceptances-give securitysell the &tock to any purchaser for money-discount ollly business paper-issue
bills upon only a metalic bas;s-to be current, convertible, plenty.

The slightest examination of the circulating medium ofthis republic, must satisfy every disinterested and well
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constituted mind, that there must be something radically
wrong in our existing system of banking or in the business
of our bankers and brokers.
Our present currency consists of a small amount of specie and bullion, a larger amount of specie-paying-paper,
and a still larger amount of paper not redeemable in specie
at sight.
The paper portion of our curre!1cy is so perfectly dependant upon credit, and so intimately connected with private
interest, as to be continually under the influence of the one
or tl~e other; leaving the currency liable to those dangerous contractions and expansions tllat always attend a credit
currency connected with private interest: while the de_
pendence of incorporated banks upon the legislature for
extensions of their charters, or for increase of their capitals, or for ne\v incorporations, connects the currency of the
country w·ith its politics; producing much of the unnecessary excitement that pervades the whol~ community at
general elections, and which, at some future period, may
endanger the very existence of this republic. In short,
the curren~y of these United States is anti-repuhlican,.
and in its operations hostile to democratic institutions.
Every government rests upon four cornel' pillars: their
Politics-their Religion-their Finance-and their Literature. And as these are ,veIl or ill devised and conducted,
so are the people contented, prosperous and happy, or
otherwise.
It is universally admitted, that the precious metals and
promises to pay on paper, cannot circulate at the s~me time
among the same community; the precious metals being
uniformly preferred by mechanics, laborers, and men in
small business, while paper money, current in every part
of the Union, redeemable in specie at the will of the "hold..
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er at the counter "where it was issued, is generally preferred
by commercial men.
To meet the preceding propositions allow me to submit
the following outlines of a plan of currency:
Let congress authorize the people to elect competent
financiers from every state in the Union, to meet at some
convenient place, an-d ascertain the amount of specie in the
United States, and the amount of currency that is requi,.
red for the business of the country; and to bank upon so
tI1uch of the specie as would be sufficient to meet the demand .for a circulating medium.
Suppose, for instance, that "\ve have in the United States
eighty or one hunared million of dollars in specie, and
that we require one hundred and fifty millions of money to
form a currency to place this country in a flourishing ~on
dition, could "ve not make up the deficiency by banking
upon half of this specie, "vhich would g-ive the whole
amount of currency required, and leave the other half fo~.
a metalic circulation ~
The issue of no smaller bills than circa.late in England,
Qr at the .least, not less. than twenty dollar bills, would
bring the gold and silver reserved for the metalic portion
of the currency into common circulation, while it would
not in the least interfere with existing banking institutions;
as their small bills would be ,vithdrawn from circulation,
as their charters expired one after another, and their plac~
would be regularly supplied by the precious Inetals.
Let the U riited States directors execute the bills as U nited States directors, and appo.rtion or divide the amount
among the several states according to the demand, and
take a general supervision of the state banks.
I.Jet the people, in each state elect state directors annually, "\vho shall execute the bills as state directors; apportio.n
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the amount set apart\. for their states respectively, between
the local banks or banks qf discount fo'l' their several states,
and take a general supervision of the same.
Let the electors in every city, town, county and district,
,vhere a bank of discount is located, elect directors of
the same, in the manner in which they -elect the most numerousbranches oftheir legislatures : who) before entering
upon the duties of their offices, shaH give good and suffi...
cient security for the faithful discharge of their trusts, and
the prompt paymenr over to their successors or all monies
and property of the bank in their possession'; execute the
bills as directors of the bank; make their notes payable in
specie at the counters where they are issued., at ~,.ght; and
do .all the ordinary business of directors of a bank of -discount and deposite; but at no time to circulate more paper
than three times the amount of specie actually in their
vaults at the time of the discount, nbI' discount paper in
~-hich a director of any bank has any direct or indirect interest, or on which a director's name is given as surety for
the re-payment of the money.
Elect the directors of the U nired States institution, so
that only one-sixth part of thern shall go out of office
annually.
To give permanency to the institution, all monev currencies should be as uniform, permanent and unchangeableas the preciotIs metals thernselves.
To obtain the necessary funds in specie, provide that
~apitalists may take stock to any amount of specie th(~y
will pay; that the general government may (if congress
think proper,) take stock to the amount of specie they may
pay, and no more; and that the ~tate governments. may
take stock to the amount of specie their respective legislatures may advise, and no more;. and thatea-ch stockholder-
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shall receive their regular dividends on quarter days, but
have no influence or control in the-affairs of the bank on

account of their being stockholders.
Thus the paper portion of our currency would be issued
upon a purely metalie basis. No government debentures,
post notes, foreign or domestic exchanges, United States
or state bonds, or other public or private sureties, would
be admitted as a- basis for the ilfsue of paper to circulate as
money.
Such an institution as this would be wholly unconBected
with credit and private interest, and:free from the -ruinous
contractions and expansions of the currency to which our
credit bank paperis constantly liable. It would not require
the intervention of the legislature to renew or increase its
power, and therefore would be unconnected with politics,
and not liable to produce the political excitem-ent which
our aristocratical monetary system threatens.. It would
be equally current throughout the U nion-a1\vays eonver.
tible into specie at the will of the holder at the counterwhere it was issued, and consequently a purely republican
people's money.
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CHAPTER V.'
ON UNCURREMT MONEY.
Recapitulation of precedingchapter.-LoltS to the public by uncurrent mone,1
eertainty..,-.inconvenience in travelling.-Brokers rendered nec.essary-Their . . e
should be better employed in productive industry.-Cincinnati and White water
CanIII Co.-Notes!uncurrent.-Private notes--Foreig.not~.s.-Exchanget en per
cent. for the use of paper to call money-Otherwise expeusive.--8mall hills increpe panics-Panic~profitable only to gambling 8peculato~--'Thefluctuations
of the currency a lo.stocommunity.-Credit often uscful.-On a new rann labor
the only exchangeable commodity.-Withoutcred.it life may be wasted in indigence.-A bad .tate of the currency materially cqnducive to misfortunes and povcrty...-.Tencents a day. f-or a family, only a medium tax apon uncul'I'eIlt money
in various ways.-Sm.aU bills injurious to industryaad economy.-Bank paper aD
incubus-a NIGHT MARE--its magic wand-The jugglery.-The history of credit
paper money, one of dishonor)waste, ambition, gambling and di$appljintment.Rag »arons in thew painted Castles tax indusU'y._Change the scene--People
elect tbe directors.-Productive indultry the ouly true source of wealth -One
man with
judiciously expended. equal to two men with~ut funds in acCUJDUlating wealth, in the new countries of the western states-Money makers indemnifytbernselvas-mystify the science-eharge forth&ir services.

"'iOO

In a previous chapter, I have stated that the object of
this work is to direct public attention to the subject of the
ci:tCulating medium; to induce a spirit of enquiry into the
causes that have'led to its frequent contractions and expansions, and to advise some eonstitutional method -of rendering
the currency republican like the other elementary principles of our gOTlernment; to separate it from credit, and
render it equally current in every part of the United States;
always redeemable in specie at the counter where it was
issued; also, to separate it from politics.
I am next led to the consideration of the loss, damage"
discount, inconvenience and uncertainty attendant upon a
currency, that,although it Inay be made the circulating'medium in one place, cannot be made to circulate freely in
other parts of the Union. This evil is loudly complained
of in the present currency, composed of the ordinary bank
notes, of the state banks. These notes m~y circulate freely in their respective neighborhoods; but remove them into,
a distant market or state, and their circulation is attended
with loss and inconvenience to the holder. And this uncertainty in the value of the circulating medium, has give:I\
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rise to the great number of brokers, whose time and labor
might otherwise be applied to some useful employment.
But the inconvenience of this limited circulation does not
end in occupying (at a total loss,) the time of a large number of persons in a business that does not add to the general
stock or wealth of the nation, but it deprives the honest
industry of .the laboring man of his just reward. Suppose
he labors one year in one state, and receives the ordinary
currency of the place in payrnent for his labor. Say his
residence is at Cincinnati: he receives for his labor paper
purporting to be money, called Cincinnati and Whitewater
Canal Co.; or he receives as paper money, a certificate of
deposite in the Meclianic8- and TTaders' Bank, with "individual responsihility," to be paid in current bank notes;
or he has received his wages in paper called Call,al Bank",
but which is only a deception, proving to be an individual promise to pay, made on silk paper, ornamented like
bank notes, and merely stating that "the undersigned, who
has an office on tlte Canal .Baltk," &c.; or he receives his
pay in paper of other state banks, long after the notes have
ceased to pass current in their own neighborhoods. And
this is all called currency, and aids the idle bankers and
brokers in living sumptuously upon the industry of other
men, without putting a hand to the wheel themselves. The
laborer's money is in the currency of the place, and he supposes he has received the value of his labor, but, on his
journeying, he soon finds that his money will not pass current in the places where he travels. He must loose percent.-age after per-cent.-age upon every exchange he
makes, until his expenses are nearly doubled by the demands for discount upon his paper money, at the various
places through which he has trav"elled. Again, the merchant of Cincinnati must pay an average of ten per cent. to
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make this paper current at New York; this he adds to his
profit, and the consumer must pay for all.
Ten per cent. is a handsome profitin an extensive business;
and this the whole community pay, in one shape or another,
to inporporated companies, ba.nkers and brokers, for the
use of this bad currency.
The whole people have equal rights to any seigniorage, or
other profits that are made upon coinage by the government.
But in these United States, we pay annually an average of
from ten to fifteen per cent~to private incorporated companies-tho~'leregulators ()four financ~formystifying the subjectofcurrency, and furnishing a paper rnoney that is plenty
to-day and scarce to-morrQ\v; scarcely convertible at any
time but seldom perfectly convertible, without even a
l~ok or act fro~ the banker that indicates the reluctance
with which he parts with his specie; shewing, that even
with him, his own promises to pay are considered less valuable than real money: and, therefore, although hepromises to pay on demand, he prefers that.> the demand should
never be made.
Again, the loss sustained by the paper money holder, is
increased by the great uncertainty of the continuance of its
circulation, or the stability and soundness of the bank;
a.nd, therefore, goods are purchased that are not wanted,
and expenses increased unnecessarily, because the: holder
of the money thinks, perhaps, it may not be good long,
and that he may as well spend it as lay it by him. Thus
few men have large or even small sums of money lying by
them for any length of time. And this is another cause or
the severity of the money panics, or money shocks, and
contractions; there are but small sums of money to be found
among the people that can be used by the people, when
the banks suspend, refuse to discount, -or make extraordi-
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nary demands upon their debtors for immediate payments of
their long credits.
If there were no small bills in circulation, there 'would
ahvays be some money among the people; 'which, when
the value of specie becomes very much increased above
the ordinary rate, would be unlocked and brought out in
the shape of loans or purchases at sales at auction, or some
other \vay, and pressures \vould not extend through every
ramification of business and of society, as it uniformly has
done under a paper credit systern for years past-afflicting
and ruining thousands who had no influence in creating the
panic, or profit in the excessive expansions -and extravagance that preceded it. In short, panics are profitable only
to gambling speculators. A few of whom make fortunes
upon the gullibility of the producers; \vhile thousands
of honest, industrious men are ruined, that a few idle brokers, bankers, and gambling speculators, may command
fortunes, often to be squandered as thoughtlessly as it has
been accumulated easily; with them the maxim of "light
come, light go," is generally correct.
At the first glance, one would be led to think that this
money, or property, only changes hands; and that the community are none the \vorse for the change, and thattbere is
just as much capital afloat, and among the people, as there
would have been had it not changed hands, and these great
sacrifices been made by the pressure of the times; and
that individuals only suffer 'who are direct loosers. But
look again, and you will at once see a very wide difference between this statement and the facts of the case.
Productive industry is the only true source and fountian of
wealth in any and every country.
Industry cannot always be productive without some
capital; and here sound credit may sometimes be useful.
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it. purchases a small lot of land. This exhausts his funds;
and he has only his axe to aid him in his exertions to make
a living for himself, and support a small family on his neW
farm. Three days in the week he labors for a neighbor to
purchase pl~ovisions for himself and family; two days
are spent in making little repairs about his place-building
with his own hands-changing work with his neighborsfirst to hire a team to draw logs for his house, then for a.
horse to go to the mill, then for their help to do such jobs
on his place as one man cannot accomplish alone-he then
has but one day left for chopping, clearing and sowing his
farm. Thus the best of his life is wasted in struggling
single handed "\vith trees, bad roads, deep snows, accidents,
sickness, and unavoidable misfortunes. And all this is owingto a bad currency. For had he had good money, he
would have saved a shilling or ten cents more a day in real
money. Ten cents a day is not above the daily tax or discount on uncurrent paper-credit money, paid by every man
of a family in the purchase of his family necessaries. He
cannot get a bill changed for any thing he wants to purchase in small quantities; consequentl y, he must buy what
he does not want, or a greater quantity of what he does
want, to get his bill in part only into small change.
What a charm, or spell, is thrown over the commercial
world; that while all complain of the depreciation- and inconvenience of state chartered bank paper, they tamely submit to the imposition, and" spell-bound," implicitly obey its
magic wand," which, while it appears to charm paper
into gold, it actually converts gold, labor and the wages of
honest industry, into charmed paper money, which disappear the moment you attempt to grasp it.
Now let us see how much he paid for the privilege of
using paper money, to those from whom he bought his
(l
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provisions and family necessaries; for he did not go directly to the broker and give him ten cents 011 a dollar for specie-(which 'would, after all, probably been cheaper for
him to have done in the end to have converted his paper
money into change)-but he managed (as he termed it,) to
get change, sometimes by treating a friend or two who did
not need it, sometimes by buying 'what he. did not want,
or more than he other\vise would have done of the real necessaries for his family, which vv?ere often in part wasted;
to say nothing of his getting now and then a bad bill in
exchange, by which he looses a dollar or more at once-of
which, ho\vever, he complains bitterly. Well, as I said
before, his average daily expenses, occasioned by bad
money, that is, money that is not good-paper money of
€very description-is ten cents a day. This sum: for four
years, the time spont in his father's neighborhood, before
going into the forest to commence business for hinlself,
amounts to$146-his baTikers and broker's bill! this, too,
is supposing he has kept clear of banks, and never borrowed a cent himself, or endorsed for anyone else; by \vhich
he might have lost the \vhole amount at "one fell swoop;"
while, \vith a sound currency, and money as plenty as any
other commodity, he 'would have saved ten cents a day,
which would leave him,-after paying for his farm, $146 for
improvements and comforts.
How different, then, is the situation of the man of sound
currency and the man of paper money. The one commences in the wilderness without one shilling, and continues poor through life, while the other commences with the
necessary materials for beginning in the woods; and al·
though their labors and hardships are very great, yet the
paper-money man has a life of ,vretchedness, poverty and
ignorance before him, while the sound-currency man has a
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hope,. and even a reasonable prospect of competence and
comfort, if not of wealth. And all from this slight differ·
ence in their first beginnings.
And if this is a true picture of the baneful effects of
inconvertible paper money in one instance, show me
where the effect upon the consumer is not the same throughout society. I have watched paper money, and I believe
its history is one ofdishonor, discredit, waste, extravagance,
pride, vanity, alnbition and disappointment; and, in short,
that if " the love of money is the root of all evil," the love
of paper money is the evil itself, for it contains all the
temptations to vice and immorality chargeable upon money,
while it is only its shadow and not its substance; and it is
none the less emblematical of the fountain of vice for its being but a semblance of "\vhat it professes to be.
How long will men, who claim to themselves the exclusive privileges of independence, and the boasted glory of
equality, bow their necks to the paper money lender, and
become tax-payers to Rag Barons, in their painted paper
castles 1 All that is necessary is to let common sense
govern, and not allo\v interested bank-men to control the
circulating medium at their pleasure, and to suit their private interests. But make currency republican; allow the
people to elect the directors of all the financial instituitons
of the country, and let the demand regulate the supply;
remove private interest from the regulation of currency;
make the circulating medium equally currrent in every part
of the Union, and you save for the industrious laborer a
competence-for the man of extensive business, a certain
independence-and for all, peace, prosperity and plenty.
Here then we may again sho,v, that productive industry, being the only true source of wealth to individuals, is
80 to a community. And where hundreds, nay, thousands,
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are compelled to labor for a bare subsistence above the tax
they pay to paper money, the public looses the difference
in their product, between what they now produce and what
they would be able to produce with the saving of the annual paper money tax, or broker's tax. For if two men,
without means, in a new country, cannot produce more
profit in clearing and farming new land, than one man can
with five hundred dollars, over and above the simple interest on the $500, then it follows, that every $500 collected
by brokers from honest industry, to be spent in idleness, is
a loss of one man to community, and of course a drain to
that amount upon the labor of the industrious; besides the
loss of his o,"vn time, which might be employed in some
productive enterprise or business.
The currency of the country, being left in the hands of
interested individuals, is it at all surprising that those individuals should compensate themselves for -its management 1
And 'where it is left ,"vholly to themselves to say to what
amount they are to be compensated, is it at all surprising
that they should arrange their plans so as to receive a regular income from the labor of the community, for their superior skill and financial powers of mystifying the science of
finance, and managing said currency, so that their abilities
may be in constant requisition,. and they rendered inde..
pendent by tIle gullibility of the producers 1
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CHAPTER VI.
ON 'I'HE INFLUENCE OF BANKS UPON THEIR

NEIGHBORHOOD9~

The common opinion that banks emich a place ERRoNEous.--Flush of moneytessened productions-lessened wealth.-Foreign goods-fancy merchandizehigh prices-increased expenses-money paid for every ~ommodity-Expense
ofliving-honses, carriages and horses must be fashionable, and the bank receives
the crediL-The place prOiipers until pay day comes.-The scene changes.-The
bankers have become rich-the- producers grow poor.-Tbe bank is to be paidthe merchant is to be paid-the mechanic is to be paid-.They all owe the bank,
and w4ere is the money to pay with '-The eve-nings of years of hard industry
can only satisfy for bank credits and their consequences.-OccasioDally acoun. terfeit note, or note of broken banks, is left wIth the laborer.-When the price of
money is. high the brokers only have it for sale-new securities must be givenmortgages-judgement bonds.-The great credit farce is ui).-Ask the inhabitants of the place whether the bank benefitted or injured its permanent prosperity.-Endorsers made liable-pledged securities forfeited.-Tbe sheriff closes the
drama by the unwelcome sound of his hammer.-Bank credit and bank paper,
shadows, varying as the moon.-'The bewitching vice ofgambling thus induced.Credit has done much towards rapidly advancing the prosperity of the Unionwhen properly applied and duly limited, of infiuite value-its abuse fataLThe honest and industrious support the vicious and idle.

The first effect of establishing a bank in the neighborhood is, that those who had no money before, soon find
they have new bank bills passing through their fingers
daily ; and the-y really believe the place- is very much benefitted by having a bank established in it. This opinion so
generally prevails throughout the United States, that I have
no expectation of being believed, should I tell them that
this is- a fullacy-a mistake--an error; and at the very moment a bank goes into operation in a place, its real wealth
begins to diminish, instead of being increased. But, I
should not be at all surprised if my gentle reader should
be a little curious to know how this bank jugglery is conducted, since the transactions are made before his eyes so
perfectly, that he believes it to be real wealth that is ac..
cumulating around him. He sees that the village stores
are better supplied with foreign goods and fancy articles
than they had been before the opening of the new bank;
that many of the inhabitants who lived cheaply, plainly
and even homely, now dress better-have their housea
furnished and feed better than formerly; and that even the
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boys, 'who were only employed in hard labor, are now employed by the merchants and tavern keepers, and receive
their pay in money, instead of being required to take home
grain or meat, or clothing, for their parents and family.
Now, says the sophistical reasoner, ho\v is it, that since the
location of a bank in this p lace, new houses have been
built, and old ones newly painted, and carriages have
been bought by those who walked, or rode in plain waggons
before-every body has Inoney now, while nobody had.
money before. This, say they, is proof positive of the
beneficial effects of a bank in the place; besides this there
is an advance in the price of all the real estate in the place ;.
every thing flourishes and looks respectful and business
like. But, when pay day comes, public indignation will be
kindled against the bank. The whole village inhabitants
may exclaim, "\voe unto ye, scribes and pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are as graves, \vhich appear not; and the men
that walk over them, are not aware of them."
Walk \vith me behind the curtain, and see how this wonderful secret bank money-making is conducted, and witness,
in detail, the facts at which I have hinted. Here all is
elegant-all is grand-all is rich!
N ow let us look at the accounts, and you will see that
Mr. A. the merchant, borrowed money from the bank to
replenish his store of goods, and two of his neighbors, who
have money plenty, and are purchasing horses and carriages and building fine houses, are his endorsers-they,
too, have opened an account at the Lank, and by endorsing
for each other, find no difficulty in getting what money
they want. And the· increase of business, has justified the
merchants and tavern-keepers to advance in their style of
living; an~ to keep pace with them, the mechanics and
laborers have added a slight expense to their mode of
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living. And all this show of wealth iS t in fact, an increas;ed expense without a corresponding increase of income..
Time glides smoothly on, until the bank notes have to be
renewed, as they cannot then be paid, because the makers
have not realized all their visionary hopes of wealth from
credit. Bank paper, and its concomitant extravagance,.
has left but little behind. Other neighbors are drawn in as
elldO'rsers and borrowers, until the whole neighborhood
have been borrowers of credit and bank paper. They
1l0\V find, that to satisfy the demands of the bank, they
must have recourse to some stratagem to obtain a longer
credit. They have become defaulters at the bank, and
therefore the bank cannot, according to its- rules, discount
paper ·on ,vhich their names· are, either as endorsers or makers. Now steps in the convenient broker. He will lend
them money at ten per cent. for ninety dayst for two or three
per cent. a month; and mortgages, or other security, are
made to him for a sum that meets the first pressing demand
of the bank. Or,he procures for them money from some
other state or monied institution, that is glad to lend its uncurrent money on good security, a.t par. The bank will
not take this money, but the partner,. sub rosa, the broker,
will give them bankable money for it, at tell per cent. discount. Now the great credit farce is completely in operation ! The village, with all its domestic habits, virtues,. in.dustry, prudence and economy, has become like a painted
castle·. Itmay dazzle mens eye's; but it is full of wretchedness and woe. Business is almost at a stand. The
merchant fails to meet his foreign engagements; and the
bank, finding that no more can be made out ofthese inhabitants t under real or pretended pressure, sues and sells out
the {~ffecta.of the old inhabitants, who, one after another,
!eaye for the west, with the small remains of a once respecta:-
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ble property and competence, to tell their new neighbors of
the damag~8 they have sustained by endorsing and being
security for others. But, trace all this misery to its proper
foundation, and it will be found in bank credit.
You will read more of the true causes of miifortune(another word for extravagance)-in money matters, in
the history of paper money, than can be found in all the
other enterprises ever undertaken by man.
Bank credit, and 'paper money, are but shadows of real
wealth; and those who enjoy the one, seldom ever know
the value of the other.
Gambling is a be\vitching vice; it is ruinous to both
mind and body. And any extension of bank credit beyond
its legitimate bounds, is only another name for a species of
legalized gambling; and the charms it first possesses in
the food it furnishes for our vanity and ambition, soon give
place to the necessity of continuing it, to save what little
effects may still remain.
Those who live beyond their incomes, and spend money bolTo\ved upon interest, may rely upon it, that they
never will live upon the interest of their own money.
They have mortgaged the principal for the use of the interest; and rest assured, that that mortgage never will be redeemed-that is impossible; for borrowing one sum to
pay another, and reserving interest out of the sum borrowed to pay the interest on the last loan, to preserve credit,
does not make productive capital. To borrow a new sum
to make the interest on both sums, must produce ruin
eventually.
All who have witnessed the rapid growth and prosperity
of the United States, must admit that credit has done much
in accomplishing that object, by allowing the industrious
and enterprising to anticipate their own resources. Cred-

it has done wonders in producing the rapid advancement
of this country, when compared with thotie' countries where
credit and enterprise have been less conspicuous. Credit,
when confined within proper limit", is one of the most powerful stimulants to the production of national wealth, as is
witnessed and felt by every nmn who settles in a new country where capital is scarce and hard to be obtained. Yet
the abuse of credit, is as certa.inly ultimately fatal to the
prosperity of communities, as it is of individuals.
While speaking of credit, allow me once for all to remark, that sound, rational, consistent credit, may he and is
every day rendered useful to men in business; but that
wild speculations upon credit, by which men spend more
than they earn, is the kind of which I complain; and that
while spea~ing of the damages of bank credit, I would be
understood to meantkatbywhichmenofstraw live by their
impositions upon the industry of others, buying what they
are unable to pay for, and involving their friends to an
amount equal, if not greater, than that of their actual wants,.
to indulge in extravagance and unnecessary expenses.
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CHAPTER VII.
ON REPUBLICAN CURRENCY.
The advantag61 of a republican currency over the present anti-republican currencyof incorporated bank paper.-Tbe benefits of a sound credit system ulli~
formly admitted-Punctuality in payment important-The exclusive priviI~ges of incorporated banking companies-Expected to make every body
rich-master of every man's secret business-and establishes or ruin their
credit.-Directors of banks make as much money out of the people as they can.
Bank honor lends money freely, while it promotes their own interest, and 8uel,
without remorse, while money can be made by contractions of the bank's issue_.
Brokers profit--or t.h .. hRoker only diRcounts notes due in N.York or some eastern
market, worth 5 or 10 per cent. above their value at the bank-Or only a small
part of the money may be drawn out of the bank.-The usury laws enhance the
rate of interest-Money-currency-Commodity-currency-Speeie not exported
when bills of exchange are dearer thall Rpecie.-The business of banking is lending money, not becoming brokers.-Speculatiolls prevent ordmary banking business-They monopolize the currency-then monopolize the trade-then regulate
the prices of commodities.-Private interest injurious to currency as a commercial commodity.-Banks lend their credit to the highest bidder.-Monopoly in
flour, lumber, salt. or other commodities, like 1JI. monopoly in currency, injurious.The temptation of limited liability to fraud, in banking as in any other business.Paper money practically made a legal tender in the payment of debts.-Incorporated banking companies have small inducements to prefer the publiic good to
the interest of the company.-Chartered companies for all purposes anticipate
the public good.-Rail roads, canals-advance prices-circulate money.-Public
works Ilnprofitable, unless they pay in toUs-immense power of internal improvement companies.

As the advantages of a limited credit have been uniformly admitted throughout the Union from the time of the Dec..
laration of Independence to the present day, nothing need
be said in favor of a reasonable credit, but to have it confined within legitimate limits, and prevent that laxity of
payments that so often accompanies an over-strained credit. To continue credit sound and paymen ts punctual, ~s
the great desideratum of the credit system. The old maxim, that "punctualit)' is the life of business," has beennecessarilyoften repeated to American debtors, and must be
again and again, if it is intended that credit shall be profitable alike to the lender and the borrower, and neither suffer loss from the forgetfulness of the one or the impatience
of the other.
Incorporated companies, being invested with certain exclusives priviliges, and, consequently, having distinct and
separate interests froln the community at large, are looked
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upon as a distinct order in society; and, by some, as possessing the power to make every body rich about them.
The directors, being chosen from among the wealthiest of
the stockholders, acquire great consequence in society,
from their having the po\ver of giving to those whom they
choose the appearance of "\vealth; allowing them such extended bank credit, and such other bank facilities as they
may require; as well as being the repository, to a certain
extent, of the secrets of every man's finances. One word
from a director of the only bank in the place is sufficient to
give a man credit, or ruin his prospects. Yet, how few,
who vote for the election of a representative to a legislative
body, in the expectation that" he will get us a bank," think
he will place a censor upon their credit and business, who,
unless they patronize his institution and pay up punctually
too, for all the accommodations they enjoy, will be declared by him delinquents, and have their credit injured, not
only in that institution, but in such others near them as their
necessities or interests may induce them to patronize~
The bank directors of incorporated instit _1tions, are chosen by stockholders, who vest their money or capital, in the
traffic called banking, with the view of making as much
profit as they la\vfully can; under a beliefthat if they can
keep their money and bank upon their credit, keep other
people's money in deposite and bank upon that, they may
make an increased profit on both of these transactions.
That this is the best investment that they can make of their
money, there is no doubt, especially if they can discount
largely for each other, and use in other business as brokers
or merchants, a large share of the same capital that is professedly employed in the banking business. Directors thus
chosen, are bound to use the best of their ability to promote
the interest of the company. They have nothing to do
1
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with the interest of the community at large any further than
their interests with that community are identified. Hence,
the very common error entertained among men, are frequently expressed, that the directors have done very wrong
in not discounting the note of A. when they immediately
after discounted a note for B. with no better names on it
than were on the note of A. But before censuring a bank
director for mal-practices in his office, they should reflect,
that the laws of their organization bind them to make as
much money as they legally can, ho\v little you can do to
him if you are not a stockholder, that can effect him, provided the stockholders are satisfied \vith his conduct. They
elect him-they pay him-they, in short, give him his consequence in society; and he, in turn, makes as much money
for the association as he can under their charter.
Bank honor means, or consists in, giving their notes with
only limited responsibility \vithout interest, for the borrower's note and interest, with unlimited responsibility of himself to the whole amount of his estate, in addition to two
good endorsers, equally responsible, to the amount of the
exchanged note or notes. Yet, when times are hard and
money scarce, and worth more than six per cent., the borrower must flatter the bank directors, and contrive some
means of evading the clauses of their charter, that renders
it penal for them to charge a higher rate of interest than the
law allows, as they will not lend their paper below the
highest price it will bring. Among the most feasible and
consistent operations for obtaining a high rate of interest
lawfully, is that of making the note payable in some distant
market, where the money will be worth more to the banker
than it would be in his own vaults, by allowing hiln to
charge a handsome premium on the sale of the draft for
the money.
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The directors may discount a note for twice or three
times the amount of money to be drawn out of the bank,
there being an understanding between them and the drawer of the note, that part of the money only will be drawnthe r~mainderbeing left in deposite until the note becomes
due; so that, while the bank receives double or treble interest for the money actually paid to the drawer, the sureties are held for two or three times the amount lent upon
the note they endorsed. Thus private interest regulates
the whole transaction. When times are easy, and money
is flush in the market, it may be loaned again, as at first,
upon simple interest. But, unfortunately for those who
have had their notes extensively" shaved" by brokers
or bankers, they are seldom ever afterwards in such credit as to borrow money for any length of time at simple
interest.
Here again we see the influence of the ill-advised and
unfortunately continued usury laws, which drive the conscientious and cautious money lender from the market
altogether, when times are critical and money is worth
more than the law allows him to collect for the use of it,
and thereby increases the value of what remains in the
market. Circumstances may induce persons to pay a large
rate of interest for a short time, rather than become defaulters, or to purchase some very valuable cheap property, or for foreign remittances to preserve their credit
abroad, and for other purposes. Money is but a more convenient portion of the· circulating medium of the country
than grosser materials, when we speak of it in its most extensive signification; for then it embraces every species
of property that may be made convertible into remittances, whether domestic or foreign. Money being the most
convenient medium of circulation, will still be used as the
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nreasure of value, though it will not be exported when bills
"'Of exchange are cheap, that is, when the rate of exchange
is not so high as to make the exportation ofspecie profitable.
The proper business of bankers is, t@ lend money by
discounting notes; not to become brokers -or dealers in bills
()f exchange. But, as the sale of bills of exchange, where
bankers have friends in a remote city or country in which
the rate of exchange -is against the residence of the bank'Cr, and consequendy high, it is often found the most proF
itable part of the banker's business, and therefore, when
bank charters do not prohibit it, the traffic in these bills be'Come his principal business. This, however, prevents the
bank from doing the ordinary busi:1cSS of banking for the
inhabitants of the place. Firstly, because the funds of the
bank are ,vithdrawn from that neighborhood, and because
the citizens cannot pay the same per cent. consistently, that
a speculator from a foreign city or country can, who borrows
money to expend in the purchase of wheat, flour, pork, beef
or other products of the western country, to sell in an east~rn market, at which place he can as well pay as at the
place where he borrows the money; besides, he saves the
interest during the time it takes in Irlaking the remittance to
the bank where the money was borrowed; as well as having good city endorsers, his bills are worth four times the
ordinary interest for the short loan of the money. It 1S
true, this is often complained of by the inhabitants of the
place, who think they should have a preferepce to foreign.
applicants for loans, without reflecting, that the business of
the company is to make as much money as they lawfully
can; and, that, until citizens of the interior can compete
with eastern speculators in the rate of interest they can
afford to pay, they cannot expect to enjoy the· same facili-ties of borrowing money fi'om incorporated banks.
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And here, I am anxious to have it observed, that the true
business ofincorporated banks of issue is, to lend their credit as profitably as they can for the stockholders, and, conse",
quently, they tax the people as much for the use of their
credit as they lawfully can.
My object in this work is to show, that the money portion of the currency ought no more to be under the control
of a private monopoly, than the cotton, flour, lumber, or
any ather portion of our commodity-currency; but, that
while the government reserve to themselves the exclusive
privilege of coining money and regulating the value thereof: and of foreign coins, what can be more inconsistent than
to authorize any set of men to issue paper upon limited
responsihility, to make up any deficiency that may happen
in the precious metals 1 For, although this imaginary money is not made by law a legal tender, its effects upon the
money market is nearly equal to that of its being made a
tender; because it has been so generally and freely circulated, that the specie has been withdrawn from circulation.
They cannot both circulate together among the same class
of citizens, as before observed. Mechanics and laborers
prefer the precious metals, and business men large paper
money, always convertible at pleasure.
Self-love is the motive power of most human actions;.
and how is it possible that an incorporated company, having
but one object, the divid'ends of the bank in vie\v, should
be expected to spend their time and money in the promotion of the public good, \vhen it is entirely separate and
distinct from their interests 1
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CHAPTER VIII.
QN THE IMMENSE PO'VERS OF INCORPORATED

COMPA'NIES.

The incorporation of Companies are uniformly.and avowedly for the public goodbut really for private advantages.-Incorporations for internal improvements
possess immense power, turned to private advantage-Only profitable when they
llaythe interest in tolls.-The puhlic are required to take half of the stock, or
loan money {or half of its eompletion,-This done, their success is considered.
certain.-The Company monopolize the hydraulics, timber, stone, land and
water.-Capitalists are told of the profits of the investment-They rise in the
value of the stock-Large dividends.-Mul1icipal Corporations republicanconvenient-Banking companies urge Upul1 the legislature the necessity of capital-The dan1:'er of the withdrawal of the money of the place, to find better investments.-Credit currency is not capital-See the private motives of the stockholders-large dividends-a monopoly of the currency-limited responsibility -unlimited control of the currency.-Credit will pass as money.-Other
similar Institutions will be mutual in their forbearance•.,.....In case of hard times, the
broker must wind up for us, or we must vest our funds in exchanges-become
rich byour limited liability-Individuals exercise the powers of government-if
they do not coin money, they make their bills pay debts.

That I may not be misunderstood, allow me to repeat,
that banks are always incorporated avowedly for the public
good; but the stock of these institutions is only taken by
men who look to this investment of capital as the best that
offers.
The arguments used to induce the legislature to incorporate companies are, that the promotion of the public
good, in a thousand different ways require it. If it be for
a rail road or canal, the legislature are told that it will increase the facUities of trade, lessen the expense of exports
and imports., and shorten the distance between remote
points, as well as effect the rapid rise in the value of the
lands along the route; that splendid villages will spring
up, a.s if by magic, at its extremities, and at such points as
are adapted to debarkation; in short, that it may be demonstrated to a mathematical certainty, that, although the work
may not pay well in tolls on the outset, yet, that it will enhance the value of property along the route, and increase
the. facilities of trade to dOllble its cost, yea, to five times
the outlay, and that the puhlic would be greatly benefitted,
even although it should never pay the stockholders one pen-
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fly. To do so much good, the legislature are asked to takeone-half of the stock, or to loan a, large sum of money to
the company, with which to commence the work, and for
the purpose of inspiring capitalists with confidence in the
undertaking. The argument succeeds-die company isincorporated. The law authorizes them to enter upon any
man's private property, examine it,report upon it, and if it
suits their interest; to seize the same,. ana appropriate it to
theirown use,also, to enter upon his land, cut his timber,quarry his stone, andconvertthem to the use of the company; and
further, to use his water privileges-out of which they
create ne,v and valuable ~lydraulic powers-compensating
the owner for his property thus taken or damaged, not aceording to tne price asked by him, but at the appraisal of
.men. Here, although justice may be done between the
parties, yet men loose the rightful disposal of their private
property, through the intervention of the legislature, for the
benefit of a private company. But more of this anon.
Let us next consider what arguments are used, by the
friends of the w'ork, to induce capitalists to invest their funds
in the enterprise. They are, the length ~f time for which
the charter is granted; the growth .and prosperity .of
the cGuntry about it, and consequent increased business;
the present expense of transportation over that section of
country, compared with the lessened cost and increased facilities about to be offered by the cOlDpletion of the improvement, and the consequent increase of transportation
and business on the route, producing large dividends and a
rapid rise of the price of the stock in the market above its
original cost.
The immense hydraulic power and privileges that will
be created by the canals or slack-water navigation, of them·
selves are frequently represented as quite equal to the
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whole outlay: then the high price at which the stock will
sell in the market, by ,vhich the money may be realized on
any occasion, whenever that should be desirable; besides,
that the stock may at any time be hypothecated for double
the amount of money actually paid in; and lastly, that their
charter "w"ill be re,newed again, should they desire it, after its
expiration; or if the leg-islature will not grant a ne\v charter they ,vill have to pay sorne twenty per cent. advance
upon the amount of nloney actually expended, before they
can be allowed to take possession of the improvement.
Thus the stock is taken, and the interest of the company
begins to show itself; but as there is such mutual dependence between the company and tho public, very little inconvenience is really ever experienced from their conflicting interests.
l\Iunicipal incorporations, ,vhere an the inhabitants ofa
place are associated for local COmlTIOn purposes, are truly
repuhlican, and generally conducive to the prosperity of
the place, and to the peace and happiness of the people.
Let us no\v examine the argun1ents used before the legislature to induce them to incorporate a banking company_
They are reminded, that there are capitalists 'who wish the
same privileges for investing their nloney advantageously
that are enjo);ed by the capita.llsts in other towns and cities
where bunks are established; that the inl1abitants of the
city or t.own require the use of the capital, and all its benefits in a bank; but that unless capitalists can enjoy tho same
privileges and profits for their money, that are enjoyed in
other places, they will, as a matter of course, send their
capital a\vay, or move away themseh-es ,vith it; besides,
the business men of the place are compelled to go to a distance to make deposites of their money, 'which they cannot
very safely keep at hOlue; and \vhen they have money to
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raise upon any emergency, they must run through the place
to collect it in small sums, or post offto a distant bank for only
a small" loan; and there are journeys for payments, and
postage and expenses in getting satisfactory endorsers,
and ten thousand inconveniences in living so far from a
bank; and that the bank will become a" convenient safe
place of deposite for the township or county funds, and for
private- funds that are now taken into a distant part of the
country at an expense and "inconvenience; and that it can
do no harm, as no one is required to borrow money from it
unless they need it-and if they do, then it is quite convenient. The plenty-of-money party always prevail, and the
company is incorporated.
Let us next look into the private room of the stockholders, and hear their arguments respecting the new bank incorporating act. Their first remark is, that there is only
Zim·ited responsibility required, and we shall not be in danger of loosing much; we shall have large deposites to bank
upon soon, and be able to commence business upon the
payment" of a small part or our capital; and those who
have not even the first instalment"can borrow from a neighboring institution, and as soon as we get into successful
operation, they can borrow from our bank to pay it back
again. Thus, by keeping up a mutual good understandingbetween two or three of the neighboring institutions, we
can borrow money from them to meet the instalments asthey may be required; and by loaning three dollars for
one of paid-up capital, we shall be able soon to have a fund
on hand sufficient to meet any demand that may be made
upon us by any other bank that may be jealous of our prosperity. Besides, we must have the revenues and taxes ot
the country or city increased, and the money deposited with
us for aafe-keeping. Our bills will circulate as well as the:
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speCIe among the people, and we shall, by receiving specie
from the government, and paying out paper, be able constantly to accumulate specie in our vaults. Besides, as
other banks do not return our notes upon us for the specie,
but keep them as specie to bank upon, we in return will
do the same, and thus, upon any examination by commissioners, we will be able to show, if not a large amount cf
specie in our vaults, a large arnount of the notes of other
banks; and while the examinations of the banks are being
gone through with, ,ve must borrow a few thousand dollars
from our neighboring banks, and in return send them our
specie ,when their institutions are to undergo a like ordeal.
This is the system adopted by bankers in many parts of
the country, and by which the people, looking at their statements, given under the affidavits of their officers, are led to
believe that all is quite right; and even the inquisitive legislature are satisfied.
Confidence, say they, is all that is necessary, and we may
use our own funds in a broker's establishment, and lend
twice as much as our own paid-up capital. And when
times become hard, and the neighboring institutions begin
to lessen their discounts, our broker must do most of OUf
business at two or three per cent. a month, while we win
not discount for any body except ourselves. If there appears something a little wrong in evading a law that will
not allow us to take more than six per cent. interest, yet
there can be no harm in the broker's doing so. If we do
not enable him to make this profit in which we can share,
some other bank will, and we may as well have the profit
asany body else; besides, the people who wish to borrow,
know whether money is worth more than simple interest to
them, and what right have we to meddle with their affairs.
Is it not better that it should be given to a broker than for
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distilled spirits, as is too often done 1 When people want
money they will have it at any price, and_ our business is to
make all the money we can. And, wi~h only a limited responsibility,s}lOuld any thing happen, and we be compelled
to suspend, or~ven to "wind up," we shall ahvaYG be the
first to know of its necessity. And whoever knew of
stockholders loosing money by the winding up of a bank,
whether- its operations had been successful or other'wise 1
They call take care of themselves. In fact, we have every
thing to expect and nothing to fear from the changes ofthe
tiTnes. When times are prospergus, "ye will dispose of
stock. When times are hard, and stocks fall, \ve shall be
able to purchase again for ];lalf the money. By preserving
our credit as individuals, \vhatcver may be the fate of the
bank, \ve shall have, for a few years, "the best chances"
in the neighborhood for amassing property.
These, with ten thousand additional arguments, are used to
induce the wealthy in the nei.ghborhood to take stock, (payable in instalments,) and pay up the \vhole, and receive an interest for the amount thus advaneed before it becomes due.
Thus comlnences a bank that is to issue a portion of the
circulating medium (,f the country-a currency, the metalic portion of which the governmt'nt reserves to itself t.he
right, the privileg~, and po\vmO of coining, and the regulat.ing of its value, that the public may not be imposed upon
by light or spurious coin, or be left without a circulating
mediurn \vhile there is bullion enough for coinage-thereby allo,ving a seigniorage to some foreign country, or to
private individuals for coining the currency of the country
for them. Wh'lt would be said of a government that
,vould incorporate a companywitlt power to coin money, and
allow that company to make the circulating medium 0 f
whatever material or value they chose ~
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CHAPTER IX.
THE EFFECTS OF ALLOYING THE COIN OF ANY COUNTRY.
Debasing the coin-nominally raises the value of the precious metals-virtually
raises the value of commodities.-The gold bill, by lessening the quantity of
gold in ten doJ)ars, raised the nominal value of all o*er commodities except
sliver, and reduced the legal value of that in tile same proporti()o that it nominally raised the value of gold.-Debasing the coin unjust.

When the government of a country alloys its coin, and
debases its currency by lessening the value, without altering the denomination, making it a tender for the payment
of the same sum after as before its being so alloyed, the
creditor sustains a loss, and the public suffer an injustice
that the whole commercial world must reprobate. The act
is fraudulent upon citizens having particular contracts due
in coin at the legal value, as rents or long leases that are
due annually. How much more contemptible is it in agovernment to authorize a few individuals, for the promotion
of their private interest, at their own will and pleasure~
upon a limited responsibility, to issue so much bank paper
to circulate as mOI~ey as shall materially change its value-especially where the company have the power to fix the
limits of their own responsibility, and the extent to which
they will inflate the currency, and consequently the amount
to which they will depreciate it; since they are capable of
discounting their own and other people's notes, and of
drawing the specie out of the bank, until there might not
remain one shilling in the dollar of the security to the billholder, that the public supposed constituted the basis of
the paper that they were receiving as money. Thus palming their bills upon a gullible and unsuspecting public,
and filling their own pockets with good money, and failing
rich, though hundreds should be made poor by the fraudulent transaction.
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CHAPTER X.
THE EFFECTS OF BANK FAILURES UPON PUBLIC MORALITY.
Bank failures, by their frequency, cease to degrade the stockholder&.

Familiarity with vice lessens its hideous form that firstly
alarmed us, till by degrees we become callous to the offensive sight, and at last indifferent. "Shame being lost, all
virtue is lost." Bank suspensions and bank failures are not
looked upon any longer as disgraceful events, how much
soever the public may be enraged against their perpetration. They have become things of every-day occurrence,
and the V\:ealthiest and most consequential members of society often are stockholders or directors in some of these
insolvent institutions. But since these speculators have
saved some money for themselves, they have acquired respect and consequence in society. They feel themselves
above reproach, and entitled to receive that respect that
money always commands.
Now we have taken a peep behind the curtain of a newly incorporated banking company, where the initiated only
are admitted, and witnessed their machinations and fraudulent practices, which, to the uninitiated stockholders and
depositors is all fair-to them the capital stock is truly and
bona fide paid in. Their assets are professedly fair and
honorable. Their business moves on as regularly" as clock
work."
But tltis and that picture serve to sho'w the attempts at
gullibility, by those who have the management of public
money, or private credit. The great secret is to keep all
they have, and get all they lawfully can. They make it
the interest of their directors to make as much money as
they possibly can out of every operation, by charging
interest from the date 'of the note left for discount, although
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not discounted precisely on the day it was presented, to re..
tain part of the funds in hand as long as possible without
interest; but to charge interest on every dollar for every
day that any individual's note lies over, or, on balances due,
if he by any means over draws his account. All this is
lawful, and has been so long and so gtimerally practiced by
incorporated banking companies, that it has become almost
right.
But to ou:- subject, the circulating medium. What common feeling or common interest have 'we discovered between the banker and the borrower-between the banking
incorporated company and the public 1 None. There is
none. There can be none felt by institutions formed solely
for the purpose of enriching private individuals. But this
is not all. This disgraceful limited responsibility-principle holds out an inducement to fraud, to corruption, want
of faith, and utter loss of confidence, public and private.
The natural effects of limited responsibility with unlimited
public confidence, governed by private interest, is sho\vn
in the every-day transactions of every bank in community.
They circulate as much money as they can keep afloat, and
receive their large interests, dividends, and bonuses, 'without one thought of the public convenience. Having literally flooded the country with their paper, and removed
their deposites from the bank to some eastern city, as New
York, or Philadelphia, they sell bills upon them at a profit:
issue post notes, or submit to SOIne other subterfuge, to
evade the immediate payment of their notes in money on
demand. If these will not pass, they suspend specie payments, and if they fall into the hands of commissioners, or
other officers who are or may be appointed to wind up their
concerns, they loose nothing except their charter to make
money upon popular gullibility. But more of this hereafter.
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CHAPTER XI.
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CURRENCIES.
A comparison of the currency of the United States with other countries-especially those with whom she is connected by commercial relations.

One of the strongest arguments in favor of the circulation of bank paper as money, is drawn from the fact, that
the nations with whom most of the American commerce is
carried on, use a paper money circulating medium, thereby ·increasing the money currency of those countries far
above the .actual amount of precious metals that circulates
among them. But while ,ve admit the soundness of the
reasoning, so far as the comparison holds good, I am unwilling to believe, that because there are in common circulation in England five pound notes, that have been tested
by long experience to be convenient to all classes of citizens there, that one dollar bills can be useful in the United
States, while even in France, the country with which much
of our commerce is carried on, five hundred franc notes, is
their smallest denomination of paper intended to circulate
as money. Hence, I infer, that if we argue in favor of a
paper currency in the United States, upon the ground that
paper money is the currency of the countries with which
we trade, we ought to show their currency to be paper of
as small denominations as circulate among us; and that our
trade with them, the rate of exchange, and the reciprocity
of credit, are mutually effected by tlle currency of each
country respectively. We ought rather to conclude, that,
since England and France have found large bills only convenient and profitable to them, that we shall find a like paper money convenient and profitable to Americans. I am
unwilling to admit, that small .bills are to be defended in
the United States upon the ground that large bills have suc-
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ceeded in Europe; but am quite willing to admit that the
go ahead" character of the American people may be
some apology for their so anxiously desiring a paper currency; and that, therefore, bills of as small denominations as
circulate in those countries may be made to circulate advantageously in the United States; although I am inclined
to believe, that, upon a careful examination of the money
currency and other circulating mediums of these countries,
as compared with the United States,that the latter does not
require so snlall paper money as either of the former.
England, 'with her national debt of £800,000,000 sterling,
requires a greater quantity of the smaller paper or credit currency than France-and far smaller paper money
than the United States, where there is no interest on a national debt to meet, in change, quarterly; besides the debts
of the United States are due in a foreign country, where its
bank credit paper is not expected to pass, and where gold
and silver or bills of exchange are the circulating medium,
therefore it does not require smaller bank bills than are circulated in those countries; or, if they are required, I think
the) should not be of smaller denominations than twenty
dollars. And in process of time even as small as these
might be dispensed with.
u

CHAPTER XII.
ON THE EVILS OF SMALL lULLS.

2"he mjllrY that the circulation of small bills al"e to the banks themselves durinr
panics.

A fact, not generally avo'\ved respecting currency, is,
that the danger of a run upon the banks, is alwaYf! in proportion to the smallness of the bills, and the amount of such
bills that the bank has in circulation.
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A few large creditors may be reasoned with and satisfied,
without ruin to the debtor, until specie can be obtained and
payment made; but small and numerous creditors must be
satisfied. They must have money at the instant, or they
will ruin the institution with the public. Besides, as all
the channels of commerce, domestic and foreign, must be
filled with the precious metals or some other circulating medium, it is wisdom in a legislature not to pass any laws authorizing the issue of small bills to ciroolate as money, that
specie may supply their place. All the minor channels
will then be filled with gold and silver, and ready to support the failing resources of the banks in case of a panic,
and thus prevent the necessity of importing bullion at a
great private expense, and derangement ofthe natural commercial transactions of a country.
ON PUBLIC GULLIBILITY.

The gullibility or the people, and blindness of legislators, have made them an easy
prey to iIiterested bankers and brokers.

The gullibility of the people of the United States have
left them an easy prey to the avarice of bankers, and the
blindness of legislatures, (whether wilfully blinded by selfinterest or otherwise ;) and has made· them the tools of interested bankers and brokers, and led to the emission of
bills of a smaller denomination than circulate in other countries, or than are required to circulate in these United States'
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CHAPTER XIV.
ON THE CURRENCIES.
GOLD THE NATURAL CURRENCY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Gold is the natural currency of the United States-hence the necessity for small
bills on accouut of the bulk and weight of ailver is obviated.

Gold and silver, both being a lawful tender in the United
States, lessens the necessity for small notes-since the inconvenience of carrying a large amount in silver cannot
be urged against a metalic currency, that would exist if it
was composed of that only; besides, the gold bill, by
raising the value· of gold in the United States, when coined
into eagles and parts of eagles, has rendered it the true
natural currency of this country for all amounts above $2,50.
Gold is the legal money of France, but being under-valued by the mint, it commands a small premium in the market for the convenience of travellers; and silver is as truly
the money of that nation as paper is of the United States.
The currency that possesses the least intrinsic value will be
pushed forward and circulated, while the more valuable is
drawn off for market or for husbanding.
ON THE CURRErlCY OF FOREIGN COINS.
Foreign coins current in the United States.-Silver the natural 4;urrency of

England.

Silver is the legal money of England for small sums;
but gold and silver circulate· indiscriminately among the
people. Gold circulates by tale, or at the market price,
and English-coined silver, of full weight, by tale exclusively; ,vhile all foreign coin is received only as bullion.
In the United States, encouragement has been given to the
importation of foreign coins, by making them current in
the receipt. of customs, at their full foreign value by
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weight. Raising the value of gold at the mint a shade
above the foreign market price, has given it a slight protection against exportation, whenever the rate of exchange
is so high as to justify the exportation of specie, hence the
lessened necessity for small bills to circulate as money.
ON THE VALUE OF THE PRECIOUS METALS.
Of the advantages that the precious metals possess over any other material for a
circulating medium.

Gold and silver· possess an intrinsic value in proportion
to their abundance in a country, and the cost or labor neces-

sary to their-production, .the same as iron and other metals.
They also possess an additional value from their fitness for
eertain articles of ornament and use, as well as their adap.
tation to the use of a circulating medium, not only between
the inh&.bitants ofone, but those of different countries. They
are produced in various parts of the globe, and as articles
of capital and industry, they possess a value, like other
commodities, dependant upon the cost of producing them,
and their peculiar value, founded upon the immutable
law of· supply and demand, by which all value~ are -determined, whether of gold and silver or of other com.
modities. The quantity of the precious metals found previous to the discovery of America was so small, that, by
common consent throughout ElU'Ope, they became the circulating medium from one country to another.
ON THE COST OF PRODUCING THE PRECIOUS METALS.

The cost of producing gold and silver bean the same proportion to their mulle'
value, as that of lead or irou.

Gold and silver have ever been considered the most inviting products of industry to which" labor and capital can
be applied; but, notwithstanding, at times large quantities
of the precious metals have been found, and a few individ-
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uals enriched thereby, yet, if all the time spent in searching
for mines, the high prices paid for lands supposed to possess them, the rent of lands on which they are found while
being wrought, the amount of money paid for laborer's
wages while employed in digging and smelting the ore and
refining the metal, the interest on capital invested, and
the immense sums unsuccessfully expended in visiting countries and ..e xploring unknown regions to discover gold and
silver, were all duly taken into considera~ion, the cost of
the" precious metals at this moment would not be found to
be less than their present value, with all the importance that
is given them with the heads of kings and caps of liberty.
'with which coins are so splendidly embellished.
GOLD AND SILVER REAL 'VEALTH.

Gold and silver are real wealtb.-Ballk paper only imaginary wealth.

Hence we see t1ia~ gold and silver possess an intrinsic
value as products of industry with other commodities.
They are therefore real \-vealth, and not the representatives;
although their adaptation to currency by their uniforLnity of
value throughout the world, their convenient portability,
malleability, toughnes8 and durability, may have enhanced
their current price; yet, their value in the arts \-vould of
itself have given to them a consequence above all other
metals.
We next come to the comparison of the precious metals
with incorporated bank paper, as that is now used as their
representative.
PAPER MONEY NOT WEALTH.

Paper mQney possesses no intrinsic value.-Its legal curreney a fietion.

Firstly, paper money is of little or no intrinsic value to
be converted into any other material than that of money;
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and when destroyed or lost, the whole community are but
little damaged, as the entire loss falls on the bill-holders
alone. The materials of which paper money is composed
are of easy access, and possess no extraordinary properties;
consequently, the wear and tear of the circulating medium
is much less in paper money than in the precious metals.
But, since bank notes are only the representative of money,
and possessed of no intrinsic value, and merely the representative of capital, their accumulation is not an increase of
real wealth, but only its representative. Gold and silver
have their legitimate functions to perform and their natural
channels to occupy; and when these operations are performed by paper money, its advantages cease.

CHAPTER XV.

ON BANKING.
ITS LEGITIMATE BUSINESS.

The legitimate operations of banking, or the circulation of paper money.

Among the various commmercial and financial operations
kno\vn and dignified by the title of banking, three kinds
only require a particular notice; and, as they are distinct
and wholly different from each other in their uses, operations and influence, as well as their constitutlons, they require particular descriptions, that they may not be confounded with financial operations not intended to be treated
of in this place. These three are, banks of deposite, banks
of discount, and banks of circulation.
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OF BANKS OF DEPOSITE, DISCOUNT, AND CIRCULATION.
Their deaeription-their U8eI and characteristic distiocliona.
OF BANKS OF DEPOSITE.

A bank of deposite is an institution established for the
safe-keeping of coin and bullion, and the transfer ofaccounts
on its books from one person to another; thereby facilitating mercantile transactions, saving the trouble. and expense
of repeated countings and transportations of the precious
metals from place to place, lessening the risk and friction,
or ""vear and tear of the coin-as was the case of the old
bank at Amsterdam, and also the present one at Hamburgh.
Hence, a bank of deposite neither adds to or diminishes the
currency; as the checks, drafts and credits in the bank are
just equal to the amount of specie which depositors have
there in safe-keeping.
01' BANKS OF DiSCOUNT.

A bank of discount is an institution possessing a ca}>ital
in money, which the proprietors lend by discounting acceptances and promissory notes, having but short periods to run.
It also receives on deposite, at interest or not, as the parties
may agree, the money of other people, re-payable on demand or at fixed periods, which it lends as its own in discounting securities. Of this class are the banks in London,
(except the bank of England, and a few others,) and those
of most of the private bankers on the continent. Hence
the slight influence of these institutions upon the currency
or credit of their respective countries. They do not increase the circulation, but only issue, or put in circulation,
money that actually existed independent of any act oftheirs.
BANKS OF CIRCULATION.

A bank of circulation is an institution established for
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the purpose of lending credit by an exchange of notes bet,veen the banker and the borrower. The borrower finding that he can do better in the market with the 'v ell-known
notes of the banker payable on demand, than he can with
his own, due a short time hence, while the banker, whose
credit is known and established, has no fear of having his
notes immediately returned upon him for specie. Therefore, for such interest as can be agreed upon bet,veen the
parties, never exceeding the rate beyond which tIle banker
is restricted by la,v, he exchanges notes with the borro'wer
Here then is a nev;," currency introduced, under the influence of credit and private interest. And let us see ,vhat
the probable effects of such a bank must naturally be upon
a circulating medium. Firstly, the banker issues his notes
cautiouslY1 and only at short credits, lest they should be returned upon him in sunlS beyond the amount of specie he
may have on hand. Soon, ho,vever, he finds public confidence remains firm, and his bills circulate freely among the
community, ,vhen he increases his issues, in the hope of
reaping more profits, and so continues to increase them until
all the channels of currency are completely glutted. U ndel' all these circumstances, specie is exported; and the
only home currency left is bank notes. Prices have risen
nominally, imports have been made from abroad to supply
the increased market hy the excess of currency; and this
expansion of credit extends its influence far and wide, deranging the regular business of the country, raising prices
unexpectedly, and, in short, making business lively and
money plenty. By-and-bye the foreign imports are to be
paid for. Bank paper will not pay debts in a foreign mar..
ket, and the note-holders call upon the banker for remittances. Specie is an the means at his disposal, every dollar of
which is drawn from his vaults,to meet these demands.
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He, in turn, is compelled to call upon his debtors for the
immediate payment of their notes, and finds they have expended the borrowed money in the purchase of inconverti..
ble property, (no matter how valuable or productive, since
it is inconvertible,) and they are unable to meet their liabilities.
Now comes on a. money pressure, with hard times. Every man wishes to borrow, but nobody has the means to
lend. The bank fails. The merchant fails. The farmer suffers. And all feel the sad effects of over-issues, and consee"
cutive contractions, uniformly attendant upon a currency
dependant upon credit, and regulated by private interest.
A metalic currency never admits of such contractive and
expansive fluctuations.
Of this character are the nine hundred banks and branches in the United States, with their 360 million dollars of
paid-up capital. They combine all the powers, privileges
and characters of these three kinds of banking, however
incompatible with each other they may appear to be. Here
begins the mystification of the subject of finance; and herein lies the great evil in the currency of the Ucited Statest.
Dissimilar things are confusedly combined, and those who
attempt to explain the secrets and mysteries of currency,
have found more profit in their mystification than in their
elucidation; consequently there is a great want of correct
information upon the subject.
BANKS OF DEPOSITE AND BANKS OF DISCOUNT SAFE AND
HIGHLY SERVICEABLE TO A COMMERCIAL COMMUNITY.

No evil is to be apprehended from banks of deposite, or
of discount, while they are kept within the &phere of wellestablished principles. But change their character so as to
authorize individuals concerned in them, to issue according
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to their will and pleasure, 5uch sums as they may find it to
their interest and convenience to circulate, and the usefulness of these banks are soon lost in the uncertainty, instability and dangerous fluctuations, which a few interested
individuals have the power to impart to the currency, and
consequently to inflict upon the community.
OF CREDIT COMMERCIAL BANK PAPER.

A bank of credit circulation, to be a useful institution,
should be cdnfin~d to commercial transactions. The notes
to be discounted, should be exclusively business notes; and
should be composed only of checks, drafts, bills of exchange, and of the exports and imports, which constitute,
with the addition of the precious metals, the basis of the
exchanges, being part of the transferable commodity-currency of the country and not the money-currency. And
here let me remark, that the money-currency of a country should always possess the qualities of specie, that of
convertibility and uniformity of value; which can never he given to any portion of a circulating medium,
that has to be converted into coin before it can be applied to the entire purposes of money. The money-cur..
rency, therefore, should never be connected with commercial transactions, but should always be a convertible circulating medium, unconnected \vith any contingency of credit
or interest, either of many or of a few individuals, or any
circumstance by which a possibility of a defeat or delay of
payment can be effected.
The individuals entrusted by the public in the management of that part of the currency of the country that con..
stitutes the bank paper portion, should be only men of the
highest l"eputation for honol'~ integrity and punctuality, as
well as being men cautious in their business, temperate in
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their habits, and unencumbered by any connection with
speculations of a doubtful nature, and who should not only
be holden to the whole amount of their pri vate fortunes,
but who should give good security for all money that may pass
through their hands, and be strictly prohibited from discounting paper in which any director has an interest either directly or indirectly.

CHAPTER XVI.
ON THE LIMITED RESPONSIBILITY OF BANK DIRECTORS AND
STOCKHOLDERS.

"Why should bank directors and stockholders be exempt
from the common responsibility and unlimited individual
liability, to which parties to every contract subject the private individuals concerned therein 1
I cannot, for the life of me, divine an answer that would
be at all satisfactory to Americans; and especially to those
whose business is impaired and interest endangered by the
limited responsibility of those who issue their own notes to
circulate as money. Certainly there is nothing found in the
morallaw-upon which all positive enactments are professedly founded. There can be nothing in the character of
the parties composing banking incorporations, that should
entitle them to this special privilege ; because they are
formed of any class of citizens, who may possess a little
cash, and are desirous of becoming stockholders in banks.
To justify this limited liability before the public, recourse
must be had to the most refined subtleties~ artificial expedients, and sophistical reasoning; for h:n:o'\;: stockholders
\vill hardly avow the only true reason that can be assigned,
that is, the privilege of their OTrJer.
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Wealth has always been privileged, and under the guise
of public good, seeks its own advancement by extraordinary requirements.
The principle of limited liability, having once been ceded to the wealthy and to banking monopolies, privilege
usurps the place of right. The true ground of perfect freedom is perfect responsibility. Liberty and liability go
hand in hand. Rights should onl y be enjoyed, upon the
condition of the full performance of duties. Banking
companies can show no better grounds to distinction, than
merely their claim to be wealthy.
The public should be cautious in conferring upon bankers
any peculiar advantages. For the moment they do it they
cede to them the additional dignity of a privileged order,
viz: they sell them the right to coin money-and then release them from the responsibility that the government
claims of persons employed in the United States' mint;
and even from the ordinary responsibility of common contracts! Such madness is unheard· o£ Such credit power
never before known.

CHAPTER XVII.
ON THE LIMITED RESPONSIBILITY OF CHARTERED BANKS.
Limited respoDlSibility is directly at variance with all the principles of free trade
and free banking.

The breath of free trade and free banking is stifled hy
any legal restraint from the ordinary responsibility of all
men. The first principle of free trade, or of free banking,
being the most perfect and unlimited responsibility, and
that of private individual and unlimited responsibility the
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basis of all financial operations, no man or body of men
can be released from them except by positive legal enactments.
It requires the force of law to release the privileged order of bankers froIn the universal liability that accompanies all contracts and agreements, as well as all promises
to pay money.
If it be urged, that men who entrust their funds to the
management of clerks and salaried officers, are frequently
less faithfully served than they would be if they took the
entire management of their affairs into their own hands,
the argument would be in favor of their entire responsibility rather than of their limited liability, as the only security
of the bill-holder is the responsibility of the institution and
that of the stockholders. If the stockholders are not liable in their individual capacities, then the security of the
bill-holder vanishes like smoke.
If they intend to dea1 honestly, and expect people to· receive their promlaes-to-pay as money, is it wonderful· that
the bill-holders in their turn, should expect them to be
equally responsible with themselves ~ The endorsers and
makers of notes due to the bank, even those who have had
no benefit or interest in the transaction, are each holden to
the utmost farthing of their private property, for the whole
amount of note or notes so given; and yet the privileged
party require that they, tlwmselves, should only be held responsible to a given amount, (which is the real or imaginary
capital invested in the institution,) still they expect the public to receive their notes upon trust, and circulate them as
money.
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ON THE EXCHA.NGE OF NOTES WITH BANKS.

lien mUlt be truly infatuated who will exchange notes with a banker, and give
good security fortbeir payment AND PAY INTEREST UPON THE SAME IN ADVANCE,
and Dot r"9-uire the banker to give equally 8S good security for the redemption of
his notes, In return.-This practice is truly a comment upon republican institu·
lioDL

The bandage here dra\vn over the eyes of the public
must be too thin not to be seen through by every person
who takes the trouble to look through the veil. If they
claim that they are released from personal liability, by the
special law of partnerships, let us look again at that law,
and see when, where and how it interferes with the common principle of unlimited liability.
On the slightest reflection, it must be obvious, that limited liability is a privilege that has not the slightest foundation in natural right.
The general, if not the universal rule, of commercial
transactions, is, that every individual is liable to the full extent ofhis means for engagements entered into by himselI:
or on his behalf, or jointly with others; and it is only by the
intervention of a special, that he can be shielded from the
more general law. "Obligation to action and rectitude of
action, are obviously coincident and identica1."
Legal1iability should be commensurate with moral obli..
gation. The efficient principle of liability is highly con..
servative, and Dne from which men, singly, or in their associate capacity, should never reel themselves freed. Upon
this principle rests the beneficent dootrines of commercial
freedom.
Private interest, the love of gain, and the spirit of enterprise, will be sufficient to induce ca.pitalists to make the necessary investments, to carryon 'w'hatever trade in banking the currency may require, under unlilnited responsibility. The spirit of gpeculation requires no new and irnprO'p..
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er stimulus to excite it to action: it is always ready to embrace every favorable opportunity of exerting itsel£ Limited responsibility has a tendency to elicit a spirit of gambling.
Some one, somewhere, remarks with much appropriate-

ness, that, "if the principles of free trade, which are but
those of justice, of equality, and of common sense, do not
admit of unnecessary restraints upon the liberty of human
actions, much les9, when properly understood, can they
sanction or tolerate a.-limited individual liability."
PROMISES TO PAY MONEY, NOT MONEY.
Bill. promising to pay should never be received as money, unless their convertibility is sectu'ed to the bill-holcler beyond the possibility of defeat.

Supposing partnerships for manufacturing, or commercial purposes, to admit of limited responsibilities and lia.
bilities, where the parties are the only persons directly interested in the resll,lt, does it follow that a trade in promises-to-payon paper, where the partners are the least liable
to loss, and \vhere the public are the one party making no
profit in the business, and so situate as to be compelled to
receive these promises-to-pay a.s money or cease to do business., should be placed upon the footing of co-partnerships,
where all the parties concerned have the means of know·
ing the amount of risk they run, and when they have a
prospect of gain in view in the formation of the company.
and cond uet of thei!" business 1
The trader in promises-to-pay, which require little ex..
pense to manufacture, should never be placed upon the
same footing ·with the exchanger of material products, nor
his issues to the expansive powers of private ambition;
especially, '\vhenit is recollected that these promises-to-pay
on paper are to be the standard by which the value of all
material pro.ducts are to be estimated. When will the faI..
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lacy of calling promises-to-pay by the interesting title
m,oney, be exploded 1 and when will the public understand
that promises-to-pay coin are not coin, and ought not of right
to be ranked as money, any more than individual notes,
bonds or mortgages, containingpromises-to-pay coin,should1
as many of these are far better secured than bank note
promises-to-pay, and less liable to be defeated, yet they are
seldom dignified by the appellation of money.
ON PERFECT INDIVIDUAL I,IABILITY OF BANKS.
Private Banks and Joint Stock Banking Companies, like those of ~Iand, require
summary Bankrupt Laws t.o render them safe and beneficial to the pllhlic; even
although they are based upon the broad principles Of PERFECT INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY.

In Scotland, and other places where Joint Stock Companle'S are organized, and administered upon the sound principle .of the liability of each partner to the whole extent of
his fortune for the whole debts of the company, the noteholders have had better security, and the bank paper a proportiona.tely better circulation-there have been fewer failures or suspensions-the share-holders have more uni...
formily received largfl dividends, while they have salutarily restrained. the excessive expansions of the currency;
at the same time proving the universal benefit of entire responsibility of all the parties concerned in the institution as
stockholders, directors, clerks or agents, where they have a
discretionary power over the issues of the bank, and are
responsible for the redemption of their notes to the .whole
amount of their private fortunes-the fear of loss always
nicely balancing the love of gain. But even this responsibility of partners or stockholders, I foresee, ,vould be liable to serious objections, some inconveniences, and much
liability to fraud-for promises-to-pay coin of the highest
value on paper of. no value, holds out strong temptations to
equivocation, and to excessive issues in the hope of gain;
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often, no doubt, with the firm.belief of the ability of the institution honestly and faithfully to meet. her liabilities punctually.
But, when times change, and the funds of the bank are
materially diminished by losses, or by the suspensions of
payment of other companies, or of individuals who may
hold a large portion of their funds temporarily, it is easily
seen how individual liability may be evaded by the transfer
of the stock of the bank to minors, to "men of straw," or
to non-residents; and in thousands of ways evading the
liability of their private fortunes for the demands against
the bank.
If to avoid this fraudulent transfer, you make the stockholders who firstly subscribe, and those who receive transfers, severally holden, the stock would not be likely to be
taken. Men of large capital would fear to become stockholders in an institution from which their private fortunes
could not be released, should they desire to sell and transfer their stock, and be no longer connec~ed with, or respon..
sible for, the debts of the institution.
If, to avoid fraud, you should onlyhold the stockholders
responsible for all issues made during the time they held
their stock, much perplexity would naturally arise in ascer..
taining what amount of unredeemed bills persons having
sold and transferred their stock were respectively liable
for. Again, if you limit the stockholders to a given time
after they have transferred their stock, whether that time
be long or short, the liability may be avoided. The natural
result would be, that the uninitiated stockholders and the
bill-holders would suffer by having to pay up all dencien..
cies, while those ,vho had enjoyed the profits would escape.
But the plan I propose of removing the teinptation to
fraud, and to over-trading in paper money, would protect
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the bill-holder, by preventing the danger of over-issues;
for when there is no over-expansion of the money currency, there is nothing to fear from oppressive contractions.

CHAPTER XVIII.

FREE BANKING.
THE PEOPLE'S SYSTEM OF BANKING REQUIRES UNLIMITED
RESPONSIBILITY, WITH GOOD SECURITY FROM THE DIRECTORS
FOR ALL MONEY THAT PASSES THROUGH THEIR HANDS.
The people should elect the directors of banks as they elect the most numerous
branches of their legislatures.

The directors should have fiXclcl salaries for their services, (neither to be increased or diminished during their terms
of service.) Their duties should be clearly defined. They
should give sufficient security for the faithful discharge of
their duties, and the prompt paylnent over to their successors in office of all monies and property of the bank in their
possession.
Their responsibility to the public ,vill increase and secure their circumspection, prudence and good management,
and consequent enlargement of public confidence.
The individual liability of the directors will sharpen
their sagacity and caution, and induce the strictest attention
to the interests of the institution, as \vell as to the honorable
and fair accommodation of the borrowers.
Exc~ssive .expansions of the currency and over-issues
would be prevent~d; as they \vould have t,\yO positive
limitations beyond which they could not pass. In the first
place, they could not issue more paper than was apportioned to them by the state bank of issue, forcircuJation. In
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the second place, they could not issue that amount, unless
they had one-third part of the amount in specie actually in
their vaults at the time of their issues.
How widely different is the situation of a responsible director of a bank, having given good security for the faithful
performance of his duties, and who has no interest in the
dividends, or amount of business done, but whose direct
and private interest is in the manner in which that business
is done, from that of one whose interest cQnsistsof dividends,
bonuses, and profits, and where the stockholders and directors have only a limited liability, and their interests depend
upon such dividends, bonuses and profits as are dependant
upon the amount of business done by the institution. It is
of no great moment to the latter, whetherthe institution
possesses any character for aught, save la;rge dividends; or
~rhether the public be OF be not accommodated to their satisfaction, provided the directors and stockholders are largely
benefitted. The gain and profits.ofsuch a bank, to the issuer,
is immediate, considerable and certain, whilst the cost of the
production of his paper money is relatively insignificant; and
the loss of profit consequent upon .a reaction, is. distant,
contingent and uncertain-it may be avoided-it may be
thrown, as it usually is, upon the shoulders of the public.
For, in but very few instances, IS the return of paper upon
the issuer attended with positive loss to the banker. The
temptation to over-issues, therefore, succeeeds.
The losses of the bank consists in, and are principally
composed of, a diminution of anticipated profits. The
elected director, who has gi ven security for the performance
of his duties, cannot be guilty of any malversation without
being accountable in two ways; firstly, on his bonds, with
his sureties; secondly, to the puh1ic, through the ballpt-boxes, at the ensuing election of directore,
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Hence, there exists every inducement to incorporated
banking companies, \vith limited liability, to lend their
credit, and to increase the supply of their paper. Their
private interest stimulates them to an expansion of the currency, by bank credit, in form of bank notes; which, to
the borrower, is just as available as capital, and to the issuer
a source of profit practically unlimited, so long as the solvency of the bank is thought not to be impaired, or in other
words, so long as the fund of public gullibility remains
available. "Hence the constant tendency of banks is, to
lend too much, and to put too many notes in circulation;"
but which may happily be obviated, by relTIoving from the
director private interest in the amount issued, and by increasing his responsibility in the faithful and popular discharge of his duties.
THE PROPOSED

PLAN OF FREE BANKING

SHOULD NEITHER

EXPAND NOR CONTRACT CURRENCY, NOR HAVE ITS CONVERTI-

BILITY QUESTIONABLE.

It is n clear proposition, that paper, perfectly, really and
thoroughly convertible as this proposed must always be,
can neither expand nor contract the general mass of the
currency to an amount permanently greater or less. than it
would be with a medium exclusively metalic.
If the amount of precious metals in the United States
was sufficient to fill the channels of CamlTIerCe, there would
be no occasion to issue paper to circulate as Tnoney, since it
would only occupy such channels as \vauld have been filled
with the precious metals. Therefore, the average quantity
of money, the value,of commodities, and the prices of real
estate, will be nearly the same, \vhether the currency con·
sists of convertible paper and coin, mutually interchangeable for each other, or of coin alone. The system propo·
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sed would render the paper portion of the money-currency
perfectly convertible, which can hardly be said to be the
situation of any of our present incorporated bank paper.
For, since their numerous failures, suspensions, and evasions of payment, some slight doubt must always exist, as
to the continuance of the convertibility of the paper of
even the most solvent banks, under a limited responsibility,
while it is subject to the control of private interest and credit influence.
The issuing of post notes, due at a long period hence, is
a subterfuge of the banks to augment their credit and increase their profits; and although it may not materially influence the whole mass of currency, when considered separately from the money portion, yet, when claimed to be a
part of the money of the country, it is destructi\?e of all
the metalic character of the paper-its convertibility, stability, uniformity, and its punctuality-that is uniformily
attached to the money composed of the precious metals.
ON FREE REPUBLICAN BANKING.
In the UuitedStates, where perfect liberty and equality in matters of religion and
literature prevail, the currency of the country ought to be free, and perfectly
con\'ertihle, and as republican as the other institutions of the country.

A great desideratum among financiers and writers upon
currency has ever been, to separate the incompatible fune·
tions of banks of issue from those of discount, This plan
provides most effectually for their divorce. In fact, one of
the leading objects of the measure under consideration, Is,
the restricting the supply of paper money to the actual de..
mand for it, in exchange, and as an actual representative of
specie, rendered indispensably necessary to the success of
American enterprise, by the genius of their government,
which, by its free and living principles inspires an almost
enthusiastic ambition into every citizen,
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The great and glorious Declaration, that "all men are
born free and equal," is understood by the Americans, in
its most extensive signification, and they sincerely feel that
they are tl'uly free and equal in the pursuit and enjoyment
of wealth, happiness, honor, offices, and of religious and
moral education. Hence arises their laudable ambition,
and noble enterprise in every lawful pursuit and employment, likely to give honorable distinction, promote wealth,
produce enjoyment, extend their circle of respectable acquaintances, the knowledge of their country, of mankind,
and the world at large.
The free exercise of religion in the United States has
also done much to inspire her citizens with their distinguishing characteristic go-ahead principle.
The religion of Jesus Christ ever recognized the doctrine of equality and of liberty. _J\..nd the precepts and examples of the blessed Savior of mankind in this respect,
far surpasses all other aphorisms and examples that have
ever been handed do,vn for thB civil or moral government
of the world.
This love of liberty, and respect for the opinions and
feelings of others, enriches American society beyond that
of all other countries, in the "home feeling" that they enjoy, even among strangers where their business, interest, or
amusement, leads them. The privilege they take of asking questions, and talking of themselves and friends, upon
even slight acquaintance, althougoh it may appear officious,
presutning, and obtrusive to strangers, upon theiT first initiation into American society, yet, after all, to persons whose
political institutions, religious, literary and mora] education
have taught them equality and liberty, even this fre'edom
of declaration and enquiry leads to improve·ment in various
ways, that the formal habits of foreign courts do not admit,
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where every person has his o\vn particular sphere marked
out to him at his birth, and in which he must remain through
life, unless he falls by crime or misfortune from his stationfor he can never hope to rise above that rank except by
some fortuitous event.
True, there are many honorable instances,even in England, of persons born in comparative obscurity, who
have risen to wealth, and to places of power and profit
under the government.
But in America, such things
are common and of daily occurrence, and rooked upon as
matters of course. Here is a case in point: it was not until the late election, that one-tenth part of the people of the
United States knew that their Chief l\fagistrate, MARTIN
VAN BUREN, "vas a self-made nlan-that he was born of
plebian parentage, and that, with the blessing of heaven
and his o\vn exertions, without the aid of pO'werful friends
at court, he had risen to fiU the highest office in the gift of
the people. The people in the United States are the sovereign power-and {loom them, either directly or indirectly,
flo\v all the gifts of offiee, honor and power; and henee the
importance of its currency being purely republican, and
free from politics, commercial credit, or foreign financial influence. It should be as republican as their religion, literature, or politics-. If this 'was the case, the political machinery of the government would move smoothly on, and
it would soon be emphatically., what its inhabitants now
claim it to be, "the land of the free and the home of the
brave."
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CHAPTER XIX.
A LARGER CIRCULATING MEDIUM THAN THE PRECIOUS ME'rALS NECESSARY.

The spirit of American enterpriee-..The frlle principle. of the American government-"The existing state or our commercial relations with foreign countriesThe credit eharllcter of their currencies- and the situation of existing American
contracts--,.all demand a larger circulating medium than the precious metals at
present furnish.

I have said that a paper currency was rendered natural,
if not necessary, to the American people, by the elementary principles of their governrnent; and I will here add, by
their habits of business, superior enterprise, and "go.
ahead" character, a.nd their existing contracts, both at home
8Jld abroad; to which may be added, the influen~e of the
present currencies of those foreign countries with whom
American commerce is carried on, as '\vell as the credit
capital and credit confidence that pervades the Union.
Cash should never be P &ed as capital.
TO PREVENT IMPROPER EXPANSIONS OF THE CURRENCY.
To prevent the improper expansions of the currency, the power to issue bank paper
must be separated from tbe banks of discount-tbe free exportation of specie
must not be interfered with-the directoFs of banks of discount must have no
private interests in the ,liscounts or dividends of the bank~nor ~hould discounts
at any time be made upon evidences of debt or auy kind, but only upon the specie actually in the vaults of the bank at the time of the discount.

A subject of the most vital importance to the community,
with regard to the currency, is its constant, universal and
lllniform convertibility, under every circumstance, contingency of trade, commerce or exchange. To obtain this
desirable object, remove the private interests of the directors from the discounts, by prohibiting them from discount~
ing paper on which any director's name is given, either as
principal or surety-and remove the interests of the direc..
tors frOID the dividends; separate banks of issue from those
of discount-restrict their discounts to the proportionate
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actual amount of specie in their vaults at the time of the
discount; and isssue only large bills; and you will have a.
key to the great secret for establishing a sound currency
suitable for a free and enlighte)led people.
THE ELECTION OF DIRECTORS.
The election of all the directors of all the banks by the 'people, without allY reference to their being stockholders or not will render the currency truly republicao,
as weH as uniformly coovertible.-Always reserving to the people the power to
increase the cit'cuJatmg medium whenever foreign convulsions or domestic-.ftlictions lShaU render it nccel'lsary.

The election of' the directors of the United States bank
of issue, will render the first link in the chain of moneycurrency completely republican. Their business being
unconnected \vith the discount of notes, or the business of
brokers or exchang'ers ofmone y ,they will occupy thenlselves
inlearning the amount of money-currency necessary to supply the actual demand in the United States, as connected
with the commercial world, and in their domestic commerce at home.
They will be able to bank upon so much of the specie as
would be actually necessary to make up the deficiency of
the precious metals, and no more. They should, and undoubtedly would, understand the importance of contracting their issues of money-currency in times of plenty and
prosperity; ,vhen 'convertible property and credit-currency, under private interest, were most abundant; as hy that
means they would have power to increase their issues, upon
any reYerses of trade, or convulsions abroad, by which the
demand for specie for exportation, or an increase of issues
for domestic circulation, should become necessary.
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PROSP}~RITY ENCOURAGE OVERISSUES OF BANK PAPER.

RIVALRY AND COMMERCIAL

In times of prosperity, the love of gain, and the power of increasing their circulation, and consequently their dividends, almost at will, as well as the spirit 0{
rivalry between similar banking institutioDs, frequently induce them to over·
issue,and cODIJeeutively to contract their issues or sUllpend their specie payments.

Banks, exercising the powers of banks of issue, and of
discount and deposite, especially while under the influence
of private interest, are liable to over issue in times of prosperity; and every over-issue must be invariably succeeded
by consequent concomitant contractions. So long as the
paper is convertible, the confidence that one bank inspires in
its neighboring institutions, by liberal issues in times. of
prosperity, is often conducive to the ov~r-issues of other
banks. Each bank, fancying that their credit and conduct is
quite equal, if not superior, to that of other institutions doing a similar business; and if such banks are safe in making liberal discounts, they think themselves equally safe.
But a less pardonable feeling appears too often to influence incorporated banks in their issues, that is, the feeling
of rivalry,jealousy, or ambition (aided by the love of gain,)
not to be out-done by other institutions, either in the extent of their business, or in the amount of their dividends;
nor when a reverse of fortune arrives, in their violent and
rapid contractions. Profit, ho\vever, is the ruling passion
of incorporated companies.
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CHAPTER XX.
THE ISSUE OF SMALL BILLS INCREASES PANICS.

The issue of small bills operates against the currency powerfully in two way. ;
iirstly, by drivinr out of those men's pockets who lay up small slims the specie
that would otherwise have remained in them; and, secondly, when a panic arrives, by inducing such small bill-holders to dem3Dd the .pecie iDstaDtlyof the
banks, in exchange for their bills.

The issue of small bills increases the evils of over-issues
in two ways. Firstly, it drives the. precious metals, that
would be foun.d in circulation among a class of people who
keep a little cgange by them, from their pockets; and from
small circulation. Secondly, the persons who keep money,
with a hope of laying by small sums to meet a payment on
land, build a house, purchase stock, or other necessaries,
demand the specie. fur their Dotes, on the least apprehension of a run upon the bank. The moment a suspicion is
raised against the solvency ofa bank, or against the convertibility of its notes, they exchange theirbills for specie, either
at the bank, or at any other market where it can be made;
and thus abstract from the circulation, at a momentof a threatened run upon the banks for specie, a part of the coin that
ought to have been already laid by them in times of
prosperity-thus adding increased danger from the threatened panic. And here again occurs the competition
of the banks in their contractions, and their means of obtaining the "first haul" upon the public for their remittances; while the hoarding of their own spe<1ie, as well as their
d.rawing upon such institutions as they have a legal right to
expect specie from, although out of the ordinary courteous course of business formerly existing between them,
increases the evils of the money p!"essure.
BANK COMPETITION.

BANK. NOTES ACTUALLY A TENDER.

" CDmpetition" is said to be "the life of trade," but bank eompetition reverses the
order of things, and by producing over-wlies and over-eontraetiolll, oppreuu
wen in bU8iness, causing the BUlK 01' TJl4DE aDd the overthrow of busines&.

Hence the evil of having many banks, or the disadvan-
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tage of what may be called bank competition-a competi.
tion once looked upon as likely to reduce the rate of interest, and increase the facility of bank loans-but which is
only found, by experience, to be one bet\veen banks, in
their readiness to issue promises-to-pay, and to inundate
the country with their notes in times of plenty, and, when
money is scarce, in their rapid contractions, and speedy
collections; as well as in devising the safestmeans of charging the people three, four, five, and often six times as much
for their credit, when they have them once in their power,
as the law allows. In short, bank competition seldom benefits the public. It consists in a strife to see which can make
the largest dividends, and not forfeit their charters. Such a.
competition is an evil, and dangerous, both to the bankers
and-the public; because it may keep in circulation a large
inflation of the currency for some time, without any sensi-hIe inconvenience to the public, until that "vhich should be
always left as free as water, to flow wherever it is most required, having been dammed up for a time, atlength breaks
down all barriers, and spreads consternation and dismay in
its course.
The channels of commerce can only contain precisely as
much money-currency, as is sufficient for all the mercantile
purposes of life. The greater the metalic proportion, the
less remains to be rapidly put in motion, producing increased alarm and confusion, by the run upon the banks in tilues
of panics, from thousands, who would remain quite contented, and even ignorant of any panic or danger to the cur·
rency, if they had had the precious metals for their money,
as they at all times had desired, instead of doubtful credit
paper.
Hence the great importa~e of furnishing each class or
society with the kind of currency they desire. Give the
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mechanic and laborer his favorite metalic money-the commercial man his convertible. paper of lal'gedenominations.
Thus the currency would be brought back to its original
purity and convertibility. The spirit of gambling-speculation would be restrained; property ef every description
be uniformly saleable at its true value; money be equally
and regularly plenty as other commodities j the difference
of exchange, nehveen different parts of the Union, be lessened, if not wholly removed-consequently, the advanced
price upon imported at"tides would be diminished to the
conSUlner, and importations lessened~ The man who received five dollars on Saturday night in bank notes, would not
feel, that by spenJing a shilling needlessly he was making
money, because he got seven shillings-~in specie in exchange.
The man, who could save a few dollars from his wages to
lay by for some future purchase, 'would not fear to attempt
it, lest he should loose the whole through the inconvertibilityof the paper money that he may have been required toreceIve..
It is useless to say, that bank paper money, as it is called,
is never a'lawful tender, and, therefore, no one is compelled to take it unless he chooses. For what business could
any man do in any city or town in the United States, who
should refuse to receive in ex-ehange for his wares,. the
common currency of the place ~ Or how long would '&laborer expect to find employment, should lie, when Saturday
night came, tell his employer he must h8.v~ the specie' for
his wages ~ The employer, it is true, could be compelled
to pay him in specie once, but he probably would not employ him any longer. Hence, every man in buainess in
community, is as effectually compelled to receive paper
currency in payment for debts due to him, as he would be
were it made a. lawful tend.er. The poo.rest portipn-of
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the currency circulates most freely, hence the apparent inundation of a country \vith the bills of any bank of doubtful convertibility.
BANK SECURITIES.

The unlimited responsihility of the directors of banks and the liability of their
securities, together with the separation of banks of issue from tholle of discount,
will materially lessen excessive issues and contractions of the currency, with all
the evil consequences that follow in their train.

The directors of a bank of discount should give security
for all money that shall pass through their hands, as fully as
any receiver of puhlic money \vonld be required to for the
monies that he should receive.
The bank of discount, being entirely separated from that
of issue, would not be liable to act unduly upon the currency, by increasing its issues beyond its proper lilnits, or by
restricting them to th~ prejudice of the commercial interests of the country.
The bank of issue should be free from commercial influence, and fron1 a credit mania. It \vould have one, and
only one, object in vie\v-to coin bank paper into convertible currency; and to guard against excessive issues, by
which the possibility of a drain of specie from the vaults
of the bank could be produced, and ruinous contractions
rendered unavoid able.
STOCK IN ONE UNIFORM CURRENCY PROFITABLE AND SALEBLE.
The stock in' the peopIe'l' free bank more profitable than that in private banking
associations, or in incorporated companies; safer from counterfeits-more saleuble-and the expense of producing and conductin~ it materially lellis.

When the incorporated banks, one after another, shall
have all wound up their concerns, and taken stock in the
people's free bank, and saved nine-tenths of the expense of
conducting their institutions themselves, and become convinced that the apparent gain by excessive expansions of
the currency, is more than counter-balanced by the loss in
the succeeding contractions; that currency, being the pro~
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duct of the sovereign power of the state, ought not, under
any circumstances, to be subjected to the management or
control of irresponsible interested individuals, who claim a
limited individual liability for the very currency that they
would dignify with the high sounding appellation of mO'ltey.
Then, and not till then, will be clearly observable the great
benefits of having but one system of paper-money in the
United States. Then this United States bank paper would
be equally current throughout the Union, and less liable to be
counterfeited than individual state bank notes-from the fact,
that all the bills of the same denomination would be from
the same engraved plate, and be executed by the officers
of the United States bank; and all bills apportioned to any
one state, would be executed by the. officers of that state
bank; therefore, there would be several signatur€s upon
each of the bins, ,vhich would be familiar to all business
men, and less liable, if counterfeited, to pass undetected.
Another benefit would be found in the lessened expense of
producing the paper for circulation, and of conducting the
banks of discount.
A laudable ambition to accommodate the public, to secure
popular favor and re-election, would induce directors chosen by the people, to accommodate their customers~men
of business, the fair traders, and manufacturers-by discounting their actual business paper, having but short periods to run; in preference to lending money to foreign
speculators uponfictitiouspaper, made payable in some distant place-for, although such loans may enrich the institution, by allo,ving them large profits on bills drawn upon
that place for the re-payment of the money when the discounted note becomes due, yet the public are uniformly
injured by the transaction.
The interest of th~ directors, being identical with the
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mass of community by whom they are elected, they will
se1"'\'e· them as they would desire to be ~ccommodatedthemselves, honestly and faithfully.
The dependence of the banker upon the public for his
re-election, would be a sufficient inducement to obtain his
atteDtton promptly to his business; and further than this,
he ought never to be influenced by fear, favor or reward.
He ought to move like the clock, wholly independent of
the surrounding influences. The paper currency would
then become perfectly eonvertihle, and equally current in
every part of the Union, and released from the dangerous
tendency to expansions, by which. the history of paper money has bee·n so uniformily marked throughout the world,
but more especially in the U nited State~.

CHAPTER XXI.
ON OBJECTION'S TO FREE BANKING.
OF THE OBJECTIONS TO A REPUBLICAN CURRENOY.

It will be urged, by persons interested in the continuance
-of- incorporated banking companies, and, perhaps, by those
who are alarlned at the idea of a change in the circulating
medium of the country, that there are douhtsof the constitutionality of the measure, and 'of its utility even should it
be constitutional. To the first of these ojections,
ask to
be referred to the particular clause of the constitution containing the prohibitory article; for as we understand that
instrument, it is clearly favorable to the exercise of the requi'site power by congress to regulate the currency. And
here let me remark, that the unconstitutionality of the incorporation of banking companies, consists in representa.
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tives exercising their delegated powers for a longer period
than the time for ,vhich they ,vere elected; for, as they
vest certain powers and privileges in individuals, these individuals' private rights prevent the repeal of the law by
their successors in office. This is as equally applicable to
the state legislatures as to the congress ofthe United States.
The ,vords of the Constitution are, that" Congress shall
have power to coin money, regulate the value thereof, and
of foreign coin." Hence, rnay it not be inferred, that
whatever alters the value of the coin, is expressly placed
at the disposal of congress 7

CHAPTER XXII.
CHARTERED BANKING COMPANIES ANTI-REPUBLICAN AND
DISSATISFACTORY.
The people have become justly dissatisfied with the present chartered bank paper
money.-They see, in this--system. principles diametrically opposed to the Constitution, and to the spirit of the Declaration of Independence.

To convince the public of the importance of a republican free banking system to their permanent financial and
political prosperity, and t.o render this question clear to the
minds of persons, \vho, from having seen the evils ofpaper
money, (whether it be the United States" old continental,"
or our modern incorporated bank paper, with its twin-sister,
shinplasters,) have become firmly established in a wellgrounded prejudice against all bank paper, I would remark,
that we are by necessity compelled to use it, and should,
therefore, render it as perfect as possible. To those ,vho
are enchanted ,vith the idea. of banks furnishing the currency, but who are in no way connected with or dependant
upon them, I most cheerfully address myself; while with
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those who oppose the free banking system from interested
motives, it is in vain to use arguments-for" convince a man
against his ,vill and he's of the same opinion still."
Allow me then to direct the attention of all Americans,
with well cOD3titutcd minds, to the spirit of the Declaration
Independence and of our Constitution. One spirit pervades the whole. It is the spirit of liberty; and of an equality of civil, political and religious rights and privileges.
It intends the most good to the greatest number, and the utmost advancement of human happiness. This spirit should
be our polar star. By its light every true American should
imbue all the subordinate institutions of our government,
with the same character and principles, that more than half
a century's experience has proved so successful in politics.
The nearer the spirit of our currency approaches that of
our form of government, the less danger have \ve to apprehend from its imperfections.
No aristocratic, exclusive or monopolizing elements are
found in the fundamental prineiples of our government.
The sovereignty of the people, and their inalienable right
to regulate their political, financial, religious and literary institutions, according to their own choice, is every where intended.
The mind is forcibly struck, on reading the Declaration
of Independance, with the "WE," meaning the people of
these United States, and admitting of no superior po"rer,
save the Father of all mercies. The same spirit breathes
through the Constitution. And as these principles govern us,
,ve \vill examine them. They are ancient land marks, nev·
cr to be lightly questioned or hastily removed.
As "governments derive their just powers froln the consent of the governed," so paper, intended to circulate as
money, should only enjoy that privilege from the consent

or
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of those among whom it· is intended to circulate. "WE
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness." Here we have, in these
"self-evident truths," a summary of the objects of human
action, and the motives by which they are governed. "The
pursuit of happiness" is here declared to be among the
great inducements to human actions; which it is the business of governments to provide for. "To secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed." How
clearly have the framers of this Declaration been impressed with the right of the people to control their own destinies; to regulate their own actions; and, through their representatives, to pass such la \VS as shall secure to them the
full enjoyment of these great first principles of human actions.
And here let me observe, that whatever tyranny pervades
society-whether it be political, as was the tyranny that
our forefathers complained of in this Declaration-or religious tyranny, such as drove our early Puritan and religious fore-fathers to remove from a country where their
minds and consciences were enslaved, to free and independent America-or financial tyranny, such as drives the inhabitants of the old world to seek a refuge in America,~from
the grasp of the tax-gatherer, the tything of the priest, the
rating for the poor, and the impoverishing effects of duties,
imposts, customs, fees,and taxes, by which they are plundered by law in open daylight. Against all these oppressions in
a foreign land, we may inveigh with as much vehemence as
we please; but, speak against the tyranny of incorporated
banking companies, and you have about your ears a $warm
of angry wasps that would soon sting out your eyes.
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But let us proceed with the opinions of our fore-fathers
upon the use and end of governments; and consider
the manner in which they should be treated, whenev..
er they fail to secure to the people the. objects of their institution. "That, whenever any form of government be..
comes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new government;
laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its
powers in su~h form, as to them shall seem most likely to
effect their safety and happiness."
Here let me ask, if an entire change in the form of government is justifiable in a nation, where lives are liable to be
lost, and physical force supercedes the mild codes of civil
laws, and mercy be left to weep, while military prowess and
power erect their thrones and establish their authorities,
how much more right have the people to change one of the
elementary principles of their constitution, that has been
found by experience to be incompatible with their prosperity ~ But let us not charge our fore-fathers with having
established our paper money currency. Let us examine
the facts of the case. Let us see what the early currency
of these United States was; and enquire into the causes of
the defects of our present incorporated bank system.
THE DEFECTS OF THE CURRENCY PRODUCED BY CHARTERED
BANKS.
The evils of paper circulating as money, may all 'be traced to the connection of
currency with CREDIT» with PRIVATE INTEREST» and with POLITICS.

You may trace the expansions, contractions and inconvertibility of the currency, I believe, to its connection with
credit, with private i1tterest, or with politics,~ and most of
the evils of paper money generally originates from one or
all of these causes.
It was not until after the failure of government notes,
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(the old continental money,) that private companies began
generally to issue paper intended to circulate as money.
The following is from the Connecticut Gazette, No.
1504, (New London,) September 6, .1792: "The trade
and manufactures of this state, (says a correspondent,) have
long struggled under the 'want of a capital, proportioned to
the industry and enterprise of its citizens ;-that want may
now be supplied by means of the banks established at New
London and Hartford. Every useful occupation, and
every Industrious citizen, :may be assisted with money, as
circumstances may require and justify; but, in order to
carry the means of the bank into the fullest effect, their
bills must circulate among all ranks of people freely as money: it behooves, therefore, every well-wisher to the prosperity of the community, to give credit to the notes of the
bank. Although trade may more immediately, and in a
more considerable degree be benefitted by these institutions,
yet, every other branch of business will come in for a proportionable share. A flourishing commerce dispenses blessings to all within the sphere of its operations, and adds to
'the value of the landed interests, as well as the articles in
""hich it principally deals. The notes of the banks will be
found more convenient for a circulating medium, and may
be kept by the o,vners in greater safety, than hard money;
and none need be apprehensive of any deception in them
as the promise on the face of them will he carefully and
punctually fulfilled."
The above shows the exertion that was made at that early period, to induce the people to receive this paper-the
notes of the banks-at N e\v London and Hartford as money; and the writer declares that the facts on the face of
these notes "will be carefully and punctually fulfilled."
Nothing is here said of limited liability, 01' of privileges
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not enjoyed by other citizens. The reason assigned for the
necessity of issuing and circulating these paper promises,
is said to be "the want of capital proportioned to the industry and enterprise of its citizens." While the same cause
exists, the same remedy will be likely to be applied. "'Credit 'Yill be attempted to be made-a substitute for (}apitalwhose functions it eannot long perform.

CHAPTER XXIII.
A REMEDY FOB THE WANT OF CAPITAL.
NOT CAPITAL.

BANK NOTES ARE

While the dUlcounts of banks are confined to ACTUAL BUSINESS PAPER, having
but short periods to rUD, and DO iDdulgeDc~ is ShOWD by one bank to another, in
not demanding their balauces in specie from each other, freque.ntly, and at stated
periods, excessive expansions of the currency are less liable to occur-the channels of circulation are less liable to become surcharged-the high price of imported articles, and exeessive .importations, ant less likely tCJ ensue-apd the necessity for the exportation of speeie wIll in 80me measure be obviated.

We are now brought to an examination of chartered
bank paper, when used as a remedy for the want of capital; and a wretched substitute for capital will it be found to
be. That there is a want of capital.in the United States,
proportioned to 'the industry and enterprise of the inhabitants, no one will doubt; nor will anyone deny that bank
notes, while they were only issued in sums proportioned to
the actual demand for currency, were convenient and useful; but, whenever they are sought and used as capital,
they are diverted from their legitimate channels, and cease
to be serviceable to a community. So much paper money
then only maybe circulated as can continue to circulate
freely among the people· without a tendency to exportation.
The moment it is required to assume the character of
capital, its true and legitimate powers fail, and it vanishes
like smoke;-nothing remains but stained, worn and soiled
rags of paper.
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One continued train of abuses, impositions and frauds
have succeeded each other, from the very fir~t incorporation of chartered companies for banking purposes, to the
present period. And we may here remark, that anyestablishment of a government currency, connected with the
credit either of a state or of the U nitecl. States, would be
scarcely less objectionable than that of incorporated companies; as the currency of such bills "vould depend upon
the credit of such state, or of the United States, and would
be liable to be issued according to the interest of the party
in power, (not less violent than private interest,) and still
less secure than private paper would be under proper liabilities. The country would be liable to be inundated with
it in times of prosperity. A.nd in times of danger, scarcity,
and an extensi \?e foreign demand for specie, the government would only be able to issue more bills; which would
become more and more uncurrent,as it was found to be
less and less able to redeem them. And in the end, should
a reversion of trade, from a foreign war, or from any other
cause, continue to operate against the state, or against the
Union, for any length of time, fear "vould be.likely to be
entertained that such money would beconle like the old continental, a mere shadow of what it had once been-and a
monument of the ·wickedness or folly of those who attempted to give credit paper the value of real capital.
Credit is universally admitted to be useful to the promotion of enterprise, industry, and ambition. But credit must
never be called capital, nor treated as capital. And in this
view of the case, we again call the attention of the patient
reader to the words of the Declaration of Indepence rea
specting the abuses of government; and leave the reflecting
mind to compare the political defection of a government, in
whole or in part, to the failure of anyone of its elementary principles.
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Every person connected widl the business of the currency, knows, from sad experience, the very imperfect tnanner in \vhich incorporated banks have supplied the country
with a currency in tilues of oppression and stagnation of
business, during a foreign demand f()r specie-while the
exchanges are greatly against this country-and when every man of business, ho",~ever prudent he ]nay have appeared to be, or believed himself to have been, requires aid, if
he ever requires it. What service are banks to commercial men at such times 1 They are far \vorse than useless; for the amount of circulation, \vhich had been long
maintained by them, is at once restricted, a.nd they become
the first to oppress their customers, and to call in their debts
by force of law, when other means are found ineffectual
and unavailing.

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE INTEREST OF STOCKHOI,DERS THE RULE OF ACTION FOR

CHARTERED BANKS.
The uniform practice of incorporated banking companies ormaking the interest of
the stockholders their rule of action, ought to satisfy the public. that, while the
currency of the country is entl usted to them. or Iliimilar ill1>titutions, the effects
will continue to be the same as long as "like causes produce like efrects."

Such institutions perform just that part in business, and
are just the organs of prosperity to a country, that they
ought to be expected to be, from their constitution, and the
la,,~s of their situation.
They are private machines for the
manllfacture of princely fortunes for individuals, without
labor, and without the ordinary means of becoming useful
to mankind.
How can it be expected of a company, formed expressly for the purpose of making money, that they should forget the business of their formation, and take one thought of
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the public interest, or of the general prosperity of the
country. The great, and, in fact, the only object, end, aim
and business of an incorporated bank, is, to make money
for the stockholders. Large dividends, by safe discounts,
with now and then speculative loans to each other, are the
true, the only desirable business ofincorporated banking companies. The good people of this republic, have had expansions of bank credit, followed by contractions and suspensions, until there can be but one opinion of the perfect convertibility of any credit-currency, for any long period, when
it is based upon credit, or even connected· with credit and
private interest, and dependant upon politics for its continuance and prosperity. That incorporated banks have failed
to issue paper, that is at all times, and under all circumstances, perfectly convertible, no one "vill for a moment pretend
to deny; and, that their small notes have driven the precious metals out of the country or into their vaults, is equally
true. They have ceased to perform the offices promised
upon the face of their bills, by ceasing
redeem them in
specie at sight.

to

THE PROFITS MADE BY A BANK, ABOVE THE F AIR MARKETABLE RATE OF INTEREST, EXTORTION.
If taxation, without representation, is a just cause of complaint, why are chartered
banking companies indulged in collecting, annually, such immense revenues from
the people, atJove the ordinary rate of interest for the use of money 1

But, by the quotation from the Declaration of Independence, upon the abuse of pow'er by the government, and
the right of the people to alter or change any system after
it. has become oppressive, or has fai.led· to perform the duties originally assigned to it or expected of it, we are confirmed in our former opinion, that the people have an inherent right to alter the currencyto suit their interests or in..
clinations.
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The Declaration of Independence proceeds: " But,
when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces design to reduce them
under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to
tllrow off such government, and to provide new grounds
for their future security."· If taxation, without representation, he a grievance, may we not complain that incorporated
banking companies have long taxed the country, (\vithout
the people being represented in their corporations~) to many
millions of dollars, in the shape of interest, and per centages on exchanges, for the use of their credit ~. thereby accumulating their dividends-and bonuses 1 For whatever
scheme may be devised, by 'which the currency, or money
of the country, can be made to cost the borrower more than
the interest and use of the same ought to be worth, is a tax
of which he has a right to complain. They- also collect a
tax, by draining the country of specie, and. continuing to
issue their promises-to-pay long after they had ceased to
pay them in specie; thereby conlpelling the business portion of the community to pay high prices for drafts upon
foreign markets, or a high pt:emium upon the purchase of
the preciou~ metals.
What sweet, delusive language-" a prelnium on gold
and silver r' The truth would sound harsh in the ears of
our wealthy bankers, and their agents, the brokers, to call
things by their proper and appropriate names, and, instead
of saying "a premium for gold and silver paid here," say,
U depreciated bap;lc paper exch.anged lutre."
When every hank in the Union suspends payment, it is
called "susp.ension," and· the precious me.tals are said to
be at a "premium." But if one or two banks only stop
payment, they are said to have failed, and are disgraced.
But crime is not crime, when the influence or power of the
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criminals are sufficient to prevent their punishment or disgrace.
The extent of the moral crime of incorporated banks, by
circulating paper below par, can only be estimated, by
computing the amount of the excess of dividends over the
ordinary ra.te of interest made Qll all their circulation; or
the profits they ma.ke in times of prosperity above the regular rate of interest on money; and the interest they charge
during the depreciated state of. the currency, and the suspension of specie paylnent by the banks-at which time
they ought not to receive interest on debts due to. them, unless they pay interest on their own notes. This would
furnish some, data for the discovery of the amount of direct
financial crime that they are thus guilty of committing.
This, ho,vever, elubraces only a small part of the real mischief, wretchedness and woe they entail upon society.
Their expansions induce indolence, extravagance, and excesses, that leave those vvho have been involved by their
imprudences, in wretchedness and want.
In tin'les of bank contractions,.. the honest industry and
economy
many an honest laborer- is swallowed up in one
purchase upon credit, that he ,vould not have made, had he
known of the contraction of the currency that was about
to ensue; or, as it is farniliarly termed, the hard time.s that
were hurrying OD. Thousands are thus ruined, that a few
void of moral hQnesty may become rich.
How can a banker justify his r.eceipt of profits, interest,
and dividends made upon the promises-to-pay that he exchanges with his fellow man, after he has neglected or refused to fiuISl such promises 1 Yet we often see bankers
increase their dividends during the times of the greatest
distress and panic. Or if they do not de.clare publicly as
large divide-n,ds during the reverse$ of the currency, as ~t
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other times, yet they no doubt have leis caule of compla'int
than the unfortunate note-holder. Their ,ecret partner,
the broker, makes and receivel the money for them.
Whether it be equally divided among all the stockholders,
or only enjoyed by thole who are U initiated," ie left to
themselves to settle. It is quite enough for me to know,
that the money is 10'It by the puhlici And so long al the
people loose the money on account ef the inability, inexpe..
diency or unwillingness ofthe directors of the bank to maintain the currency of their paper at par, the evil is' the same,
w-hether one or the whole of the stockholders receive the
profits of these fraudulent and dishonorable transaotions.

CHAPTER XXV.
ON MORAL OBLIGATIONS.
Koral obligation. are above all law ; and no act .hould be made legal that II oPPOled to the principl.. o( truth a~dju.tlce.

Moral honesty is above all law. And the laws gf God,
and of nature require, that when contracts have betm entered into between men, they should be fulfilled according to
their spirit, whether that spirit be exactly in accordance to
their letter or not. No moral guilt attaches itself to a transaction, when the best and most honest endeavors of the
parties are used, to meet the spirit of their agreements, even
although their let~r is not strictly complied with.
EX-rRF,SIDENT JAOf',SON'S VETO OF THE UNITED STATES
BANK BILL.
The veta <Jt the United States. bank bill, by ~x-pre.ident Jack8on, not predicated cxeil,isively upon the unconstitutionality or the rirbt or Congreu to pan
laws to regulate the cilrrency ;' .put upon the uncon.titutional right of Congre••
to iucor~r,aLeII private b'lnking lJ:louopoly.

But to return to the ript that congress has to pass any
law respecting the currency. That congress has exercised
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the po\ver, in the fullest extent, will not be denied. That
the opinions of our ablest statesmen have sanctioned that
act, and that the la\v was discontinued by the veto of president Jackson, not exclusively upon the ground of its unconstitutionality, o\ving to any want of power having been
vested in congress by the constitution for regulating the currency; but because congress has no constitutional right to
incorporate banking companies, by which the value of all
the cOlnmodities of the country 'would be liable to be varied to suit the interested views of a fe\v privileged individuals-as appears by the president's message upon that subject, and the remark that he could have given a draft of a
la\v that would have been less objectionable, had he been
applied to for that purpose.
But even had congress never incorporated a United
States banking company, there is so little resemblance bet\veen the plan here recommended, and that of an incorporation ofa banking conlpany, that I maintain, that the general free spirit that p«trvades the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, leaves no doubt upon the n1ind
as to the intention of the founders of our government, as to
the restrictive po\vers that were intended to be exercised
by the general and several state governments.

CHAPTER XXVI.
THE POWERS OF CONGRESS.

Congress has power to create necessary offices; and to authorise the PrElsident,
with the advice and consent of the Senate, to appoint officers to execute any necessary duty or office; or congress may, by law, themselves appoint officers,
whenever snch app()intments are deemed necessary: how then can their constitutional right to au~horJse the sovereign people to appoint (elect) persons of their
own choice to perforra certain duties be doubted 1

The doctrine seems to be th1s. The general government shall pass all laws, and transact all business relating
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to the peace., prosperity and good government of the U ni·
ted States, where a uniformity of action and operation
would better promote the general welfare than the. local Ie·
gislation of the several states would be likely to do; and
vice versa.
It is true, that congress has never authorised the people
to elect persons, 'with power to examine the state of the
"Currency of the Union; and if the precious metals were not
found to be sufficient to serve as the medial commodity, to
bank upon such a portion of them as should be necessary
to make up the deficiency. But its not having been done,
by no means argues that they have not the right to do it.
Congress, on all occasions, \vhen deemed expedient,creates
offices and appoints officers for any and every purpose,
without having their constitutional right to do so questioned.
How then can it be a greater stretch of power, for congress
to authorise the people to elect certain officers for certain
purposes, than it would be for them to make such appoint.
ments when they are equally necessary 1 and should they
find a paper currency necessary, or desirable, to issue so
much paper as they shall deem necessary to meet the demand-provided they shall be able to obtain a sufficient specie basis for the issuing of bills enough to make up the deficiency 1 For if the specie cannot be obtained, there can be
but one opinion as to the propriety of circulating paper as
money, based upon any security, promises-to-pay of individuals or of banking companies, or other evidences of debt.
Nothing but the precious metals can be, with safety, used as
a basis for the issue of paper to circulate as money. A substitute for money may, for the sake of convenience, or for
the promotion of enterprise and industy, be made to circulatc as money. But when notes, or other evidences ofdebt,
are used as a basis for the circulation of paper to pass aa
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money, it becomes a substitute for a substitute. Hence the
too great uncertainty and too extended contingency of
promises-to-pay, to be allowed the appellation of money.
The circumstance of congress never having passed such
a la,v, is no evidence that it has not the rightful po,ver to
do so. Congress has the expressed right to pass a general
bankrupt law-which it has never yet found it expedient
to do. And each state passes bankrupt la,vs or not to suit
their respective wants.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PEOPLE BY CONGRESS.
Congress has power to organize the people to regulate the currency of the country; although they may not have power to incorporate a banking company.-Giv.
jog the people the means and the instrument by which they can exercise an original inherent right, is not giving them artificial rights;or artificial wants, but enabling them to supply and furnish themselves with the currency they prefer, as
they are now oganized to supply themselves with education, or provil.le for religIOus worship.

The regulation of the post office department is, by the
constitution, left under the control of the general government. So is the right to coin money, and regulate the value
thereof. The plan proposed fol' a republican currency, does
not require that congress shall pass any law disposing of the
power of the sovereign people to one or more portions of
them. It only requires congress to organize the people to
exercise an inherent right upon the subject of currency, embracing the regulation and disposal of one of the elementary principles of the government, similar to that of the literature and social habits of the people. So far as education is a political measure of the government, the townships
are organized, and the people empowered, to control and
regulate their schools and colleges, and other means of education, according to their sovereign will and pleasure.
The constitution does not expressly declare with whom
the power of regulating .theeducation of the people
shall be placed. The local legislatures have uniformly left
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it with those most interested, and best competent to decide
what means will produce the greatest good to the greatest
number, at the least labor and expense. Hence to'\vns
regulate the administration of their common schools,
agreeable to the general organization of the state for the
support of common schools. Cities, and incorporated
towns and villages, are, by their incorporations, uniformily
empowered to provide for the education of the youth of the
place; and the people regulate their system of education in
these situations as they please.
D pon the subject of religion, the original draft of the
constitution was equally as silent as it is upon the subject of
currency. But an amendment provides a negative clause:
" Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereo£" In
all matters of faith, opinion and conscience, every man
should be perfectly free to follow the bent of his own in.clination, provided °it does not interfere with the enjoyment
of the same liberty by all others. The voluntary principle
of worship, and of the support of religious instruction, not
only comports with the principles and practice of the Divine
Author of our faith, but gloriously tends to promote equalityof rights and civil and religious liberty.
The constitution, however, expressly prohibits tlte states
from interfering with the currency, as fully and clearly as
it provides that congress shall not interfere in matters ofreligion. It provides, that" no state shall coin money; emit
bills of credit; or make any thing but gold and silver coin
a tender in the payment of debts." Yet, the states issue
their bonds, and provide for the sale of them in a foreign
market; issue state scrip; incorporate banking companies,
with the power of accumulating aU the specie of the COUlltry \vithin their own vaults, and the means of augmenting
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the circulating medium at their pleasure, and to contract it
whenever that will favor their own private interests; issue
post notes, due at future periods; and continue their ordinary business of loaning money and discounting notes, after they have suspended specie payment, thereby perfectly
draining the country of the precious metals, leaving only
the credit issues of the government, or the issues of the
chartered banks, to circulate as money. The manner in
which suchstates.comply with the spirit of this provision of
the constitution, reminds one of the conduct of the commander of an army, who stipulated with the besieg-ed garrison, that upon their surrender not a drop of their blood
should be spilt, but who kept his promise to the -'l.ar onlynot one drop of blood was spilt, for he buried them aU
alive.
If paper money is not by statute made a lawful tender
in the payment of debts, it is not the less so defacto, since
it constitutes the whole currency of the country. And
neither legal enactments, nor process of law, can compel
the payment of debts in a-material that does not exist; or
change the immutable la\v of trade, which compels the receipt of one article of medial commodity where no other
exists. By placing the currency under the control and
regulation of tho sovereign people, the latitudinous construction of the constitution will be rendered unnecessary;
the states rights \vill be substantially preserved; the powers of the general governlnent will not, be infringed upon
or extended; but the sovereign people ,vill be orga1tize<1,
and empowered to regulate freely the· circulating medium
according to their own interests and desires.
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ON THE POWERS OF CONGRESS.

'l'he general powers of congress embrace all subjects that reqmre to be the same
throughout the Uniou.--'I'he powers of the states are municipal, local and domes~
tic.-Hence the reasonableness of the /leneral government authorising the people
to I'egulate the currency~

The general government are authori~ed to exercise such
powers as operate alike on the inhabitants of the whole
United States, but which do not interfere with the internal or
domestic affairs of the individual states. The powers of
the state governments are to supervise and regulate the internal and domestic concerns of the citizens of their own
states respectively. A state, in some measure, represents
8. municipality within a state or kingdom.
The power of
granting patents, is appointed by the constitution,·to the general government; as also that of declaringwar, of making
peace, of passing a general bankrupt law; and, from tIre
very nature of the subject, the power of coining money,
and regulating the value thereof, and of foreign .coins.
I conclude, therefore, that congr-ess has po\ver to authorise the people to elect the directors of all the banks; and to
give the directors authority to prepare and issue so much
hank paper as would be necessary, together with the specie
that would circulate freely as soon as the banks shall have
called in their small bills, to furnish a sufficient currency for
the convenient interchange of commodities.
The· separation of the· banks of issue from those of discount, will lessen the fa-cilities for the hasty improper temporary expansions of the currenoy, to which our present charwred bank system is so liable; since the banks of discount
could not issue more paper than was placed at'their disposal by the banks of issue, nor even that unless they had in
their vaults one-third of the amount in specie.
Thus
the currency would be guarded against the rocks upon
which all former systems of paper money have split. For,
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whether they have been United States'institutions, or state
incorporated companies, they have been equally liable to
the dangers from over-issues; and have uniformly rather
facilitated than retarded the reverses of trade; by which
they have been driven to contractions of their issues and
various su.bterfuges, to avoid the payment of specie for their
notes. They have been compelled to make foreign loans,
issue post notes, and sometimes to suspend specie payments~ by their'own imprudent over-issues. True, the credit of flourishing states may exceed that of a priva.te ineorporated company; yet, when the price of state funds is below par in a foreign market, and there are no sales of stock
at home, they can no more redeem their promises-to-pay in
specie without. loss, tha.n could a private company. The
great evil still is, credit is connected with the issue of the
paper intended to circulate as money; and the directors of
the discounts are intimately connected with the borrowers,
and share with them, at least in sympathy, in their political
feeliags, or in their private interest, their wants or their
prospects of gr.eat gain.
IN CURRENCY, CHANGES NOT ALWAYS REPORMS.
Chartered bank paper changeable-Catllses-Its cOll8equences noted.-The remedy-Its effects salutary.-1Jank paper should-be current-.....collvertible-uqiformpermanent.

State chartered bank paper, from its dependance upon
credit; its connection with private interest and reliance upon
politics, must, by the laws of its situation, be continually
changing.. Such banks issue their notes to circulate as money, upon a credit as well as a specie basis. Their credits
consist of the notes of other banks, United States' and
states' bonds, foreign and domestic exchangeS', and various
other evidences of debt. This gives the paper portion Of
Dur currency a. credit character, a.nd unfits it for the meas-
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urc of all values. And how can we expect it to be otherwise, when we cons,der the va!"1ous circumstances and contingencies attending t.hese credits, by which their prompt
and punctual payments nrc lillhle to he defeated.
AgAin; its dependance upon the influence of priva.te interest, leaves it liable to fr~quent expansions a.nd contractions, to suit the convenience of th08e having the currency
under their control9 Rat thts is not all ; its dependance upon
future legislation for a (~onth11lnnce of its busineH8 renders
it liablo to be made tbe tool of party, or the slave of the
majority.
These evils in the cllrren~y cry loudly fhr rCfi)ml. And
until thiA 1l'l accomplis'twd, we shall have change8 and fluctuations in it without end. Chnngc9 in hank loans; in the
kind and quantity of the circulating- medillrn; l11lh~ price
of lahor-ofhrend ~tllHs-of merchandize-and of' all other corr!modities. In Rhol't, trw thousand conting'encies that
are constantly operating upon chnrtered hank papm', must
produce an almost elld]~ss Sl1cc~ssion of changes; yet, no
regular change that can he f(>rcseen or guarded against by
the public. l?ol' neither the directors of hanks, nor our
most al>lc financiers, are ahle to anticipate and avoid them.
The changes by the directors in the operations cf tho
hanks, as well as the fluctuations of the currcncy, serve to
keep the business of thc eountty in confw::;ion and uncertainty; while those who are dependant upon banks for accommodation, are kept in a state of constant anxiety, lest
they should be di~;appointed by the bank upon their next
application for a loan.
Currency should he as unchangeable when composed in
part of paper and part of gold and silver, as it would be if
composed exclusively of the precious metals.
To render the paper portion of the currency a perfect
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representative of gold and silver, it rnust be separated from
the fluctuations of trade, the speculations of individuals,
and a dependance upon future legislation.
Give us a thorough and permanent bank reform. Assimilate the paper portion of the currency as nearly as possible to specie; secure the bill-holder against the depreciation ot the notes, and the public against over-expansions and
consecutive ruinous contractions, and you will thus lay the
foundation for universal prosperity in the United States.

-CHAPTER XXVII.
MORAL PRINCIPLE

ABOV]~

ALL LAW.

Moral honor above all law.-The passage of depreciated paper at par, a departure
from moral rectitude-The fluctuations of the currency fosters a gambling propensity-A radical reform ill the currency necessary.-TlJe founders of our government had th~ir attention directed more forcibly to politics and religion,
thaD to currency.-Render currency republican, and it will become the key-stone
of the arch of the republican edifice, of which itis at present but a defective and
dangerous anti-republican corner.

This gambling propensity may be said to be the first step
towards moral depravity. Men seldom commence the
most abandoned course of conduct at their full speed. They
are generally led on from step to step. And ultimately
loosing all regard for moral obligations, ackno\vledge no
bounds to their ambition, except the words of the statute.
With them, if it is'lawful and defensible in a court ofjustice,
it is right; and consequently Justifiable. A liability to pay
whatever we contract to pay, whether the law compels us
to do it or not, is the result of natural obligation. It arises from the operation of the moral law ; it results from the
very nature of man as a moral agent. Being legally released from an obligation, morally binding, does not lessen
'the moral obligation. But doing away with the legal obli-
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gation, ought rather to strengthen the moral obligation;
since the creditor, whose claim is morally the same as before the legal discharge of the debtor, has only the moral
obligation to rely upon. Faith, honor and honesty, among
men, do not depend upon legal obligation; but upon moral
honesty, binding mankind to rectitude of conduct. Therefore, whatever tends to lessen respect for moral obligation,
should be avoided as dangerous to society.
The man who circulates counterfeit money, is punished
by law as afelonJan~ an enemy to society; and the man\vho
passes bills of a broken bank, is treated with not much less
severity. But he who issues bills that are five or twenty
per cent. below par, is a gentleman banker-complained of
a little by those who suffer at the moment oftheir loosing, to
be sure,-but he is a wealthy banker or broker, and he is taken by the hand, and, wherever he goes, he is quite the gentleman, He has made money out of the public, and no enquiry h~ made l:especting his moral honesty.
Oh! the depravity of the times! ,vhen men may defraud
each other openly, and s,mile and be smiled upon in turn.
When will the American people see the dangerous rock, of
want of moral honesty, that is certain destruction to every
individual who is wrecked upon it !--and it is not less so to
states than individuals.
The want of moral principle leads to wretchedness of
character and conduct; from which, without reform, the
chances are, that little good will ever arise either to individuals or to states. Strict integrity and punctuality in dealings; truth and honor in words and actions; ind ustry and
economy in habits; generosity and philanthropy in manners;
alw8;vs respecting the property, the feelings, and die opinions ~f others, cODlprise some of the important duties of soDiets that we respect and cotnmend. And how is it StIr-
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prising that we should be dissatisfied with having our pockets picked in the dark, by the man \vho exchanges our commodities-by him who professes to give us m()ney, but only
gives us depreciated paper-and in finding that every man
in the neighborhood has been so often defrauded in the currency that they have been required to receive for debts in
change for large bills, or other ways, that they feel themselves justified in passinguncurrent money npon every body
that will receive it.
This is evident, from the uniform habit that pervades
community of passing the most depreciated money first;
for, whatever is to be bought, or for every payment
that is to be made in money, the poorest kind must
first be passed. This evinces a laxity ofmorals, and a want
of strict punctuality and moral rectitude at which every lover of liberty should shudder-for liberty can only live while
supported by virtue and rTlorality-and every relaxation in
the morals of the community, is one step from the straight
path of republican simplicity" honor and liberty.
Strict moral obligation requires, that the spirit of every
engagement should be punctually and faithfuly fulfiled and
complied with .• The passage of uncurrent money, for a
full and valid consideration, is as subitantial a departure
from strict lnoral honesty, as the passage of base coin,
forged notes, or notes of broken banks. Yet, such is the
laxity of American morals upon the subject of currency,
that few men now think it a crime, to pass money, that is
hut a slight shade beio\v par, for its "nolninal value ; and
hundr.eds are daily found in the market, offering their uncurrent money in payment of small articles, in the hope of
getting specie change; b.elieving that ninety cents in change,
is as gt>od to them as a paper dollar. True, this is but the
exchange of one commodity for a.nother; and were the un-
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current money only passed to those who know its exact
value, and who did not intend to pass it again to any body
who '\vould receive it through ignorance of its real uncurrency, or who would take it with the hope of passing it
again upon some unwarily traveller or country dealer, the
crime ,vould be far less; yet the principle and its eWe'cts upon the morals of society are the same.
A country in debt~s never free and independent. There
was never a truer remark than, that "the borrower is a
slave to the lender." ...t\.nd as true as this is with regard to
individuals, so true is it with regard to states and nations.
When morality is lost to either, all is lost. Thus, when nations, or the cOlumercial individuals of anation, are in debt,
the whole community are in debt.
.A new order of things has silently crept over society.
?vIen are attempting to live by their wits, by contracting
debts that they cannot pay-the fashionable term of suspending payment, is following the payment in uncurrent
money. These,and an entire disre~;rd to moral honesty,
are links of the same chain; like the stealing firstly one pin,
and ultimately coming to the halter. So the passage of uncurrent money lays the foundation to a depravity ofmora]s,
that '\vould allow a man to contract a debt that he could not
pay, and live luxuriously upon credit, without earning the
salt to his porridge.
I know m.y homely style and my plain m'etaphofs will
lea.ve me subject to the severest criticisms. And I kno'w,
too, that fe,v critics are severer than those who find their
craft in danger. I know that if any benefit is to be derived
by the public from my remarks, it will be just so much out
or the pockets of the luoney sharks; and that just in that
proportion 1 have to expect to receive their unlimited castigation. But how little will that be 'felt by me, if the cur-
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rency should assume its proper place among the elementary
principles of the government, and become oueM the strong-.
est props to the republican edifice. What ·moral ed'Uce.tion is to the politics of a republican people, strict convertibility and punctuality is to finance aHd currency. Without
the first, a repuolic could not long continue: without the
last, a commercial country could notlong flourish and pr_osper.
It: after all that has been said ofthe advantages ofrefarm,
and disadvantages of any change not· producing a radical
reform, there should be those so sceptical as ·to "refuse their
assent to the proposed plan upon the ground of.itsheing all
experiment, or of its being an innovation.oflong established
usages and customs in business; to them let me remark)
that, on this continent the great experiment was made by
civilized man of the attempt to construct 430ciety UP9H a
new basis; that it was here for the first time that theories,
hitherto unknown, or deemed impracticable, have produced
a grand spectacle for the admiratieJl.df the world-uhknown
in the history of the pa.st, and ·unequalled in its beneficia.l re~
sults to mankind-surpassing-the expeeta.tions, or even -the
hopes, of its warmest and most enthusia.stic admirers and
supporters.
If then, after more than half a century,. some parts:ofthis
great fabric, or some circumstances' connected with it,sh8uld
be found not perfectly similar to the whole edi:fice~if, in
an entirely new system of government, in which the aetion,
practice and experience af all former governments have
been invested, theJ.-e should be found some relicts of fDrmer
institntions' incompq,tible with the harmony,beauty and
strength of this splendid living templB.",...,..would not this be
the place to examine into the causes of any and every dis~
crepancy that are found by expel'ience to exist, and that
time, habit and «sage ha veo not been able to adapt to the
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place originally designed for it to occupy. In,short, if, while
the whole attention of our fore-fathers have been directed
to the establishment of a government freed from the evils of
a monarchy, they have lost sight of the currency of the
country in the general and highly important character of the
first principles of a republican governmerlt, is that at all surprising. They secured themselves against the evjls that
had molt vexed and perplexed them. The church they
precluded from any connection with the state. Literature
they left free and unrestricted by any !'eligiou! creeds and
sectarian requirements. And they happily 86cured to all,
eq.uaJity in civil and religious matters, as well as in political
honers and offices.
But currency being a vexed question, and one respecting
whiclt very little had been said and done, and one from
which lit tle danger was at that time apprehended, attracted
but elight notice. The Constitution hriefly _ys all, that,
under tho then existing state of comm-erce and of society,
could have appeared necessary: " That ~QngreiS shall have
power to Goin money~ and r&gulate the value t1a.ereof, and of
fo:r:eign coin,"-evidently not anticipating a.llY monopoly in
the currrency-but that the precious metals alone should
couStitute the legal money of the country; and that congress should, lot ftBy future period" make such further proViiIDDS reapeetia§ the eomple.tiOll of the currency as time
and expet"ience ikou:ld dictat~.
The defects of the present ~per JUOney eurrency are
DO'W uni¥el"sally adtIDtted, and. tlte DOOeiSity of some reform
lQUdly pmclaiJtlf;Ml. Then, is no~ a time of peace, a time of
plenty, a. time of quiet respecting any grea.t political lD(Ivement,alld a time when the importance of the cwrency is
becomiQg known, and when intemperance aDd lIcentiousness are giving place to temperane~, order, dect:ncy, andre-
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spect for sacred and divine things-is not this tilne the
proper time for the public consideration of the suqject of
currency, with a view to its permanent improvcrnent ~
In making any great alteration or improvement in the
systenl of paper money, reference ought to be had constantly to the great leading principles contained in the Declaration of Independence and in the Constitution, that the fundamental principles of the government should all be made
to coincide, and that the ancient land-~larks of the government should not be thoughtlessly thrown dovvn or removed,
but that every addition should perfect the glorious plan of
hunlan liberty and of human happiness.
America, by giving money its proper value, and rendering the currency sound, stable, and always perfectly convertible into specie, \vo1l1dhold out inducelnents to the
\-vealt~lY forf';gner to visit our shores, as \vell as to hinl ,vho
has but his labor to depend upon for his sustenance.

CIIAPTER XXVIII.
PERIODICAL BANK STATEMENTS.

The defects of bank reports-Their mystificution.-The necessity of full statements-To this end a centralized government llccessary.-Thc proposed plano

Every person, \vho has carefully examined the bank
statements annually made to the Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States, or the statelnents of banks of almost
any states in the Union as made to their legislatures,
must be forcibly struck \vith the very imperfect manner in
which nlany of these statenlentsare made out-the absolute
ignorance, shire neglect, or wilful misrepresentations and
luisstatemcnts they contain.
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In some of these statements there appears to be a studied
mystification of th0 reqaired facts,. as if they were made
exdusively to -comply with ·.a clause in their charters, but
with the evident determinatiou. of defeating the intention
the legislature had in view in inserting the clause. There
could be no need of such subterfuges and concealments, if
the. banks intellded to ·de'al honestly, fpankly, fairly and
openly with ·the public.
Every facility should be affol'ded the publie for .obtaining
all the necessary information, to enable them to com.prchend the subject .of Gurrency and banking. Ev8l"Y ~pla
nation should be given that could bQ reas6Ilably.required to
make the statements of· the banks clear to· the most. £OUlmon
understanding. But, as if .concealment was the. object of
Boone of these bank statements, they. contain .i:r:np6rfect, heterogenous and fraudulentstatements; by wh~h,. those banks
that make .such..m ystified state.ments, must. succeed in evading the searching inquisitiveness of a vigilant committee,
to whom they are referred, if too committee have not time
to ask the officers of the banks for explanations, or to unravel their mysteries in c0mmittee.
This, however, is not very surprising, when we consider
that there are now in· the United States nine hundred banks
and branches, created by some thirty independent states
and territories, including the District of Columbia, without
any uniformity in the government of the currency except
the natural law o:f private intere~t, by which' all chaTtered
.companies are governed.
These lline huadred credit aristoeracies may have some
important-principles that are common to them all; yet,
having no common head, no centralization of government,
by which their accounts and statements courd be directed to
be made similar, and no blanks prepared expressly for their
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use, whatever ignorance they may be guilty of, they may
reasonably plead that want in justification of their errors.
In the proposed plan, the rnonthly published statements
of every bank of discount throughout the Union, as well as
the quarterly published statements of the banks of issue t
including the statements of the banks of discoun't, are considered important; as thereby the public may be appraised
of the expansions of the currency, and in some measure
enabled to guard against the commonly ruinous effects of
over-expansions and consecutive contractions.
These periodical statements should be made so clear and
plain, as to· be as easily comprehended by every man who
can read them, as any common statement or- a merchant's
account.
The quarterly bank statements, in addition to their ordinary matter, should contain all their liabilities and assetsparticularizing not only the debts and resources of the
banks; but the immediate liahilities of the banks should be
distinguished from their deferred liabities; and their immediate resources from their deferred resources. The amount
of specie received in deposite should be distinguished from
the amount of bills of other banb, and from deposites made
of their own notes. Without such statements it must be
impossible for the public to arrive at any thing like a correct
knowledge of the true condition of the currency; or that
the people, for whose benefit these statements are made,
should be able to judge of the amount of paper money at
anyone time in circulation; or the amount necessary, totogether with the specie that the absence of small bills will
always keep in circulation, to promote and obtain the greatest possible permanent prosperity of the country.
And, in addition, the quarterly statements of the banks of
issue should contain accounts of the prices of money in for-
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eign countries; and the rates of exchanges between the U.
States and the countries with ,vhich the American .commerce
is earned on; and, when any cause, out of the .course ofthe
ordinary supply and demand, varies the rate of exchange
temporarily above or below what it ought to be quoted, that
cause should be stated and explained 1: as well as its probable effects upon the demand and supply in the United
States.
By no means the least important of the measures, proposed for rendering the currency perfectly convertible, and
uniformly current throughout the United States, in the acco:mpanyi~g plan, is the contemplated regularly published,
clear and correct statements of all the banks, both of iss~e
and discount.
When we consider the importance \vhich the banking
system of the United States must exerci~ over the property and industry, and consequently the prosperity of the
country, we cannot refrain from urging upon the public the
importance of free banking. ~y this plan the people will
be required to express an opinion, through the ballot-boxes,
upon the measures and policy of the banks of discount in
their imm~diate vicinity, and of the states and United States
institutions at stated periods. Hence, the importance of
publishing clear, particular and correct statements of all the
business. of all the banks. A ulliformity in these statements., could be provided for in the same manner as are the
retgrnerof the post office, by furnishing the banks wi-th similar blanks, requiring only to be correctly filled up to make
complete returns from the banks of discount to their state
banks of issue, and by them to the United States bank of
issue, for· publication, for the information of the public.
The removal of private interest in the concealments of
the returns of the banks, \vill lessen the temptatinl' to
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fraud and false statements; and the supervision of the
state directors \vill be likeI y to detect any inaccuracies that
may inadvertantly creep into their statements.
A bank should not interfere with exchanges, either foreign or domestic. In fact, there ","ould be no domestic exchanges; or, at most, none above the actual expense of the
transportation of specie from one part of the country to another. This system would soon reduce our imports to the
par exchange of our exports; domestic exchanges would
soon find their level, by the reduction of the imports of the
place to its exports, until trade would be equalized throughout the Union.
The tariff might then be confined to the encouragement
and protection of domestic manufactures. J n all other respects the trade would be free with all the world, as is {he
trade bet\veen the different states of the Union..

CHAPTER XXIX.
ON EXCHANGES AND BANK MONOPOLY.
History of the incorporation of banking eompanies.-Expansiolls and contractions
of the currency, the natural effects of the laws of their situation.-The high
price of domestic exchanges-of foreign exchanges-the result of bank monopo.
)y.-Speculators monopolize the currency, the trade, and regulate the price of
commodities -High pliees increase importations.-Specie Rot returned for the
sale of bills in a fureign market.-Eastern speculators increase western importations.-E;xchasges betwe€n two places the barometer 00 trade.-Bank contraetions reduce prices as much below par, as their previQus expansiolls had advanced them.-Effe.cts of bask monopoly on exchanges.

Capitalists apply to congress, or to state legislatures, for
the passage of an act of incorporation for banking purposes. The law is passed-the stack is taken-the money is
paid, and business commenced. Bank notes are prepared
for circulation. The newspapers of the place give them a
puff or two; the community read the puffs, and exaggerate
in their neighborly news the benefits of the new bank~
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Their note exchange is opened: the villagers or citIzens
present their notes, well endorsed by each other, for exchange; the board examine into the stability.of each
endorser, and register, for future use, their abilities and resp0Il$ibilities. Notes are exchanged: the bankers give their
unendorsed notes, ,vith limited liability without interest,
due on demand, for the borrower's note, due sixty days
hence, (the interest for sixty-three days having been deducted and retained by the bankers,) with two good endors~rs
all three of them being liable for the whole amount of the
endorsed note to the extent of their entire fortunes. And
this is the equality of incorporated banking companies!
Bankers may reasonably ask, what right have the public
to expect us to hire a banking house, employ clerks, incur
the-expense of obtaining bills, and the trouble, risk and responsihilityof conducting a bank, merely for their convenience and accommodation 1 The answer must be, certainly, none: nor do the directors' of the bank feel they haveo
been elected by the stockholders for any such purpose.
The bankers have sought and obtained the privilege of exchanging notes with their neighbors, or whoever may be
disposed to exchange notes with them, for the purpose of
pursuing the trade of banking as being the most profitable
business, and the best mooe of investing their capital that
offers. The directors and stockholders do not fancy that
the public have any more right to claim their servi('"es, unless it be to the interest of the bank to accommodate them,
than they have to claim the services of the merchant who
sells them broadcloths.
The object of the merchant in investing his money in broadcloths, is not the accommodation of particular persons,
in a particular place, but the investing his money in stock
that would be the most productive. He offers his broad..
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cloth for sale, at just as great an advance upon the cost and
charges, as he believes the people can be made to pay.
Hence it is clear, that the accommodation of the inhabitants
of the place, by the merchant, any farther than promotes
his interest, is no part of his object. His business is to
make money by selling his goods in the best market. He
receives nothing but current money in payment for his
goods, provlded he can sell them for that. He is not actuated by sympathy for the poor half clad inhabitants of the
place, only so far as they have the means of paying him for
his goods. This is precisely the situation of banking capitalists. They firstly obtain the exclusive privilege of banking; then invest their capital in bank stock; issue their bills;
discount the best notes that are offered, and charge the highest interest the la'w allows; for the la,"vs of their situation
compel them to make as lnuch money as they legally can.
In locating their banks, they do not seek the poorest places,
for the benent of the poorest people, within their knowledge, nor do they select the notes of the most needy in..
habitants of the place for discount: but they iocate their
hanks ,vhere the people are able to pay them a handsome
profit for the use of their credit, and they loan their money
to persons, who, with their sureties, they deem quite competent to repay them the principal in due time-the interest
they secure in advance. All this, too, is in strict accordance 'with the laws of their situation.
The directors of banks are selected by the stockholders
from their supposed superior skill in banking,and their abili~
ty for making the most profit upon their capital stock inves~
ted, that can be made. They, therefore, sell their notes to
those who are able and 'wining to pay the most for them,
upon precisely the same' principles that the merchant sells
nis broadcloth. They both accommodate their customers,
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for their respective interests only, not for the interestsof
their customers.
If the merchant, \-vho asks five dollars a yard for his
broadcloth, finds a customer who ,vill pay him that amQunt
for all his stock, he sells it all to him at once; and if he 'vill
pay him that sum in a draft upon some ,veIl known house at
par, where the bill ",rill be worth to him five per cent. above
par, who complains of the merchant for selling his stock to
this purchaser, in preference to selling it out to his credit
customers, who, perhaps, already owe him as much as they
are able promptly to pay 1 But when bankers loan to
speculators all the money of the place, because the specu1ators will repay the bank in a distant rnarket, where a draft
will be worth five or ten per cent. above par, the forlner
customers of the bank complain, as though they had a.right
to command the loans of the bank; yet all this is strictly
in obedience with the laws of their situation, "\vhich compel
the bankers, as well as the merchants, to make their capital
stock produce as much profit as they legally can.
The merchant imports and sells as rnuch broadcloth as
he profitably can; firstly, for money, then for credit,as
long as he believes his sales will be profitable to himsel£
So the banker issues and loans as much of his credit paper as he can keep afloat, and get pay for, to the uttermost
limits of his credit, and the bounds set by his charter. Sub..
stituting, for the specie that should be in his vaults, every
evidence of debt in his possession, including t.he notes of
banks and public a.nd private bonds and securities, and upon
these credits he issues bills, intended to circulate as rnoney,
without the specie necessary to meet the prompt rederaption of his notes, if that should be demanded.
The channels of currency become surcharged. The ex·
portation of the commodity that exceeds the actual demand
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follows. The only exportable portion of the currency is
the precious metals; consequently tltat will be exported.
Brokers become the convenient agents of the banks. Specie is sold at a premium. The banks lessen their discounts,
call in their debts, and thus contract the circulating- medium
at their ,ville And all this, too, is in eJ\act accordance with
the laws of their situation; and the immutable laws of sup'"
ply and demand.
In this state of the currency, the bank makes its princi..
pal business dealing in exchanges, as this affords larger profits than loaning money at six per cent., since the scarci..
tyof money th.at the bank has itself produced, has raised
its value to two, three, four, or perhaps five times the law..
ful rate of interest. Here again the evil effects of the
monopoly of the present chartered bank system of currency is felt and deprecated; for, by this monopoly, the pri.,.
cas of domestic and foreign exohanges are advanced or va~
ried, to surt the interest of these monopolizing chartered
companies.
The people suffer much inconvenience, also, from the
want of small change in specie, o\ving to the banks hoarding it up in their vaults, or collecting it for exportation, to
enable them profitably to draw bills upon foreign markets
to which they export it. This also raises the price of exohanges, andof all imported articles of merchandise.
In the western states, at this moment, the expense of obtaining a bill on N ew York of one hundred dollars, is often
equal to the expense of importing from N ew York the
very articles purchased for the,money there.
Reader, if you are an elector, and have voted for a supporter of chartered banks, remember, that through him,
you vote for this very state of things, which you so much
deprecate. If you ,vill read this little volume, your own
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common sense will enable you to judge, whether or no the
author has shown you a safe, certain, feasible remedy for
the various defects of our present chartered bank paper.
If you approve of his plan of republican free banking, as
one or the sovereign people, it is not only your privilege,
but your bounden duty, to encourage its immediate adoption. If you have a choice iIi the kind of money you are
to use, have you not a cDnstitutional right to enjoy the gratification of that choice, as well as the banker or speculator,
\vhomay be interested in, and therefore cont!ented with, the
present uncurrent bank paper 1
While a few privileged individuals, enjoy by law the
exclusive monopoly of the business of banking, of the exchanges, and of the currency, specie must become more
and more scarce; exchanges more and more uncertain, and
the price of the same higher and higher, with everyevolution of trade.
Bankers ,vill sell their notes, their drafts,· (and through
their agents, the brokers,) their specie, to the highest bidder.
That is, they will make the best market of their credit,
their capital, and their legal privilege of banking, that is in
their power, For this is in exact accordance with the laws
of their situation.
Thespeculater, who purchases commodities in tbe western country, for sale in the eastern cities, can pay for tho
loan of his money in the eastern market at much less expense to himself, than the regular trader in the western city,
WhOSB business is purely domestic. He monopolizes the
money, by paying the banker (indirectly, proba.bly,) more
than legal interest; and this enables him to monopolize the
business or trade in which he isengagad, and to regulate the
prices of the articles in which he deals, by whieh thepro
ducer receives less for his products,- Qr manutB.ctures,'\vhile
p
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the consumer p~ys more for them-making a dead loss to
both, without any other benefit than that of supporting, in
comparative idleness and luxury, a large numher of bankers, brokers and speculators.
Self-interest, being the motive power of most human actions, and the only avenue to the favors of chartered
banking companies, the speculator finds abundant means of
monopolizing their favors; which he does, by making his
notes due in a distant market, where the sale of the draft
for their re-payment is worth more than it would be in the
vaults of the banks; and in numerous other ways, the
speculator increases the dividends of the banks above the
ordinary rate of interest or profits they make on their regular loans.
He next establishes the prices of the commodities in which
he deals, to suit his own interest, relying upon the bank for
such credit as he may require-not from their preference
for him, for he well knows they have no such preference$
He relies upon their own interest-he is secure and must
succeed.
The business of banks of issue is to lend their credit.
This done, they have the po\ver to regulate the exchanges,
that is, the price of bills between distant pafts of the Uni.
ted States, and even between the United States and London.
Self-interest being, as w'as just remarked, the law by
which monied corporations are governed, the double proflt$
made upon the discount of notes, where the re-payment is
to be made in a distant place, induces the bankers to extend
their discounts to the utmost verge of their abilities, and of·
ten far beyond their means of redeeming their notes in spe..
cie when demanded.
To save their charters, banks frequently firstly resort to
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contractions, then to suspensions of specie payment; or
they convert their banking house into a broker's office, and
commence buying and selling exchanges; or they turn their
business over to their agent the broker, to make as much
money out of their bank monop01y as they legally cap. To
this, also, they are impelled by the law oftbeir situation.
Banks, however, frequently resort to various other subterfuges to avoid suspensions, and yet to retain their ch~
ters, after they ha ve expanded the currency far beyond
their po\ver to redeem their notes in specie, and beyond
the abilities of the channels of currency to contain-when
the exportation of specie, by the immutable law of supply and demand, must ensue. Among the schemes
practiced, are those of issuing post notes-notes due at as
distant a date as filly he made to circulate, sometimes bearing interest and sometimes without interest, dra.wn in the
similitude of bank notes and circulated as money, to the
full extent of public gullibility.
This flush of money serves to increase the amount of
sales of foreign merchandise for domestic consumption. It
delays, but does not remedy the evil. Yet, withtbis excess
of paper money, prices do 110t rise, perhaps, as high as
might have been expected from the unlimited discounts: of
tbe banks; as the speculator, by monopolizing the money
of the place, has been able to fix the price of the article he
wishes to purchase lower than the competition between the
regular traders of the place would have made it, had the
money of the place been left free from the interference of
monopolizing speculators, who, by the aid of a monopoly
of bank credit, would not only regulate the purchasing p~ice
of hig commodities, but also influence their sale price, which
men with small capitals would be unable to do.
The speculator Inay be enriched-tbe bank may be prof..
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ited-but the faTmer, the mechanic, and laborer, frequently
receive of even this inflated inconvertible bank paper, les8
than they might have received in cash for their commodities, but for this chartered banknlOnopoly.
.) Jut the worst. of all remains to be told. After the money has been givenhy the bank to one or more foreign speculators, no specie is 1'eturned to tlte bank from the distant
city for the bill that "ras received for the loan to the speculator. It was merely an exchange of liabilities; by which
are formed facilities for extending and increasing importations beyond the natural limilts of supply and demand, or
the sound principles of trade and commerce. The banker
receives either his own notes for thC} bill, or what is still
worse, he discounts a new fictitious paper, the private note
of some debtor in the place where the money is due for the
bill, and after deducting the exchange, the bank has established by this monopoly, and the interest, the balance becomes a new credit. Inland importations are thus increased-foreign importations are also thereby enhanced-the
balance of trade is turned against the western consumerand, ultimately, against the United States with foreign countries. The American debtor in a foreign market, must pay
an advanced price on bills of exchange, or a premium on
gold and silver t9 meet his remittances; the country becomes
drained of its specie; bank loans are limited; the price of
commodities fall below their cost of production; enterprise
and industry are checked; public and private confidence
become shaken; the bonds of society become relaxed; respect for the laws are diminished; the passion of self-love
predominates; and private interest, the love of gain, and
the desire of p(}1J)er, sway the destinies ofthis great nation;
and as the word of a Despot directs the fate, the peace and
prosperity of his govenlmcnt, so does the private i·Jltc-rest if
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incorpor-ated companies rule the destinies of this otherwise
powerful and happy people.
The legally privileged order of bankers, with brokers
and speculators, may become rich, but the people must become poor. And will the people, who make and unmake
those privileged orders, still madly support them 1 I say,
no. Show them how to avoid the iron rod of these bank
task-masters, and they will not submit to them. The mechanic, the farmer, arid the laborer, know that the banks are
a heavy annual tax upon their labor-destroying their habits of industry and economy, and inducingluxuriousextravagance and indolence, and not unfrequently intemperance;
while the commercial community adtnit, that improper overexpansions, by the immutable law of supply and demand,
must produce consecutive contractions of the currency-the
natural effects of banking monopo lies, and of the laws of
the situation of incorporated companies.
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CHAPTER XXX..
ON COMPARISONS OF' THE CURRENCY WITH THB

GOVER~M:ENT.

'The government; and administration of the proposed bank compared to the political machinery of governments.-On the difference between the centralization

of government with a centralized administration, aDd a centralized government
with a divided admillistration.-The administration, in monarchies, more centralized than the government; as well as in mixed monarchies.~The concurrence of the people's representatives necessary to the government.~Thecentralization of municipalities in monarchies.-Republican townships have numer·
ous administrators-each independent of the others-each under a.centralized
government.-Tbe courts.-The people, through the hnllot-boxes.-Proposed
Illan CENTR.AJJIZE~ the GOVERNMENT of the currency, lil[c the general government of the Ulljon.-Divides the administration ofthe currency-This resembles
the administration of townships.-One brmk of issue-Numerous banks of discOullt.......Directors of hoth responsible tothe laws and to the sovereigl1 people.-The
atock, specie, iS15ues, reserved fund, dividends and government centralized-The
election of otlicers, the discounts, louns, collections, securities. and entire lmsii~css
of the banks of discount, divided.-The old United States Banks, with centJ'alized administrative powem, directed the operations of their branches, discounts,
expansions and contractions of the currency, and dealt iu exchang-es-The
whole currency subservient to their interests.-A centralized administration of
the currency dangerolJs to republican institutions-injurious to trade and commerce-by its own laws a monopoly.-In republics, government should be centralized-administration divided-the law powerful-The administrator insignificant.

In monarchical governments, the administration of the
government is even more centralized than the government.
In mixed mon archies, as those of England and France,
the government is in part divided, and the adlninistration
contralized: the people, or portions of them, elect one
hranch of the legislature.
In mixed monarchies, ,vhcre the concurrence of the
three branches of the legislature is requisite to the passage
of all laws, the house of repregcntativcs possesses at least
a negative power over their enactments, but "\vithout possessing any influence over their administration. The administration is centralized in the Chief l\fagistrate, executed by the persons of his appointment, in his name, and according to his will and pleasure, subject to h1s removal from
office, and to 5ne or in1prisonment at his pleasure.
In municipalities, under a monarchy, the administration
is centralized. The mayor is the head of the corporation,
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and the aldermen and common councilmen are more or
less dependant upon his concurrence in all important measures.
In townships in America, the administration is divided
between a great number of independent magistrates, elected by the people for distinct magisterial and administrative duties. In one township, may be found from t\velve
to twenty magisterial officers, administering the several
functions of the township; each independent of the others,
amenable to the superior courts in their individual capacities, and accountable to the people at their annual election.
Wherever they are not altogether independent of each
other, it is the government of the township that connects
their duties, and not its administration.
In the United States, the laws provide for the organization of townships, and prescribe general rules of government; still the adtninistration of the township is independent of either the general or provincial government, each
township officer is as independent·of every other body or
officer as is the president of the United States-they, like
him, are bound by particular laws, and accountable to the
sovereign people, through the ballot-boxes, when they become candidates for re-election.
For the purpose of rendering the currency of the country republican, the plan here recommended proposes, tha.t
the government of the currency shall be centralized, upon
principles somewhat analagous to those of the general go,"ernmcnt of the United States; and the. administration of the
currency divided, as is the p~itical administration of the
townships.
Upon the plan of the proposed free banking system, toe
bank of the United States is made the bank 0) issue; and
the directors are entrusted with the power of issuing and
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promulgating general rules for the uniform government of
the state banks of re-issue, and ofthe local banks ofdiscount,
but 'without power to interfere" with either, beyond cettain
clearly defined limits-nor in any way with the administration of the banks of discount, any more than the general
government of the Union interferes ,vith the administration of the to"vnships.
The government of all the issues of currency, whether
of the precious metals, or of the paper intended to circulate as money to supply the deficiency of the precious metals, occasioned by their exportation, should be centralized.
It should be under the immediate control and regulation of
the whole people 7 through directors freely elected from
every part of the ITnion. That the stock subscribed, and
the specie received thereon, may be equalized throughout
the Union; that the reserved fund-for the safety of the
bill-holders, to be applied to the relief of any local bank,
whenever any casualty shall render it temporarily unable to
redeem its notes at sight, and for that purpose should be subject to the disposition of the directors of the bank of issue.
This reserved fund is intended to redeem atthe instant, such
notes of the banks ofany state as shall not have been redeemed on demand, until such bank shall be again able to meet
their notes in specie and re-'pay the amount thus borrowed.
.A.nd also that the dividends may be apportioned equally
bet"veen all the stockholders, in proportion to their respective amounts of stock.
To illustrate this point more clearly, we will suppose, that
the business done by the bank at New Orleans, would enable the directors of that bank to have divided ten per
cent. upon thejr business, with the bills apportioned to them,
upon the specie in their vaults, while the bank at Boston may
not have been able to divide over six per cent. per annumj
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and supposing this difference in the alllounts of their .dividends throughout the Union, when the profits of all the
banks are 'Summed up, the rate would be faund to be eight
per cent., which would be paid to all the stockholdeps equally. This, too, would aid in giving the currency a uniform
circulation throughout the country, since the government
would be unHorm, central and identical-with the administration divided, and adapted. to the wants, interests and inclinations of the people in every part of the Union.
The old United States banks possessed centralized administrati ve powers, from which financial and political evils.
were seriously cornplained of. Themothcr bank regulated the amount of business that each branch was to do ;
and directed the kinds of business that each branch was to
be engaged in. If dealing in foreign or domestic exchau"ges was likely to be more profitable than lending money,
this was, by order of the parent hank, made the business
of the branches, as well as of the parent institution.. The
currency was expanded where the bank or a branch wished to sell biHs ,of exchange, that the temporary flush of
money might raise the price of exchanges; and contracted
at such points as she \vished to buy hills, that tl1e temporary scarcity of money might lessen the price.
The bank and branches, having the whole monopoly of
the exchanges. and from her heing the only dealer in exchange, the power and influence of her immense capital,
and almost unlimited power of augmenting and diminishing the ·amount of paper at anyone point, whenever it
suited her interest, as well as from her greater facility of
making remittances from place to place, and her better and
more perfect, as well as more extended organization for immense financial operations, enabled her to fix the rates
of exchange to suit her private interest. By contracting
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the currency, for which purpose it was only necessary to refuse. or delay her ordinary discounts for a few days, she
could enhance the value of money for immediate use, and
thus lessen the price of bills of exchange in the market to
suit her private purposes.
The unjust and improper exercise of the influence and
powers created by the centralized administration 0 f the
United..States ba.nk, has very justly alarmed the lovers of a
sound currency and republican institutions.
In the proposed plan, the immense dangerous power and
influence of a mammoth bank, with a centralized administration, is entirely removed, while the benefits of a centralized government of the currency are increased and retained.
Thus we see it is the centralized administration of the
currency, which is so much to be feared, should congress
charter another United Scates bank, with branches throughout the Union, and nut the centralization of the government
of the currency.
In a republic where the people are the sovereign power,
the administration of the government cannot be too much
divided, nor the government too much centralized; that the
power may exist, but the representative not be perceived;
that the law may govern and be powerful, and the admin.
istrator be insignificant and concealed. In this particular,
the elective system possesses superior excellence, and'is
admirably adapted to the conduct of the finances and b~nk
ing of the United States~
In a centralized government and divided administration,
consists the excellencies of the United States constitution:
numerous independent magistrates, with duties well defin·
.ed, govern the country.
In the centrali~ed government, 'with a divided adminis..
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tration, consists the superiority of the present constitution
of these United States, over the first confederacy of the
several states, as v,rell as over an other former confederacies
of republican states, ancient or modern. The government
is general, and its principles of action and of operation uniform, 'with local administrations, adapted: to promote the
interests and i.mmediate relief of the wants and inolinations
of the various' parts of the Union. The administration is
divided, and the administrator~ directly responsible to the
people for the faithful discharge of the duties of their respective offices-each in his private person and individual
capacity through the-courts of law.
The government of the United States is an unit, while
the administrative authority is almost entirely restricted to
th~ tcwnships!
Deroqueville says, "in no country does the law hold such
absolut.e sway as in America:
" The administrative powerin the United States presents
nothiug, either central or hierarchical in its constitution,
whidl accounts for its passing unperceived.
"The power exists, but its representative is no where
to Le perc~ivcd,
'i The magistrates are numerous, and the law carefully
preseribes a circle of action for each, while they have a.
rig-Lt to perform their fu.nctions independently of an,y au
thority."
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CHAPTER XXXI.
ON THE CENTRALIZED GOVERNMBNT OF THE CURRENCY, AND
ITS DIVIDED ADMINISTRA.TION.

A centralized

ADMINISTRATION of

the currency, from the laws of its situation, antirepublican..

When the administration, as well as the government of
the currency, is centralized, by the laws of its situation it is
anti-republican, and dangerous to the perpetuity of republican institutions, as well ai to the equality and liberty of
the people, by connecting in the hands of a few irresponsible individuals, the immense power and influence of all tho
money of the country.
In the system of currenc.y hereby proposed, all this
monetary power and influence is entirely removed, and all
its dangerous financial and political effects obviated, by the
division of its adminIstration.; while the perfect uniform
convertibility of the paper intended to circulate as money,
and the equalized circulation of the currancy of each state,
throughout all the states of the Union, will he happily provided for by the centralization of the government of the
currency.
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CHAPTER XXXII.
OF BANK INFLUENCE.
Of bank inftuenee.-The bank of Upper panada-the only bank in Upper .Canada
iD 183O-capital'400,O()()-Government stock '100,OO6-eight directors-Governor appointll two directors.- Grievance Report, at the Colonial Office, (Eng.}Politi~induence oomplained of-Officer8 of the bank generally tories-Bank
agents are turies-The committee of the Al!semhly, in IttJO. upon the bank, ask
for information-that refused-Parliament i8 dissolved, and the capital of the
bank increased, without giving .the information sought-The House of RepreseDtathes report upon the United States Bank-Mr. Clayton chairman-M~mbers
oC Congress charged with being interested-Editors of news-papers subsidizedDireetors parties to tbis improper influence-Re,ponsibility to public opinionMonied interests control the press, and iudueJlce representation, and a bandage
over the people's eyes.-The dangerous effects of an United. States Bank and
branehes-a tremendous engine in the hands of a corrupt administration, 6y the
laws of its situation.....A chartered bank must support a friendly adminUltrationmust make as much money as it lawfully can-The bank would be made the fiscal
agent of the government-"rhe bank and government would perpetuate each other.-A tredit aristocracy dangerous to republican institutions.-'Bank operationl5-how rendered 8ervicea~le.-The Bank of EngJand-ootes lawful tender.-based
upon credit-Connection dangerous to American currency.-Political and financial ehocks-effects in England felt in ~merica.-Specie expOrted in 1839, at a
loss-benefit to the Bank of England.-United States Bank and branches could
control elections-llepublieanism would cease.-RotWichild~ Baring, Wilson,
goyern the United States-war-peace-mannfactures-capitalists-The'remedy-separate currency frem credit-from private inte.rest-frotll politics-:render
it republican-The people elect the direetors.-Private interest of the people in
the government-Elect directors of ban,ks of diiJCount-Bank of issue separate.Gold and silver the true elements of a sound currency.-Directors give good security-bill-holders securer-hsne )1(0 small hills-paper mOtley mpde cusrent and
interchangeable-More Ilpecie in the vaults of the bank than bank notes in circulation.--The object of this book is to preduce a SQUDd currency-eeutralize the
government of the currency-divide its administration-modify the usury laws
and the ba»krupt!aws,.and havenaoney sound andJ>lenty.

By the following, it 'will be seen to what extent a bank,
connected with the government, may oppress a people.
In 1830, when this account was sent to England, the cap"
ital of the Bank of Upper Canada, the only bank then in
the Province, was £100,000 Province currency-$400,
OOO-one-fourth of which was ownedby the Colonial Gov.
ernment, who appointed two of its eight directors.
GRIEVANCE REPORT C.-(From the appendix to a Me..
morial received at the Colonial Office, England.)-H The
government and its officers have the bank under their con..
troI, and direct its vast powers at their pleasure. It is not
neceisary for me to assume it as a fact, that they use their-
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powers, {one of which is to loan Inillions, yearly, of paper,
for which they are not individually responsible to the hillholder,) for the purpose of rewarding political partizans.
The history of all political parties in such a government as
that. of Upper Canada, will enable the reader to draw a
proper inference. The ba.nk has a gents in the several
Districts, \vho are believed to be in the receipt of large
incomes dra\vn from the agencies.
" They are usually found among the most active partizans of those in authority.
" In the year 1830, the Assembly appointed a commitee
on the currency, with power to enquire into the management of the bank, which had solicited an extension of its
stock. I was chairman of that committee, and reported
certain resolutions for information desired from the bank.
The house, by an unanimous vote, sustained the resolutions,
and the bank refused their information,. contrary to the
terms of its charter. The dissolution of that Parliament
enabled the bank to obtain its charter, without disclosing
the general condition of its affairs to the body, which
granted it a large additional share of the power of the government. The report of the majority ofthe comnlittee, appointed by the House of B~epresentatives of the United
States, to examine into the proceedings of the directors of
the United States Bank, before rene\ving its charter, and
made this year to Congress, by ~lr. Clayton, shows, that
members of Congress, and editors of public journals, had
been tampered with, and the press subsidized, to a very great
extent, and that the. whole board of directors had been parties to this undue influence exercised. If these things are
in a governluent like the United States, where there is a
general responsibility to the public opinion ackno,vledged
by public men, \vhat may not be presumed in a secret in..
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stitution like the Upper Canada Bank, in the hands of the
politicians 1
" If a capitalist's monied interest can succeed in influencing representation and the press, that representation will
become more and more its instrument, and a bandage over
the eyes of the public, ' the powerful, and in the hands of a
bad administration, the irresistible and corrupting influence,
(observes Mr. McDuffie,the chairman on the \vays and means,
in his report to the House of Representatives of the U nited States, 1830,) which a government bank would exercise over the elections of the country, constitutes an objection more imposing than all others united. No matter by
\vhat means an administration might get into power, with
such a tremendous engine in their hands, it would be almost impossible to displace them, ,vithout some miraeulous
dispensation of Providence.' "
If we should ever be so unfortunate as to have a corrupt
Executive at the head of the general government of the
United States, with the whole currency of the country subject to the disposal of a few interested individuals, as directors of an United States Bank and branches, at the time of
a general election, would not such an Executive perpetuate themselves during' pleasure 1 A chartered bank Inust
support the administration 'which will patronize it: by the
laws of its situation it cannot do otherwise. It has been
created for the purpose of making the most money out of
the public, with the least labor and cost, that can be legally
made. It has nothing in common with the community. Its
object and entire bu.siness is that of making money. A corrupt Executive would find no difficulty in se~uring its support, by affording it an opportunity of increasing its profits;
perhaps appointing some of its officers to the Treasury Department of state-making the institution t he recipient of
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the public revenue; and, if necessary to secure its utmost support, allow it a large deposite of publie money
to bank UpOD, free from cost, and even to allow it a profit,
a per centage upon the receipts and disbursements of the
public revenue. Such an institution would perpetuate itselfby perpetuating an administration that would use it for
political purposes; every debtor in the United States (and
'vho would not be in debt with such a credit currency,)
would be directly or indirectly pledged t.:> the support of
the bank and the party that would support it. A monied
aristocracy, or rather a credit aristoC'racy~ at home, would
regulate the affairs of the nation-if we were fortunate
enough to escape the grasp of foreign rnercenaries, which
probably would not long continue-but liberty and equality, with republicanism, would exis.t only in name. The
American Republic would soon follow in the tracks ofmost
former republics, and its glory and excellence fade and be
forgotten, or be blotted from the page of history as a dangerous dream of in:aginary happiness.
While upon the subject of bank influence, it may not be
alniss to suppose an incorporated banking company doing
the business of the money currency of these United States.
The directors to be men '\vith 'whom private interest, and
the importunities of numerous hungry nloney borrowers could have no effect. That during times of foreign
and domestic prosperity, they had restricted their discounts
to the actual demand for currency, and that, consequently,
during the reverses of the money market, they had been
able to increase their discounts and relieve the pressure
in the United States, hO'wever severely it may have been
felt abroad. Would not the financial and political power of
such a company be dangerous to the liberties and commercial prosperity of the nation 1 For it should be recollect-
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ed, that so far as credit is connected with the currency, the
American money market is much danger from th&effects
of shocks in the English money market, owing to the cir·
cumstance that the basis of the circulating medium in Great
Britain is credit, and that the capital of the Bank of England is in part oomposed -of their irredeemable national
debt; and that, consequently, if ever the credit of the British government should be shaken, that shock must be felt
almost simultaneously by the Bank .of England-and vice

m

versa.
The Joint Stock Banks generally pay their debts in Bank
of England paper, which, by the bye, is lawful tender in
the paymellt of all debts except its own; in fact, the loans
of the different banking houses in London, are mostly composed of the notes of the Bank of England. Should a
panic occur in the money market of England, the holders
of bank of England notQS \-vould immediate ly dernand specie for them, and when the specie should all be drawn from
the hank, as a lllatter of course, it must suspend specie payInent, or avow itsinsolvency-(whata false, yet fashionable,
term for bankruptcy is suspension ?)
In such an event, the currency of the United States
would be involved in the shock. A run would be Inade
upon American banks, upon the first DlOlllent of the arrival
of the news of the run upon the bank of England for
specie to save the bank of England from ruin, and, perhaps,
thanation from revolution. American steaks, previously
owned in England, would be re-sold in the American market at such prices as would command purchasers, and specie would be hurried to England to meet the high prices
that it would be likely to command there. We have seen
gold and silver exported to England, during the late threatened panic there, by the friends of the bank of England
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in the United States, to meet the emergencies of the bank
of England, as well probably, as to profit by the first high
prices of specie after thebanks should have suspended. What
effect this timely transportation of specie may have had in
preventing the threatened suspension, I am unable to say,
and tbe circumstance of the exportation of specie in 1839,
at a 108s- (since relnittances could have been made in bills
at less expense,) is only referred to to show the intimate
connection that exists between the monetary affairs of England with America.
But to proceed with the investigation of the political
power and influence of an incorporated banking com~ny,
we will ask, what would be likely to be the c0urseadopted
bya corrupt govermru!nt-, about to be removed by the votes
of American fi'eemen 1 Would. it not be likely to purchase the support and influence of a few individuals, who
could control the whole currency of the Union 1 and if so,
could not such an institution exercise an immense po"ver
over the liberties and fortunes of the people 1 Could not
the directors of the paper portion of the currency, although
consisting of hut a few (perhaps other\vtse obscure,) individuals, fearlessly say to the Executive of these United
States, support the bank, and the bank shall support youoppose the bank, rnd the power of the bank and branches
shall oust you frorn office. The necessities of the one, and
the laws of the sitmition of the other, must produce an alliance, offensive and defensive, between a credit aristocracy and such a political party. The bank, using the legislature, as ]\tIro Jefferson said, as a bandage to blind the
people's eyes: the subsidy of the press, which would be the
natural consequence of such a combination, wouta leave
the public bound hand and foot, and delivered into the
hands of their oppressors.
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Republicanism '\vould only exist in name·. The stock of
the bank would gradually glide into the hands of foreign
capitalists; and we should have the nominee of some foreig'n Rothschild, Baring, or Wilson, as bank agent in each of
our principal cities, regulating the kind and amount of currency that the free born sons of America shall receive and
nse, while foreigners retained entire control of" the sinews
of war," and the instrument of wealth in peace.
How could the American government conduct a war
against England, extend commerce, or even increase domestic manufactures, with the purse strings of the treasury
in the hands of capitalists, whether foreigners or Americans,
who were opposed to the measure 1
The uncontrolled arid uncontrollable passion for gain,
common to Americans, renders it far more necessary that
the currency of the United States ·should be. sound, than
that of any other country.
The remedy we propose for the defective state of the
currency is, to organize the people J with power to regulate
the currency of the country, as they at this time regulate
its political machinery, through persons independently and
freely elected by the people-persons who have no more
direct interest in the business of the bank, than an officer of
the government has in its finances. One common bond of
interest should support the currency, as it supports the political machinery of the government; but no private interest should be allowed to intervene, to separate the people
from the government, or to strengthen the natural hostility
of political parties.
All the elementary principles of the government should
conduce to the equal support of the whole people, and to
the strengthening of the institutions of the country. Hence
th~ importance of changing the elementary principles of
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the currency of the United States, from aristoeratic to republican.
The strength of a republican government consists in the
private interest that each citizen has· in its support, and in
its healthful administration. The union of public with private interest should be promoted by the general organization of the people, for the exercise of all the powers and
privileges consonant with this object. They should exercise the same influence over its monetary affairs, that they
do over its literary, religious and politieal instituttons.
Currency, to become sound, must have the paper portion of it as perfectly separated from the influence of' private interest, from credit, and from politics, as are the precious meta1s.
The bank of issue mUBt be separated from the banks of
discount. The issues ofpaper to circulate as money, should
only be based upon specie. No notes ofother banks, public bonds, or debts of the United States, or of the several
states, foreign or domestic excha.nges, or other evid-enees
of debt, either public or priV'ate, should be had recourse to
or used as a basis for the issue of paper to circulate as money. Gold and silver coins, and bullion, are the only true
elements -of a sound eUITency; and so long as these only are
used as a basis for the issue of paper to circulate as money,
and the business of the ·banks of discount is limited to discounting only actual business paper, having but short periods to run, the currency may easily be preserved sound.
The directors -should be precluded from any interest in
the discounts, and held responsible to the people for the
faithful discharge oftheir duties)\vhich should be all clearly defined, and well adapted to the promotion of the' greatest good of the greatest numbers, at the least expense, or
danger of loss to the pubiic.
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The secul'ities given by the directors, should be such,
that, with their salaries, and their hopes of re-election, the
public might rest safe and contented in the eruoyment ofthe
currency; to which common benefits they are entitled alld
ought tQ enjoy.
The issuing no small bills, ,vould bring specie· immediately into circulation, for all sums below the amount of
paper issued: while the perfectly interchangeable charactor of the paper, would put it on a par with g0ld and silver
throughout the Union; and while it would be preferred by
conlmercial men for large business· and remittances, gold
and silver would be glaqly received by men in small business.
All the small channels of currency ,vould be filled "'Nith
the preciQus metals. E very class of community would
have the use of the Inaterial tor money, which they choose
from the preference of the other classes of society, for that
material least desirable to themselves.
Removing the necessity for legislative interference with
the banks, either to increase their capitals or extend their
privilege~, by organizing the people to regulate the currency).QS before recommended, will check the dangerous and
improper political influence and interference of chartered
banks with elections.
And as to there not being specie enough in the United
States to forma basis for the circulation of large bills, suf..
ficient to do the actual busill,es8 paper of the country, such
apprehensions are groundless, and those ,.vho have believed
that we were indebted to chartered banks for all the money
we have in circulation, may be a little surprised to learn~
th~t, for the last six years-during the greatest fluctuations
of the currepcy-in times of unbounded prosperity, as
vtell as of the greatest oppressive financial contractions of
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the currency-during suspensions of specie p&yments, and
consecutive suspensions of busines&, from Maine to Georgia-there never has been, at anyone time, not even for
one day, as much bank paper in circulation among the people, as the amount of specie, proved by the oaths of bank
officers, to have been in the vaults of the banks at the periods
stated. This fact at first appears a little startling; but it is
no more strange than true, that there has not been, for six
years past, as much bank pa.per in circulation in the United
States, independent of the deposites in the banks, as there
has been specie actually in the banks at the time. The
question then ari~es, how ca.n this be true, and money con~
tinue so scarce, unless there is something radically wrong
in the elementary principles of the banking system 1
The leading object of this work. is, to illustrate principles
upon which paper may be iS8\led, to meet the deficiency of
the precious metals, occasioned by the exportation of spe"
cie, that win be invariably interchangeable for gold and
silver, current throughout the Union, as· easily to be ob,.
tained as other commodities.
By centralizing the government.of the currep.cy, and dividing' its administration; separating the bank of issue
from the banks of discount; limiting the disco.unts to not
more than three times th~ amouDtof specie in the vaults of
the "bank at the time of the di.scount, and:to only ;actual bu.
siness paper, having but short pe~ to run, in w.hieh no
director has any interest; separating currency fr..oID the influence of private interest, credit, or politics; issuing no
small bills, that men of small business m~y have gold a.:nd
silver, and the commercial community large bills, fl'Om the
choice that each would have for the kind ofcurr.ency least
desirable to the other; rendering it republican, by gi-ving
the people the election of the directors of the currency, as
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they elect the most numerous branches of their legislatures,
MUST, from the nature of the ..immutable, laws of supply
and demand, and of cause and effect, give us a currency
always convertible, uniformly current throughout the Union, and, \vith proper modifications of the bankrupt and
usury laws, as easily to be obtained as any ether conllTIodity. Currency would then become the firmest, 8.S it' is the
most natural, bond of union between the people and the
government of their choice.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
A

CH,,\RTEREDUN1~ED

Its benefits-how

STATES BANK AND BRANCHES.

ob~aine~.

Its evUs-bow avoided.

A chartered United States Bank, 'with branches, possess
decided advantages {)VeI" the present stateehartered ban~s,
in a financial point of vie\v, in various ways; but whether
these bene1its are not more than counterbalanced, by the numerous evils that accompany them, remains_ to be l.nvestig~a
ted.
A chartered United States Bank, with branches located
conveniently throughout the Union, for the accommooati:on
of the business of the couJltry, if'C0nnnea to the legitimate
business of banking, (that of lending money, by discounting only aetual business pa-per, having but shott periods to
Tun,) ,vould undoubtedly possess great and important advantages, in the monetary affairs of the country, over the
present local, state chartered banks, by renqering bank
notes equally current in every part of the United States;
and thereby lessening the enormous expense of rnakingremittances from one part of 'the Union to another, and re'!'
moving the inconvenience ofdefraying travelling expenses.
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It would also do much toward equalizing ,the quantity,as
well as quality, of the circulating medium throughout the
IJnion-and of giving a more uniform value to merchandise, and other commotlities ofimportation and exportation~
while its,.notes~ from their extended credit. would require
less specie deposited in the bank as a baslsfor their issueboth on account of their having nothing to fear from the
hostility of :neighboring rival banking institutions, which
would ,not exist ; or fwm any demat)d for specie fer expor..
tati-on, as the bankers (if they chose,) could guard against
over..issues, and thereby prevent the surcharging of the
channels of circulation, without whioh there wou.ld be but
little to be- apprehended frorr! demands of specie for exportation. This would also release a large amQunt of Sflecie
from banking, tobe profitably employed in -eomme.lce.
The c.entralization of the government of the currency i~
the proposed plan, gives the directors of 'the United States
bank, the bank of issue, the sale of the whole of the bank
stock, the apportio:nment between the several states of. the
specie r.eeeived therefor, and the bills intended to circulate
a.s money; the preparing sQ,ch hills. for circulation; the
right of reserving a $afety fund from thfi} profits of the bank,
to meet, temporarily, any contingencies of a. local bank" by
which it might be unable, promptly, to redeem its notes in
specie at the il1stant of the demand.. Also the equalizing,
and declaring the dividends of the banks,and thus removing the spirit of interested rivalry between the banks. of
di~ount; the power to cause the publishing of regula,r, full
and lucid bank statements, at stated periods; and forms fOf
the banks of discount to fill up, of their monthly publishe4
statements and reports, that they may be made uniform;
with also as perfect a control of th~ government of the cur..
reney, (without. interfecing with the administration of the
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local banks, the banks of diseount,} as an United States
bank and branches could have. This would rende~ the paper portion of the currency always strictly interchangeable
for gold and silver, equally current throughout the Union,
and free from the influence of private interest, credit or politics; .securing the bill-holder from 8. depreciation in the
value of their bills, and the public from the dangers of excessive over-expansions of the cu.rrency, and the ruinous
effects of its consecuti've oontractions, or of suspensions by
the banks, of specie payments, with their destructive influences upon manufactures, agriculture and commerce. Thus
gi ving the public aU the advantages of an United States
ba.nk and bra'Bches without any of its da.ngerous financial or
political effects or influences.
The evils to be-apprehended from an United Sttl.tes bank
and branches, are principally of two kinds, financial and
political. Its financial evils spring principally from the
concentration and monopoly of such an immense monetary
power in the hands of a fe,v men, for their own exclusive
benefit; men who have a distinct and separate interest in
the business and conduct of the bank, from that of the great
body of the people, and who are not dependant upon the
people for their election or continuance in office, or fo1' their
sala~ies; but whose business, by the laws of their situation,
is to make as much money out of the people as they legally
can. To accomplish this, they loan their money in large
sl1ms to foreign speculators, to the almost entire exclusi~n
from their fu.VOI'S of the regular traders, manufacturers,
and business men ofthe place. They discount the fictitious
notes of speculators in preference to the regular business
notes of their customers, because the speculators will pay a
higher price for bank Dredit, than the busmess men of the
ptace, are willing to g\ve--which they can welhtfford to do,
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by paying their loans in places to which they export their
purchased products, or by other means-since they thll1s,monopolize the money of the place, which enables themto control the business, and r~gulate the prices of the commodities in which they deal, as wen as the exchanges between
the different places in the United States, and between the
U.States and foreign countries. By this operation, the producers-the farmers, the mechanics and manufacturer$receive less value for their labor, their grown or manufactured articles of sale and exporta.tion, than they would have
received from the regular dealers of the plac~, had the money and business been left free to their regular competition;
but which they were pre.cl:g.ded frOID, by the speculators
monopolizing the whole of the money.
From a similar cause, consumers have to pay more for
the necessaries of life than they otherwise would have to
do, while bankers and brokers are thus enabled to live
sumptuously by their legal chartered privileges, upon public gullibility.
The political evils of a" chartered United States bank and
branches, grow, in a great measure, out of the same causes
that produce its financial evils. Among the most promi.
nent of which, is, that of the centralization of the administration and concentration of action of such an immense monetary power a$ the whole of the money of the country must
possess in the hands of a few individuals, who are in 11Q
way responsible to the people for their conduct i but whose
interest is directly opposed to that of the other inhabitants,
while they are dependant upon succ~eding legislatuTe~, for
a renewal of their charters, a continuance of their powers,
or a~ extension of their privileges, whieh connects their interests more or less with the political parties of the day,
and which~ at general elections, materially increas~s politi..
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cal excitement, and violent party feelingg.; The bank hay·
ing all the money of the country at its disposal, as well as
most of the credit and business capital under its control, it
must regulate the elections, to suit its own interests.
On~ old maxim is, that "necessity knows no bounds ;"
another, that" the borrower is the slave to the lender." If
these maxims be true, how can we expect to see politioal
independence in men who are in debt and in distress 1
Their private interest in the continuance of their existence,
which seems dependant upon credit bank paper, musfinduce them to support the plenty-of-money party, without
inquiring or even caring for the political ability of the candidate honorably to discharge the duties of the office to
which they are about to elect him.
N or can we expect it to be otherwise, while credit, currency and politics, are thus blended together, by the necessity for frequent legislation upon the subjects of banks and
currency.
By what means, short of the immediate interposition
of Divine Providence, could such a bank party ever be defeated at an election of our Chief Magistrate, while they
can command the votes of their debtors and dependants.
In a credit country like ours, next to the question, "what
iato be made by this operation 1" is, C, how long a credit
can be had 1" followed by "what must be the security~"
If these q:uestions are answered favorably for the purcha'ser, the bargain is concluded. The pricp-, quality, and marketableness of the article, are often considerations of apparently minor importance. And much of this practice has
grown out of the abuse of bank credits. Hence the importance of a sound, unifortn currency-unconnected with
politics or credit, and uRinfluenced by private interest, to
the freedom or elections, or to the election of just a.nd en..
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lightened representatives, or to -an independent legislation.
A suborned press, and a bribed and depe,ndant legislature, are only fit guides (or a weak or corrupt people.
They arc the stepping stones by which an aristocracy· of
wealth, or of credit, and a government for the benefit of
the fe\v at the cost of the many, ascend the throne. Orders
and distinotions of c1as~(~s, among the people, are thus
easily formed. And, although they may not at once present us with kings, lords, and commons-church and state
dignitaries-naval and military subjugations-these must
a,suredly follow in the train, or the people must rise in their
might and disenthral themselves from the financial and poitical trammels of chartered bank paper, with its paper aristocracy.
For all these evils, the people have a certain, safe, and
effectual remedy, in the management of the currency themselves. Theya:-e competent to elect the directors of their
political machinery, to select the church in which they are
to ,vorship, and to employ their religious instructors and
teachers; to choose officers of their schools and colleges,
as \yell as to elect the administrators of their townships and
municipalities. Then how is it possible they dare not trust
themselves with the regulation and conduct of their banks1
Certainly the regulation of the paper portion of the currency cannot be beneath their notice, while the regulation of its
metalic portion is, by the Constitution, restricted to the
operation of congress alone.
The remedy consists, in dividing the administration of
the currency, by giving the people the election of the directors, and by separating the banks of issue from the banks
of deposito.
The election of tho directors of the banks of discount,
by the ?eople interested in its loans, ,vill give them the
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same control of the currency that they have of the other
elementary principles of the government; the directors
being prohibited from discounting paper, in which a director is interested.
The history of the late United States bank, and. the man·
nerin which it bought and sold bills of exchange"to promote its own interests; and the history of the Philadelphia
United States bank, with its speculations in cotton, its attemptat the regulation of the currency and exchanges, domestic and foreign, are all too fresh in the memories· of the
business public to require to be detailed here. But; as I
am writing principally for the youth of these United States,
who may not recollect this part of the history of ourlinances, it may not be amiss briefly to refer to their records;
especially as they hear from fame, with her thousand
tongues, that the United States bank a.nd branches fm-ni.shed a convenient currency-that her bills would pass currently throughout the U nion-..,-without being told what sums
she abstracted from the pockets of commercial meR, by her
bold measures and po·werful influence upon domestic and
foreign commerce, through her interference in commercial
speculations, and by her intermmeddling with the exchanges.
We .all feel the necessity of a circulating medium, uniformly current thrQughout the Union; and many among us
feel this necessity so great, that they would. be willing to
risk the consequences of a chartered U mted States bank,
with all its dangerous financial and political effects, present
and future, for the sake of this one good. The aged and
experienced upon matters of currency and banking, who
have not been blinded by their own interests, \vill not readily he again_ensnared in charters to, companies of individuals
for banking purposes, but young men, you may be again en-
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snared as we ha-\,-e been. Have patience ""ith me, my
youngfriends, and in my plain homely way, I will show
you, ho\v you may have a currency still m01'e perfectly current throughout the U nif)n without a chartered bank, and
that too, without the possibility, of its interfering with the
exchanges, commerce or politics; which, from the laws of
it~ situation, a chartered United States bank and branches
inevitahly must do. Self-interest being- their motive power,
they must make allthe money they legally can. Well, we
admit, that the U. States bank and branches did make the
currency of the country much more equal and convenient,
and lessen the cost of bills of exchange between the difFerent parts of the country below what they are under the
management of the present state chartered banks. But
was that the best paper medial commodity that .could be
obtained 1 Were not its financial and politjcal evils greater
than its benefits 1
In that institution, as in al'l state chartered banks, private
interest was a lea.ding feature that stamped all its tran..
sactious: domestic and foreign commerce, and inland and
foreign exchanges, were made tributary -tb its interests.
The United States bank, with its branches, '\vas nearly the
first bank that dealt luuch in exchanges, particularly in inland bills. It at fi"st commenced dealing in exchanges
sparingly, as if conscious of the impropriety; but, finding
the public complaints less than the increased profits, it ultimately monopolized the business of exchanges-buying
and selling bills upon points 'where its branches were located, and fixing the rates of domestic exchanges to suit ita
own interests, and dealing in foreign exchanges and commercial transactions.
Previously to the incorporation of the last United States
bank, the business of buying and selling bills of exchange
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between different cities and states, had been left, as it ever
ought to be left, to individual competition. This established the market price of bills of exchange throughout the
Union, as it is established throughout the commercial ,vorld~
and as it must invariably be conducted ,vhenever it is not
interfered with by legally constituted monopolies. Up to
that period, banks had generally confined their operations to
lending money, or lending credit: generally to the latter
business in the United States. It sholl Id ever be remembered, that banks of circulation lend credit; while the proper business of a bank of discount is to lend money. N either of these have, of rigli,t, any exclusive privilege over
exchanges, nor should they have tIle p0\-ver to interfere
\-vith inland bills; yet such \-vas the course adopted by the
IT nited States bank, and since fi)llo"\ved by stat~ chartered
banks to the great prejudice of the currency and detriment
of COlnmerce. The United States bank, ho\vever, possessed this decided advantage over state chartered banksthat) having branches in every part of the Union, it avoided
the eXpeI131~ of maintaining agents to transact its business at
the points whete lts drafts were ma.de payable, and it had
no necessity for increased funds to m~et demands at such
points, as it chose to make its drafts payable at, as its own
branches furnished all that \-vas required. The evils of this
operation upon currency consisted in part in a bank tax
upon all bills of exchange, and a flush of money, followed
by a corresponding scarcity, whenever the interests of the
bank required it. Currency should always be perfectly
free, and convenient for everyone to use at ,viII, and transInrtted with as little cost from one part of the country to
another as possible; wr every sllilling that is unfairly col·
lected on exchanges, is not only just sO'luuch loss to the individual, but also to the public. The consumer has it to
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pay. If it goes into the wrong pockets, into the hands of
those who have no righ~ to it, the public are the loosers.
The practice of banks ofd.ealing in exchanges, appears to
facilitate commercial transactions: and, to superficial observer, would not be thought capable of any injurious effects upon commerce or currency, either public or private;
as the public have no interest in common with the person
from whom they purchase their bills. Their only enquiries respect the certainty of the payment of the bills upon
their Dlaturity, and the rate of exchange they have to pay
for them.
The public appeal' to forget, that the bank, by withholding its discounts for a few d.ays, when and wherever they
wish to purchase bills, may produce a temporary scarcity
of money, and thereby les,sen their price, perhaps one or
two per cent., to pronlote the private interest of the bank.
This private or individual exchange dealers could not do,
as they have only a given amount at any place where they
may wish to draw bills upon; hence they ·cannot expand
the currency, by liberal discounts, when they wish. to selI,
and contract them again when they wi.h to buy. This
practice of the United States bank and branches, may be
very profitable to the stockholders ; but just as much as it
puts into their pockets, it takes from the pockets of the fair
trader and regula.r business men. Suppose then, the currency of the country conducted by one g~neral chart-ered
United States bank,18cated at New Orleans, with bl'a.nch.es
in Cincinnati, New York, ~md other large cities. At one
season of the year: remittances are. uniformly Dwle· from
N ew York to New Orleans; at another season of the year
remittances are mostly made from New Orleans to New
York. IIow easy would it be-for the mother bank, at New
Orleans, to expand its currency at tke time that remittan-

a
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ces ·were to be made from that city to New York, and advance the price of exchanges and to contract them again at
the times when they expect to buy exchanges. The same
thing rna y be done at N ew York by the branch at that place,
and in fact by any of the branches throughout the Union.
They have only to expand the currency at the time and
place where they V\rish to sell, and to contract their discounts when they wish to buy exchanges. All this· may
be done '\-vithout materially increasing the amount of the
business of the bank, or augmenting the amount of the circulating rnedium: the bank contracting at one place while
she expands at the other, and vice versa. Thus remitters
have uniformly higher prices to pay for exchanges, than they
would be charged, if the business of exchanges was left to
individual competition. The dealers in exchanges have
been literally driven from the market, by the superior facilities for the business, of the old {Tnited States bank, with
hel" large capital, large credit, and power of increasing or
lessening the price of exchanges, by diminishing or augmenting the currency at will.
Whenev'er a privileged ~hartered banking company monopolizes any business, and by superior capital, superior
credit, or superior local advantages, drives the regular dealers in the business out of the market, she regulates the
price of buying and selling the articles in which she deals,
and thus monopolizes them at her own will. Having aU
the money, she can have all the merchandize at her own
price. The public are uniformly the IOosers.
The loaning large sums to private speculators, produces
the same injurious effects upon the growers and consumers.
The grower. gets less for his produce, and the consumer
pays more for his necessaries. This is loudly and justly
.omplained of by the commercial public. But how much
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more would this be felt under the financial influence of one
chartered United States bank and branches than it is at
present; when, from the laws of its situation, the injurious
effect of bank monopoly, and bank preferences by a few individuals, must be felt, just in proportion to the extent of the
credit paper that this mammoth paper money-making engine had put in circulation, and as it had acquired public
confidence and extended its commercial influence'. With
the incorporation of such a lDonster, we may hopelessly bid
farewell to a sound currency-farewell to flourishing com
merce-farewell to growing manufactures-farewell to republican principles, and the blessings of equal, civil and religious liberty. Nothing but the kind intel'position ofHeaven could save us from utter ruin.
HOW TO OBTAIN THE BENEFITS OF AN UNITED STATES BANK

AND BRANCHES, WITHOUT ITS EVILS.
Its benefits recapitulated-The importance of a uniform measure of values-not
produced for the future hy a U. S. bank and branches.-On the U. El. bank's monopolizing powers-superIOrity in the fund market-desirable stock-accumulation ofcredit only delays paymt-nt--or changes the creditor.-Republicans should
avoid long credits, and the payment of JDterest.-Elect the:directors of the banks
by the people-Centrali:ie the government of the currency-divide its administration-reuder it republican.-Leave the exchange!' to private competition.Upon the issue of small bills.-The material of-Iellst value circulates.-Banks do
not increase the amollnt of money-their circulation is less than the specie in
their vaults, independent of their.deposites.-Somethiog radically wrong in the
elementary principles of banking.-Chartered ~ankiDg-theirconstitutionality_
The competency of the people to regulate the currency, considered.-8n preserving the metalic character of the currency.-IDstability of chartered institutions considered-payment must be made.-A sound republican currency produces plenty of money.-Tbe Unite<l States the first perfect example of self-government.-Tbeircurrency a defective principle-a relic ofariatocracy.-Discrepao-:y of the workings of the gonrnment machinery, renlove tbis-extend liberty and equality.

The public benefits ofan United States bank and branches we have seen to be, the producing a ctlrrent circulating
medium (or nearly so) throughout the Union; and consequently a present uniform measure of values, wherever
this United States bank paper formed the whole currency.
While 'We have also seen, that, although the p'resent measure of all values is thus made uniform throughout the U

m-
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ted States, yet that the past and future measure of values~
can by no lueansbe relied on as established by anyone or
more chartered banks, o\ving to the constant fluctuations of
their paper currency, and to their being controlled by private inte,re-st, by credit and by politics-as every over-issue
lessens its value, and avery over-contraction iBcreases it.
The price of a days labor yesterday, may be the price of
two day's labor to-day, and the price of three day's labor
to-morrow, owing to the uncertainty of hank paper.
The libe:ral discounts of the banks, OF the contractions of
their circulation, whichmust, by the laws of their situation,
be varied to ;meet their interests, credit, or political party
requirements, all influence the value of money and of other
conlmodities, and leave it fluctuating and uncertain.
The proposed plan of a currency is intended to possess
decided advantages, in every respect, to any chartered company, without the ruinous commercial effects of the monopolizing of the currency and exchanges of an United
States bank and 'branches. It must declare larger dividends and reserve larger bonuses, than any other safe investment of money in America. The stock will be more
uniformly current and saleable in the stock exchange market, and consequently posses this great and important ad·
vantage over most other stocks; that it \vi~l be money in
hand, when that is desired, drawing the highest interest
while it is retained, and convertible into other stock, money, or commodities, at an advance ill times of plenty of
money, and at but a slight d,iscouDt in the worst of .times j
thus it will become desirable stock for the investment of
money. We have also seen, that the accumulation of credit only defers the pay day; it does not create actual means
of meeting payments-it only changes the creditor and the
credit-and the longer the payment of any debt is deferred,
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and the more interest that has been allowed to, a.ccumulate, by adding interest to ~l1terest, t.he greater must he the
sacrifices and exertions to meet the ultimate payment of the
debt. From which we infer, the saf€st way for a republican d.ebt-paying people to do is, to g.et out of debt as soon
as possible,and cautiously avoid becoming involved a second
time. To accomplish this, credit must be separated from
currency; politics must be separated from currency; private interest must be separated from currency; the bank of
jssue must be separated from the banks of discount; and
currency must be rendered as republican as our other elementary principles of government, by leaving it to the disposal of the people, through the election of directors from
among themselves, of persons having the same common interest 'with themselves.
The centr!11ization of the government of the currency,
will give the public all the benefits of a chartered United
States bank and branches, while its divided administration
will prevent its 1110nopoly by a fe\v private individuais for
their- o\vn benefit, and that of speculators. It will prevent
the hank from interfering ,~{ith exc;hanges, or \vith com~
Inerce; and confine its operations to its legitinlate business,
that of lending lTIOney, by discounting only actual business
paper, having hut short periods to run.
The election of the directors by the people, \vill render
the paper portion of the currency as republican as the pre..
cious metals;. as current throughout the Union as gold and
silver, for which it nlust be uniformly in!:erchangeable;
while the issue of no sUlall bills ,vill furnish every class of
society with the material they prefer for money, from the
choice of other classes, for that material least valuable to
themselves.
It is a fact, not frequently remarked, that there has not
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been, for ten years past, upon an average, more paper
money passing from hand to hand, independent of the deposites in the banks, than the actual amount of specie in the
vauks of the banks, upon which this amount of paper has
been iss-:led. It is tFue that the reported amount of paper
in circulation has generally exceeded three times the amount
of specie m the vaults of the banks; yet, as the deposites
of the banks consist principally of the notes of other banks,
the actual circulation of paper money, after deducting the
deposites, is less than the specie hoarded up in their vaults.
The bad management of the currency by chartered companies, lessens the actual amount of circulating medium below the necessities of the public, and below the ablities
of the specie in the country; compels commercial men to
pay a large-interest for bank credit, and keep on hand in
deposite a la-rge amount of b~lls; while these privileged
bankers enhance or diminish, at their pleasure, the amount of
money in circulation, and the prices of all commodities, and
increase the facilities or difficulties with which Inoney is to
be ohtained. The few individuals who now have the management of the monetary affairs of the country, as directors
ofchartered banks, would not be less capable to regulate the
currency as directors of the banks, if they were elected by
the people, than they are at present from that cause. They
are at this time considered competent to control the issues
and d~scounts of the paper that is to circulate as money in
the place, 'when their interest is directly opposed to the in..
terest of the community; ho'\v much more likely would
they beto render general satisfaction to the public, if they
,vere only interested in the prosperity of the place, and the
metalic character of the currency 1 Besides, if these
individuals, who are now selected fronl so small a portion of the community ,as are stockholders in chartered
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banks, are found competent to the regulation of the paper
portion of the currency, w'ould it not be reasonab:ie to suppose that from the whole eommunity, directors of the currency could be found far more capable, and far more desirous of regulating the currency for the general prosperity
of the country; and of preserving its metalic character,
and the equilibrium of the circulati.on; as well as the uniformity of quantity and consequent absence I)f fluctuations,
contractions or over-expansions, by which the measure of
all values is rendered indefinite and uncertain, as it must
ever continue to be under the chartered bank system.
Whether the paper be issued by one large chartered bank,
or by many small companies, the effects must be the same;
instability, and uncertainty must attend it. The radical defects of the currency luust be removed, for accumulating
credit upon credit, "rill not obviate the defects of the currency; it extends credit, and thereby delays the time of
payment; but that is aU-payment must be made sooner or
later, or interest must be added to interest, accumulatingthe debt, and endangering its ultimate payment. With a
sound republican currency--with money plenty, that is, as
easily to be obtained as other commodities-with domestic
commerce and manufactures encouraged, by the loans from
the bank being made to the fair traders of the place, by discounting only their actual business paper, having but short
periods to run-the true gro\vth and prosperity of the community will be best promoted.
Under such 'a state of finances, currency and exchanges,
America would flourish; her citizens, fron} the Atlantic
to the Pacific, would prosper; and this ('::utinent would
become one vast republic, where civil and rcEgious liberty
would reign triumphant. She might then well be styled.
"The land of the free, and the home of the brave.'~
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A sound currency in the United States would do more
toward extending and establishing FREEDOM THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD, than the c~mbined forces of armies and navies.
The United States first showed the world the example
of a great people governing themselves; and becoming
prosperous and happy under their own institutions.
If the currency of- the country is found to be defective,
from its containing the relics of feudal or monarchical principles, l(~t that aristocratic tendency be excised; let the
grand e.xperiment, commenced '\vith the establishment of
our constitution, be here perfectt:d; let all the elementary
principles of our government be made perfectly republican.
The present discrepancy of the workings of the machineryaf the government will instantly disappear-all the various parts will harmonize, become strong' and plea~ing
while they perfect the peace, prosperity and good government of these United States, and extend the blessings of
human liberty over the habitable globe, "until all the nations of the earth shall kno,v the Lord, from the rising to
tIle setting of the sun."

CHAPTER XXXIV.
ON THE EFFECTS THAT THE CURRENCY OF A COUNTRY H.\ S
UPON ITS INDEPENDENCE.
Currency one of the pillars of the government.-Frequent legislation upon the po·
litieal machinery of the government injurious.-Provided against by the founders of our Irovernment.-Relirion and literature made independent of each other,
and of politics-in this also is seen the wiadom of our forefathers.-The liberty
of speech, freedom of the press, social habits, all free-but currency less perfectly f~ee by practice than by the constitution.-Causes explained-Love of
gain-Spirit of enterprise-Sectarianism serviceable-susceptible of abusekept within proper limits, salutary to the public welfare.-Currency should be
left at the disposal of the whole people-they require no new powers-they only
require organization by cOllgress.

As has been before stated, the currency of the country
is one of the pillars upon '\vhich the fabric of government
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tests; and, therefore, ought to be as immutable as its religion or its literature. We have shown in another place, that
great evil would result from a constant, or even frequent
lpgislation, upon the political machinery of the government;
and that to prevent the danger of such a course of policy,
the fr..u nors of our constitution have wisely provided, that
the form of government cannot be altered, or, in other
,vords, the constitution cannot be amended, 'without careful,
lengthy, and public consideration, as well by the people
themselves as by their legislature.
The religion of the country, too, is quite independent of
its politics. Every man is allowed to worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience. He may pay
one or more clergymen, or he may not pay any; he may
pray or worship as long, as loud, and as often, or as little
as he pleases; he may purchase as many or as few church
pe\vs as he chooses; and whatever he does, or does not
do, in matters of religion--provided he does not outrage
decency, or disturb the public peace ofsociety-canuot be
nlade a test for office, or a disqualification to any situation
under the government, or \vithin the elective powers of
the people: all this is happily provided for by our inimitable and glorious constitution.
Our literature, too, has been left free and unrestrained by
legal enactments. Our schools, seminaries, and colleges,
are opened to all-whether he be Jew or Gentile, Protestant or Catholic, it matters not-the honors of our institutions are free to all who seek them; although he be a citizen of another nation, and a subject to a I{ing, yet repllblican America offersllim free access to our SGllools, and equal
competition for the honors and degrees tha.t the~ confer.
And all this, too, iil wisely provided forby our constitution,
that no religious creed should close-the doors of our colle·
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ges upon such citizens as were unwilling to subscl"ibe to the
thirty-nine articles of faith, or other religious tests.
And here again we see the wisdom of the framers of our
government, tha.t no legislative enactments are annually required to entitle the people to become educated. Their
social habits, too, are as free as their public presGes. And
this credit too, is to be ascribed to the wisdom of our venerable forefathers. One thing, however, they could not
provide against, without violence to the spirit of' the constitution, and that was, the exportation of specie from the
country. How ridiCldous then to cumplain of it. It is a
part of the active business of the country, 'and should be
left free, like water, to flow where it tends. The love of
gain is of itself an honorable ambition, (when not inordinate)
to be above the wants of the necessaries of life. This love
has led to noble and great privations and sacrifices, to acquire a competence-and few people in the world have
shown more laudable enterprise than the Americans-yet,
this love of gain leads to the use. of smaH hills, whic.h drives
the specie out of circulation; hut, like sectarianism in religion, by which much more religious instruction is obtained
than 'would be secured without it, it is susc.eptible of much
abuse; yet, \vhen confined \vithin true bounds and proper
limits, it becomes salutary to the public welfare.
The currency of the country should be left to be regulated bJ the people. They require no new po\vers to make
them quite independent in finance. All they require is, such
an organization as would enable them to exercise the powers that are inherent in them, and constitutionally secured,
to regulate their currency "without the intervention of the
legislature, or without the aid of private companies, or foreign or domestic credit. The currency of the country
should be as free from either private interference, or polit-
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ical party influence or credit, as are the religion, the politics, or the literature, and social habits of the pE'0p Ie.
The hands of the people would become strong, through
the election of their financial llirectors, after the same maRner as they elect their political directors. They would
thus separate currency from. politics.
The currency of the country may also be divided into
money-cu1rrency and cf>rnmodity-currency.
The moneyClfrrency should be composed of the precious metals, and
paper based upon the precious metals, and always convertible into specie: not su~dect to any contingency or circumSLance that \vould alter, change or defeat-the valne of it, or
endanger its instant convertibility. The credit-currency
should be composed of every species 'of convertible
credit-bank notes of incorporated companies, (altl-ougll
bankers shouid never be allowed a limited responsibility, as
this would render their credit imperfect,) deposites, foreign
and domestic .exchanges, checks, bills, drafts, convertible
merchandise, and commodities of exportation and of importation.
I have chosen to add, to every species of credit, the commodity-currency of the cou:1try, compo~~d of such goods
as are certain of ma.king remittances, at some price, in any
market to \vhich they :rud.Y be shipped, as well as to illustrate 'what I meafJ by a Inoney-currency and a commoditycurrency, th(~ better to enable me to direct public. attention
to a systPlI1 of mixed specie, and paper money currency that
shall be equally and invariably as convertible as the precious metals, by producing so much paper only as 'would
occupy the channels of comlnerce, not supplied with the
precious metals, that mechanics and laborers may have -a
metalic currency, and the merchant and commercial men
may have large bills for comrnercial purposes.
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If any doubt remains as to the preference given by different classes of business me.n to each species of money for
a currency, let them be enquired of; and thdir ans\vers
should. decide the question of the currency. If they severally reqRire different kinds o:{:,money, why should not
each class of citizens be gratified with their choice of their
kind of cQrrency~ The whole of the paper, however,
should always be convertible at will at the counter where
it was issued.
In making the dis~nction here laid down, between the
different kinds of currency necessapy to the transaction of
extensive business, I wish not to be understood as expressing
opinions that have been matured by thorough investigation,
and perfected by experience, but as simply advancing ideas
that are entirely original \vith myself; and drawn f110m an
examination of the currencies ofEurope and of the United
States, as well as of the N-orth American British Colonies.
The currencies of every country have more influence
over the people than standing armies and navies. Their direct personal interest in the support of the ~urrencies and
finances of a countr'y become its firmest bulwarks. This
has' been clearly illustrated. in England, by the effect of their
irredeemable national debt, in the firm support given to
the government by the fund~holder~.
The English people' pay annually, In -interest on the irredeemable national debt of Great Britain <If £800,000,000 sterling, and in support of the civil adminietration of
the government, the army and the navy, independent of the
immensely expensive municipalities in the kingdom, a much
larger sum than is collected from any other people, with
the same means, in christendom. And, although the name
of the immortal Pitt, as associated \vith the national debt
of Great Britain, may be "damned to everlasting fame,"
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yet the public economist cannot avoid admitting \vhat all,
who trace effects to their causes, must see, in the association of private interest with the monied interest of the
king'dom, the operations of his master spirit; and that, if
he exclaimed, when the thought first entered his mind,
"my country never dies," that he clearly saw such a connection of private interest between the government and the
people must be perpetual, and must (as every day's experience sho\vs,) support the Throne, Lords and Commons,
in all their extravagance, when armies and navies, without
the aid of the private interest of the citizen, would be unavailing. In this light, his plan of a national debt, owned
by the citizens ofthe country, having-the interest paid punctually, the funds themselves being ahvays saleable in the
market, like any other commodity or public stock, and
therefore, always convertible through the government agent,
the Bank of England, (which has for part of its capital a
government debt,) into money at the pleasure of the fundholder.
There is also another example of the wonderful power
and influence of money over the governing and the governed.. The government support the -bank, renew its charter,
whether popular among the great mass of people or not, so
that it is desired by the monied portion of the nation; and the
bank, in turn, loans the government an additional sum for
the privilege of its charter. The bank of the United States,
and some banks of states,have given a bonus for theirchartel's. Oh, what a mockery of independence in legislation!
To bribe the whole governnlent-Kings, Lords and Commons-is no crime; while to bribe, or even offer a bribe
to one or more members of the government, isa capital of..
fence.
Well, to proceed. The funds being- always convertible
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at nea.rly the same price, renders them desirable property
to the capitalist, as it is money at interest, and always convertible at his pleasure; and few, if any, among the fundholders, ever enquire, with Yankee inquisitiveness and curiosity, whether this debt, of which the English funds are
composed, ever will or will not be paid off or redeemed.
To fund-holders it is quite enough, that their respective
portions are convertible; and so far as they are individually concerned, their portion may be paid off any day that
they desire that it should be-for they can realize the money fOf'their funds, with a slight increase or diminution, as
the money market is flush and the country prosperous, or
otherwise. Hence, the wonderful power of the English
nation. Private interest is brought to support the government by means of heavy duties, imposts, and various direct
taxes, to furnish the means of paying a large and extremely
expensive army and navy; and, lly tithes and taxes, to support an extensive church and state establishment; and by
poor rates, to provide for the poor-which, while it serves
to keep the people in awe of present pains and penalties
or future punishment, it provides places and situations for
thousands of persons, the younger sons of a half-starved
aristocracy, who would be unable to support themselves
without the aid of church and state.
The governing power of every country are al,vays content
with their o\vn administration of the laws; and where the
governed can be kept poor and ignorant, any government
will satisfy them, or if it does not satisfy them, they learn,
by sad experience, that to complain injures-them instead of
benefitting them-and they thus remain silent, and toil on.
And, but for the cheap publications, and the reduction of
the duties on bread-stuffs, ale, and the coarSe and common
materials used by the nlasses and the poorer classes, they
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would be as easily governed as so many sheep or bullocks.
Hence the question becomes one of serious moment, in
England, "vhether education, without morality, promotes
or lessens the happiness of the people. The reduction of
taxes upon kno\vledge, has opened ten thousand new and
politically dangerous channels of knowledge to the common people. H Kno\vledge is power" every where; but in
England that power is more rapidly acquired in the dense
population of large cities and towns, and from the immense
large manufactories, where reading is becoming popular,
and where everyman may drink his mug of half-taxed ale,
R~ld read his half-taxed ne"vspaper, at half the expense of
former years, and where their constant intercourse with
each other, enables them to communicate any information
that interests them throughout the "vhole establishment, and
from one large establishment to another, "vith telegraphic
celerity.

CHAPTER X.XXV.
'I'HREAD-NEEDLE LANE THE CENTRE OF MONIED ATTRACTION.

Thread-Needle Lane, the Bank of England, and the Stock Exchange, regulate tIte
currency of the world.-The great credit mart.-The magic power of exchanges.-Self-love the motive power.-Fluctuations in the currency injurious to
trade.

Thread-Needle Lane is the point of monied attraction;
·around which the wealthy rnerchants and bankers of Europe and of America assemble. It is the great credit mart
,of the world. With the Bank of England are deposited
the revenues of the British nation, and the products of the
commerce of the western and much of the eastern hemisphere; and from thence issue credits that pass currently
i.hroughout the continents of Europe and America, in billi
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of exchange and drafts, as the precious Inetals do in other
countries.
On looking at this irrnnense operation of credit, we are
led to enquire, by what strange magic is this wonderful machinery llloved-exercis-ing its influence among political
friends and foes alike? The enchanting power of money,
and of private interest, operates like a charm upon every
man, woman and child, throughout the universe ;-and in
this is found all the wonderful secret that so much astonishes mankind.
Self-love has found a pander in the credit system; and
in that joy, all patriotism, distinction of country, religion,
sect or party, are swallo"\ved up and forgotten.
The stocks of the old and Rew world are priced, and the
exchanges 'with each regulated according to the amount of
exports and imports, that the one requires of, or can supply, of the other. At this point, then, the great credit currency of the world is brought to be 'weighed, valued and
balanced. Here each trader receives his wages, 'whether
it be much, or 'whether it be little, and returns to his native
land to replenish his stores, and again to visit this centre of
monied attraction, and enrich himself by these exchanges.
If he resides on the western continent, or in the United
States, he returns to a western exchange, say New York,
and here he finds proper food for his avarice and ambitionthe various American stocks and exports of the north and
south are all before him. One thing only gives him vexation:
the currency of the country changes with the credit of the
country; and what he left, on his leaving America, as a
sound currency, he now finds either doubtful, or perhaps,
swept away by the influence of some counter-current in
trade or credit, that he had not foreseen or anticipated, and
he readily concludes, that the money-curr~ncy-that cur-
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rency by which every otherimaterial is valued-should be
uniform, and invariably the same. This is found to be the
case \yith the precious metals, and he \-vonders \vhy convertible paper-money should not be equally uniform in its value,
and equally as easily obtained at one tilne as at another.

CHAPTER :XXXVI.
TO RENDER THE PAPER PORTION OF THE CURRENCY AS STABLE AS GOLD AND SILVER.
Separate currency from credit, and from private interest-Limit its issues to the
amount of its bills-to the amount of i~s specie basis-to the actual demand ftU
the discount of business paper.-Separate issues from discounts.-Allow the free
exportation of specie, to check ovcl'.trading.-Without ovel'-issues no fear of
contractions.-Careful supervision-frequently publi:;hed reports-check excesses.-EJect directors-preclude them from temptation to over issue~.-Ifthe bills
apportiollBd to a bank are not equal to the specie-loan specie, if necessary, to
meet the actual demand for cUl'rency.-Issue no small bills-their injurious effects.-I a England, with the issue of olle pound notes, the specie disappeaJ'ed, as
if by magic.-The precious metals preferred by a majority of the producers.Disad vantages of uncurrent money-from six to ten per cent. tax paid in prosperous times for a paper currency.-Producers and consumers support all the
banl,ers, brokers and idlers-who live Illpon the depreciation of the currency, or
by the circulation of uncurrent notes.

To render the paper portion of the currency as stable,
and ilnmutable as gold and silver, 'l1wney-currency must be
separated from the credit-currency, which is controlled by
private interest. Restrict the issues of paper, to circulate
as money, to the actual demand. This may be done in two
ways; firstly, limit the quantity to be issued in each state by
directors, whose business it shall be to understand the money trade of the world, and '\-viLa can have no private interest
to blind their eyes, or mislead their judgments, whereby,
they being placed above suspicion, may calmly consider the
demand, and order a supply to meet it. But again, should
this den1and be more thana uletalic basis could be found to
justify, that demand should be lessened, by lessening our
imports. This would again produce a salutary check upon
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over-issues; for, be it remembered, that without over-is~
sues, there is nothing to be feared from over-contractions.
The United States hank directors should never discount
paper, put bills in circulation, receive deposites, or in any
way exercise any power over the credit of the currency in
its local circulation, farther than by apportioning to each
state the amount, beyond which they cannot exceed their
issues; and to take a general supervision, and publish the
reports of the several state institutions quarterly, or oftener
if necessary.
The several state institutions, in turn, would apportion,
according to the demand, the amount intended to be circulated in their state, between the local banks, or banks of issue, of their state ; take a general supervision of the branches, and publish their monthly reports: as well as furnish
the general bank with regular quarterly statements of the
business of the several banks of issue, in their state; while
the banks of lssue would be restricted to three times the
amount of specie actually in their vaults at the time of the
issue. If specie accumulated in their vaults, beyond the
amount of bills given them to circulate, they would not necessarily suffer from the loss of the use of the specie, as
they could loan it as any private individuals might do.
By issuing no bills of smaller denominations than circulate in England, the general or universal credit-currency
would not be impaired, and the precious metals would occupy similar channels of commerce on both sides of the
ocean. Small bills are that portion of the paper money,
that supplants the precious metals in any country. And
we have the experience of France and England, and re·
peated experiments with small bills in the United States,
against their circulation-and only one argument in their
favor, that of convenience, growing out of the parsirnonJ-
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and private interest of incorporated companies In this
country.
In England, during the circulation of their ., ODe pound
notes," the precious metals disappeared. And upon the
calling in of all the one pound notes in England, a slight
inconvenience was experienced; but this was but temporary, and soon yielded to the far more healthy state of the
currency, in which five pound notes are the smallest paper
money-currency that circulate in that country.
In France, their ablest financiers have never yet been
able to discover, under any emergency, any advantage to
be d~rived from givingthe people a credit paper-currency,
that they Inight not be satisfied with, under any little political discontent or financial derangement. And how discerning Americans can find profit in using the credit of private
companies, in lie'u of their own legal metalic currency, is
more than I can comprehend, if such is the fact; but I have
yet to be convinced, that the nlechanics and laborers are
desirous of having paper money supply the place of the
precious metals for small-SUllIS.
If they could realize the daily loss they sustain in the domestic market, by having small bills to change instead of silver dollars, the- lc)ss from fire" from accidents, and from counterfeits, as well as fronl ultcu'J'rent money, I am convinced,
not one out of one hundred \vould be willing to pay six per
cent. to the banker for paper money, that costs him six per
cent. more to circulate it after he has it. His only source
of consolation for this loss is; firstly, that he does not pay
the six per cent. for the use of the paper to the bank, that
being paid by the borrower; and 'tllat, if we had no small
bills, money would be sorouch scar<{er, and we should-be
troubled for change, and that wages and prices \,,"ould be
materially reduced.
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This reas6ning, at the first blush, appears consistent; but
remove the private interest of the banker from the scales,
and with it \vill disappear his sophistical reasoning. Wages
will not be lessened, but they will be paid in money, by the
removal of small bills; and change, instead of being more
searce will be more plenty and convenient, and the people
'\vill see, that whatever number of brokers and unnecesary bankers are supported out of the profits of the currency,
is just so much of the wealth of the country, and consequently, the currency taken from the common stock and
consumed: for it is useless to say, that this gives employment to so many men, because in America men can always
find profitable employment in some productive business,
and men are as much wanted as capital. Besides this loss
of men and money, the extravagance and luxurious living
of bankers and brokers, when their profits are enormous,
produces a corresponding desire to extravagance among
other classes of -society, by which the whole community
alte impoYerished; for whoever lives upon credit beyond
his income, is an injury to community to the extent in which
he lives beyond his earnings.
ON CREDIT CONNECTED WITlI PUBLIC IMPJlOVEMEN'l:S.

We have seen that the private interest of stockholders,
in incorporated cOffi:>anies" and the credit upon which paper
intended to circulate as money is issued, have expanded the
currency, and nominally enhanced the value of property in
the United States-increased importations, facilitated extravagance in living, in dress, in houses, in horses and
carriages, -in furniture, in personal ornaments, and in ten
thousand almost nameless ways-while it has lessened ex·
erti(i)ns to earn and honestly procure property by the sweat
of the bro,v,
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The soft bed induces longer indulgence on it. The easy
spring sofa prolong~reclining after meals: while fashionable
idlers make, and expect to have returned, their frequent
morning and evening calls; all of which draw largely
upon the time of the tradesman and mechanic, and increase
his expenses, "\vhile it lessens his means of supporting them.
Bank credit has laid tlle foundation for this deranged state
of things, and bank credit must be continued and increased
if they are supported.
Foreig,:l merchandise should never be bought upon credit by the consumer, as it requires the exportation of money,
or some other commodity, to meet the payment in a foreign
market; such articles, therefore, should not be consumed
until they are paid for. The general adoption of this practice \vould lessen foreign importations and encourage domestic manufactures.
Formerly, fine houses were not attempted to be built until the builder 'was quite prepared-both with materials
and money to finish and furnish them when cOlupleted. But
times are strangely changed; the fashion now is, to buy
every thing you \vant, or fancy you want, upon credit, if
youean get trusted. Credit is now universally used for
capital; and if a man has a credit at the bank, and wants to
build a house, or ornament his place, he commences with
as little apparent thought of how or where he is to obtain
the means of ultimately paying the bank, as he would if
payday could never come, or the money he received from the
bank was an old deposite of his own. Is it, therefore, any
wonder that the newspapers are filled with notices of sheriff's sales, offering in the public market, not 01\1y the house
or other improvements made upon credit, but the lot on
which it is built, and all the comforts secured by years of
industry and economy ~
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States have followed in the same mad career. The opinion of a party has been mi~ta.ke.n for public opinion; the
statements of interested individuals have been received as
the unbiassed opinions of -creditable witnesses. The success of one enterprise, or work ef public improvement, af.·
ter being emblazoned from Maine to Georg:a, is made the
grounds of an argument for commencing public improvoments upon credit in other parts of the Union. For instance, the Erie canal and Schenectady and Alban.y rail
roads have proved profitable investments of capital, and
have afforded great public convenience and accommodations. Hence it hali been inferred, that canals and rail roads
could be made in every state and section of the Union lJpQn
credit; and that they would all be equall y profitable and
advantageous. For this purpose, as the states had no surplus revenue, or special fund that could be pledged for the
payment of the interest of the money) bank credit has heen
used as capital, and hundreds of thousands of dollars h?ve
heen invested in the stocks of public improvements upon
bank credit as capital. This error has proved fatal to the
enterprises and to the speculators themselves. ~Ian:l of
these new and expensive public works could not pay if
completed: and they cannot be completed upon Lankcredit when that has ceased to exist. The ·works that have
been commenced, and those in actual operation, although
they cannot pay for some time to come·; yet, as they l.re rapidly falling to decay, they require legislative reliefpromptlyand immediately. The system of currency hereby recommended, will afford them ultimately, permanent relief,
by encouraging domestic manufactures and agriculturethereby increasing the interchange of dmnestic products
with foreign countries, \vhile the money "vill be retained
by the reduction of our imports to the par exchange of our
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exports: our currency will become equalized throughout
the Union, con \rertible, current, convenient, and free from
inflations and consecutive contractions.
The bank paper credit party expend their money before
they have earned it. States, relying upon bank credit for
capital, have expended their resources before they have been
collected. Bank credit and foreign credit are used by both
as capital. Noone thinks of giving or receiving cash for
commodities: hank notes are the only medial commodity;
whether they are at par or otherwise they are made to answer for a circulating medium.
England has a mortgage on nearly one half of the states
of the Union; and unless the management of the currency
be taken out of the hands of incorporated companies, and
given to the people, it must, by the laws of its situation, of
credit and of incorporated bank paper, have a mortgage
upon the whole Union.
N othingnow but strict economy can save the states from
bankruptcy-both the people and the state governments.
The government of the 1Jnian may retain its credit and
remain solvent, unless it should madly endorse for the
states, or in other ~·ords, assume th e payment of the state
debts. Then would the government and people of these
flourishing states be reduced to the situation of tenants of
the bankers and brokers of England; paJTing them annually in coin, a rent for our public works, for credit bank
paper to circulate (1.S money among us, and for our very
houses and farms. But no:, this cannot be !-" The sons
of America were never born to be slaves/' England, nor
her Rag Barons, shall ever hold under their jurisdiction
one foot of ground in this" lana ofthe free and home of the
brave." Credit, with what a. sir~n's voice, dost thou charm
the ear ! What \vitchery is there not in thy inviting smile!
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How fascinating thy offers of wealth! How easy a trade
to learn, is spending mone)9! While credit lasts, ho,v few
feel that pay-day must soon come! And habits of extravagance once established are hard t<) be broken off. But the
charm of unlimited credit must be s1laken off-this spell of
bewitching enchantment must be brohen. Men must return to habits of honest industry and ecunomy, and learn to
earn before they spend their money, or this country can never emerge from the abyss of debt, credit, extravagance,
misery and dependance into which bank nutes and bank
credit have imperceptibly plunged them.
The following extract- shows how independent the U nited States may become whenever they shall will it to be so.
Our resources are ample for domestic prosperit.y and happiness: our impl)rts should be limited to the par exchange
of our exports.
cc AGRICULTURAL STATI~T1CS OF THE UNI'l"ED STA1'ts.---The Philadelphia North American contains a very valuable table with the
above title, and containing a statement of the agricultural products
of all the states but three, viz: North Carolina, Michigan, and
Kentucky. From which we learn that the largest wheat growing
state in the Union is Ohio-the amount 16,000,000 bushels; the
next largest, Pennsylvania with 13,000,000; the next New York.
1'1,000,000; and the fourth, Virginia, wah 10,000,000. The larJest
amount of Indian corn raised in one stat~, is in Tennessee-42,000,000 bushels; Virginia, 34,000,000; Ohio, 33;000,000, Indiana,
28,000,000; Illinois, 22,000,000; Alabama, 18,000,000; Georgia,
17,000,000; Missouri, 15,000,000.
cc New York is the greatest potatoe growing state; amount 30,000,000 bushe1s. Maine comes next with 10,{)()(),OOO; and next
Pennsylvania, with 8,000,000.
cc The greatest cotton growing states are Mississippi, 289,000,.
000 lbs.-Alabama, 240,OOO,OOO-Georgia, 148,OOO,OOo-South Car·
olinaJ 134,OOO,OOO-Tennessee, 128,Ooo,OOO-Louisiana, 87,000,·
OOO-Arkansas, 23,000,000-Virginia, 10,000,000.
" Louisiana is of course the largest producer of sugar, amount
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249,000,000 Ibs.; New York comes next, with 10?OOO,OOO Ibs.• the
produce of our forests.
" Tennessee, as she is first in corn, is also first in swine, number
2,795:000. Ohio stands next, with 2,000,000.
" New York stands first for wool; next Ohio, Vermont, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
"Tennessee again stands first, for tobacco, amount 26,OOO,()()() Ibs.!
Maryland, 18,OOO,000-Virginia, 14,COO,000. We regret we IJave
not the returns from Kentucky. In corn and tobacco, we thipk :;;he
shall rank with the best of her sisters.
"New York stands first for lumher; value $3,768,000. Next
Maine, $1,808,000. For productsof the or.chard New York stands
also first; value $1,732,.000. For products of dairy New York is
again at the head; value $10,0004°°0. Vermont next, $4,892,000.
cc The' Agricultural Statistics,' from which the above extracts
are made, abundantly. prove, if indeed any proof were wanting, that
this country possesses within herself all the elem.ents of greatness.
We can raise and manufacture within our extended territory every
article necessary for our sustenance and clothing. Why then continue to payout millions every year for French silks, French
wines, English iron and English broadcloths'! There must be a
reform in this particular, or we shall never be free from embarrassments."-TRo-y WHIG.

Congress must organize the people to exercisetheir finarv
cial powers, as they no\v exercise their political privileges.
The people must elect directors from every part of the
Union, to regulate the paper portion of the currency; to
ascertain the amount of specie in the United ~tates, and the
amount of currency necessary to the permanent prosperity
of the whole people; issue paper upon so much ofthe specie
as shal~ be necessary to meet the demand for the currency;
procure, engra.ved in the best manner possible to prevent
counterfeits, so many bills of the various denominations necessary for circulation, of not less than twenty dollars, and
execute them in blank as United States directors; apportion
these bills betw.een the several states, according to the d~
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mand for-a. circulating medium in each state, together with
a specie basis sufficient to authorise their circulation under
well-established principles.
The people in each state should elect state directors, to
apportion the bills and specie furnished to each state by the
United States bank directors, between the banks of discount, to be located in the several cities, towns and districts in each state, where banks of discount are designed
to be loeated, and t-o take a general supervision of the same.
The electors in each city, town or district, where a bank
of discount is to be located, should elect directors of those
banks annually as they elect the most numerous branch of
their legislatures; who, before entering upon the duties of
their offices, should give good security for the faithful discharge of their duties, and the prompt payment over to
their successors in office of all monies and property of the
bank in their possession; and who should be precluded
nom discounting any notes or acceptances in whieh a bank
director has any interest.
This will effectually remove private interest, credit and
politics fr()m the currency.
These directors, being freely elected by the people, and
having no private interest but that of their re-election, \vill
direct their whole energies to the promotion of the public
good, the accomlnodation of the fair traderof the place, and
the preservation of their own popularity by the correctness
of their whole published financial conduct.
This will render the paper portion of the currency useful to the large commercial dealer, while the precious metals 'will benefit small dealers particularly.
The banks will then discoqnt oDly the actual business
paper of the traders of the place, having but abort periods
to run, instead of prefer,ring the fictitious notes of speoula-
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tors; since the regular dealers of the place will have the
ejection of' the directors. And thus the credits of the bank
will be applied to the promotion of domestic manufactures,
and works of permanent utility.
The officers of the United States bank will thus be renaered responsIble to the whole people of the United States
for the manner in which they discharge their duties, and
dependant upon them for theiir re-election. The officers ef
the state banks will s~and in the same relation to the inhabitants of each state; 'while the directors of the banks of discount will be responsible to the electors in their re$pective
cities, town'3 and districts, through the· ballot-boxes.
The separating the bank of issue from the banks of discount, will lessen the danger of expansions of the currency,
and its ruinous consecutive contractions.
The issuing no small bills will fi11 the small channels of
currency ,vith gold and silver, and lessen the excitement
from any political or financial derangement, whether in Europe or America.
Specie being the only true basis upon which to issue bills
to circulate as money, instead of notes ofother banks, public bonds, private securities, or foreign or domestic exchanges, that has heen too often used by cha-rtered banks, ,vill
render the currency perfectly convertible on den1and at the
counter where it was put in circulation, and equally current
throughout the United States.
Currency must be allowed freely to flow wherever it is
demanded) even although it leave the country, 'which will
enable the exchanges always clearly to- indicafe the ·state of
trade between trading countries.
The exportation of specie should be unrestra.ined by
banks, or other artificial mea.ns, as the only sure-check to
over-trading and over-importing. The tendency of coin.
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to go into other markets, when not intcrforcdwith, checks,
most effectually. tho tendency to exceSSGS in business, in
expenses of living, in imports, and in consumptions.
THE OBJECTIONS TO A P.\PER CURRENCY

CO~SIDI~RF.I>.

To those political economists, who lnailltain that the system of currency here proposcJ, by authorising the circulation of more paper than there is specie actually in the vaults
of the bank at tho time of the discount, gives the notes of
the banks a credit character that endangers its convertihility,
and thus overthrows many of the argutuonts used in its fa.vor, and weakens the force of all. To these perfectly philosophic objections, allow me to reply: that, upon the first
view, that impression is strictly nat~ral; while, upon amore
thorough investigation of tho elementary principles of currency and banking, I trust we shall find, that paper may be
made strictly converti LIe, eyually current throughout the
Union, and as little liable to expansions uud contractions of
the currency as if it consisted exclusively of gold p.nd silver. But first let me premise, that, if paper had not been
used as a substitute for gold and silver, and made to circulate as money, both in Europe and Anlerica, we should be
the last persoll to recommend the introduction of bank pa·
per credit, or in fact any unlimited credit, either foreign or
domestic.
But we are compelled to " take things as ,ve find them;"
and, since chartered bank paper has raised the nominal
value of landed property, the expressed value of contracts,
of merchandise and other commodities, far above 'what
they ,vould have been estimated in a currency composed
exclusively of the precious metals, justice to all parties requires that we should not hastily change their measure of
value, but allow the people to manage that matter them-
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selves, lest tho shock occasioned by the change should overturn our other valuable political, religious, civil anod literary institutions. For rest Il~surod, thllt bankers, brokers and
speculators, with their long train of attendants and dependants, will make a desperate hat.tie in Jefl.Yflce of' privileges
which they have exc1usivelyenjoycd, until they almost fancy themselves entitled to command then} as a matter of
right.
In the United States ,ve have nominally a mixed currency, composed of paper and gold and silver, which were
orig'innlly intended to have been perfectly Interchangeable
for each other and equally current throughout the Union.
But, by degrees, through the intervention of small bills,
the metalic portion of the currency has been withdrawn
from circulation, until their perfect interchangeability has
been lost, and their uniform current circulation throughout
the Union destroyed. Our encluiry then necessarily is,
how has this transInutation of the currency been produced,
and what were the agents, or caUSeS, by which it has been
so irnperceptibly accomplished 1 for, since "like causes
produce like effects," if we admi:: into this system of lnixed currency, under the plan of free banking herewith proposed, the same principles that brought about tho present
inflation, deterioration, and consequent inconvertibility of
the paper portion of the currency, we shall assuredly have
ultimately the same expansions of the currency, the same
depreciation in its value, and the same interchangeability
of the paper portion of the currency, that exists at present.
But if we have discovered, and provided for the removal
of the cause of these evils, we shall have nothing to apprehend from any bad effects upon the currency from the
introo uction of paper for a certain portion of it.
We 'have seen, in another place, that the medial commod-
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ity in one count,oy and nation, differs frequently very materially from thnt of another untion; and that, n.lthough no
kind of money except specie is useful as 11 tneasure of values, or 0. medium of the transfer of other commodities, in
the oountry where this particular currency is not received
and used, yet bank paper, sflunre pieces of Chine~o metal,
and shells, 0.11 posseAs some value \vith neighhoring nations
who arc trading with t}w people using any particular kind
of money, as the bits of metal used hy the Chinese fcJr money. Now, so long as tho medial comtnodity is uniformly
perfectly convert.ible into whatever ml1Y 1e desired for
commerce or consumption, it is {Juite immaterial of what
that instrulnont of common circulation is composed-tho
cheaper and least expensive material heing, frorn principles
of economy, naturally preferred, since ,vhatcver expense
can he saved in the value of the currency, is so much added to the general fund of productive industry or commer·
cial profit.
So much paper then as can be made uniformly perfectly
interchangeable for gold nnd silver, is preferable to gold
and silver from these causes, as well as from its greater
convenience for commercial transactions. Our next enquiry then is, how this perfect convertibility of the paper por·
tion of the currency is to be preserved 1 In answering
that question, we arc almost instinctively led to ask another
question, viz: 'by "rhat natural la\v, or from what defect
in the. organization of the system of the paper portion of
the present currency, was its interchangeability destroyed 1
Th~ discov~ry, exposure, and remedy of this evil, constitutes the bu:.siness of this publication.
In this work \VO have endeavored to show, that all the
defects in the constitution and organization of the paper
portion of the currency, may be traced either directly or
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indirectly to the influence of private interest, credit or pulitics,. and that much of the bad administration of the currency is attributable to the banks discounting fictitious paper,
dealing in exchanges, and checking at times the free circulation of specie by the issue of small bills!.. and by artificial
means obstructing the free exportation of specie, by· which
the exchanges are prevented from indicating the exact state
of trade ,vith foreign countries, and thus inducing overtrading and over-importing. The remedies have been described and treated of previously, and "vill be more fully
explained hereafter. They consist, briefly, in giving back
to the people privileges at pre3ent conferred upon state
chartered banking companies.
It must not be forgotten by us, in our over anxiety to
render currency republican, that our other elementary
principles of the g'overnment a~e republican, and that we
must expect, in attempting to change the character of currency from aristocratic to republican principles, that is, in
attempting to expose to public view the' anti-republican
principles and other defects and incongruities ot the currency, that we shall have to meet in array against us all
those who are interested in the continuance of the present
credit currency by chartered sompanies for banking purposes, and associations under general banking laws. They
will be followed by all the aristocrats, who think the government already too republican, and that the people are
incompetent to govern theuaselves even in the matters already entrusted to them. Not far from this array may be
expected to be found the timid, who always fear to meddle
with the elementary principJles of government, as being too
sacred and too important to be spoken of familiarly; and at
the same time too difficult of comprehension to be likely to
be improved by alterations.. Then next comes a. class of
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dependants upon credit, and who cannot hear the most un~
limited credit spoken against, wi thout instinctively starting
to their feet, and arming themselves for the defence of the
credit system; they shout for credit, the whole credit, and
nothing but credit; (how little they understand the subject of which they speak.)
With all this formidable array against us, we shall have
but little prospect of arousing the sober, honest, producing
farmer, mechanic, and laborer, to enlist in our cause. The
merchants are either in debt themselves to the banks, or to
the wholesale dealers, and they want money to be continued quite as plenty, whether it be good or bad, as it is now;
or if they are not dependant themselves upon credit or the
banks, many of their debtors are, and they fear to lessen their means of paying them-as if the proposed plan
'was likely to lessen, instead of increasing the quantity of
the circulating medium, and the facilities of obtaining it.
The wholesale dealers are indebted abroad, and they have
large stocks of goods on hand; and plenty ofmoney Inakes
high prices, and by the laws of their situation, they are violently opposed to even the investigation of the subject.
They will be well satisfied, I trust, when they have seen it&
successful operations.
The learned profession of the law may be expected to
take the lead in debating the question, and in writing for
the press against us; by the laws of their situation, it can
hardly be expected to be otherwise, as it must lessen much
of their most profitable businQss, and besides they they are
professionally aristocrats.. Rendering the currency sound
and republican lessens the distinction and difference be..
tween the ranks and classes of society, that all who occupy
the highest rank, wish to have as broad and distinct as possible. Besides this, they have a direct interest in combat..
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ting our principles; for, as we ~heck legislation upon any
subject, we lessen the complexity of the laws, and consequently lessen the necessity for the greatest number of ex"
pounders of the laws. Again, by lessening excessive credits, we deprive the profession of the law ofone half of their
livings. I will venture to predict, that upon a careful examination of any extensively practicing lawyer's docket, you
shall find that half of his business has grown out of excessive credits or bank loans; hence, how is it possible that
they should not be unifornl in their opposition. I know
many pure patriots among this learned profession, who
are as honorable as any class of citizens in America; yet,
by the laws of their situation, they are opposed to us; and
those who magnanimously prefer the public good to their
own interests, as bank solicitors, bank lawyers, and associates of ba.nk directors, and associates with the aristocrats,
of the court and of the state, have greater sacrifices to make
than can be expected of rnany; but rest assured, there will
be some honorable exceptions in favor of a purely republican government, which ours cannot be until the currency
of the country shall become as purely republican as our
politics, religion, literature and social habits.
T have thought it necessary to examine the array that
win be likely to be brought against us, and their reasons
for their opposition, that, ",,-hile V\re attempt to defend ourselves against one attack, we do not lay ourselves open to
many others still more po\verfu1. I am aware, that my
ideas upon this su~iect are somewhat crude and indigested,
but they are purely uriginal; however much I am indebted
to other authors for my language, I believe I shall never
be charged with having borrowed my ideas, as I have not
seen or heard them advanced before I have advanced them
on several occasions, both in public speeches and pri vate
conversation and correspondence.
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But to return to the ch~rge, that, as our system admits
of the circulation of more paper than we have coin in our
vaults, it becomes a credit paper, and liable to the objections
common to a credit currency. We have frequently remarked, and will here again remark, that the exchanges always indicate the state of trade between two countries;
and that the tendency of coin to flo\v abroad, is the only effectual preventive of over-trading and over-importing.
Now I prefer, and would show many reasons W}lY the currencyof the country should only cons~st of the precious
metals, ,vere it not for two reasons; the first is, that at the
present prices of every transferable material, there is not
metalic currency enough to conveniently exchange the various commodities, and transact the business of the country.
The varying the nominal value of property ,vould interfere
with existing contracts between debtor and creditor, which
should always be preserved and maintained inviolate. The
inflation of the currency of foreign countries, with 'whom
we have commerce, and especially the inflated state of the
currency of England in particular, by their using credit paper as a circulating medium, is a pow·erful argument in favor of the continued use of paper to circulate as money
here. Eng'land is a country of credit and punctuality of
payment: their very existence, as an independent nation,
rests solely on the punctuality with which they meet their
engagements. And their punctuality in meeting the payments of interests as they become due, has produced a perfect convertibility in the funded or bonded debt of England;
consequently that debt has become a capital to the nation.
In a republic, a debt could never be made a permanent support; because of the equality of conditions, the obnoxiousness of taxes, and the frequent changes in the admimstration, must render a national debt unpopular and unsafe.

The party in power never w'ill tax themeelve•• unl... under circumsta.nces of a very' great emergency, and then only for a very short time, and to a emaIl amount. While in a
monarchy, where the fe\v govern the many, the cue il reversed. The law makers and its administrators are not in
any way accountable to the people for the manner in which
they discharge their officia.l duties; or at most, not more
frequently than once in seven years; unless at shorter in..
tervals the Throne may dissolve the Parliament, whon the
government may choose its own time for the dislo1ution.
Thus the accountability of the governing power to the governed is remote and uncertain, and frequently may be altogether avoided. The few' tax payers after all, who can
exercise even the elective franchise in their limited viva
voce manner, renders the few" perfect lords" over the many,· to which may be added the long list of sinecurists,
pen~ioners and officers, and others, upon full pay and upon
half pay-with an inlmense constabulary, policemen,army and navy, at the beck of the government, to aid the tax·
gatherer and the collector-with the immense wealth, power and religious influence of an established church: all de·
pendant upon the continURllce of the payment of th, taxes,
and the collection of the revenue, for, not only their comforts, but many of them are dependant upon this source for
their very support from day to day. But most of all, and far
stronger than all these, is the individual private interest of
every fund·holder in England; he has a direct and positive interest in the support o.f the government equal to the
amount of the public debt he holds.
We have before remarked, that if ,ve had precious metals sufficient to supply the dem-and for currency, we should
not have occasion to issue paper to circulate as money;
but, since the gold and silver in the ~ountry is insufficient to

serve ..11 the purpOies of American commerce and enter..
prise, we are compelled to make the best suhstitute in our
power. We have before seen, that in countries without
banks, and even without coin, or with but a very limited
quantity of currency, the people have uniformly invented
and instituted lubetitutes fcJr coin. We have seen shells in
one country, skin. in another country, square bits of metal
in another country, and beef, pork, live stock, horses, hogs,
grain, lumber and iron in othe·r countries, all 8ubstituted
for currency, or for eoin tocirculato 8.8 money; and even
the smallest private promissory bills or notcs, to be paid in
flour, in grain, or store pay, when specie and bills have been
entirely withdrawn from circulation, have been allowed to
circulate-sometimes only as change, at other times, and in
other places, they have constituted the principal circulating
medium of the country.
Hence we conclude, that if all the bank paper that now
circulates as money in the United States, was to 1,8 withdrawn from the circulation, the specie remaining nOt being
a sufficient instrument for the whole community to use,
some other medium would be used instead of the present
bank notes. I am not desirous of lessening the circulating
medium· below the full su?ply of the actual demand; nor
do I propose to withdraw the present bank paper from the
circulation, until its place is fully supplied by a better currency, as the charters of the banks expire one after another.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.
ON EXCHANGES, AND THE :MYSTEKY INVOLVED IN THEIR
OOMPUTA.TION.
Exehanges left free to private COmpetWOIl, favorable to commeree.-Thebuine...
of banka is lending money, not dealing inexchanges.-The free exportation ofapecie regulates the price of exchange, and checks ~'ver-tr&ding.-The exportationa of merchandise better than being in dobt.-Accumulations of credit, whether
.rbanks,statea. or oftke United. States, 'Gilly delay payme~t~-Exchanl[ese1fected
by the aale of public stocks in a foreig'n market.-British banks' endorsed bill&.The United States Bank t.he ftrat dealelr in excllanges.-Philadelpbia United State.
Bank-its business-its losses-its censures-influence upon prices, on excbange,
on cotton-Mr. Biddle and Mr. Jordan blamed-Their conduct natural---Like
many otbers-only more known-wider extended operations.-The dangers of
ehartered eompanies.-Legitimate banking.-Legal alteration of the value of the
precious metals unjust-lessens stabihty.-Legal enactments may delay the exportation of specie, hut it must ultimatel,. come.-The old complltatiOJl aethe
pound sterling incorrect-expillined-.recent computations.-The par e.llcbap'g.
9t per cent. above the computed par-It shoald be quoted itt'dollal'8 aDd e.ntB,
on the par exchange.-British gold and silver received as coin-when o( full
weight and fineness, by tale-light COiM by weight.-Ameriean coins in Engle'
pass only us bullion.-United States bank and branches injurious to commerce.Suppose a company chartered to regulate weights and mefUlllres.-An United
State. Bank and brancheo more dangerous now than formerly-more bUlineaemore iniuence.

The exchanges should always be left·perfectly free and
open to private competition in the cash and bill market.When that is the ease; there c'an never be any danger ofhills
rising above· their trne value, or .falling below their real
worth; neithet buye1'5or sellers of bills 'can suffer much
from any attempts o( private individual$ to monopolize the
bin market, either domestic or foreign, as the buyer, if he
suspects the price is too high, can export specie (where the
cash market is open and free,) at about-oneper cent.
Private individuals cannot control the cash, or expand 01'
contract the :floating currency, at their will and pleasure-, as
banks can, to meet their own interest of buying and selling
bills. The true business of banks of discount is lending
money, by discounting real buainess papttr, having but a
short time to run.
Removing the interference of the banks with the exchan..
ges, except they guarantee bills for a regular perecntage,
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as being often betterknown than individuals, and lcss liable
to inconvenience, from being unexpectedly required to alter or change the remittance or money at 0. moment's warning, and .. being more generally informed of the customs
and form. used and required in foreign markets; and allowing the free exportation of specie, whenever the actual
rate
exchange shall demand it, will moat eft'ectually prevent over-trading, by warning the importer of the danger
of importing goods that can~ot be sold, especially when it
must C08t him much to obtain remittances to pay for them;
and whenever he find. the specie leaving the country, he
knows that more goods, bills or money have been imported
than there is meaDS in the market to pay for, and he will
not madly H carry coals to New Castle."
He knows that goods can~t be safely sold upon credit,
when there is nothing coming int9 the market to meet the
demand for remittances; and, if he cannot se11 for money,
a prudent merchant would make his remittances with the
lame material that he imported at a 108s, sooner than remain involved. This has frequently been done during the
recent fluctuations
the market, at a loss of importation,
exportation, interest, shipment, re-shipmeDt, insurances, and
damage of ordinary wear in transportation not assured
against. But even this may still be a better business for
the importer than any sale he could make in America for
cash, and his situation may be such that he cannot .e11 them
upon credit, the only way they could have been disposed of
at a nominal profit. If the best market for his goods, is
the place from whence they were imported, they should be
re-shipped .and exported to that market. That is, if the sale
of English goods in the English market constitutes the beit
remittances that can be made to pay an English debt, or
if their sale in it is better than they are. in America, then the
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merchant is justified in re-shipping his ·goods to make his
remittance, even although it be at a loss.
In times of great money pressures, temporary relief may
be afforded to the merchant by the introduction of some
ne,v cred.it, after the ordinary credits have been exhausted
by over-straining in over-trading; as by the addition of the
credit of a bank to ordinary private bills, and remittances
made by individuals, or by the introduction into the· market of a new commodity, as of state stocks, or of United
States bonds. These, for a time, while the amount of the
sales are being drawn for, will relieve the money market,
and lessen the rate of exchange against the selling country,
or perhaps even produce a balance temporarily in favor-of
that country, where the rate of exchange had been too
high for bills to be in the market, as the exportation of specie would be less expensive than the purchase ot bills for
remittances.
The banks in British Americ.apursued an honor.able course
toward bin .dealers, until they become dealers in exchanges
themselves: they endorsed or guaranteed the. bills for individuals at a small per eentage. But since they have become dealers in bills of exchange themselves, thepraetice
of guaranteeing bills, I believe, has been generally discontinued, as I supppose they find it more profitable t-o regulate the rate of ex.change to meet their interest in the bill
market, than guaranteeing bills for others. They thus haTe
exchanged one positive public good for two as positive evils.
The first is, the pur.chaser must pay higher for a bill than
be would have done, had the price been left to private competition, as it is in every other. part of the world, and-was
in the United States, until the United States bank interfered with exchanges. The other is, it disturbs the balanee
of trade, as indicated by the reported price of exchanges,
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which should exactly indicate the state of trade between
two countries, that importing and exporting merchants may
not be-misled in their commercial transactions.
The gaaraHteeing of bills, by -banks, for a per centage, is
no doubt exceeding their legitimate business; yet the evils
that grow out of it, since it left the remitter free to get his
bin guarantied or not, as· he chose, is far less than the monopolyof the whole business by the banks.
The United States bank, that established this monopoly
within the last twenty five yea.rs, possessed decided advantages over private individuals for dealing profitably in ex·
changes, both domestic and foreign, owing to her numerous
branches and complet-e organization, as well as her immense
power of increasing or lessening the value of money and
of exchanges, ,vherever and whenever it suited her purposee She could thus make a profit upon every variation
of the exchanges. Since the cess~tion of the operation· of
the United States bank, the Philadelphia United States
b~nk, and otber banks, that have been engaged in exchanges or merchandise and other operations, have been an addi..
tional tax upon the importer and remitter;. they have been
apparently convenient, but really very expensive.
The Philadelphia United States bank, with other banks,
that have since dealt in exchanges and merchandise, have
frequently very sensibly influenced the price of exchanges
and of other commodities. It will be admitted by all, who
have witnessed the operations of the United States bank of
Philadelphia, that she alone kept the price of cottpn above
what it would otherwise have been, perhaps ten or fifteen
per cent., for more than two years, by her influence upon
trade, commerce and exchanges; but she as well as the
public, havc$uffered seriously from the consequences, and
her offic~rs and directors are receiving severe castigations
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from almost every part of'the lJnion. But why vent all
the spleen of a disappointed loosing public upon Mr.. Biddle, Mr. Jaudon, and the other directors and officers of that
institution1 What they did was perfectly natural. In fact
it may be said to have been almost unavoidable; it was in
strict accordance with the laws of their situation, and
what hundreds of other chartered banks have done, and
are daily doing. The only difference is, the capital, credit
and skill in the business of this institution was fa!' greater
than that of the ordinary banks; and consequently, when ¢
failed of success in its speculations, a much greatei· DUrn...
ber of persons were involved in the failure, and the amount
of loss was actually much greater. than that of any other
one bank, both to the bank itself, and to those connected
with its speculations. And, as a light placed on high is
seen at a greater distance than small lights that are placed
low, so this institution, by its high credit and immmense influence, better illustrates the principles and. conduct of A.LL
chartered banking companies than smaller examples; $
fact the frauds of smaller banks .can now no more be seen,
in presence of this immense culprit, than stars cali be seen
in presence of the sun; still no one doubts the existence of
the one more than that of the other. For although small
banks have been less sinners, yet their sins have been the
same, or others not less profitable to themselves or less a
tax to the public, only in proportion to their lessened abili..
ty to accomplish extended operations, or the superior vigil~
ance of the public and rival institutions over them. As an
example, witness the greater uniformity in the curren..
cy of New England over that of the more ,vestern
states. Their sounder currency is probably, among many
minor causes, to be principally attributed to the vigilant
supervision of the public over the banks, and to theuni..
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form practice of the banks in demanding Lala nces due from
each other at short and regularly stated peri/)ds, by which
their circulation has been confined within nal rower limits,
and their business much more generally reBtricted to the
discounting of actual business paper, having 1 ut short periods to run.
Whenever a bank departs from its legitimHte duties, that
of lending money upon the discount of act ua 1business paper, having but short periods to run, the Cllr) ency becomes
inflated, an,d its convertibility endangered. It is all the
same to the cnrrency, whether it be fictitious notes that are
discounted or bills of exchange, or cotton t hat is bought
with bank notes, they each inflate the rnoney currency.
These operations may ena.ble a few individuals to amass
splendid fortUnes at the public expense; 1mt the public and
the uninitiated stockholders being the 10(Jser~, cannot fail to
reprobate their conduct. When will tlHe. pllblic learn wis..
dom by experience ~ when find instrllctiOlI in tlle past ~
Never-never, until they take the bu~iness of regulating
the paper portion of the currency into thei L" own hands;
and instruct their peers to conduct banking to suit their
o\vn real wants, and for the accomm( »dation "f their actual
business: then every day's experier1ce will be a lessen for
future improvement.
The interference of the banks with exchanges, commerce
or credit, has precisely the same effects UpOl! the measure
of all values-the money-currency-that alter'ing the legal
value of the coin of the country, by the government, pas
upon its exactness as a measu re of value; excepting that
the latter is a political as well as a financial frau. l.
The law may give either gold or silver, or both of them,
higher legal value within the government of the country
where the law eIists than they previously possessed, but it
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is the market price that establishes its real value, which
must always be found by an examination of the exchanges,
and the price the coin bears in foreign markets.
If the legal value of any coin (as of the American Ea~
gles, and parts thereof,) be ra.ised or lowered above or be~
low its former value, this operation expands or contracts
the currency precisely as do the over-issues and contractions of the circulation of the banks.
Money, like water, will finds its level, and whether that
level be high or low, with regard to the surrounding objects, is not very material, so that there be a sufficiency of
the one or the other for all the operations which they were
respectively designed to perf(>rm.
The increasing the circulation by legally raising the value of gold and silver, or either of them, or by the expansions of the currency by the increased issues of the banks,
raises it above its former level, the channels become surcharged and must flow out; but as neither paper money nor
depreciated gold and silver will circulate in a foreign market, the precious metals 'will be exported, and the coin that
is alloyed will only pass as bullion, valued according to the
weight of the fine metal it ~ontains, and its exportation is attended with this additional loss. It is true that this loss
may dam up the channels of circulation for a time, and retard its exportation, by advancing the price of bills of exchange, and of all other exportable commodities; but all
this, instead of havinga salutary and beneficial effect upon
our commerce, trade or excha.nges, has directly the opposite effect, since it raises the nominal value of commodities, and increases their acculnulation, not in proportion to
the actual demand, which should always regulate the supply,
but according to the apparent demand which is thus placed
p,bove the necessary supply~ And, although it may delay
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the exportation of the precioulJ metals, yet this is of slight
importance, since it does not increase the productive wealth
of the co Ilntry, that being the only true source of profita.ble
remittances-all other operations being merely chang(~s in
credits, 01 alterations in the quoted exchanges, without any
real chango in the exchanges.
The par nxchange between the United States and ]~ng
land, under the original law establishing the mint, an' 1 authorising the coinage for the United States, passed in 1792,
authorised thn coinage of silver doliars, of the val ue of
Spanish milled dollars, to contain 17 dwt. 8 grains of standard silver, an 1 that tha proportions that gold and silver
should bear to euch other should be as one to fifteen, that is,
one ounce -of pure gold should be· worth fifteen ou nces of
pure silver.
HOW'ever, by un act of cQngress, in 1789, the pound
sterling was declared to be worth four Spanish silver
dollars and forty four hundredth parts of a dOllar, in the
estimating advalorem duties upon British merchandise
at our custom houses. By later computations, it appears
that the computed value of a pound sterling at $4,4444,
was below the par at the time-the true par having been
found by later calculatiOlls to be $4,5657, whicb was 2io per
cent. above the cornputeJ par. By the acts ()f 1832, 1834
and 1837, the British sovereign (the pound sterling,) has
been made equivalent to $4,8665, equal, ¥rithin a fraction,
to 9! per cent. premium on the old computed par, which is
the true par on London under the present laws.
Previous to the passage of what is called the gold bill
in the year 1834, the eagle contained 247-! grains of pure
gold. By. that act, and by the act of 1837, the eagle is
made to contain 232t grains of pure g<Jld; and one ounce
of pure gold is made equal to sixteen OUl1ces of' pure silver.
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The prices of bills of exchange show the state of the trade
between two countries; yet, strictly speaking, exchange
in its opern.tion has relation only to the precious metals.
A bill of ex.change is merely an order for the delivery of a
given quantitJ of one ofthe precious metals, at a given time
and place, dignified by the name of" a bill of exchange,"
and magnified and mystified by special legislation and by
financial usages and customs, until a few persons only attempt to comprehend it. I have just shown, that the par
exchange between England and the United States is about
9g per cent. premium above the old computed par. This is
well understood by commercial men; but yet they 'NiH
not reduce their table and ordinary computation of the exchanges to that par, and publish the difference, which 'would
show the real rate of exchange-but all questions of-finance,
banking, currency, and exchanges, must still be involved in some mystery, othel'w"ise the influence of money
,vould be lessened if not rednced to its actual worth, and
value; and there ,vauld be another principle of equality
developed by the American government. To do this, all
that appears indispensably necessary, would be to quote the
exchange on London in .dollars (IUd cents fOl the pound
sterling, instead of designating the pAr centage 3 bove or belo"v par, according to the old computation. TILis might be
done by subtracting the par premium on the sterling pound,
according to the old computation, from the rate exhibited,
when the rate of exchange exceeds that nmoun t; and subtract it minus that amount when it is belt)w that amount.
This ,vould make the quotation quite clear and intelligible
to every reader.
If the par value of the pound sterling be $4,8665, and
the rate of exchange should be so much in favor of the
United States as to reduce it to 9! per cent., that is, to the
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old computed par, it should he quoted at $4,4444, or at 9!
per cent. discount, instead of being quoted at par, as it
would be according to the present practice; by which the
subject is mystified, and the attentive and superficial observer misled into a belief. that the imports and exports of
the country were equal, that is, that the total amount of
American exports were equal to the total amount of their
imports, and that a merchant in New York can purchase,
with an ounce of pure gold, or an ounce of pure silver; a.
bill on· England, which will entitle him to receive in England, an ounce of pure gold or an ounce of pure silver.
By the la\vs of the United Stat.es, British gold and silver
coin, of full weight and standard fineness, are l1eceivable in
the payment of duties, at about the value of their amount
of pure gold, or pure silver, when coined at the American
mint.
When exchange is at par, the English merchant at Liverpool or London, ,\yith a given sum of British standard
gold, or standard silver coins, can purchase a bill upon
New York that will entitle him to receive from the drawee
of the bill in New York, a like sum of British standard
gold, or silver, or its equivalent in American gold or silver.
The coins of full weight and fineness of the two countries,
which are the respective equivalents of an ounce of pure
silver, or an ounce of pure gold, or of the standard fineness
of British silver or gold will express that par.
The injury that would be done to domestic and foreign
exchanges, by an incorporated . United States bank and
branches, doing the whole banking business of the country,
can only be comprehended, by supposing a mercantile
company, chartered to promote commerce, (nominally,)
with the exclusive privilege of regulating the length of the
yard-stick and shortening it again at their pleasure, and of
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increasing or lessening the 'weight or measure of the pound
or bushel to suit their private interest and convenience, under pretext of their being better able to compete in prices
with European dealers, they must be :allowed to buy 36
inches fo:- a yard, and sell at any smaller number of inches
for a yard, that they might :find it to their interest to use.
So a United States bank and branches may expand the currency when and where she wishes to sell exchanges, and.
contract it at such time~ and places as she ,vishes to purchase
bills of exchange again.
This was loudly and bitterly complained of in the old
'United States bank; but the situation of our foreign commerce and domestic credits is such, that the commercial
evils would be guadrupled by such a system at this timeoi
Our domestic commerce is greatly increased, and the amount
of remittances from one part of the country to another,
t11rnugh bills of exchange, is proportionately enlarged;
while our remittances to foreign countries have become
immense, both on account of the greatly increased amount
of importations of British merchandise, and on account of
the immense national or states debts that must be paid.
Alas! how much of all this evil is to be attributed to the
accumulation of Lank credit, owing to their lirnited respon~ibility, pril 7atc interest and political ambition.
The advantages of chartered bank paper have been dear·
Iy bought, by bank expansions, contractions and suspensions, and consequent fluctuations in pricC::8 and business;
although chartered banks, by the laws of their o\vn situation, (being chattered and established for the expr~ss pur·
pose of making as much money upon a SlUa:U capital, with Or
fictitious legal credit, out of the government and out of the
people, as they lawfully can,) must either secretly combine
to aid each other, as they thereby most positivel~' assist them...
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selves, or, having a similarity of interests act similarly in
their contractions and expansions, and in the prices they
pay for bills of exchange, and in their charges for remittan·
ces, a similarity of constitution, an identity of interest,
with equal legal powers to exercise, must produce natural..
ly the same results.
Yet, even the combine.d action of a great number of
bank~, is not so much to be feared as the immediate, direct
and concentrated action of one large bank with branches
throughout the Union. This concentration of the monied
interests of the country, in one large bank; its monopoly
of the finances of the coun try; its aristocratic tendency
and influence over society; with its power to control the
currency, should be avoided hy every lover of liberty and
equality.
The influence of such an institution must be greater than
that of all the other elementary principles of the government combined; whether it be considered in a commercial, political, religious, social or financial point of view'.
That portion of our commercial community that now
want an increase of foreign credit, and seek it through the
agency of a United States bank, ,vouid be the very first to
suffer from its influence; for being the first among its debtors, as soon as the business of the bank had become general, and the state institutions had been s\vallowed up by
that leviathan, and the needy supplicant for loans, or for
bank credit had been accommodated until nothing more
could be made from his business, until he had paid up his
previous loans, other" fatter clients" will offer, and the
" lean kine" will be turned a way as· hungry as they came.
The merchant, w'ho wants one great bank for the greater
convenience of foreign or domestic remittances, forgets that
a.s he increases the credit of one institution he lessens the
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credit of others, and that, while he more effectually secures
the prompt punctual payment of the drafts of this bank in
London and extends its credits abroad, that this is only
temporary relief, and that the greater the expansion the more
severe the contraction will be, that must inevitably follow it.
And that as soon as such an institution shall be once in
complete operation, it would have the power to regulate
the rate of interest on money, the price of remittances, and
the amount of currency that should circulate, for the pre..
eious metals wou~d all he in its vaults. The laws make
the coins of several other countries besides our own lawful tender, some of which pass by tale and some of them
by weight. And when the prices asked by the bank f.or bills
the merchant thought too high, and he should ask specie to
remit himself, instead of buying a bill of exchange, the
banker if he gave him specie, could pay him in such foreign coin, as would only pass as bullion at a loss in the market to which he might desire to send it; or he might give
him light American coins, that, not having been called in
by the mint, are still lawful tender-small pieces that are
very inconvenient to the remitter~so that although the bank
may promptly meet the demand for specie, yet the. receiver
would find that the additional half per cent. that the bank
asked him for the draft more tha.n he thought it worth., was
still cheaper and better for him to pay, than to receive the
specie which he must take, if he drawed the specie from the
bank for remittances against the pleasure of the banker..
And the bank now having the whole, sole, and entire control of the exchanges, as well as the currency, it would be
in vain to remonstrate against the imposition. The only
avenue to the good graces of a bank is always through their
interest: when they have power they invariably exercise it.
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Besides this, men in business, dependant upon bank
credit, find that they are' required silently to submit to many
inconveniences and im,positions, by the directors, or loose
the benefits of their bank credit; and having ext;ended theiy
business upon that credit, it ''fvould be nearly fatal to the
eredit merchant, to be deprived of a credit at the bank,
when there is 0'0' other institution in the cLluntry from
which one dollar can be borrowed. Hence they may better quietly pay the bank a higher price for a hill, a premium
that would twice cover the e'ipense or e'xporting specie,.
than loose their credit at the bank. These, however, are
but a tythe of the financial evils that must inevitably flow
from the creation of a national bank; not to allude to it as;
the positive foundation of a national debt.
The tendency of the precious metals to go abroad, is the
only permanent and absolute check upon over-trading; for
prudent men 'will not import more than they can sell, nor
more than they can pay for; and where exchange is not ininterfered with, by artifi'Cial means, this of itself \viU regulate the amount of our importations, and the amount of our
domestic sales.
The charge against my proposit.ion, of issuing more paper
to circulate as money than the amount of specie in thevaults of the bank, giving the proposed bank paper a credit character, and thereby overthlfowing the arguments used
in its favor, have been, I trust, satisfactorily answered so
far as the exchange is concerned, in rendering baM. notes
always perfectly convertible.
I hope I. have made it clear to the understanding of
every disinterested, well...constituted mind, that the natural
tendency of coin to leave the country, when not artificially
interfered with, will cf)ntrol importations and check overtrading; that if the directors of the banlts had no interest
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in the dividends or discounts of the banks, they would not
dep3.rt from the legal, regular, sound, healthy -business of
banking (that of lending money, by discounting regular business paper, having but a short time to run,) to interfere
with exchanges; and that, consequently, the exchanges
being left to private competition, would always indicate the
balance of trade, while private bills could be bought ~heap.
er by remitters from. competing individual venders in the
bill market, than they would be likely to be purchased from

banks.
It has been suggested, that the old practice of the Canada banks, of endorsing or gllaranteeing bills, was prefer-

able to the present practice of banks dealing in bills.
The endorsement undoubtedly benefitted the bill-holder
where strict convertibility was desired j but it is a departure from the duties of the bank of very doubtful expediency.
According to the system of hanking here recommended,
the whole, sole and entire business of the bank should be
to lend money by disoounting actual business paper, having
but a short time to rUB, and thereby furnishing a convenient,
perfectly convertible money-currency, to make up the defi..
ciency of the preeioas metals, and nothing m(:)re.
The invariable, perfectly uniform- eonvertihility of bank
paper is all that is desired in a. circulating medium to give
ita metalic character; and our system of currency should
never admit of the issue of one dollar more of paper than.
possessed. the metalic character perfectly, as could be proved. on all occasions by being freely excha.nged for silver or
gold, at sight at the counter where it was issued.
But~ if we succeed in showing, that the currency employed in foreign trade, bears no greater proportion to the
whole _amount of "mediQ! commodity" cif~ulating in the
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country, than the amount of capital engaged in foreign
trade bears to the whole amount of capital employed in agriculture, manufactures, and in domestic commerce in the
country, ,"ve shall have a data by which, in some measure,
we shall be able to judge of what amou~t of paper and
what amount of specie must always be freely exchanged
for each other, to render the currency of the country easy,
and yet, not to inflate it eo as to lead to)18 ~xportation, perfectly to supply the demand for currency, but not to sur..
charge the channels of circulation. Although this may not
be doubted, the data upon 'which this hypothesis is predicated may not be uninteresting by and bye.
That bank paper, intended to circulate as money, may
not acquire a credit character, and ultiwil.te1y become inconvertible; pre.vent any artificial interference with the
precious metals, by \vhich theiF free circulation and expor..
rtation should be restrained.
Circulate b~lls of no smaller denomination than is convenient for all classes of society.
Circulate no bills of smaller denominations than those
which circulate freely, as money, in- the countries with
which our commerce is principally carried on; that balances of trad.e, may always becorrectly indicated by the rate
ofexchange, and the excessess checked, by the free circulation of the precious metals fropl one country to another.
Separate the banks of issue perfectly from the banks of
discount, so that the discounts may be made automatically
upon the specie actually in the vaults. of the bank at the
time of the discount, alw~ys fully &upplying the actuaJ d~...
mand, and never exceeding it.
Separate the currency from politics, by removing from
the cOllgress and sta~s' legislatures. the D4I1cessity of Hwol"pol'ating banking companies, increasing their capitals, I;e-
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newing their charters, or in any Dlanner interfering with
the bank paper portion of the circulating medium; and
placing the control of the currency in the hands of the peQpIe, through financiers elected by themselves expressly for
that purpose, thereby preventing the infamous co·ntractions
and expansions of bank issues to serve private or political
party purposes.
.
Separate private interest froul the creation or circ~lation
of that part of the currency, that consists of bank paper,
as perfectly, wholly, and entirely as it is separated from the
operations of the mint, that coins the precious metals.
Render the currency republican, by authorising the people, by act of congress, to elect competent financiers to
supervise and regulate the currency; ,vho should be responsible to the public for the faithful discharge of their
duties, as the directors of the political machinery of the
government are elected and responsible. through the ballotbox; making it the private interest of every director, desirous of popular favor, or of being re-elected, to study to
promote the interest of the greatest number of his constituents-by rendering and preserving the stability and soundness of the currency unquestionable-by keeping the bank
Q-ccounts and monthly statements, intended to be published,.
mathematicall y correct-and. by zealousI y promoting the
accommodation aod convenience of the \"hole cOlnmunity.
The directors of the banks of discount, being subject to
the advice and direction of the state directors, as the states
dil"ectors a,re to the U uited States directors-each a~d
every olle of them giving good security for the faithful discharge of their trusts; and, to prevent the possibility of
\heir becomiIlg interested in the discounts, all directors
should be precluded from the privilege of discounting p~
per, in which a director has any interest, either in the dis..

count or in the re-payment

()f

the money.
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Banks of discount should publish monthly statements of
their business, that the people, whose servants they are,
and whose currency they are elected to regulate and direct,
may \vell understand the state of the monetary affairs of
the country.
When the directors of a bank of discount are interested
in caffilnon with the inhabitants of the place in the convertibilityof the currency, and in the general prosperity of the
place, and when they can by no possibility have an oppo"Site interest from that of the community, they will be likely
to do their duties faithfully; being also restricted from dealing in exchanges for the profit of t~e business, or in making their notes pa.yrrbie at a distant place, with a view of
profiting by theexcha.nge.
The business of every local bank will be conveniently,
principally confined to the aiscounting business notes of the
regular traders and residents of the place \V11ere the bank is
located; making the payments due and payable on the
spot and not else\vhere, for the sake of an increase of dividends. Then and not until then, will the thinking class of
citizens desire to confine the operations of the banks to their
proper legitimate business-that of lending money, by discounting actual business paper, having but a short time to
run.
The frequently publishing of statements of the banks,together with the reports of the state directors, upon their examination and supervision of the institutions, will enable
the public to understand the business of the bank,and to
approve or disapprove of the various measures of the directors.
The laws and regulations established for the guidance of
the directors, should be very definite and explicit, leaving
but slight discretionary power with them, except that of
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only discounting safe and secure paper, when the amount
of sp~cie in their vaults justify it..
The people would then become familiar with currency,
and elect only such persons as would conduct banking Up6D
the true principles of prudent and safe banking, making
the bank paper issued only sufficient to meet the delnand
for currency, above the amount of metalic currency in cir_
culation' for all the srnal1 business of the country.
This will more effectually prevent the expansions of the
currency, and the danger of its imperfect convertibility,.
than could be expected from individual liability or the securityofpublic debts or lands, pledged with the comptroller of
the state for the security of the bill-holder, as under the
general banking law of the state of N ew York.
The people are always right in their cool judgment, and
they would soon learn that every slight expansion of hank
issues must be followed by triplicate contractions; and
that paper money, although when strictly convertible may
serve as a convenient curren(~y, \vhile it is the actual representative of coin, but that it, can not be used as wealth;
that however perfectly soever it may be rendered in specie,
it still is not specie, nor is it any more wealth than it is specie, consequently its true and only business is as the representative of specie to supply the deficiency in the precious
metals in this country, in the same manner as bank paper
supplies the place of the precious metals abroad. Bank paper has truly been said to be like faith, "the substance of
things hoped for, and the evidence of things not seen."
Circulat.e bills of no smaller denomination than is convenient for all classes of society, so that those "\\~ho prefer the
precious metals may ahvaysha\·e them, not only from their
preference to them, but frOID the preference for paper of
those who have inland remittances to make, or 'who, from
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the amount of the business they have to transact, find large
bills preferable to them tor specie.
The money that each indiVidual prefers will be retained
by him as long as he has other money that will circulate
freely, whether it be the precious metals or bank paper.
That the precious metals will not circulate indiscriminately
with bank paper, among the same class of citizens, at the
same time, is evident, from the fact, that every man retains
the money he prefers, and passes that which is the least
pleasing to him.
Those who handle but a small quantity of money generally prefer the precious metals, especially if they have ever
had a hill that they had received at par, and was compelled
to loose a discount on it upon passingit-(and who among
that class of citizens has not 1)
Men in large business prefer bank paper, equally current
in every part of the. country, and always convertible into
specie, except those whose business in trade is mostly with
farmers, mechanics, and laborers. They prefer the precious metals as more convenient change. Farmers prefer
the precious metals to paper money, because they aremore
secure against loss, and against fire; because they will always pass, whatever may be the fluctuations of trade, or of
currency, and because they sometimes are above par, but
never below par. Besides, they, as well as mechanics,
spend less money for useless articles, when they have only
gold and silver by them, than they do 'when they have bank
paper of doubtful convertibility; because the pleasure
they take in having the rich gold and silver coins securely
laid by them; is greater than the pleasures they would enjoy in the occasional extra bottle, or other useless luxury,
especially if the family are ill, or if business is dull. The
family too, acquire an almost instinctive attachment for spe-
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de, that is left in their care for some time-it becomes an almost household god with them, and they feel great reluctance at having it passed; this feeling is never so strong
for paper mo~ey.
Excessive fondness for shows and amusements are often
induced by the expansions of the currency. Men with
small means, from finding m,oney plenty and business lively, for a length of time-fancying that such times will always continue, indulge in luxuries and amusements, that
their business and ordinary circumstances \vould not have
warranted. The youth are left ,vithout a knowledge of the
useful and necessary business of life, and without a correct
knowledge of the value of money, to read novels, dress,
see company, and learn accomplishmervs-all of which may
have their proper time and place, but which but illy fit the
youth of our country for our western wilds, where those
,vho understand business, and are honest, sober, temperate, economical and industrious, are certain of 'becoming wealthy, provided they keep out of debt and live
annually 'within their income. But idleness and luxury
will render our yo.ng men effeminate, and our young women vapid; and ",-hen they are left to earn their own bread
by industry, they will find that they are neither fit associates
for laborers, nor men of sense, and that, having passed
their time in fanciful amusenlents, they are altogether unqualified for the important duties of life, 'which, as m~n and
\vomen, must devolve upon them in a few days. They
have lost their self-command, or rather they have never
learned the severe art of self~government. They have been
flattered-they became vain and imperious; they arc no\v
neglected, and they become peevish, fretful, and morose,being unhappy and disappointed ,vith every thing and eve·
ry body, they are thus left fit prey for the first coquette
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in love, or black-leg in matrimony, that may put their distempered brains at work to ensnare them.
And this is the daily and hourly consequence of LIMITED
RESPONSIBILITY CHARTERED BANK PAPER!
Private i'ltterest
inflates the currency. The un,vary and unsuspecting fancy that the paper that they receive is real money-is real
\vealth-but they wake to the painful reflection, that" illluck still haunts a fairy grot,"-they are poorer than they
\vere before they \vent to the bank for credit, and less able
to pay their debts.
Republicanism is plain, honest, hOluely, healthy, and hap..
py. "'...ealth is the product of honest industry; it is substantial, it is accumulating, and ahvays convenient to those
'who have earned it, and kno'',V its value; but to those \vho
do not know its value, it is ahvays deficient, it is sqandered, and is, briefly, nothing better than ,vant, by \vhich it
must and ,vill assuredly be followed. .A. kno\vlcdge of the
value of money consists in a kno\vlcdge of the value of
pence. Ten dollars in one bank note inspires less love
of money, that is, it is spent \vith less care and less anxiety
at parting with it, than is often felt in parting \vith one sil..
ver dollar. Coins, like old friends, are often preserved as
companions, for something like a personal regard and attach..
ment that ",'e have for them, by which 'we retain them as
long as possible. Bank paper is like agl'eeable steam-boat
or stage passenger acquaintances-they. pass current \vith
us for a time, but leave no lasting impressions on our minds.
The preventing the circulation of small bills, and leaving
s-pecie to occupy their pla.ces, retains a much greater amount
of specie in the country, than 'will remain under bank contractions, when the banks have all the specie in their vaults,
and. the power to dispose of it as they choose.
It is believed that currency may be rendered sound, and-
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preserved so in circulation, much more easily when the division between the specie and bank paper shall be so established, that every class of community may have the medium that he prerers, and at all times and under all commercialor financial circumstances, exchange the one freely for
the other.
But to accomplish this, there rrlust be no small bins; that
those who have the paying off of laborers, and the purcha~
sing of produce fronl the farmers, cannot have a depreciated currency to press upon then}, with the thr'eat, that unless
you receive this currency you cannot be employed, or that
you cannot sell your produce. While a depreciated small
bill'currency exists, we have seen that it will be circulated
by those who are interested in the passage of it, and by
those whose necessities compel them to receive it in business and pay it out again.
It is true that paper money is not lawful tender in the
p'ayment of debts, yet it i~ virtually so, as ,yell as in the
payment of laborer's wages, and in the purchase of the far..
tner's products.
If the laborer is told, you must take paper money or I
cannot employ you, with him paper money is la\vful tender
to all intents and purposes. So too with the farmer; it:
when he has brought his produce into market, and is told
that he must take paper money or not sell, by every purchaser, (as every farmer would he told who should ask specie
for his loading,) to hjm paper money is lawful tender-he
mUst receive it or he cannot sell his load.
This must naturally be the situation of the currency, and
of the business of the country, while small bills are allowed
to be issued and circulated as money by incorporated. banks.
Small Li11s drive the specie out of the market. They,
being less valuabJ~ than specie, and the bankers hav"
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ing an interest in their circulation, increased by their fre~
qucnt destruction and loss, they· will, by them, be forced into the market, while s·pecie will be withheld from circulation.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
ON THE CONVERTIBILITY OF BANK PAPER; AND ON BRITISlt
POLITICS.
A summary of the means by which bank paper may he prevented (rom acquiring
a credit character, and becoming ultimately inconvertible.-The governmont o(
Great Britain.

The currency of the country may be rendered sound by
the following means:
Firstly: By removing all artificial restrictions upon the
circulation of specie, and more especially lIpon its exportation; leaving the exchanges truly to indicate the balance of
trade, and the propriety of increasing or lessening importations.
Secondly: Circulate 110 bills of smaller denominations
than accommodate all classes of community; providing
large bills for men engaged in extensive business, and spe·
cie for farmers, mechanics and laborers, andal! that class of
society that prefer the specie to bank paper.
Thirdly: Circulate no billls smaller than the smallest
that circulate in fCHoeign countries with which our commerce
is principally carried on, that the balances of trade may be
indicated by the exchanges, and duly checked by.the expor·
tation of coin when excessive.
Fourthly: Separate the banks of discount from tlJe banks
of issue, so that discounts may be ma.de automatically upon
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the specie actually in the vaults
the banks at the time of
the discount.
Fifthly: Separate the currency from politics, by removing the necessity for legislative interference with banks, or
cur,rency; and o-rganizingthe people to regulate their banks
and their iSSliCS to meet the actual demand for currency.
Sixthly: Separate private interest from the issues or circulation of bank paper, as full y and perfectly as it is sepaI'ated from the opera.tions of the mint.
SeveRthly :. Req uirc monthly bank statements of the business of the banks, full and cOlnplete, to be published foc
public inspection, and for the supervision of state directors,
that all the operations of the banks may be approved Ot"
disapproved by the people through the ballot-boxes. And
Lasrly: Render the currency of the country republican,
'-ike the other elementary principles of the government, by
giving the people the election of the directors as they elect
the most numerous bra.nches of their legislatures. That it
shall be the interest of the directors to promote the general
public good, and not the private interest of the stoekhol..
clers alone, as it is at present.
A strict conformity to these regulations, with such other
minor checks and balances as might be indicated by experience, it is thought \vould completely change the character
of paper money, and render it always perfectly convertible
at sight, and equally current in every paf't of the U. States.
Having, as I trust, answered the objections made to the
proposed plan of a mixed currency, consisting of specie
for the ordinary business of the country, and large bills for
those who prefer them for commercial purposes, lest the circulation of more paper than there is specie in the vaults of
the bank should give it a credit character, and ultiLllately
render its convertibility doubtful; and having illustrated the
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advantages that must arise to the whole nation conectively~
as well as the citizens in their private capacities, I now proceed to the examination of the currency generally; but,
perhaps, I ought firstly to remark, that I anticipate the introduction ofspecie into Cullmon circulation would be slow,
and for some time retarded by the continuance in circulation of the small bins: 01 tho chartered banks until their charters shall have expired.
But when investnlents in one general United States hank
Btock shall have been found to be more profitable, to pay a
larger dividend, and be less liable to change and depreciation, than the stocKS of private banking companies, capitalists w ill readily and promptly changetheir investments from
private fluctuating stocks, to permanent national funds;
freed from the anxiety attendant upon the financial or political changes that are daily occurring, both in Europe and
America, by which the dividends of" banks and the value or
stocks are rendered so uncertain and fluctuating, and as the
small bills disappear one after another, under a healthy
state of the currency, specie will appear simultaneously as
if by rnagic. Small bills and specie, we have before seen,.
eannot circulate at the sanle time among,the same community; because the poarer material is invariably first offered
in the market. Hence credit bank bills pe,rfof'ID all the· du~
ties of the currency, of' which they are capable, to the extent to which they exist in community. If you would
check their circulation, they must be withdrawn orcalled in
altogether, as they will occupy the srnall channels of currency against the desire of the holder, as long as they ar&
permitted to remain afloat.
The national debt of Great Britain, as I have else\vhere
explained, contains the strength ofthe nation-securing the
wea.lth of the king,tom in support of ther-government, by
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uniting the private interests.af the fund-holders to the public interests of the empire.
EJlery fl1nd-holder has a direct interest in the support of
the gove·rnment of Great Britain to the amount of the funds
he holds: and hence the fact that the irredeemable national
debt of £800.,000,000 sterling, is hecome the CAPITAL of
the kingdom, and the perpetual bond of union between the
government and the governed. Self-love-private inter..
est-is the ruling ?assion; 3.t whose shrine all the nations
of the earth bow-forgetting patriotism, philanthropy, and
the love of offspring, in the enjoym.ent of present ease and
luxury -: they consign posterity to ruin, wretchedness and
woe,SGone.r than deprive themselves of the gratifications of
to-day.
The fund-holders have no voice, and exercise no influ..
ence or controlo\rer the manageUlentof the funds. The,
receive their dividends regularly; their stock is always
perfectly convertible into 8peeieat will: and therefore, the
public .c<Jnfidence is kept s.ecure by the punctual payment
6f the jnte,rest on quarter days.
I am desirous of interesti.ng AUlerican capitalists in faYor of the republican governme,ntof these United Stat.es,
to the same extent through private interest, that capitalists
in England are directly interested in support .of the government ofGreat Britain; but by not c.8:actly the same meansnot by a natimlAl irreaeemahle debt-not by making the
government of my country insolvent, Or indepe.ndent Qf
the people, who would then be compelled by standing armies to support it, whether it was satisfactQrilyadminister~.
ed or otherwise; hut b¥ giving the whole pe,oplea sound
currency entirely subject to their Otwn regulati()n, and capi..
talists a safe, profitable convertible investment,.constitu,ting
a -source of real wealth,connectedwith the. ,Cur.rency, and
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as perpetual as the other elementary principles
the gov.. .
ernment.
The stocks of this institution, being always themselves as
conwrtible as the funded debt of Great Britain is, would
becorne so much convel,tible capital stock in the hands of the
stockholders-being productive wealth while in hand, and.
JI)oney in the market whenever the exchange is desirable.
Oapitalists ,.vould have greater confidence in the permanence·.and stability of funds based upon specie, connected
with a government the choice of a whole people, than can
be. felt in a government, ho'\vever strong in its f9rtresses, army and navy, inKing, Lords and Commons, Church and
State Uniun, in bank and govemlnent ·connection, when the
'wealth of the nation only constituted the bond of union,
and when the titled pensioner and the dignitied churchman,
who live upon the hard earnings of the masses, are but a
tythe of the population, where fixed bayonets enforce the
laws, and where moral obligations are of no force.
Besides this, every man acquainted with the political history of England, for the last twenty years, has seen the
House of Lords, with its bishops and other church dignitaries and dependants, as violent in their opposition to the
several whig administrations of modern times, although they
profess to be whigs of the Pitt school, as was Pitt to the
administrations of North and Bute. These several administrations, down to the present long Melborne udministration, a1'!eevidently each more liberal and more enlightened
than its pred~cessors, .yet evidently far behind the ad vance
of intelligence and the wants of the people.
If the term tory signifies one in office, who supports a
church ~nd ~ta:te union, the levying and collecting the revenues necessaryf<>r the support of the government from the
lab<>r and industry of the producers 7 rather than from the
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\vealth of the country, then the present administration is as
truly tory as its predecessors.
The political revolutions, as they have been termed, that
have occured in England \vithin the last twenty years, the
catholic emancipation law, and the reform law, have only
changed the classes of persons ,vho exercise and enjoy political and civil privileges, and not the persons themselves.
True, the boroughs owned by a few gentlemen have been
disfranchised, and the representation given to a more e'lCtended district of country, and to a greater number of electors,
yet the latter are as dependant upon the Lord of the Manor,
as were the citizens of a borough upon its proprietor. The
same luen may be still elected, as well by the ten pound
electors of a district, as they could formerly by the dependants upon a borough. The same leading principles prevail
as formerly. The landlords nominate and cause to be elect"!
ed ,vhomsoever they please, to continue the same leading
principles-the connection of the church and state-the
raising the revenue upon the labor, and not upon the wealth
of the kingdom-and the right of the fe\v to govern the
many, \vith the necessity of the many to obey the few.
This may be now done with more liberality perhaps, in
some respects than formerly; yet with the same ultimate
object, that of keeping the laboring classes poor and ignorant, that they may be easily governed; and of increasing
the power and wealth of the wealthy, that they may govern with certainty, security, and ease to themselves, 'without having any common feeling for, or interest ,vith the
governed.
By these changes (for they can be called nothing else,)
the people have gained ne'w masters, without gaining important principles. Wealth and not numbers still govern.
The funded debt still continues the bond of indissoluble
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union between the '\vealth and wealthy of the kingdom and
the government, while fully four-fifths. of the producers
and tax-payers exercise, in fact, no independent influence
in the representation.
Had not the great aristocracy of wealth been secure,
even the love of power and desire of office, would have
been insufficient to have produced among the wealthy (the
only truly powerful class after all,) its- advocates and defenders. The aristocracy of wealth and the Lords contested the passage of these measures inch by inch, as they were
being matured and passed into laws, and only finally consented to their passage after the amendments by the Lords had
permanently secured wealth and not numbers to be the basis of representation.
Heretofore old tory families controlled the House of Commons, through their nominees from the boroughs. The whigs,
finding their power over the manufacturing and some of
the agricultural districts greater than that of the tories, determined to .dis franchise the old boroughs, and give the
members to districts over which they had influence. They
seoredy stimulated the people-they occasionally headed
the populace-they afforded them protection from the influence of tory magistrates and police officers, and obtained
the passage of these important laws, by which they seen..
red their seats in the cabinet and their continuance in power,
as the-yare very et]ually balanced between the radicals on
the one hand, and the tories on the other,
'tHE NATIONAL DEBT OF GREA.T BRITAIN.•

The natienal irredeemable debt of England, as I have
before observed, contains the strength of the nation, by
uniting the private interest of the fund-holders to the gener..
alpublic interest of the kingdom.
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Every fund-holder has a direct interest in the support of
the government of Great Britain, equal to the amount of
funds he holds; and hence the easy solution of ""hat ap·
pears problematical to Americans, and the clear illustration
of the fact, that the English irredeemable national debt of
£800,000,000 sterling, is become the capital of the king..
dom. Private interest, being the governing passion of
him who has but £100, as of him who holds £100,000,
from the highest in office to the lowest in servitude, "self..
love, the spring of action, rules the sou1."
FUND-HOLDERS EXERCISE NO INFLUENCE OVER THE MAN·
AGEMENT OF THE FUNDS.

Another important fact connected with this fund is, that
the fund-holders exercise no influence over these funds,
either with regard to the management of the fund or the
rate of interest to be allo\ved.
The government have issued bonds at various times, at
such a rate of interest as they would be likely to sell at, at
the time; they specify the rate of interest, and the time of
payment of that interest, but establish no tilne for the payment of the principal. These bonds are sold in the market
for what they \vin bring. If the rate of interest is placed
above the smallest rate at w·hich these bonds would have
sold, they sell at a prAmium; if the rate o:f interest is fixed
too low, they remain unsold, unless t.hat contingency be
provided for, \vhen they sell for less than the face of the
bond, when they are said to be below par.
The only claim the government has allo\ved the fundhold~r, is that of demanding the interest \vhen it becomes
due, on the amount of any given fund that he h01ds.
Whether it be "vhat is called three per cent. stocks, or five
per cent. stoek~, the holder of· the stock has the right to
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demand the full amount due to him; but not to enquire any
further respecting its management on account of his being
a fund·holder, or exerciee any influence over the fund on
that account.
Ho\v to give American citizens a similar interest in the
support of the American government, without the evils of
a national debt, to that which the English have in support of
the mixed monarchy of Great Britain, is a leading object of
the present work.
The wealth of every country, being the most powerful
engine that the country possesses, either in support of peace
or w·ar-the promotion of religion, moral education, or civil harmony or discord-I am desirous of enlisting and securing the wealth of the United States, that is, the wealth
of the American capitalists, in favor of the republica.ngovernment of the Union, to the same extent that capitalists in
England are directly interested in the support of thegovcrnment of Great Britain. Not in the same way-not by
involving the government of the lTnited States in an irredeemable debt, either to themselves, that is, to their own
citizens, or to a foreign people, which is immeasurably
'worse; but offering capitalists stock, always convertible in
the stock market, precisely as the funded debt of Great Britain no\v is, or as the bank stock of our incorporated banksal.,
ways are, at a shade higher or lower price, as the stock pays
0. higher or lower rate of interest, as compared with other
investments, or as any other contingency may influence the
price of funds generally in the market, hut ahvays commanding its highest value.
Capitalists would have the same confidence in the stock
of a people's republican bank,established by a general free
banking law, that English capitalists have in the funds of
the government of Great Britain.
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In this stock, investments would be permanent, safe,
convenient and profitable; yielding the largest dividends
of any funds, perhaps, in the world-possessing equal security, and punctuality of payment of dividends and of
convertibility.

The wealth of the people of these United States would
be added to the democracy of numbers-giving strength,
stability, consistency, and permanency to republican institutions, and rendering the currency of the country equally
republican with the other elementary principles of the government. It would thus bee.ome the key-stone of the arch
of the republican edifice.

CHAPTE:R XXXIX.
FREE REPUBLICAN UNITED STATES BANK.
Some ot the benefits of an United States bank stock, derived from the transferable
chullCter of the stock in the fund market.

The addition of such an immense capital, as the bank
stock of all the paper currency would constitute, to be ad ..
ded to the credit and commqdity-currency of the country,
would immensely improve the capital of the country, it being marketable at a given nearly uniform price.
The specie thus invested in bank stock, 'would continue to
be available funds in'the hands of the stockholders, while it
would be productlive wealth to them, to the amount of the
dividends, which being regularly paid quarterly or semi-annually, would confirm public confidence in the institution,
while it furnished the bank fund-holder with money in his
pocket and cash at interest.
While individuals were thus immensely benefitted by the
establishment of such a fund" the public would gain an ac-
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quisition of credit, or commodity-capital and currency, to
the \vhole amount of specie thus invested in bank stock,
the value of which ,vould be enhanced by the separation of
currency £i'om credit, and thus rendering the currency uniformly convertible at sight.
trHE ARISTOCRACY OF INCORPORATED COMPANIES.

All incorporated companies are aristocratic bodies, be..
cause they have peculiar rights, powers and privileges,
which are not enjoyed by the public, and 'which the public
are not unfrequently expressly forbidden practicing or enjoying. But among chartered companies none of them possess such anti-republican principles as monied corporations.
Bank incorporations, by their controlling the currency of
the country, not only exercise an immense monetary and
political influence at home, but they give the financial character,to the country in foreign lands.
Whatever defects are found in the monetary affairs of
this country, are charged upon itf! political institutions by
those who are unable to understand our form of government;
and the secret workings of anti-republicanincorporations
upon it, with all their baneful effects, by foreigners are
charged upon nur republican principles and institutions.
Nations of the earth bowed down by arbitrary laws, oppressed and impoverished by taxes, tythes and poor rates,
who are zealously, quietly struggling, peaceably to renovate
their own governments, and to infuse into them the pure
principles of democracy, of equal justice, and equal, civil
and religious liberty to all, are met upon the threshold with
the charge of American suspensions of specie payments
by their banks, and the extravagance and idebtedness of
()urstates to foreign countries; thus stopping their mouths
with arguments, drawn from republican America. While
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all Europe is tending towarcl democracy, we are becoming
daily more and more aristocratic.
This should enlist the energies of the philanthropist and
the patl·jot, to come to the invl'stigation of the cause of our
retrogradation, and the defence and support of truth and
justice, and of equal rights to all mankind, 'with the ulti1nate universal peaceful extension of equal, civil and religious liberty throughout the world.
Incorporated banking companies, by giving the country
a credit paper currenc\ , in lieu of a sound metalic currency, are f(:)rever tending to sever the bonds of republican
union, founded upon liherty and equalit.". They are forever opposed to the universal extension of equality and huInan happiness to all mankind.
The learned professions are naturally aristocratic and exclusive in their religious, political 01' financial views; partly frorn the la\.vs of their situations, and perhaps from their
exclusive 1>0ssession of certain sciences and branches of
useful and profitable l~nowlectge, and from their mixing allTIOst exclusively ,,,ith men of letters, and men of their
o\vn or other learned professions..
The least defensible of all aristocracies are legalized
credit aristocracies; they,to obtain their exclusive privileges,
argue, reason, and administer to the gullibility of mankind,
until their earnest and apparently sincere protestations in
favor of bank paper, its convenience, its excellence, and its
value to the community, captivates thousands of honest
men, who are charmed into a belieft.hat bank paper is money, and that such money is real capital. Hence theimmense number of flatterers and courtiers that continually
follow in the train of this credit aristocracy. They seldom,
ho\vever, leave this flickering credit light, until like the
miller fly that turns his giddy whirl around the lighted ta-
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per, their wings are touched ,vith the flame, and they are
un,vittingly dra,vn into its vortex and lost in the blaze of
their blind adoration~
MANKIND LEARN SLOWLY BVEN BY EXPERIENCE; THEREFORE
THE NECESSITY OF " LINE UPON I~INE AND PRECEPT UPON
PRECEPT."

There is no instruction in the past. The explosion of
one incorporated bank only gives place to another. That,
too, in its turn, follows rapidly" in the footsteps of its predecessor;" and thus the circle of promises and belief, deception and disappointment, distress and ruin is complete, and
continued on " from generation to generation."
The public stock of gullibility is unexhausted, and other artful intriguers practice the trade of deception upon the
public again ,vith like success.
Hence the importance of the Congress of the United
States seriously taking up the subject of the currency, and
providing some salutary remedy of guarding the public
against these repeated impositions.

Extracts from Governor GaTlin's lJtIessage to hoth Houses
of tke Legislature of Illinois, on tIle 26th Nov. 1840.
The Governor says:
The pernicious consequences inflicted upon the country by the
operations of banks within the last few years, is too indelibly stamped· upon every department of business to be misapprehended by the
most sceptieal.
" The ftuetuatious in the prices of labor, property, and trade of
every description, have kept pace with the alternate expansions and.
COlltractions of their issues, and whether the injuries thus sustained
~re attributable to their guilt or innocence, the effect upon the prosperity of the people is the same.
"So interwoven have the atfairsof our citizens become with these
institutions, that it. canllOt be denied that they control and direct the
l(
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circulating meJiul11, commerce and wealth of the country; and not
only so, they frequently wring from legislative bodies an acknowl~
edgment of their utility, and exercise an influence over the public
mind which it is difficult to overcome.
" Thus ha~-e they fortified themselves behind an almost invulnerable rampart, erected by encroachment l and justified by the tyrant's plea; necessity.'
" Usnrpation~ of whatever character, are nsually preceded with
the perslla~ion1 that they are e,ssential to the advancement of the
people in the scale of prosperity and happiness; and in this way
they are stripped of their rights, and bound in chains of political
slavery, before they are a\vare of their dang~r.
" To guard •.gainst such ~;ta rtling power concentrated in bank5,
all the virtue and energy of the patriot must be called into action
C

and constant requisition."

This \varning voice should be re·echoed from Maine to
G-corgia. An insidious foe is lurking in the bosom of this
republic. It is the oH~prlng of private interest and creduIit.)r, nursed in the lap of luxurious idleness, and nlatured in
the school of treachery and deceit.
'Yin not the people rise in their might 1-they are the
sovereign power. Their representatives cannot, or \-vill not
act, until they hear the public voice bidding them do their
duties or retire. They are the creatures of party; and a
fe\v designing, artful leaders give thClU the cue, \-vhich they
as cunningly execute. And, unfortunately, these leaders are
too often aristocrats themselves at heart, however loudly
they may proclailu the excellence of democracy, and the
beauties of republicanislu; or they are indebted to some
monetary po\ver, or are feed and employed by some bank
as agent, attorney or counsel, or they have SOlue powerful
friend \vhoso interest favors credit po\ver, and the party are
carried against the people. Thus the whole 'weight and
influence of one party is brought to· silence just alarm, and,
airen-like, to charnl the \vatchful republican to repose?
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CONGRESS SHOULD INTERPOSE THE AUTHORITY O}<' THE NATION, TO PRESERVE THE PEOPLE FROM IMMINENT DANGER
AND IMPENDING ItUIN.

The congress of the United States should take up the
suqiect of the monetary affairs of the country, and lend its
powerful aid to guard the public against the portentious
dangers that threaten every part of the U nian, and protect
them against the repeated impositions of incorporated companies; by organizing the people to control and regulate
the currency according as their own interests shall require,
to promote the greatest good of the greatest number, in the
best possible manner, at the least expense and labor.
The people are the best judges of their own wants, and
know best how to promote their own interests. All they
require is organization for the purpose.
The people are always right when they are not misled
by artful demagogues; and they will always be found quite
competent to govern themselves, as well in matters of currency as in matters of politics, provided the question to be
decided by them be fairly and honestly stated when submitted to their consideration. A moral education and particular
instruction of the people upon matters to be referred to them
for their special consideration, is all that is necessary to secure their correct judgment and right decision, upon whatever questions may be necessarily submitted to their particular attention.
Much danger to the republic is to be apprehended from
the establishment of a national debt; but that evil is greatly increased when that debt is to be due to foreigners.
Notwithstanding the wide difference between the public
debt of the United States and the irredeemable public debt
of England, still the dangers of a national debt are im..
mense. The value of the funded debt of England consists
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in il,y being irredeemable, and being held nr4d owned by the
wealthy portion of the pooplQ, whose intozocsts are therefore
identified with tho funds, and through them, with the govcrnrncnt of the kingdom. Tho continuance of the punctual pa)'fficnt of that. jntt~rcst, aOO tho convertibility of the
funds, through the instrumenta.lity of the Bank of England,
aided hy tho government and aristocracy, with the assistance of excheclucr bills and puhlic and priva.te loans, renders
the governmont secure, and the notes of the Hank of England e(plally safe.
There is something- a. little inconsistent (in this country
where a national debt is looked upon with 80 nluch abhorrOllce,) in mak.ing this JeLt the basis for the issue of paper
to circulate as money; yet such itJ thc~ case u.ccording to the
provit;ioU8 of the New ·Yark General Banking law.
There is far ICHS ol~jection to pasiiug pul"lic debts as part
of the credit-curreney, than tlwl'e is in rnaking them the basis upon which to issue paper to circulate as rooney.
The natifjnal JoLt of U reat Britain can in no way compare with the national debts of the individuaJ states or of
the United States. The former, although irredeemable, is
and must be perfectly convertible at the will of the holder
in the fund II)arket; that is, the government must always
support the credit of the funds to such an extent as to render them det;irable in vestments for capitalists, by tho prompt
punctual payment of the interest at stated periods,er the
government itself must cease.,
nut in the ·United States, party influence usurps the
power of right, and improvident loans and unwise and extravagant expenditures by one party, lessens the fancied responsibility of the other party" when they come into power,
to fulfil faithfully to the letter, the improvident, unpopular

expenditures of their political opponents; and casualties
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may prevent the punctual payment of interest or principal
due in a foreign country, by which the public faith may be
materially impaired; while in England no such an event
can occur, and the government of the kingdom continue.
A chang,:} of ministers is dIe natural consequence of tbe
government being unable to carry any measure of the administration.
A large proportion of the productive wealth of the nation consists in this fund, if that can be called productive
'\vhich only transfers the earnings of one man who has no
funds, to him who holds the government debts.
Yet, such is the fact, that the illterest of the national
debt of England, collected upon imposts and taxes from
the industrious laboring and consuming classes, is equal to
half the produce of England.
And this constitutes
the productive wealth of a large proportion of the influen~
tial men of the nation.
While the government continues to preserve the credit of
the funded debt, the credit of the bank of England must
continue. For, with a loss of credit, there must be a loss
of confidence, and a loss of support by the wealthy, and
with the "withdrawal of their support must terIninate the
government.
Money possesses a powerful in:6.uence in governments, a
potency and undeniable charm in making things agreeable,
that would not be pleasing without it, and in making a government popular that would have otherwise been obnoxious
to the people.
Hence the importance of interesting the private feelings
and pecuniary situation of every American in support of
the institutions -of this country, to the same extent that the
English are personally individually interested in the support of the gov,ernment of England; other'wise the greater
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zeal occasioned by the greater interest of the English,
must, since the almost daily intercourse between the two
nations is established, by degre~s, imbue the Amcl-ican people with a love of foreign institutions, and a distaste for their
own plain, simple, republican government of equality,
'which has so far less power to dazzle and blind the people, than the splendid bri1liamcy of show and parade that
attends" the churchlnan's pomp and statesman's pride."

CHAPTER XL.
INDIRECT TAXATION BY coLL:ECTIONS OF CUSTOMS, DUTIES,
AND IMPOST'S, ARE ,MORE OPPRESSIVE,

BUT GENERALLY

LESS OFFENSIVE TO THE PEOPLE THAN DIRECT TAXATION.

In Engla.nd a large proportion of" the revenues of the
Crown are deriveu from duties, imposts, excises, yarious
licenses, and other indirect taxes, which are paid by importers, manufacturers, wholesale dealers, and merchants
fram for-eign countries, and in such a variety of ways, that
few individuals in the nation kno\v the extent to which they
are taxed.
Indirect taxes, a.s they are paid by. the consumer, fall
more heavily upon the labor of the producing classes than
npon the legitimate objects of taxation, (wealth and luxuries.)
The retailing merchant pays the wholesale dealer the
price of his commodities, with the duties, to \vhich is added'
his profit upon the whole. The retailer, too, must have
N1e same per centage of profit upon the outlay, as well upon
that part of the amount paid for duties, as upon the charge
for theartic1es '; hence the consumer not only pays the
e.u~y chargeable upon the artie-Ice, but he also pays profits
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to some two or three, and often perhaps, to twice as many
dealers in the article, in addition to the cost of the article

and duty.
AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INDIRECT
AND DIRECT TAXATION.

Suppose a yard of cloth costs, or is entered at the custom house at $4 a yaFd, and that twenty five per cent. advalorem duties are charged upon the article, the wholesale
dealer has the cloth at $5 a yard. Suppose he charges
twenty five per cent. profit, this brings the cloth to cost the
retailer $6,25 a yard. He charges a retail profit of 331
per cent. on his outlay; enhancing the price of the· yard of
cloth to $8,33 to the consumer-provided it be not sold
more than twice after the duties are paid; but should the
profits have exceeded the above statement, the advance
upon the amount paid for duties would keep pace with
the profit charged upon the amount paid for the cloth, .so
that the consumer pays $1,66 for duty and profit on duty,
instead of one dollar duty, being a.ll that was charged at the
customs, and in fact more than Was actually paid into the
treasury, since the per centage, or portion of the collector's
~ala.ry must be deducted. Hence it is easy to sec, that $100
:raised for public purposes by impost duties, costs the conI'
Burners some $200.
This would certainly appear excessively, and uselessly
oppressive, were it not that \vhen this auty is levied only
on such articles as can be grown, manufactured or prod u~
ced in the United States in sufficient quantities for domestic
consumption, it may and does encourage Americans to com·
pete with foreigners in the produce of these articles-there-:by rendering the United States independent of foreign
manufaGto.ries, as well as lessening their imports, ~nd pre!'
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venting (as is the natural OOnS0(!Uence,) the exportation of
specie.

Tho people arc least oppressed by a high tariff, wilen
tho duties are leviod upon articles that may he grown,
manufactured or produced in sufficient quantities in the
United Htates fiJr domestic consumption; while suoh necessaries of life 88 cannot be produced in America ought
not to he heavily taxed, except it be for the special purpose
of raising n revenue.
The tariff' would not require raising so high to prevent
foreign importations, if the people were allowed to regulate the paper portion of their currency as congress does

the coining and value of the precious metals.
From these remarks, we can collect some idea of the
diffor<mce between credit Lank paper in England and in
America.
In England, the whole united strength or Crown, Lords
and Commons, army and navy, agriculture and commerce,
rnanufact ories, internal improvements, and pulJlic and private prosperity of the nation, 'lVith the very existence of tho
government, all depend upon one word, CREDIT: let that
fail-let the interest cease to be paid-let the funds ceaso
to be saleable-and let the wealthy of the native become
dissatisfied-and revolution must im;tantly follow. Consequently the credit of England has the positive absoluto
necessity, and actual suhsistence of the individuals owning
the money of' the nation, united to the government in tho
strongest possible manner.
Credit cannot fail, and the government continue. Happily for America, no such bond of desperate and dangerous
necessity exists here. But it would be wise to secure
the pleasing, profitable, private interest thatthe Englishhave
in support- of their government, in support of that of the
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Am~ican.

This may be sllccessfully aRd profitably done
by the plan proposed of a people's currency-a United
Stat»s Republican Free Bank of lesue, with a divided. a.dminiatr.ation Qf th~ Banks Qf Discount.
A marketable national debt. due to the citi2:ens of a
COllntry, though the ~xes necessary to pay the interest
would. be a galling chain,. is nev.ertheless an indissoluble
bond of uniQn betweeu the people and the government, es~
pecially in a sub-military government.
In England, a large proportion of the revenues of the
government is .derived fr.om duties, imposts, and indir.ect
~es). that -8.y;e paid by, them~rohants, importers and mamafacturers:. the e.x:istence of which ia hardly knG>wn t0r the
OOl'lS\lme.e" who. paya· them all ulthnately, with a large per
oontage of profit OIl the duty, as· ,ve trust we have satisf-actorily explained.
But f~'om this we can easily uooerstand, that in England
the non-payment ot the interest of the national deht, would
destroy the interest
the \vealthy, and turn them against
the administration. The non-payment of the sailors and
soldier, would arouse the Lion of old· England in its full
strengtb, and teach Kings and nobles, churchmen and states.;,
men, that" the voice of the people is the voice of G.(}{LH.
With England, credit is every thing.
The national debt of Great Britain is, therefore, a per..
manent fund, that must continue and remiUn coeval with
the gOV61'nment; always: marketable, and therefore conver"
tible at the will of the holder into bank of Engla.nd paper
and exchangeable for other commodities. But should the
bank again suspend specie payment;· and the assistance of
the Ohal'lCellor of the E~chequer and the ministry, by
loans, or otherwise, be unable to prev~nt the notes of the
bQ.nk from becoming materially depreciated, while the gOY.
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ernment remained popular their bills would be far preferable to the notes of suspended American banks, even although exchequer bills \vhich are receivable in all dues to
the government, would no longer circulate freely, and although the rate of interest per day be greatly increased,
they must pay debts ·while the goveinment continues more
desirable for capitalists to the extent of the duties they had
to pay th.an other funds, or than hoarding up of their specie.
This must, however, soon overturn the government, as
they will be returned upon it in payment of taxes,and
leave them without the means of supporting themselves or
paying the army or navy, or the civil Est.
Still, however, the suspension of specie payments by the
bank of England, differs widely in its effects upon commerce and business, from that of suspension by Amel"ican
banks in the United &a.tes. The bank at. England has the
creditg£ the ·British government for its support, while
American banks have not even the stockholders liable.
REMARKS UPON THE SUSPENSION OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND.

When the bank of England !l:1spends specie payment,
she does not ck> so because she has paid out her capital, for
~hat relnains the same and as seCi,lre as the government itself, \vith which its credit is so intimately blended.
Suspensions of the bank of England can only occur
when the receipts of the government have not been
paid in specie; or when the al1l0unt received from the Exchequer, and the amount of specie received from the ordinary commercial transactions ofits own business, have been
less than the demand for specie upon the bank, for the redemption of their own notes in the ordinary business of the
bank; 'vhile the suspension of specie payment by American
banks" is not rendered quite unavoidable until the \vhole of
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the paid up capital of the bank and its specie deposites have
been drawn from 1tS vaults, and its available funds have all
been disposed of. The prospect of the ultimate redemption of the notes of an IT oited States bank having suspended specie p·a ment, d~pends wholly upon the solvency of
its debtors, and the pruJence and ecoDomyof its directors.
The government of the. United States haR nothing invoIved.....o-and ought never to ha ve, in the solvency of an incorporated banking company, any more than it has in the
solvency of any canal or rail road company, or in the liahilities of any private individual.
Banks claim preceJence in their claims upon the estates
of insolvent debtors-with how much justice let otlJer
creditors enquire.
Although the English nation have the most unlil'llited
confidence, both in the strength of the government and the
credit of the bank of England; yet even with this powerful and decided advantage in point of credit enjoyed by
the bank of England over the credit of chartered banks in
America, after both of them have suspended specie payment, I am not prepared to say that the Queen, Lords
and Commons, Church and State union, with the army and
navy, would be able to keep the people silent, should the
funds of the nation become unsaleable, and the notes of the
bank of England inconvertible, or even greatly below par.
But should the market price of specie remain but a shade
higher than at present, and the capital of the nation, that is,
the funded debt, remain marketable, with but a slight depreciation, the .suspension of specie payment by the bank
of England would have far less influence on the commer'"
cial prosperity of England, than a general suspension by
American banks has upon the American money market;
since the notes of the bank of England are a lawful tender
in the payment of all debts except its own.
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But if the value of specie should. not materially vary
from its present value, or former rate, and the balance of
trade should not be substantially against the kingdom; and
the crops should he plentiful, and the. foreign demand for
manufactures should increase, the business of the large
manufacturing districts would continue; orshould some foreign expedition furnish employment and pay for the surplus
population of the kingdom, the bank of England might
suspend without material injury to trade or manufactarers :
the administration might not be even changed by the suspension, the government might continue firm, and the business of the country continue as though nothing had happened, and the bank might ultimately resume specie payment.
The notes of the bank of England are money, recehr.
8.'ble by the goverment in the payment of all rates, ta'tes
and dues accruing to the government; and in the payment
of all private debts, and commercial transactions within the
kingdom. And while the balance of trade "vas not against
England, her bills on America and other countries where
she had funds, stocks or moneys lent upon interest, would
enable her to continue her foreign commerce, (as her bank
paper would support her domestic business,) as perfectly as
she could do with the precious metals in abundance.
But reverse the wheel of fortune. Let the crops be
light and insufficient for domestic consumption, the demand
for manufactures for exportation be checked or removed
altogether, and discontent accOlnpany distress and hunger
at home, in the agricultural districts, as well as in the manufacturing towns; and for the want of capital, labor should
cease, an a.dvance in the price of bread-stuffs must immediately follow, without an increase of the means of payment; if they must be imported; the corn la'ws must be re-
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pealed, or the people must starve, and with their repeal un~
der such circumstances, the landed interest must suffer.
England mighf then rejoice in her American investments.
It may be safer and better [or the government, as well as
for individuals, to have mor~ resources than one; for, in
times of difficulty and danger, it may not be the safest way
to have all one's effects in one boai: and American funds
are valuable commodities to exchange for English stocks
,vith those who are desirous of removing to America. If
times should become harder and more intolerable, and property inconvertible, a small investment in American stocks
will be comfortable, besides American stocks, to persons
living in America, paya higher interest than English stocks.
But from all this we see, that in England the notes of the
bank of England must remain nearly convertible as long
as the government preserves its present form. The notes
of the bank of England would be as convertible into most
kinds of property, and be nearly as current under a suspension of specie payment as they are at present. The
brokers would probably advance a shade on the price of
specie upon the first suspension of specie payment; but
should a wide difference exist between bank of England
notes and specie, the convertibility of the funded debt would
be proportionably diminished-the bills of the chancellor
of exchequer would be returned in the payment of taxesthe monied men of the nation would waver in their uniform support of the adrninistration-business men would
fear to extend their operations-the laboring classes would
find lessened employment and lessened wages,with increased
demands for prompt payments, which accompany diminished credit. The government ,vould be driven to rely upon
physical aid for support. This would be unpopular among
the producers. Combinations \vould be formed against the
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administration: minister after minister would be defeatedparlialnent must be dissolved. Money 'would be liberally
advanced to secure seats in parliament. Candidates ,vould
make innumerable promises of cheap bread, better wages,
and more employment, which each in turn would find him~
self unable to perform. Discontent would increase; the
poor would accumulate; the producers would diminish;
the strength of the tax-payers would become increased,
while the powers of the collectors would be diminished.
The demand for work, for wages, and for bread, would in
crease, until the strong arm of hunger and necessity ,vould
seize whatever came within its reach. The civil authority
,vould be disrega.rded; "might not right" would rule. A
military despotism or anarchy \vould govern the country.
,t\....n equality of conditions "1,vould be sought. by many;
agrarian principles would become popular among the people. The army and navy could no longer be paid by collections from the people; the mutiny act could no long.
er be enforced; and an equality of conditions would produce an equality of feelings, and a concentration of designs
and uniformity of operations.
The great secret of governing a nation, through fear,
"vith a standing army, consists in keeping the people poor
and ignorant: in this, then, consists the certain safety of
the government of Great Britain. When the landlords
and fund-holders complain, their voices are heard. They
possess the sinews of war",,-the strength· of the government-ahd they have the means of being felt, if they are
not heard, when they conlplain. In England, all the reforms have been brought about by the Barons, the landed
aristocracy, or the fund-holders: the voice of the democracy of numbers is never heard, except through the wealthy of the nation.
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The common laborers may not offend their masters, unles~
they would risk perishing in the streets. Their home, the
subsistence of their families, and even their very existence,
depends upon the will of their landlords.
Therefore,
while the landlord is contented the government is safe.
When the vv-ealthy rise, the government must fall. Hence
a government debt there, is the bond of union between the
people and governnlent, that cannot be dissolved, until thea
government are unable to meet the paynlent of the interest
on the debt} and support their civil, military and naval arm.aments~

But a governm-ent debt in the United States is a very
different thing. Its credit depends upon entirely different
principles. The people are the sovereign po·wer. They
could never make money by taking out of one hand to pay
the other, while liberty and equality exists among them.
Suppose one adrninistration to involve the country by their
extravagance, improvidence or ambition, they would assuredly be expelled frorn office very soon; and their successors
in office 'would hardly feel themselves bound to tax themselves and friends to support the extravagance of their
predecessors-their political opponents. They would
hardly incur the odium attendant upon direct taxation to
meet promptly demands for debts contracted against their
votes and in opposition to their opinions,
Suppose, under such circur.r1stances, the balances oftrade
for some time should continue against the United States;
and that remittances could only be made in specie. The
collection of taxes in specie for exportation, ur-der a heavy
depression of trade, could not long continue to be popularQ
Importing merchants would find much inoonvenience in
making remittances to Ineet their importations, and would,
unwillingly become defaulters in a foreign country.
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There is, to say the least 'Of it, some uncertainty in the
convertibility of paper to circulate as money, based upon
any tlting but the precious metals, but more especially
upon government debts, where the payment of that debt
depends upon a vote of a popular legislature. Republics
should always avoid the contraction of debts, that circumstances may render extremely difficult for them to pay.
Direct taxation is uniformly obnoxious to the people. Imposts andduties on imported articles are slowly collected,
and subject to many contingencies and circumstances liable
to its defeat. Direct taxation, although generally the most
obnoxious, is uniforrnly the most certain and expeditious
mode of raising a rev~ue. lWhen the trade of a country
has been free for any length of time, the imposition of
heavy duties checks importations, and changes the investment of capital from mercantile to manufacturing business.
1:he tariffought not to be lightly changed, unless under
circulnstances of absolute necessity,.except upon a scale for
years, that capitalists may make their changes of capital
"vith safety and permanence.
Ha.sty and ill-advised changes in the tariff, unsettles trade
and deranges comlnerce. When the balance of trade is
largely against a country, duties may lessen importations; and
unless it is attended with a corresponding diminution of
exports, it may aid in restoring the balance of trade.
Until I can believe that chartered bank credit paper is
money, and that such money may continue to circulate as
specie in any unlimited quantity, and be used as capital, I
shall have my doubts of the wisdom of extending credit
by· heaping credit upon credit, beyond the actual demand
for business purposes, and the limits laid down perlnanently for the issue of 110t more· than three times the amount of
specie actually in the V<l,ults of the bank at the time of the
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discount. The currency should be permanently uniform,.
that it may not constitute an unequal measure of values,
and that it may safely pass currently fronl hand to hand,
without surcharging the channels of circulation.
For,
whenever the channels of currency are surcharged, there
'Will be an inln1ediate tendency of the currency to be exported; the specie only being exportable, that of course constitutes the \vhole exportation. The pres-sure upon the
channels of circulation will be relieved imm-ediately upon
the exportation of but a very srr~all amount of specie. The
precious metals will not he exported so long as stocks of
any kind can be sold in the foreign market at par, or bills of
exchange be purchased to Ineet foreign demand. American stocks have been sold in England, until the interest
due on thern frOl.T1 the different states amounts to several
millions annually.
Thus the United States of America, \vith a fertile eoiI,
satubl'ious, inviting, healthful climate, pure purling streams
of water, and immense variety of superior timber-inhabited by a hardy industrious race of eC\)llomlcal and ingenious inhabitants, have become tributary to a nation -whose
ca?ital is an irredeelnablc debt of £800,000,000 sterling;
and all through extravagance, induced and encouraged by'
the facilities of borrowing, produced by the great number
of credit paper machines, and the amount of paper that
their private interesdnduces them to palm upon the public as
money. The use of \vhich ,like the use of distilled liquors,
has been so long continued in the U. States, that business
men almost fancy they cannot live without it. Bank credit
is useful when properly used and not abused; but, as dis..
tilled spirits should not be relied on as food, although it
preventshunger, neither should bank credit be used as capi.
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tal. Many of our citizens, from witnessing the evils of ex.. .
cessive expansions and contractions of the cUrl'ency, have
honestly come to the c-onclusion, that paper money of any
description ought never to be used, or allowed to circu.. .
late. We aim at the medium course. We would no
sooner use bank credit as capital, than ,ve vv"ould use distilled spirits for food; and yet, we would use either the one
or the other when necessary---that is, we would use distilled spirits only as a remedy when other better remedies
could not be found, and 'we ,vould use only so much bank
paper as would barely supply the deficiency of the precious
metals, and to meet the actual demand for currency to
traosfer the commodities of the country from hand to hand.
I am not prepared to say, that it \vould not have been
better for sober, honest, republican Americans, if neither distilled spirits nor bank paper had been known among them;
but having been kno'wn and used, and habits having been
formed upon their use, they can hardly be wholly dispensed with, \vithont violence to society. Unfortunately some
men have been so completely consumed by distilled spirits,
that by instantly withholding it from them altogether,
they must sink under the deprivation; so there are some
men who have so completely allowed the banks to absorb
their whole substance in bank discounts, and interest on
notes to the bank, that without bank credit they would
hardly be able to continue their business.
I would not do injustice to any, or subject them to incon",
veniences from the restriction of their credits. In short,
the plan proposed would rather encourage than diminish
sound bank credit, and afford those who have used fictitious
paper and bank credit for capital, time to ,vind up their business in the best manner possible; while it will furnish
th~m with a better currency, and a more c.ertainand safe
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mode of transacting business, using such paper only as is
equal to specie wherever it is required to be used.
The establishment of one general free system of banking throughout the United States, with a centralized government and divided administration, would give the people
the regulation of the luonetary affairs of the country, as
they have of their political, religious or literary institutions;
'while it affords them a n1ixed currency, \vith gold and silver for those who prefer hard money, and large bills for
those to \-vhom paper money, perfectly convertible and uniformly current, is preferable.
This at first·appears rather hypothetical; but before we
despair, let us exanline the subject and see what reason we
have for believing that giving the people the direction of
the currency, and the election of the directors of tile banks
of discount, "vonld not restrict the discounts and direct them
into their proper channels, domestic circulation, and thereby lessen our imports.
ON THE CURRENCY TO BE PRODUCED BY FREE BANKING.

The United States bank hills, upon the systen1 of free
banking, should be issued to each state in proportion to the
amount of currency required for the business of the state,
aided by the specie reserved for small change. These
bills, and the specie upon which they are to be issued,
should be apportioned by the state directors between the
banks of discount, in each county or city, where banks of
discount are located. The election of the directors (,f the
banks of discount by the people, will change the business
of the banks, improve the state of the currency, and benefit the exchanges. The directors of the banks of discount,
having given good security for the faithful discharge of
their duties; tlley should execute the bills apportioned to
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them for circulation, and commence business, by discount...
ing only actual business paper, havi,ng bntshort perioasto
run, to an amount not exceeding th:reetimes tke amount fJj'

specie actually in
di8count~

tl~e

vaults fit tke bank (1;t tke time of tke

The directors should be prohibited from dis"
counting any ,note or acceptanee in which the director of
any bank had any interest; and the receipt of any bonuS',
private fee or perquisite for such bank accommodation,
should Le made an indictable offence, and punishable by
fine or imprisonment.
If " self-love be the spring ofaetion that moves the.souI/ f
when we have secured the private interest of the directors
of the banks in favor of the accommodation of the fair trader, he will be most likely to be accommodated to the lessening of the business of specllJat@rs.
T he directors will be ielected for their skin,. ability and
integrity as financiers; their securities being ample, they
will have no perquisites or "stealings" to induce corrupt
conduct.
The directors being removed from temptation tofrau~
and receiving such salaries as would be sufficient to command the best and ablestfinanciers, without-making it an ob...
ject worthy of great sacrifice to obtain at an election, will
also aid in rendering bank notes sound and convenient.
The business of the direotors should be clearly defined.
and comport with the publio interest. They would then
soon learn that if they discount a speoulator's note for $50,.000, although that might have been made more pronfahl{t
to the stockholders, by having the sum paid in some dis-.
tant market, yet as this weuld deppive them of the power
of lending fi~e hundred. dollars each to one hundred men,
it would be more to the interest of the directors to secure
the v6tes ()£the 100 fair tr.ader~~ than-of the one speculator·,
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They 'will, therefore, be most likely to accommodate the
many, and let the speculator have only an equal share with
them, making their notes payable at the office of discount.
Their duties and interests coinciding \vith the wishes of
the inhabitants, they will do good to the greatest numbers,
at the least danger of loss or expense, and preserve the
paper portion of the currency convertible, sound, and current
throu ghout the Union. Their monthly published staternents
would give the people, as well as the state directors, the
means of witnessing their whole proceedings, and dictating
or preventing any improvidence, peculation or fraud, of any
bank of discount, before the evil could become extended
and daRgerous to the institution.
The prices of all commodities would be advanced as
money became easy; and· as importations of foreign merchandize ceased to control the money of the country, that
would become invested in domestic manufacturel.
Thus all classes of American citizens would be benefitted, financially and politically, by having the control and
regulation of the currencyas they have of the affairs of the
to\vnships.
The prosperity of a place, like the prosperity of individuals, depends more upan the uniform healthy growth and
increase of the husineRs of the place, than upon any temporary expansion of the business of the place. For, after
expansions there will assuredly follow contractions. An increase of ex penses are usual during expansions, with diminished m.eans of meeting the contractions firmly. For in·
stanoe: the ma.n whose business was worth to him $1)000
annually, by excessive temporary expansion~ of credit and
business may have his profits increased to $1,500 a year.
This causes him to relax in his diligent and unremitted ex·
ertions in acquiring wealtb J by which he looses some profit~
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upon his business, while his expenses keep pace with his increased incom~ as nearly as they did when his income was
but $1,000. He rents more expensive buildings for his accommodations, and most of his former savings are invested
in the improvement of these rented premises, the fixtures
of which cannot be sold, should he at once wish to retrench
his expens~s, by being released from his higher rent, which
his lessened profits may require. Besides this, his family
lllay have just r,eceived and returned the visits of a class of
citizens of more leisure, and of a. styIe of living above what
his former prudence had justified.
When the contractions of the currency reduces his income to far less than his former $1,000 a year, he begins to
regret his increased expenses, and would fain return to his
former habits of industry and economy. He sees that his
only safe course is prompt and immediate retrenchment:
yet this is opposed by his own vanity, the feelings and ne,v
fledged hopes of his family. He sees, iF he returns to his
former lodgings, he must positively loose largely in the relinquishing the house he has but recently had fitted to his
taste and convenience, and in his new furniture, adapted to
the place and situation of the house. If he continues in the
house, his other expenses must keep pace with the appearances he has commenced, or be subject to the unfavOl'able
remarks of his· former associates.
What is to be done t Disgrace must attend him, sooner
or later, whatever course he may take. While he debates
in.his own mind, and hesitates ,vhat to do, his daily increased expenses still continue, until he is compelled to use some
part of his business capital to support his style of living, or
what is worse, to contract debts for luxuries which he feels
he cannot long maintain. lIe now sees, and to his sorrow,
feels, tha\', but for the inflation of the currency by the char-
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tared banks, he would not havo been led to these explmses,
and the unnecessary debts he has incurred, but he would
have quietly pursued his former safe and profitable \vay;
and had that been his good fortune, he would not now be
met at every turn with the taunts and sneers that encounter
him wherever he goes.
His domestic peace and felicity havo fled with the failure
of hank credit; its discounts have been checked, and ruin
has followed. The family have lost confidence in each other's good, and honest intentions. The house is divided
against itself: the wife against the husband-the children
against the father, and the father against the children. Business becomes neglected-the family become disorganized-division exposes their follies or weaknesses, and envy
gives new fangs to scandal; social intercourse is interrupted-domestic happiness, and all the warm, generous feelings of the heart, are de~troyed. For all these evils, he
may thank bank expansions and unlimited bank credit.Property falls in price-wages fall-money rises-and the
banks refuse to discount paper for any but the directors or
stockholders themselves.
The directors have but onn duty to perform, and but one
interest to regulate ·aU their operations; and that is, the
amount of the dividends of the bank. Their businessisto
make as much nlOney for the stockholders as they lawfully
can. Consequently, if speculators will pay them in a distant market, where the price of bills is above the value of
money at the place of the discount, they will accommodate
tbesespeculators, although they must restrict their discounts
to their regular customers to the same amount. The only
question for the directors to settle is, which ,yin be the most
profitahle, and this can always be settled by mathematical
calculations. When dealing in exchanges \viH pay better
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than discounting the businE~ss paper of the place, buying
and selling bills of exchange becomes the order of the day
with the banks.
The loan of $50,000 and the payment of that sum in
a. market where the profit upon the. sale of bills is from
5 to 10 per cent. every ninety days, gives a clear gain to
that amount, which the fair traders of the place cannot expect to compete with. The only avenues to the favors of
banks are through their direct interest, as shown by the
dividends.
Another mode of increasll1g the profits of the bank is, by
discounting notes for a much larger amount than is to be
dra\vn-one half of the amount, or such a proportion as can
be agreed upon, being left in the bank as a deposite; increasing the profits of the bank fifty pel' cent. and showing,
upon inspection by commissioners from the legislature, a
fair exhibit.
Well, we have before seeD, that in the people's republican free bank, the directors would Le governed by directly
the opposite principles. They \vould not have loaned so
large a sum to foreign specu1ators, for, with directors elected by the p~ople, their ability to aid them in their election
would be trifling, \vhen compared with the votes of fifty
or onc hundred regular dealers of the place: 'who must
have been disappointed in their discounts, and consequently in their business, by the accommodation of these speculators, because they could 01' would pay the bank in a dis.
tant place, where bills drawn by the banker for the amount
would be worth ten times the profits on the loan of the
same amount of money to regular dealers. Besides this,
t'he directors of the people':s bank would be liable to be
reprimanded for departing from the regulations of the bank.
in accommodating the few to the exclusion of the many.
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These regulations should be clear and definite; simply
requiring the directors to discount only safe actual business
paper, having but short periods to run, in which no director
has any interest.
One of the decided advantages of separating currency
from pri1.7ate inteTcst is, the direction of currency into its
legitimate channels, that ,vhatever profit is made upon' the
businElss of supplying the public with a circulating medium
should go into the right pockets.
The pervertion of the business of banking to that ofbrokerage, would be such an infringement of their regulations
as to subject them to an investigation before the state directors, and leave themselves and their hail accountable for
their malversation.
Bankers should never lend money with the vie'w of aiding
speculators; as they firstly borrow all the money that the
banks have to lend, then, having monopolized the money
of the place, they monopolize the business of the place, injure the fair trader, the producer, and the business of the
country, for the benefit of themselves and the banker. For
he who gets large loans can regulate the price of tho
commodities he is purchasing. The farmer, therefore,
really often receives less money for his beef, pork, wheat
or flour, than he would have received from the regular business men of the place, had the regular discounts of the
banks not been interfered with. One speculator, with fifty
thousand dollars, will be less likely to raise the price of
commodities, than fifty spccuIators, with the same amount
of money divided bet,veen them. Prices may, however,
be temporarily advanced by speculators; but suppose they
pay ten per cent. advance upon the regular prices for th~
articles tlley purchase; suppose they purchase wheat, and
that, in consequence of their monopolizing the money of
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the place, the price of wneat should be advanced ten per
cent., this would appear at first sight to be so much actually in the pockets of the farmers, but when it is recollected
that so much of the money as is monopolized by the wheat
speculator is abstracted from the purchase of other eom..
modities, it will appear plain that the price of other articles
must be depreciated in just the same proportion that the
price of wheat is advanced. Hence we see again, tha.t
loaning large sums to speculators, if they do advance the
prices of some articles-, they diminish the prices of other ar·
ticles ina still greater proportion.
"'...e have before stated, that regular prices, in good money, in hand paid, even although the price be somewhat
lower, is far better than the same amount of money, expended in high prices for some articles and lessened pricea
for other articles, accompanied with uncertainty. This may
be thus illustrated: The farlrner, finding that wheat pays a
profit of ten per cent. more than any other commodity this
year, very probably makes the gro,vth of wheat his principal article of farming for exportation for the next year,
when, to his surprise, he finds the price of wheat very low,
that there are no speculators in the wheat market this year.
The price of wheat the preceding year having been advanced above its real value, did not pay as well as many other
articles of produce to its dealers; and hence fewer persons
enga:ge in the speculation of wheat the ensuing years. The
farmer has not the usual quantity of other commodities for
sale, and the price of 'wheat is as much below. par this
year as it ,vas last year above par, while his expenses have
heen increased to keep pace with his expected large crop,
and high price of wheat: he finds himself involved in
debt and ruin. He may charge the whole of his misfor·
tunes to interested temporary expansions of the currency
by chartered banks.
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Private interest, unlimited credit, and limited individual
responsibility, connected with the issue of paper to circulate as money, as they exist in chartered banks, must produce expansions of the currency in times of prosperity, to
be followed by consecutive contractions in times of adversity.
The directors, being only responsible to the stockholders, whose interest is not the same as that of the other inhabitants of the place, the stockholders must be profited,
although .the inhabitants should be ruined. The laws of
their situation compel them to make as large dividends as
they legally can.
Eut change the interest of the bank directors, by changing their electors-let them be elected by the people instead of the stockholders-will not the same men use the
same zeal and diligence in serving their ne\v electors faithfully, that they formerly have in serving their old electors ~
If they are as 'well paid they undoubtedly will. The new
electors will have one common interest with the directors,
that of doing the most good to the greatest numher, at the.
least expense; and this interest and these principles must
govern the business of the banks that furnish a sound currency, and plenty of it.
The sole business of bankers is to make Inoney for themselves, upon the investment of their capital in bank stock.
This has been repeated and may be repeated, "line upon
line and precept upon precept," and yet not appear to be
sensibly brought to the full knowledge of manldnd. Bankers are blamed for not doing. more bU3iness. They are
blamed for not lending more credit. Then they are blamed for not redeeming what they have loaned. If the di.
rectors were chosen by the people, and accountable to
them for their conduct, the public could hardly be more
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censorious upon bank directors than they frequently are
now. I do not complain of the bankers, the stockholders,
or the directors. They are perfectly consistent in their business. They are governed in all their operations by the
laws of their situations. Their love of money is not .exclusively or peculiarly the ,veakness or property of bankersit is common to human nature; and if the government
gives them exclusive privileges for their private interest
and aggrandizement, is it at all remarkable that they should
exercise their privileges during the short time they are
likely to be allowed to enjoy them to the best advantage 1
Credit' ever has its ebbings and flowings; and like the tides
that follow closely behind the moon, so does American
credit follow for-eign exchanges, with this very material
difference, however, that the full and neap tides occur at
regular periods, and may be anticipated, and their dangerous effects guarded againBt, while credit bank paper is
equally fluctuating, but far less regular and certain in its
fluctuations.
To have a sound currency in a republican country, the
people must elect the direct-ors of their banks from among
themselves. They must be persons whose interests are
identical with the people, and who can by no possibility
have any private interest in the discounts of the bank. A
careful supervision of the banks of discount by the state
banks, with full monthly published statements of the business of the banks, would soon correct the defects of the
paper currency, that areso loudly complained of by all par..
ties not interested in the abuses of public confidence, daily
experienced by holders of bank notes nr rl dependant1J
upon bank credits for their business.
The United States, to remain independent, must estab·
lish a sO.und currency. They must be released from debt-
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They must reduce their imports to the par exchange of
their exports. They must establish a standard nleasure of
all values, as immutable and uniform as our weights and
measures. They must provide for the election of the directors of the banks by the political electors of the country,
as freely and independently as the election of township of..
ficers are provided for by the laws of the states. The currency must be based exclusively upon the precious metals,
and rendered uniformly perfectly interchangeable. The
discounts must be restricted to actual business paper, having but short periods to rUll. In short, the issue of bank
paper intended to circulate as money, should be so conducted, as to render it equally current with gold and silver in
every part of the Union, and as easily to be obtained as
any other commodity; and such a system is intended to be
the one proposed. Enquiry is important to the thorough
knowledge of the currency, and to its necessary and perfect
reform. Let those "rho have leisure and ability engage
in the important task, and it will, it must be accomplished.

CHAPTER XLI.
SAFETY FUND.
THE S,.\FETY FUND PRINCIPLE

ADAPTIt~D TO

FREE BANKING.

In the plan herein proposed, the safety fund principle is
well adapted to the preservation of that equilibrium and
uniformit.y of circulation so eminently desirable in the cir..
culating medium.
The dividends to be made to the stockholders, being
made from the whole profit of all the banks of discount
collected and summed up, firstly by the state directors of
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each stale, anu firllllly l,y the U nit.cd States directors, from
the ruturuM mnde to each stnlo h.y the hanks of discount,
nrul transmitted to them tlJrough t.he state direct.ors, tlwro
\vill he no jealousy of the prosperity of the institutions of
0110 state ovcr' those of another, nor of theeuccess of one
hank of diseount of:l Sf.ato over the other banks of the
sume state. Thus the United States directors might oruer,
that the saft~ty fund principlc be npplied to all the hanks;
t.hat n. given sum he preserved for a sufety fund, uuu profitably di~posed of, as the safety funds of the surcty fund
hanks of the etate of Nc\v York arc at this time employed,
or ill such other profitablo nlanner as they may deem proper.
To the stockholder", this fund would only be a reserved
profit, ultimately to he enjoyed us a lJOllUS and not a loss to
thc public. It would still be so much capital for general
business purposes, 'whether used us any portion of the currency, or otherwise. The stock, being nIl bought and paid
for in speeie, delivered to the directors of' each state, subject to the apportionment by the United States directors
hctween the several states, to be by the state directors apportioncd between the banks of discount in each state
(the coin ,vould not all require to be moved from place to
placc, the balances only would require actual transportation.) This would enable one or more banks, upon this plan,
to go iIlto immediate operation, that the stockholders might
not loose their dividends from the time of the first payment,
until the whole business of the country would ultimately be
conducted upon this general free banking system.
That. capitalists, desirous only of increasing their capital
profitably, safely and honorably, would pre~\'r stock in this
gcncral United States bank, there can be b 11t little douht.
But that speculators, ,vho haye longmade money by shaving
llnd passing uncurrent money upon the public at par,
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and by buying it again below par, through the agency of
their brokers, 'will be violent against this system, there can
be as little reason to hope. Their craft is in danger. Sharks
in the business of brokers, and black-legs in the gambling
of the currency, succeed best with the most defective systems of currency, and plunder the public with most facility during times of fluctuations of the currency, suspensions
of specie payments by the banks, and oppressive contractions. As the proposed plan is intended to obviate and prevent these evils of the currency, this class of citizens may
be expected to withhold their funds from the institution.
The habits of the American people of "going ahead"
with whatever they undertake to do, renders a sound currency more indispensably necessary in the United States,
than in most other countries; for they earn money with all
their might, and with all their powers of body or mind, and
when they have earned it, no people ever spend it more
freely, or enjoy it better while they have it to spend; no obJect of charity but what receives their kindest private blessing and public munificence. To lessen this diffusive habit, and to restrict the exhuberance of their passions for
amusements, and for show and parade, the precious metals
are far preferable to credit bank paper money. But there
is a force and energy of character peculiar to Americans,
that should never be repressed or crushed. All the elementary principles of the government, except that of currency, promote and encourage it. Currency, on the contrary, is aristocratic, illiberal, exclusive, partial and uncer·
tain.
The second sober thought of Americans is always cor..
recto As soon as they can find leisure, from the hurry of
passing their doubtful chartered bank notes, ·1est the banks
$hould fail while the notes are in hand, they will see that
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there is some radical defects in the present paper portion of
the currency, and in good earnest set about discovering
and remedying them.

CHAPTER XLII.
ON THE NEW-YORK GENERAL BANKING LAW.
Tho

law-12~

eont. in the dollar in IlJleeio-87~ cenu in c:rcdit-Advl\otagcI-Di.,.
advantagt!••

This law has established a. new {}ra in banking in the United ~tates. It has substituted public debts, and mortgages
on lands, in part, for a basis upon which to issue paper to
circulate as nl<Hley; twelve and a half per cent. only of the
amount of notes in circulation, being by this law required
to be kept in the husiness of the hank in specie.
It i8 true, that from the tenor of the law, one .would be
led to vic\v tho government honds and mortgages, pledgoed
to the Cornptrollcr of the state in security to the bill-holder
for the rcdomption of the bills as collateral security, ana be
led to infer', that the ordinary security of incorporated banks
to the bill-holder remained unchanged, and that, therefore,
the bills of the N e\v York G-cneral Banking Law system
were doubly secure. But here is the fallacy: incorporated
hauks arc only allowed to issue three times the amount of
pap(\r money that they have specie, or paid up capital, while
the N ew l:~ork General Banking Law allows the directors
of banks established under it, to issue eight times as much
bank paper to circulate as money, as they arc required to
have of specie in their vaults; and upon their failing to redeem their notcs in specie, the twelve and u. half per cent.
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is no part of the security to the bill-holder, as the associations are expressly released from all responsibility for the redemption of their notes, or for costs. The property of the
association, and the security pledged with the Comptroller
for the redemption of the bills of the bank, are the whole
of the security to the bill-holder.
The security for the bill-holder, given to the Comptroller of the state, may consist of any portion of the public
debt of the United States, or of any individual state, equal
to New York state five per cent. stocks; for \vhich the
Comptroller shall deliver to the person, or association of
persons, an equal amount of hills in blank, which he shall
have procured in the best form, to prevent counterfeiting,
countersigned, numbered, and registered in proper books,
bearing the uniform signature of such registerer. Or the
person, or association of persons, may,in part, pledge lands in
the state of New York, by transferring to the Comptroller
bonds and mortgages upon real estate, bearing at least six
per cent. interest, to double the amount of bills received
for circulation upon this security; and after the person or association shall have executed the bills, making them payable in specie at sight, at the place where they are to he put
in circulation, they may be passed and circulated as money.
The depositor may receive interest on the debts or mortgages pledged, so long as he redeems the notes for which the
security is held, and no longer.
The provisions of the New York General Banking Law,

will be better comprehended from tILe following synopsis of
the law,
The law authorises the Comptroller to cause to be engraved and
prin ted, in the best manner, to guard against counterfeiting, such
quan.tity of circulating notes, in the similitude of bank notes, in
blank1 0f the different denominations authorised by law) as he may
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deem necessary; and he shall cause the same to be countersigned,
numbered and registered, in proper books provided for that purpose; and each note shall bear the uniform signature ofaregisterer.
Whenever any person, or association of persons, formed for the
purpose of banking under the provisions of this act, shall legally
transfer to the Comptroller any purtion of the public debt of the
state of New York, or of any other state, or a!' the United States,
equal to five per cent. stocks of the state of New York,
Th e person or aS~)Qciation transferring the same, shall be entitled
to receive from the Comptroller, an equal amount of such circulating notes, of different denominations, countersigned, numbered and
registered as aforesaid.
Such person or association of persons are authorised, after having executed such notes, so as to make them payable on demand at
the place where they are issued, within the state of :New York, to
loan and circulate the same as money.
In case such person or association of persons, shall fail or refuse
to redeem such notes in the lawful money of the United States,
when demanded, according to law, the holder of suc:h Dotes may
cause them to he protested for non-payment by a Notary Public;
and the Comptroller, upon receiving and filing such protest, after
notifying the maker of the same, if the maker shall omit to pay the
same for ten days after the notice, the Comptroller shall give notice
in the state paper, that all the circulating notes of such person or
association will be redeemed out of the trust funds in his hands for
that purpose j which he shall do, together with costs of suit.
The depositor may receive the interest, or dividends of the stock,
unless they shall fail to redeem their notes, or unless the stocks deposited shaH not be deemed by the Comptroller ~;ufficient security
for the circulating bills.
The Comptroller may change the bonds to make the bill-holder
more secure.
Or in lieu of receiving such fitocks, the Comptroller may receive
security for one-half of the amount of bills so to be issued, by having mortgages on productive improved lands, yielding not less than
six per cent. per annum, assigned to him for twice the amount of
bills issued upon such security.
The persons assigning such mortgages to the Comptroller, may
receive the interest on the same, unless upon default to redeem
their notes or secure the bill-holder as aforesa~d.
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The plates, dies) and materials procured by the Comptroller for
the printinJ of such notes, shall remain with him and be paid for
out of the St; .te Treasury, and be reimbursed by a per centage on
such notes sufficient for that purpose.
The aggregate amount of such association shall not be less than
$100,000.
Any association may provide for an increase of their capital and
the number of their associates.
The association shall be capable of sueing and being sued, BUT
THEIR JOINT PROPERTY ONLY SHALL BE HEI.D LIABLE FOR THE DEBTS OF

unless their articles of association shall declare
otherwise.
Such association shall make out and verify, under oath, to the
Comptroller, a full statement of the affairs of the association in
January and JUly annually.
Which statement shall contain
The amount of capital stock paid or secured to be paid j
The value of the real estate of the association, speci~ying what
portion is occupied as necessary to the transaction of the business
of the association;
The shares of stock held by the association, whether absolutely
or as collateral security; specifying the number and value of each
kind and description of stock, and the number and value of the
shares of each;
The amount of debts due the association, particutarizing from
whom due, and how secured, and the amount that ought to be included in the computation of losses;
The amount of debts due by such assoeiation, specifying such as
are payable on demand, and such as are due to monied or other corporations or associations;
The amount of claims against the association not acknowledged
by its debts;
The amount of notes 1 biDs, or other evidences of debt, issued by
such association;
The amount of its losses, and statement of its dividends, during
the same period j
THE ASSOCIATION,

The average amount in each month, during the preceding six
months, of the debts due and specie possessed during each month;
the amount of notes put in circulation as moneYland Qutstanding
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on the first day of each of the six months;
The a.mount due the association from the share-holders;
The names of all the parties that may have been added, or may
have withdrawn, and the aI'nount of increased capital during the
last six months.
The Comptroller shall publish monthly statements of the association.
The officers shall keep a list of the names of the share-holders,
and shall file a copy of such list in the office of the clerk of the
county, and in the office of the Comptrolleri on the drst Mondays of
January and July, in every year.
The association !i:hall not make notes ofa less denomination than
one thousand dollar5, payable at any other place than at the office
where the business of the association is carriei on and conducted.
They shaUnot have less than twelve and a half per cent. in specie in their vaults for more than Itwenty days at anyone time.

This synopsis o,f the Ne~v York General Banking law,
evinces. a. desire on the part of the legislature to secure the
bill-holder. How well they have su.cceeded we will con..
sider hereafter ,and time will, show.
This s)Tstem however has its advantages. It gives less
ilun1ediate power of expansion of the-currency to the banks
of discount. It separates the private interest ofthe banks of
discount frOID the bank of issue, (as the Comptroller's office
may not inappropriately be styled.) It furnishes a uniformity of currency throughout the state, and a uniformity of
bills for circulation, in their engravings, and printings, and
in certain parts of their execution, bearing the uniform signature of the registrar, numbering, and countersigning. And
the system furnishes a better representative of property than
the incorporated bank system does, but whether its bins
more nearly resemble the precious metals than the bills of
incorporated banks remain to be tested.
The proposed plan provldes for a still greater uniformity
of the bills, especially in their execution, and for their uni-
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form general current circulation throughout the geveral
states of the Union. Hence, if there are advantages in the
uniforInity of circulation throughout one state, the proposed
plan extends these benefits, 'with superior force, throughout
the Union; and provides for a still more perfect similarity
of an the bins of circulation throughout the Union.
The bilh~ of the same denornination should be precisely
similar throughout their engraving and printing, and have
the uniform signatures of the United States directors; and
possessing the advantage in each state of being countersigned
by the State directors; after 'which, .the directors of each
bank of discount should execute them, making them re'"
deemable in specie at s~ght at the bank of discount where
they were put in circulation.
This similarity of the bills of circulation throughout the
Union, would enable comm-ercial men to judge of the truth
or forgery of any bill from any bank of discount, in any
state of the Union, almost as well as they could judge ofthe
bills of his own state. This would faciHate the extension
of the circulation, and equa!ize it throughout the Union, and
thereby give the paper portion of the money-currency a
more perfectly metalic character.
Whenever a paper currency can once assume, throughout the Union, a perfectly metalic character for convertibility, (and the proposed plan, well conducted, must give the
currency that character,) the bills of these banks \vill be
equal to specie in the amounts in wl1ich they are issued {(ir
dornestic circulation and business, and preferable to specie
for making remittances. The immense saving that a uniform currency throughout the Union would be to the public,
is quite incredible, and can Dnly be estimated by observing
the great number ofbrokers, \vho affiass large fortunes rapidly in every part of the Union by "shaving'~ the public,
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that is, by exchanging the money of one place for that of
another, or by selling current bankable money to those who
have payments to luake in the banks, or to some public office, or to some particular individual, where the currency of
the place, for barter, for produce, or for merchandize, will
not be received, and by charging a per centage on the exchange for the accommodation.
An important feature of the N ew York General Banking
la~r, is the separation of the po~rer of issuing paper to circulate as money, from the po\ver of discounting notes and
putting them in circulation; or, in other words, in separating
the bank of issue from the ba.nks of discount. Thus removing the power of increaeing the issues, upon any temporary excitement or prosperity, or upon the occasion of great
demand, or of great temporarily increased ability, as upon
the receipt of a large public or private deposite, from the
control of the directors of the banks of discount to officers
of issue, altogether free froln the private interest of the as..
sociation ofdiscount, or sympathy '\vith the borrower, whose
situations may safely be considered by the credit dealers of
the country, but who should never influence, in the slightest
degree, the money-currency of the country. This sympa·
thy, together with the hope of gain by stockholders of incorporated banks, induces an increase of circulation to
meet any emergency or chance for gain; thereby inflating
the currency of the place to the amount of the increased issues, to be followed by an equal or greater excess of contraction, and extended ruin. The greatest habitual evil of
incorporated banks is, their excessive expansions of the
currency and consequent ruinous contractians, with their occasional suspensions and inconvertibility of their paper.
The continued free and uniform convertibility of paper,
to circulate as money, is never to be lost sight of while
speaking of currency.
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8uppose that the New York General Banking'la\V should,
from its apparent better security to the bill-holder, ohtain
the entire control of the currency of the state, and its bil1s
be extended and circulated through every ramification and
channel of business in the state of New York, and in the
adjoining' states; and that the interest of the different associations should become such as to induce a mutual forbearance in the demand of specie to redeem balances in each
other's hands, and thus the currency of the state should be
inflated until there would be in circulation eight times as
much paper money as theFe would be· specie in the state,
their provision for the redemption of their notes in the cities
of New York or Albany, which at first required only a
small portion of the twelve and a half per cent., by law required to be kept as a specie basis to bank upon, would
flO on require to be greatly increased, and daily remittances
for that purpose would become often necessary to meet the
fluctuations in trade in a large city like New York, inti.
mately connected with foreign commerce, and transacting
daily an immense business 1:1pon c-reclit. This must be followed by corresponding contractions of the discounts. of the
several banks; and some of them, failing to meet their city
redemptions, would find themselves shortly after in the
hands of the Comptroller of the state) and their liabilities in
the hands of the Sheriff:
Suppose, at the same time, any casualty unfavorable to
the trade of the Union, or to the sale of American stocks in
England, should produce such a reversion in trade, and
such an advance in the rate of exchange, that specie should
be demanded for exportation to meet the interest on the
large debt already contracted in England, '\\rhat would be
its effects on a currency consisting of only 12'! cents in the
dollar in specie, and 87i cents in the dOU~f ofinconvertiblo
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credit! For here, let me remark, that the balance of trade
between two countries, is a balance between the individual merchants of the two countries, and may be said never
to be settled. Thus if all the imports and exports were entered at the Customs, which probably is not the case, there
would be no great difficulty in ascertaining the state of the
trade between the two countries ; but as. money is frequently conveyed in trunks, and about the persons ofindividuals,
and as drafts, ehecks, bills of exchange, and various evidences of debt are transmitted from one country to another,
without any entry of them being made either upon the cleara.nce or entry of the vessel, the only feasible mode of judging of the balance of trade between two countries is by the
rate of exchange between those countries; and this is not
by any means a very definite method, as there are numerous
causes that induce a rise or fall in the rate of exchange between two countries, independent of the inlmediate commerce between them; there are also causes that give the
rate of exchange, as reported, to differ widely from what
the actual exchange between the two countries is; thus the
rate of exchange between the United States and. England,
when quoted a 9~ per cent. in favo!" of England, is really
at par, owing to causes quite unc(mnected with the actual
amount .of exports or imports of the two countries.
'THE RATE OF EXCHANGE AND DESCRIPTION OF BA]J.TER.

The rate of exchange may be varied by the sale of the
public honds of one country in the money market of the
other; and where th.e balance of trade has been created by
such a sale, it is against the country making the purchase.
This has heen the situation of the trade between England and the United States, during the-sale of American
stocks in the English 'lnarket.
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Yet, as the rate of exc~ange between the two countries,
independent of the sale of public stocks, was so largely
against the United States, from the immense im portationa of British manufactures, that the sale of public
stocks in England, within the last few years, even to
the aenount of two or three millions of dollars, did not raise
the rate of exchange, or produce a balance of trade against
England. with the United States, at anyone time to such
an extent as to render the importation of specie to any considerable amount profitable. This is evident from the fact,
that there are at this moment but small sums.ofBritish
coin to be met with in the United States, which, if the "avails
of the sa.les of the public stocks now owned in England
had been received here in money, the country would have
been filled with British coin.
True, the payment for those public stocks may have been
made in money; yet, since American merchants and bankers ·were indebted in England, bills of exchange upon some
American merchant at New York or New Orleans, ,vas
better than specie, so they were received and specie was
not imported into America. The rate of exchange always
indicates the ba.lanceof trade between two countries" when
Dot interfered with by ba.nks or other artificial causes. The
fre5 eXPQrtation of ~pecie iathe only sure check upon overtrading and over-importing. When the exchanges arc at
par,.bills are preferred to specie; the saving in ea.ch remittance being about one per cent. to cover insurance, freight,
cartage,~ounting,and w-ear and tear-of the pre.oiaus met...
als. But where a remittance is to be made in the coin of
one country, no.t reeeivable as coin in the other COWltry---..
but as bllUion---then the expense of .coiningor seigniorage,
is still to be added to the other charges; making theexpor~
tation of specie so mucbmore e~pensive, a.ndthe value of
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a bill of exchange so much the greater. Thus the price of
bills of exchange, like the barometer of the weather, indicates the state. of trade between two countries. The ex.portation of specie, or any other commodity, willbe resorted to to equalize the trade between the two countries:
this is the situation of the trade between the United States.
and England at this moment.
American coins pass as bullion in England, ,vhile Enlish coins pass in the United States at or above their par
value in England. The sovereign is worth a shade more,
by law in~ the United States, than it would be if it was coined into American gold coin. At the fir~' appearance, one
is led to consider the conduct of the English nation, in not
receiving American coins of the same fineness with their
own'as coin, but only as bullion, as ,a great want of reciprocity; and 80 it undoubtedly is, yet the effects upon the
American currency and American commerce, are not so injurious· as it at first appears to be.
True, when the rate of e~change is so high against the
U Rited States as to render the exportation of specie necessary, the American merchant has to pay more for a bill,
that is,he must pay, in addition to the ordinary expense of
exporting specie, the -price of 'the seigniorage or coinage, of
the specie~ that must be sold as bullion.
By the purchase of British coin, fur remittances in coin,
the saving of a seigniorage is accomplished when British
coin is to be bought in the American market; but the quantity of British cE>in being small in the United States, the
remitter purchases some other commodity, as cotton, which,
perhaps, he would not do but to save the small loss in a remittance that he· must sustain if he remits American coin.
This advances the price of cotton, or other articles of exportation, a shade higher than it would· otherwise have
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been. So this seeming want of courtesy and commercial
or financial reciprocity, on t11e part of the English, is not
so injurious to American prosperity as it appears to be.
It is not material where the exports of the remitter are
directed to be made, for the payment of a debt in France,
England, or the East Indies, or West Indies, the magic
power of bills of exchange, transfers the payer. and receiver
both to London-the great seat and centre of British, E uropean, Indian, and in fact of American commercial operations. The London Exchange is the focus, around which
the business, the commerce, the wealth, the credit, and the
exchanges of all these nations and countries revolve again
and again until they find their level, that is, their proper value.. The exporters and importers from any country are
not uniformly the same individuals. If they were, much of
the necessities for bills of exchange could be dispensed
with; Lecause the exporter, selling his goods of one description (as of cotton,) to the house, or in the city from
which his outward bound cargo was to be taken, he could
barter the one commodity for~another; as is often the case
in new countries, ,vhere goods are bought and sold for
other goods-:-cattle are exchanged for horses, for grain, or
for merchandise, called "store pay/'-and for the balances
notes are given, to be paid in so much produce, according
to the market price, -or according to the current value a.t
such future period-or notes are given for so many bushels
of wheat of such and such a quality, to be delivered at such
a place, without any mention of price, or with a proviso,
t'hat if the said note is not paid by such a particular timet
that the same shall be paid in so much money at some day
later; or what is not unfrequent in lumber countries or in
iron manufacturing countries; where the principal business
of the ph.ce is the p.roducing one or two ata,plea.rtic1esof

an

exportation, pot and pearl ashes, any and
or these ootn·
modities 'have often 'been used as the medium of exchange;
and the owners of the large nlills, furnaces, ashenes or distilleries, become the banks of deposit~ to the people. The
man who has lumber, iron, ashes, or whiskey, atone ofthese
establishments, draws on the proprietor for the amount he
owes, in the exchange of farms, .horses, or oxen, Of' for -the
amount of his bin, for whatever he may have bought at the
store; and the merchant charges such price for his goods
as makes the article he receives equal to him in value to
money. These bills are received and accepted by the
banker, that is, the manufacturer, &c. The boards are not
counted-the iron is not weighed-the ashes or whiskey
are left in his possession, until the owner chooses to remove
or transfer them to some other purchaser. Notes are of..
ten given for trade or tor property, and no particular kind
of property specified. In that case, the drawer of the note
must deliver horses, hogs, cattle, sheep, lumber, iron, pot
or pearl ashes, whiskey or Dlerchandise, to the person to
whom it was made payable at the time it was due, or the
value would be expected in money. At times, this amount
is described as being due in such an article as wheat or
whiskey, at the price it will command at the time in some
other place, where there are unifofrnly some buyers of the
article, who will pay the money for the article; and the receiver of the artiole agrees to receive it at the residence of
the man who pays the material, either in the 6:Jtpectation
that the article will be worth as much there, as it will be at
the place named, by which the price is to be governed: or
he has added such a profit on hia article ofsale as will make
his reoeipts equal to the expense of transporting the com..
:rnodity to be received, to the nearest or best market.
In all these transactions,som~Qf the leading principles
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that govern the London exchanges are prominent features;
and, although from the bad roads and want of communications with other parts of the world, there is but little foreign trade or foreign commerce involved in the transaction,
yet they measure their property in dollars and cents, or in
pounds, shillings and pence, of a sound good currency, although their medium is every thing but money. \Vhenever the drawer or the ace-eptor of a bill fails to pay his note
bill or acceptance, the payee recovers in money, by law, a.
judgement for the amount of the note. And it often requires much more of the promised material to meet the
payment in money, than it would have required had it been
met promptly in the commodity. This seems to be necessary, in order to induce punctuality in payments, and to
compensate the creditor for the delay in the receipt of his
property, or money, as it has now become. Where no sum
has been mentioned in the note or draft, as for so many
bushels of good merchantable wheat, or so many hundred
weight of black salts, or pot or pearl ashes, the jury will
give judgement against the defendant for so many dollars
as the quantity of the material would have been worth at
the time when due, and at the place mentioned.

CHAPTER XLIII.
THE BALANCE OF TRADE AND UNCURRENT MONEY.

The balance of trade between two countries, as was before observed, is the balance between the individual merchants of the two countries.
When the balance of trade is occasioned by the commercial transactions of the individual merchants of two coun·
tries, and entries have been made of the imports and exports

8M
in the Custom Houses, some estimate of· the stlte of tradft
may be had from these sources; but when the balance of
trade has been ereated by the sale of state stocks of the one
country, in the money market of the other country, the balance of trade is estimated from tho rate of exchange, and
the wholo valuo of exports
ono country, including
stocks, specie, and merchandise, is compat'ed with the whole
amount of like imports. And hence, although the state of
New York m,.,y have more wisely avoided running in debt,
or have borrowed money from her own citizens, or from
capitalists in the United States; for, even although it eosta
her even a shade more than to borrow money in a forei.gn
country, thero is still an ad vantag'o in borrowing money in
the United States, for in making remittanoes to a foreign
country, when the halance of trade is uniformly against the
country, that amount, whether great or small, is to be added to the remittance by the remitter. Yet, when the
avenues of the state are completely surcharged with paper
money, and the specie has been exported, the demand for
specie will be just as great fro.m the state of New York,
and from the banks supplying the currency to that state, as
it is from the statcs that have sold stocks abroad, and have
the remittances to make. Here the principle of the equali.
zation of the currency, so happily illustrated by Adam
Smith, in his comparison of currency with water, is exemplified.
The demand for specie, to make remittances from any
one part uf the country is extended over the Union, and becomes gencral; affecting such portions most as have most
inflated their currency. Hence, if the whole amount of
irredeemable credit paper in the state of New York, was
equal to the \vhole amount of credit paper issued by all the
banks in the other states of the Union, it is very clear that

or
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the money pressure in the state or N ew York, during &
panic., would be far greater than in other states of the U ni{)l1.
This has been, unfortunately, l"epeatedly practically
illustrated during the last fclw years, particularly at the
south.
The following, from the New Orleans Price Current of
1840, will serve to illustrate the fact.
RATES OF SPECiE, BANK NOTES, &e.
Specie
..
..
5 to 6 per cent. prem.
Alabama State Bank and Branches
31" 4.i "diswunt.
Tennessee Banks
4 "6
,e
ce
Arkansas Banks
30 "35
cc
,e
Pensaeola,Florida,
20 "25
cc
"
Life and Trust, Florida
20 "if»
U
"
Planters', Agricultural and Commercial,
on demand, (fives)
Do.
do. branehes, on demand
Natchez Rail-Road ..
West Felicana, at Woodville
Bank of Port Gibson, (fives)
Commercial Bank of Manchester
Do.
. do.
Rodney
Union Bank of Mississippi Commercial Bank of Columbus
Grand GulfRaiI-Road Co. Lake Washington and Dover Creek
Com. and Rail-Road Bank, Vicksburg

5 " JO
10 " 20
75 e' 80
16 "20
10 ,e 15
10 n 15
35 "-45
55 " 60
30 el40
50 ce 55
95 " 60
55 u 60

u

"
"
"

'e

u

"

"

cc

"

u

cc-

"

"

"

"

POST NOTES.
Commercial, Agricultural and Planter's.
12 months, spring of 1839, bearing in·

terest,
U·nion Bank of Mississippi, bearing in..
terest,
Woodville, Manchester and Port Gibson
Rodney
Natchez Rail-Road Com. and Rail· Road Bank, Vicksburg
Water Works Bank
do·
Bank of Vicksburg Citizens' Bank oC Madison County
Tombigbee Rail-Road Co. Brandon Bank

e, 40

.c

55 Ie 60
30 "40

cc

..

Ie

It

u

"

"

u

30

35 "45
75 cc 80
60 u 70
60 cc 70
60 "70
iO" 85
78 "84
93 "95

ce

"

u
cc
cc

"
ce

,e

"

CI

u
"

And this is the currency for the south ! We will hereaf..
ter see what the currency of the N orth West is: see "cur·
rency of Michigan."
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This is truly a beautiful comment upon the .palatable dootrine, that credit .bank paper is money: that incorporated
banks enrich a country-that they add to the capital of 8.
country-and that any thing that will pass as money, is
equal to money, and is money 1
N ow let me ask, what principle is there in the New
York General Banking law', that will prevent like results,
fl'om similar management of their banks 1 Is there less
private interest ?-is there less credit? Private interest may
be less directly temporarily exercised, but it is not the less
powerful in its operation. And credit is extended, rather
than being lessened; yet, the apparently better security of
the bill-holder may, by the increased liahilities of the company in the deposites with the Comptroller, more than bal..
ance this evil: time alone can tell; to me it appears doubtful.
Next let.me ask, \vha! has caused the de p"eciation of the
currency at the s0uth and' ,vest 1 Whateverthe cause rnay
have been, their returns to their respective legislatures
sho\v a previously inflated currency, and an intimate dependance upon credit, under the direction of pri'vate interest.
Their discounts had been liberal; had been made upon va_
rious evidences of debt instead of confining their ·discounts
to thn specie actually in their vaults at the time of their discounts. If" like causes produce like effects," although
the pressure upon the money market in the state of New
York, under the General Banking law, may be longer delayed, partly from the counterbalancing influences of the
safety fund banks, and partly fl'om the increased credit that
these bills will be likely to enjoy at home, from a belief that
the bill-holder is better secured than chartered banks secure their bill-holders, they haviIJg the properties of so
many individuals pledged for their redemption. Besides,
their personal exertions to favor each other, to collect safe-
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ty fund notes, to raise spe'cie for their own private useSy or
for exportation, may give the banks established under the
General Banking law important advantages, whi"le it will
very materially lessen the safety of the" safety fund"
banks, or lessen their diacounts, and, consequently, their
dividends.
The safety fund' banks can have but little support from
each other,. in giving a preference to their own bills over
the bills of the banks established under the General Banking law, because as ae!f-intereat ia the motive power, tho
banks under the General Banking Law have, to a certain
extent, one common interest-one bo~d of union--that' of
extended credit, and like persons living in U glass houses," they are each of them unwilling to commence
throwing stones at the other. They even would, if occasion should require, aid each other, and collect the safety
fund bank notes to supply their demands for specie, while
the safety fund hanks, from their limited responsibility,
have less to loose. Besides, the stockholders of incorporated companies have generally been able to secure
themselves in, and by their business of banking, whether
their notes were at par, or very far below par. Hence,
one real advantage of the banks of the General Banking
Law is, private responsibility and the vigilance of direct
interest to sharpen their attention to their business. From
all these causes they may be able to do business longer,
with the same amount of specie in their vaults, than the incorporated banks could. But, since the amount of specie
required to pe kept in their vaults is less, (and few banks
for any length of time keep more specie on hand than the
law requires them to, unless they have some direct interest in so doing,) their issues are more dependant upon
credit than the issues of incorporated'banks..
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The banks under the General Banking Law, may issue
eight times the amount of paper that they are required to
have of specie in their vaults. But to make a paper dol·
lar,-having but one eighth part of its value in mpney in deposite-the remaining deposite being credit-pass current
for any length of time, would be like making bogus money
of twelve and a half per cent. of one of the precious metals and seven parts alloy, pass current as standard gold or
silver coin : it would only pass so long as the public stock
of gullibility lasted. This base coin might serve the public as well as credit paper money; but take the spurious
coin to anassayer, and it vanishes into smoke. So attempt
to make foreign remittances in credit bank paper, and it
evaporates like the base coin in the -ehaldron of the assa.yer .:
the ,chemical touch of the foreign specie exporter melts it
to dross." and every body wonders how that could not have
been foreseen.
True, the securities pledged with the Comptroller of
state may ultimately redeem the notes. But this could not
be done under a suspension of specie payments by the
banks, as there could be no buyers; nor until some favorable state of the money market enabled the Comptroller to
sell debts and lands, the onIy security deposited with him
for the redemptien of the bills, could they be redeemed.
But, supposing the seeurities could be sold, and the money
be raised to redeem the bins at any time, and ,that the institutions, one after another, <~ould be wound up, as some of
them already have been, without loss to the bill-holder, the
effects of the previous enormous expansions, owing to the
evils ofa cr~dit currency, regulated by private interest,
would be precisely the same. True, the bill-holder would
not be the onl y loosers; yet, the whole business of the
country would be checked, and the contraction of the cur-
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reney (the certain consequence of previous expansion,)
would lessen prices, retard improvements, throw thousands
out of employment, and produce all the afflicting scenes
that uniformly accompany collections and sales made by the
sheriffs. It is probable, that the sales
bonds and bndsby -the Comptroller, might not proceed farthet than would
satisfy the actual demands for specie for remittances
abroad, yet this would not afford any relief to the domestic business of the country. The other institutions would
find the price of specie too high for them to purchase it,
and attempt to extend their business· upon the· purchase.
The rate of exchange would be too high for the purchase
of bins to meet the demand for speeie for remittances;
and the only remedy for these credit paper-machines would
be to contract their circulation, and "thus relieve them·selves
from the universal pressure ,vidl 'W hieh they are surrounded. Perhaps the first defaulters would be the only in8titutions forcibly disposed of at a sacrifice; for, it might
happen for once, that men might learn wisdom from the
past. But the pressure ot the times wonld be severe in..
deed, when the banks shall actually ftel the pressure. The
expansions of the cll'rrency, and its fluetuations, are the
great causes of complaint against eretlit paper being allowed to pass and circulate as money. The losses by bill·
holders are to be avoided when that is possible; but I fear
that the revulsion in business, and trade of the· state of
New York, produced by such a paper currency as shall
substitute credit for- capital, and securitie·s for money, will
be quite as great aD injnry to the state of New York, and
last longer in that state, than the minons expansiolls of thecurrency of the state of lVlichi ganby their "safety fund, n
"real estate pledged," and" private property holden'~
uwild cat" bank system has been to them. The shock win
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not be so sudden, nor violent, perhaps,.in the state.of New
York, as it was in Michigan ; b'..lt, if the currency isinflated upon credit to the same extent as it was in Michigan, the
same discredit, fluctuation, depreciation, and contraction of
the currency must follow: and it is yet to be seen whether
the derangement of business, occasioned by an expansion
of the currency is overcome,and the community enabled
to commence a healthy business sooner, where the business
passes through several changes before it is ultimately withdrawn from the public, or where it fails at once, and the
bill-holders suffer the loss direct. They are both of them
loosing,. gambling speculations to the public, and ought to
be discountenanced by every honest man.
No farro bank, wheel of fortune, or roulette, is more
/Certain to loose, or show a more plausible face,. or greater
probability to win, than does credit bank paper, when authorised to circulate as money.
Lotteries are now very generally wisely prohihited
throughout the northern states of the Union; but whea
will the great and grand lottery of incorporated hank eredit, with limited responsibility, in chartered bank paper, be
dealt with after the same manner 1 Gambling vitiates the
moral~ destroys. the mental and physical faculties, enervates
the constitution, lessens the love of virtue, and of correct
moral principles, and establishes artificial and desperate no..
tions of honor, not founded in the moral law, but inconsistent with the doctrines of"- divine inspiration and revelation.
Virtue and intelligence are as indispensable to the peace,
prosperity, perpetuity, and good government of a rep\lblie, as fire and water are to domestic comfort.
The moral education of the w,hole people of these U nited States, is not only wisely, but indispensably necessarily
encouraged by every legislature in the Union.
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Temperance societies, through the blessing of . heaven,
have checked, in a great measure, the fatal career in which
the American public were madly wildly driving to destruction. Although intemperance be not entirely removed
from the whole land, yet it has the mark of infamy and the
stain of disgrace upon it in every form; and in every shape
in which it makes its appearance, whether it be seen in the
palaces or the rich, or in the hovels of the poor, at the- pri~
vate dinner or at the public festival of our national jubilee,
the finger or scorn is pointed openly, honorably and -publicly at it; and when thought shall have been tortured to
nnd an-epithet opprobrious enough to blast it with a breath,
it will call it intemperance.
Vice will sooner hide its frightful head from shame than for
legal enactments. Public sentiment should be directed to
the pursuit of virtue and morality. Legislatures should
carefully avoid encouraging an immoral spirit, by authorising an immoral practice. Far more can be done by removing the temptation to vice, than by penal en.actments and
severe punishments for crimes committed. In this opinion,
I am supported by the history of the temperance reform;
w hieh proceeded with more uniform success, andaccompUshed more salutary and permanent benefits, under the
mild guidance of fe'Jnale precept and example, than when
legi9latures have attempted-to force this. good upon the pub~
lie, nolens volens.
Thus with :-egard to the circulating medium; I am more
desirou~ to show the proposed plan to the public, than to
compel them to adopt it. Reforms should always commence in the domestic circle, -and proceed from thence to
every channel of commerce, and every avenue of society.
I would not attempt to reform by a rigid legislation, that
should forcibly drive all credit paper from the business of
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tae country at once. That would be unjust, if not impracticable.. Nor would I interfere with vested rights, or meddle with existing bank charters. But I would offer to
capitalists a better investment than private bank charters or
public debts would furnish; freer from anxiety and care,
more readily convertible into specie at a moment's notice,

and mort' permanently secure in the regularity of its di vidends, than other American investments.
It is true, the plan I propose precludes the stockholders
from that immense, improper, and powerful influence they
exercise in society, in the credit they possess in the legal
privilege and right to issue, lend, and circulate bank paper.
To those \vho desire an usurious, unjust profit for the use
of their money, my system of currency ,vill be any thing
but palatable. I am ready to meet their demurrers, and
plead to them specially. But to convince them may be a
very different thing; for," convince a man against his 'will,
and he is of the same mind still." But the honest moneylender, \vho is desirous to rec.eive only the highest fair rate
of interest, in the form of dividends, thiit can be safely and
honorable made, will see that this system possesses and
offers numerous decided advantages to the money-lender;
ill the lessened expense of the business of banking, and in
the increased amount of the dividends-in their being more
uniform, more permanent, and safer than any other funds
or stocks in America.
The expense of conducting an institution of tllis sort,
with five millions of dollars to lend, \vhere the smallest
notes used \vere not less than the smallest Bank of England nates used in England, might not he more, perhaps
110t as much, as the expenses usually attendant upon the
conduct of a chartered bank with a capital of one hundred
thousand dollars.
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The sole business Qf the local banks being that of banks
of discoUBt) simply discounting enly safe act~al business
paper, having but a short time to run, and collecting the
discounted DOles. The other complex and incompatible
duties of the'chartered banks, being conducted by the directors of the United States and states banks of issue.
These facts will hardly be doubted by anyone at all familiar with the ordinary business of our chartered banks.
They will admit the following facts in favor of this free
system of banking. That it will be more permanent, and'
that its paper ,vill enjoy a much more extended circulation.
It 'vill be safer, because the failure of one local bank (whi.ch
can hardly hy possibility happen if the directors have given good'security, and if the state officers do their duties
faithfully as supervisors,) cannot effect the stability of the
whole institution; besides, a safety fund should be provided from the bonuses or profits of the stockholders, to meet
any casualty or defalcation of any bank of discount.
The currency of the country ought never to be subjected to the direction of private interest, or left for its stabilitJ' to the chances of commercial transactions, political party
policy or passions, or to the management of interested
speculators, ,vllo give no further security for the soundness
or convertibility of the currency, than just as far as the continuance of the business Inakes it their interest to payor
withhold their specie, or as their own use of it renders it
convenient or profitable to themselves.
I know, that at this time to compare any system ofbanking to the" ,vild cat" banks of Michigan, is to endanger
one's character for similies; and more especially, when the
comparison is made between the "wild cat" banks and the
most popular system of banking that has of late years made
its appearance,-andl ill fact, ~ syst~m that does possess
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lessened evils and increased advantages over chartered
banks in several respects, if these advantages are not found
to be counterbalanced by the increased credit that is ineorporated in the very essence of the system, and, consequently, containing a dangerous power of expansion. Yet, I
am inclined to believe, that the defects and failures of the
late safety fund banks of Michigan, was not so much an error in the system of credit upon which they were based, as
upon the credit itself; and I fear that there will be found
nearly the same tendency to expansion, to depreciation, and
consequent contraction, in the currency issued uIJder the N.
York General Banking law,. that so rapidly overturned the
Michigan banks.
In Michigan, a mania for banking prevailed tllroughout
the cOlnmunity, The facility for gratifying that propensity was afforded by their general banking law. They indulged to tflCir entire satisfaction and conviction dlat credit
is not capital, and that paper is not money. The shock was
severe, and much money was lost to the state, as well as to
private individuals, by this speculation. But the buoyancy
of spirit, industry and economy of its inhabitants, win enable them to recover their former flourishing condition aDd
prosperity, and, perhaps, to profit by their past experience;
and a few years hence the currency of Michigan may be as
sound as the currency of any other state of the Union.
Ohio is no\v laboring under a severe pressure freJm credit paper, hnd diminished specie for circulation.. Tlw southern states are no better situated respecting their currency.
And from former statements, I fear that brokers, hankers,
and stock-jobbers, will make more money by the western
banks, than all the merchants, farmers and mechallics collectively. Instead of the banks having benefitted mechanics and laborers, mechanics and laborers may often trace
their 'ruin to the influence of the banks.
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Banks bavean appearance of aiding enterprise, and of
promoting indus,try. But this, too, is a fallacy. They are,
in fact, a check to industry, and destroy public confidence.
They encourage a spirit of legal gambling, brihery and corruption, to induce legislatures to favor private interest at
the public ex-pense. In fact, legislatures should never interfere with the currency.
LegislatQrs, in the incorporation of banking companies p
ha~e often appeared to have had more the interest of the
banking company in view, than the public good; and hence
the evil ~ffects of partial and local legislation upon subjects
of general interest and importance.
But the New York General Banking law evinces a. more
extended and enlightened legislation; for, while it amply
provides for the profit, interest, and advantages of the IrSSo~
ciations intended to be formed) it takes special ear-e to secure
the bill-holder by deposites pledged with the Compm-oller
of state. Yet, as far preferable as this- system of banking
may appear to be (on account of the better security of the
bill-holder,) than the present system of chartered banks, I
am apprehensive this system, too, has its incurable defects.
C,·edit cannot he usea as capital for any length of time.
And, although the bill-holders may feel themselves secure,
receive the notes, and even lay them by them as they would
receive and lay up specie; yet, the continuance, for any
length of time, of an inflated eurrenay, must advance prices and increase foreign importations, which, being often
purchased upon credit in a Foreign market, must be met and
promptly paid in specie, bills, drafts, or other remittances.
Besides, the expansions of the currency induces habits of
indolence and extravagance_ The temporary rise of prices lessens the exertions of all Glasses of producers ; ,vhile

the consumptions are increased instead of being lessened.
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The balance of trade will continue to increase· against
the country, the rate of exchange will also increase, the
expense of remittances will increase, and the exportation
of specie must follow as a matter of course.
The natural tendency of credit to expand, and the facility with which bills may be obtained for ?irculation under
the New York General Banking law, win be liable to in·
Hate the currency beyond measure, and increase importations; this will be positively followed by the exportation of
specie and a drain of the banks.
The payment of the annually accruing interest upon the
enormous loans already ma.de, can only be met by direct
taxation, or a resort to additional loans. In this state of our
accounts with European nations, or with England alone,
domestic affiictions will exceed any thing that has ever-before been witnessed in America. Formerly, the wealthy,
the bankers, the importing rnerchants, and the speculators,
'were the persons who really suffered most from contractions; but when a contraction of the currency under the
General Banking law takes place, the lengthened credit
which their bills have had, their having involved securities
upon which minors, orphans, lunatics, and insane persons
could have been supported; and also the mortgages of
lands in which t\yO families have an interest, and upon which
perhaps both of these families, with their respective dependants, relied solely for their support; these bonds, and
these farms, must be sold, and at an enormous sacrifice, if
the bill-holder is to be saved harmless. But alas, for. him!
when there has been more consumed in the community
than has been prod uced, public works are necessarily de·
layed or suspended for want of capital. From the day laborer to the highest officer of state, one general ruin awaits
them. For when credit ha.s been too long, and too freely
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employed as capital, there must come sooner or later a pay..
day; and the longer the payment is deferred, the greater
will be the amount to be paid, and the more extended the
ruin necessary to meet the payment. The sacrifice must
be greatest; where the. nrgency is greatest, and the means
to accomplish it the most disproportionate. But the rules
which regulate currency, are as im~utably established
"as the laws of the Medes and Persians, which altereth
not."
But ho\v defective and ilnperfect will be found the securities that will not sell for tile money that they have been
pledged to secure. The CQn'ptroller may rigidly adhere
to the law; offer for sale, and perhaps sell at a great sacrifice, lands and public bonds. But here is the secret: when
the securities, from the extreme pressure of the times, cannot be made available to half the amount of bills in circulation,. the legislature must again intervene, and these banks
must have relief afforded them by law. The bill-holders,
finding they are not secure if they press the sales of their
securities at a sacrifice-and the ru~n becomes general.
The sacrifice necessary to be made by the most prudent or
these institutions, would only allay, not cure the coITlplaint.
This-sacrioce by so many, and by such -influential and respectable persons, cannot be- expected to be made even by
those unconnected with, and hostile to these institutions.
The influence of the bankers and fund-holders may be sufficient to procure the passage of a law, shewing them as
great lenity and indulgence as has heretofOle been extended to incorporated banks, under far 1es3 urgent occasions
and circumstances. What has once been done may be done
again; and, after having been frequently repeated, it becomes a matter of right, \vhich it would· be the highest injustice to refuse: and this \-vin be the natural course, and
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the probable history of the currency produced by the General Banking la\v. We may have a credit inconvertible
currency for years, perhaps, before one dollar out of the
eight that circulates "rill be specie. TFue, if an inconvertible paper must be used by the public in lieu of money,
this may as ,vell be used as any other; and the General
Banking law may be so arnended as to give perfect security to the bill-holders. Perhaps time would secure the billholder under the present la\v; but not until after a sufficient length of time shall have elapsed for the ,vhole
country to emerge from the chaos and ruin of t he shock
of suspensions and contractions. But every shock the
currency receives, and every expansion and contraction of
the currency, retards the healthy gro\vth and prosperity of
the country-\veakens the government, by lesseningpublic
confidence in republican institutions, and gives the ene..
mies of democracy new cause of triumph and rejoicing.
The hands of the free and independent states of this
Union, ,vill be hawked about the market of our rivals, as
valueless as the notes or bonds of any insolvent debtor;
and to increase their value in a foreign market, the General
Government"will be required to endorse for th~ several insolvent states. A majority of the states being involved in
debt, will agree to give this additional security to our foreign creditors in order to delay the payment of the interest
for a short period, or to obtain additional loans, out of which
to meet the interest.
And thus ,ve ,vill have once
more commenced a national debt, which, when once established upon such broad principles, and for such universal,
yet local purposes, of internal improvement, will be likely
to be continued.
The General Government, once invulved for the anlount
already expended, the completion of these ,yorks ,vill be
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strenuously urged; and policy will be thought to dictate
that they should be completed. New loans must be made
to effect this -object. And the same majority that would
pledge the revenues of the general government in a fqreign
market, for the debtsaf the different states, will extend
their credit to complete the works that have been thus begun ; and with much lnore plausibility than before: as; by
completing them, they may ~ perhaps, pay something more
than sufficient to kee-p them in-repair, and thus save at-least
part of the money thus invested. Hence, a.foreign national debt, the worst of all public or national debts, will progress, until the General Government will be obliged to
have recouse to direct taxation (fur local p-qrposes,) to meet
the annually acoruing interests on public bonds. Or what
is even worse than taxation, they must submit to pursue
such a comnlercial policy towards England, as her Majesty's Ministers may dictate, and her credit system require.
And all these evils are the natural effects -of the connection of currency with credit, with politics, anp. with private
interest.
Credit should never be allowed to usurp the place, execute the office, or perform the functions of real capital, a-s a
basis for the issue of paper to circulate as money: Its
natural tendency and power of expansion, will fill all the
channels of business and commerce; which, when once
-filled, flow into foreign channels as instantly as they are
surcharged. And here, since only the precious metals are the
exportable materials, every dollar exported lessens the
circulation eight dollars! .Do not stare-it lessens the positive power of circulation in that proportion. But that is
not all; the panic induces many, who before had kept these
billa- by them and felt quite secure, to exchange them for
specie. Her.e the effect is the same as before. Everyone
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hundred dollars thus drawn from the banks, lessens their
power of circulation eight hundred dollars; specie is required, by the high price of bills of exchange, for exportation, and the banks must be again and again brought back
to their first starting point.
From the returns made to the legislature of the state of
New York, it appears that, while the safety fund banks
have wisely contracted their discounts and lessened their circulation, the banks under the G-eneral Banking law have expanded to more than enough to supply their place. The high
rate of exchange, and the demand for remittances, should
forewarn every banker and every large dealer, ofthe danger
of extending credit under the present indebtedness of so
many of the states.
One of the most valuable features of the N ew York
General Banking law is, the separation of the power of issuing bills ftom the power of discounting notes, and of
putting them· into circulation. Besides, the delay necessary to the issuing of notes, gives the depositors of real
property time for reflection and consideration, and even
for present emergencies to subside, before they hypothecate their debts or lands for hank paper; which time will
prove is not money, nor wealth, and only the representative of either, while it is convertible at sight-beyond-this
all is fallacy and delusion.
"Knowledge is power"-but few reflect up~n the importance of a correct knowledge of currency, of finance,
ofbanking, and of exchanges. We grope on in the dark,find no instruction in the past. We treat the subject offinance,
as one of chance, of expediency, of circumstance, and of
fluctuations; while we neglect the enquiry into its elementary principles and into the laws hy which it is governed.
Instead of commencing our investigations, by thoroughly
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cOJI?prehending the first principles into 'which every question of purrer.cy resolves itself, we direct our attention to
the easiest and most rapid means of acquiring something
that will circulate for a time as money, or, when one credit system has exploded, to the creation of a new one that
will explode as certain~y, sooner or later, as the preceding
system has done.
OF THE

I~PORTANCE OF

A KNOWLEDGE OF CURRENCY TO
LEGISLATURES.

A knowledge of the workings of the machinery of an
ordinary chartered bank, with all its fiscal agel)ts and legerdemain, constitutes but a very superficial knowledge of
finance and of currency: the first principles of which
are never changed or varied by the ingenuity of man, or
the II collective wisdom" of legislatures. It maybe dammed up in one direction, but it will flow back, and through
other channels find its level. The currency ofthe country,
as has'ben remarked, consists of the precious metals, coined
into various shapes and forms, and stamped in mills with
the heads of the rulers of the nations, or with their national honors, or some emblem or device adapted to their
country.
In order to obtain a thorough knowledge of currency,
we must understand what currency is, and what 'wealth is,
and what capital is. Wealth is riches, money, or precious goods, whether productive or unproductive, whether
cQnv~rtible or inconvertible, ,vhether moveable or fixed,
or whether unchangeable ~nd uniform, or of an unknown
and ideal value. But in all this where is the representative of value 1 The wealth of any person must
possess substance; it must be tangible-it must be composed of that which costs labor and care, and thought; it
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must be that \vhichcan be enjoyed, possessed and known,
either as a comfort or luxury of life, or it must be something that will produce or can be exchanged for that which
adorns, beautifies or gives support or comfort to man.
To a correct knowledge of any art or science, two things
are necessary; firstly, an acquaintance with the elementary principles of the art or science; and secondly, a distinct
knowledge of the technicalities or languq.ge of the art or
science. As this work is designed principally for the benefit of the youth of these United States, it may not be amiss
to define the terms most frequently used, 'while sl>eaking
upon this subject.
CURRENCY may be defined to be circulation j passing from hand
to hand j generally received; the rate at which any thing is vul":'
garly valued; the papers stamped in the English Colonies by autnority, and passing for money.- WALKER.
MONEy-Metal coined for the purposes ofcommerce.-WALKER.
MONEY is applied to every thing which serves as a circulating
medium.-GEoRGE CRABBE'S ENGLISH SYNONYMES.
WEALTH is that positive and substantial share in the goods of fortune which distinguish an individual from his neighbors, by putting him in the possession of all that is commonly desired and sought
after by man.
His best companions, innocence and health,
And his best riches, ignora~ce of WEALTH.
He who has money has great WEALTH.
Along the lawn, where scattered hamlets rosE',
Unwieldy WEALTH and ponderous pomp arose.
GOLDSMITH.
The WEALTH of a nation must be procured by the industry of its
inhabitants. We speak of WEALTH as it raises a man in the scale of
society. The WEALTHY merchant is an important member of society.
CRABBE'S SYNONYM:ES.

The capital of the young American frequently consists
exclusively of a sound constitution, a clear conscience, with
habits of industry and ,econoID,y : his money is his time,apd
his currency is his labor.
The capital of the North American Indian is ,his hunting
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ground, which he possesses in common with his tribe; his
bow and arrows and his_ skins, with a few trophies of the
neld or of the chase-and the latter of these comprise his
wealth.
The capital of the merchant consists of ships, cargoes of
agriculturai produce, merchandise, and provisions for his
crew.
The capital of the farmer consists of lands, houses, cattle, horses, hogs, sheep, poultry, waggons, harnesses,
ploughs, harrows, spades, shovels, hoes, axes, and the
whole long list of farming utensils, with provisions for man
and for IJeast, and seed, m~nure, clothing and implements
of husbandry and gardening.
The capital of the mechanic consists of his tools and
machinery of his trade, his shop or factory, and the necessary grounds for yard, out-houses for storing materials, and
raw materials, together with his I.?tock in the factory, and
the manufactured ar-ticles.
The capital of a state consists of the productive labor
and industry, as ,"yell as the property of all the inhabitants;
rail roads, canals, ferries, wild lands, duties on importatiuns,
on licenses, patents, &c.; duties collected on sales at auction, on tavern licenses, and on all other taxable or dutiable
articles.
Yet, from the government of the state by the monarch
on his throne, to the Indian who roams the forest wild, and
free. as the "wind that warns him of the necessity of his but
falo, bear, or beaver skin, none take promises for capitalnone consider promises wealth-and none consider promises productive industry. All prefer the substance to the
shadow.. The only use ofcash is as a measure of the value
of other materials, and as a medium of exchange; as being
more convenient for circulation than grosser or more per-
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ishable articles; as possessing the greatest and most perma.
nent intrinsic value within the smallest weight and bulk of
any commodity known to all nations.
The amount of capital that the state, the merchant, the
farmer, or the mechanic possesses, indicates the number of
men that can be employed and paid, and the quantity of Inaterial, and the amount of business that can be performed, in
all these operations. Money, cash, coin, is only the instrument, the medium of circulation, between persons not requiring the interchange of their own products. That is, A,
an iron manufacturer, requires flour, pork, beef, and veget~
ables, for the support of his laborers, from the farmer, 'who
does not require iron in full for his products, as he requires
the necessaries for his family, and something to pay his
workmen. The instrument that both can use, is money;
that is, therefore, used as the medium with which the farmer can buy merchandise, clothing and groceries, from
stores or-hawkers, ,vho would not take iron in exchange
for their commodities. Money is the instrument, the medium
that each class of society can u.se; and hence its true title of
currency and of medial comnlOdity. Money, then, is the
measure of value of all the different commodities that comprise the whole capital of the cO'mmunity-the 'whole aggregate mass of things possessing exchangeable value,
which are destined to supply the necessities, the comforts,
and the luxuries of life, or which is intended to be employed in the production of other things with such ultimate
view.
As a measure of value, paper issued and intended to
pass and circulate as money, can only be used so long as the
measure is correct, that is, so long only as the value of the
note, from its perfect convertibility, is of the exact value
with the coin it represents. But as neither th.e medium
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lesser of the two evils; besides, while the eagle contained 247!
grains of· pure gold, as it did until the passage of the "gold
bill" in 1834, and as amended in 1837, by v.rhich the quantity
of pure gold in the eagle was reduced to 232-! grains,
whenever the rate of exchange was against the U. States,
the high price of American eagles in England, made them
desirable articles of exportation, both on that account and
on account of their being less weighty or bulky than silver,
and equal to foreign coin in England, as compared with their
mint value in the United States.
Now let us examine the intrinsic value of paper money,
and compare that with the intrinsic value of gold and silver.
The paper, intended to circulate as money, is comparatively
of no value, except what-is given itby law. Previous to
fltamping, engraving and printing, very little labor or cost
had been expanded upon it, and its value, having been made
of old rags, (even although they be silk rags,) was almost
nothing. This fact anyone may easily prove hy offering
an unexecuted bill in the market.
The.value of paper·money is purely a C1·edit 'Value, given to it by its execution under a special law, authorising its
issue a.nd circulation as money. And when perfectly convertible, its increased value consists in its affording facilities
oftransportation greater tha.n. that possessed by the precious
metals-provided the paper be current throughout the Un·
ion. The saving, of what would otherwise be lost by the
wear and tear of the precious metals when they are constantly in circulation, by their abrasion, gives paper money
another advantage over the preciotls metals. But, if statements that I have seen he corre·ct, as to the injury of gold
and silver coins by use, by which large silver coin are estimated not to become defaced, or have their weight lessened
10 much as to require a new coinage necessary oftener than
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once~n every hundred years, a.nd large gold coins not ot
tener than once in two hundred years, the saving of the precious metals, by the use of paper to cireulate as money,
would he but a small per centage upon the commercial
world, unworthy of comparison, or even mention, in opposition to the annual loss sustained hy the people upon un~
current chartered bank paper. There is no equal comparison between the cost of producing a given large amount of
the precious metals, ~nd an equal nominal amount of pap••
money, whereby the profits upon the precious metals em..
ployed in commerce, or converted into capital, is in favor of
the use of paper for a circulating medium. Yet,long and
sad experience has proved,.that the loss sustained by the
public from the depreciation of chartered bank paper, is
uniformly far greater tha.n the profits made upon the exportation of specie, or its employment as capital.
The question then stands thus: if' there be no intrinsic
value in the paper used as money, and if the cost of producing gold and silver coin be nearly equal to its value when
coined for circulation-if there be not a sufficient quantity
of the precious metals to Jserve as an instrument, with
which every class of citizens may labor equany profitably,
or, to use the ordinary phrase, if there be not a .sufficient
medial commodity of tbe precious metals for the business
circulation of the country-who then eught to give an additional nominal value to the material that is to supply its
place, and make up the deficiency of the precious metals t
And if any seigniorage or other profit is to be made upon
the currency that is to supply the place of the precious
metals, ought it to be received and enjoyed by the people,
who are the sovereign power 1 or ought these profits, with
this immense power and privilege, to be given to a few individuals, for their pri'Vate interest and aggrandizement, to
the exolusionof the whole people 1
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Whether these men have made themselves favorites by
merit, or by bribery and corruption, or by sycophancy, it
matters not, so far as the solution of this. question is concerned.
The question is, who shall supply the deficiency of the
precious metals-give an artificial value to some commodity to supply their place, and enjoy the benefits derivable
from this substitution 1 To answer this question correctly,
let us enquire what was the opinion of the founders of this
republic, and what the practice ofEuropean financiers upon
similar subjects.
The framers of the constitution say, "Congress shall
have power to coin money, and regulate the value thereof,
and of foreign coins."
Clea.rly to comprehend this sentence, letus observe the
signification of the verb to "regulate," as established by
the best English writers.
To regulate, In its most familiar acceptation, signifies to
direct, to dispose, to govern, to rule.
We direct for the instruction of individuals; we regulate for the good order or convenience of many ; we dispose for the benefit ofone or many. To direct (to conduct,)
is personal, it supposes autha,rity. To regulate, from the
latin regula, to rule, signifies to settle according to a rul e ;
is general, it supposes superior information. An officer,
directs the movements of his men in military operations.
Canst thou, with all a monarch's cares opprest!
Oh Atreus son! canst thou indulge thy rest 1
Ill1its a chief who mighty nations guides)
Directs in council or in war presides.

POPE.

The steward or master of ceremonies, regulates the
whole concerns of an entertainment.
Ev'n Goddessesare women; and no wife
Has power to regulate her husband's life.

DRYDEN.
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The constitution decl~res, that "Congress shall have
po\vcr to coin nlOney, and regulate the value thereof, and
of foreign coin."
We have been thus particular in settling the definition
of the \vord "regulate," to sho\v ,-vhat the framers of the
constitution nleant by the regulation of the value of Inoney.
Observe, it is "nl0ney" that congress "shall have po\ver
to regulate the value thereof." Congress shall regulate the
value of rl1oney. Had the framers of the constitution said
congress shaH have po\ver to coin 1110ney, and fix the value
of the coin, there could have been no construction, other
than the one expressed, by fixing the value from time to
time of the coins, whether domestic or foreign. But the
term to regulate, \ve have seen is the only single word in
the English language that would have given congress the
whole and entire regulation and control of all the circulating medium. And to regulate the value of money, we
have seen is the most comprehensive term, and almost the
only one in the English language that would have given
congress the saIne full, free, perfect, unlimited,· discretionary power, evidently hereby intended to have been given
by this clause, of doing all and every act and thing, that
can ever be found necessary or expedient, or that can ever
be deemed right, just, or proper, relating to the value of
money for the promotion of the peace, prosperity, and good
government of the United States.
Had a limited po\ver have been intended to have heen
conferred on. congress by that clause, .and had the acts of
congress relating thereto have been intended to have been
restricted to the regulation of the coins, that should circulate in the· United States, that would have bpel1 expressed
in words that would clearly have conveyed such a meaning; as from time to time fixing the value of the coins, &c.
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But to 'regulate the value of money embrac(3s the whole
subject matter under consideration.
As the steward or master of ceremonies regulates the
whole concerns of an elltertainment, 80 has congress tho
power to regulate the whole concerns of the money-currency of the country. Besides, the evident intent of ~hc
framers of the constitution~in using the word regulate, was
to confer the most extensive powers upon congress. Tho
whol~ spirit of the constitution goes to confer the power of
the legislation of th~ country upon that legislature that \vill
be the most likely to comprehend the suqject, and do it the
best justice. Whenever the states can better promote the
peace~ prosperity and good government of the whole community, by legislating upon any subject than the Gongress.
of the United States would be likely to dQ~ the power tu
legislate upon that subject is given to the states; but 'whero
the interests of this vast ;epublic can be better promoted by
a uniformity of the law, and by its being passed by congress, than by state legislatures, then congress has beeu empowered to act.
Few persons, if any, 'who have travelled throughout tlle
United States, but have felt the inconvenience and additional expense and trouble they have sustained from local,
partial, state legislation upon a subject of such great national importance and general public interest as CUI"rency. l,ut
lestl should be misunderstood, I do not mean to say, that, although the old United States bank removed this inconvenience to a very great ex.tent, that thet:e were not greater in·
conveniences and dangers attendant upon such an incorporation, than even the lessened- ex.pen~ and trouble of the
present exchanges. That involved the liberties of the
whole people-this only robs the few who tra.vel, and taxes
the many who have remittances to mak.~; and, in short,
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But more of an United

The reader should be again ad vised, that money-currency is one thing and credit or commodity-currency is another thing;· and that I have never recommended the legislaturc of any state, nor the congress of the United States,
t.o intercfcre with the credit-currency of the country. I
have long believed and taught, that the whole busincss of
legislation was comprised in the protection of persons and
property; that we have far too much legislation, and that
the freer the currency of the country is, the simpler and
more easily will the subject of finance be to be comprehended; and the more certain will the monetary affairs of
the country he well conducted, as they are easily and well
understood by the whole people.
One of not the least important benefits anticipated to be
derived from the proposed systom of currency is, that it
closes all future legislation npon the subject of the currency, as effectually as is the legislation upon our politics or
ft)rm of government closed. The whole suhject being referred to the people-'who are the sovereign power-will
flC thoroughly comprehended by them, and there not being
v-olumes to be read over and over again to be comprehended, like the present unwritten constitution of the 'United
StatefJ upon the subject of money-currency, which must be
collected from bank act~, from bank reports, from reports
from the different legislatures upon the subject of finance,
currency and hanks, and reports from the Secretaries of the
Treasuries of the several States, and from the Secretary of
the Treasury of the lTnited Statee, from the different Pricell
Current, and reports of exchanges, in newspapers; in
short, at this moment, to comprehend the subject of currency thoroughly, would require whole years of faithful
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reading and study for a man of ordinary acquirements and
abilities.
The. question of the currency in- the United States, is
like the unwritten constitution of Great Britain, to be found
and comprehended only after great research, and even then
left to be confirmed or not, as it lQay be expedient or inexpedient, with the party in power.
The Constitution ofEngland maybe collected from Blackstone's Commentaries on the laws of Engl~nd, and from
other books, reports, and decisions; provided the doctrines
or .principles thus collected, when compared, accord with,
or promote the interests and views of the dominant party;
so it is with the currency of the U nien. Afterall the opinionsl
from that of the learned alld able American Commentator,
Kent, down to the humblest editor of any· periodical newspaper, have been read and carefully studied, if the resultis
not favorable to the dorpinant party, the ophuon is unconstitutional and liable to rejection.
I a,m desirous of simplifying the science of money-and
of making it the business of every American to comprehend it; of indicating the means by which the American
people can exercise their inalienable and inherent rights as
American freemen, with regard. to the subject of the currency, as freely and fully as they. now do their political
rights. They would then learn economy in public, as w.ell
as in private matters ; and that the man,whose. expenses
exceeds his income, and for .. the. balance lives upon credit,
must find himself annually more ~nd more in debt l not only to the additional amount of the annual ex-cesses ofhis expensesover his income, but by the· addition of ~he i~terestof
his former excesses of expenses, and the diminished credit which h~ possesses, w1;U~hcompells him to pay annualJy
higher and higher ppioes for his purchases, as his prospe.cr.a
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of punctual payments diminish. lIo may continue to live
in part upon credit in this manner, so long as money is so
plenty that his creditors prefer tho chance of getting a.
great profit by and bye from him, to that of receiving small
profits fran) punctual payers; but tho momcnt money rises
in the market, this man is called upon, and if ho cannot pay,
his means of subsistence is taken from him, and his situation is rendered proportionately worse and worse, as he has
exceeded his actual means of payment.
The United States, in a financial light, 19t1le sarno as an
individual. So arc the several states. And our present
indebtedness abroad is a stain upon the American character, that can only Le oLliterated by the extinction of that
disgraceful transaction and debt. A national Jebt has
ever heen held in abhorrence by every lover of libert.y and
cqality-of independence, peace and plenty; but the sale
of American stocks, and the receipt in payment of old rags,
firstly, in the shape of imports, and, secondly, in the form
of limited responsibility bank paper, from the monopolizers
of our currency, has established a national debt abroad of
greater evil, and of more portentious danger, to this republic, than a debt of ten times the same magnitude would he
if due to our own citizens. " The borrower is the slave of
the lender;" and the creditor in England will exercise more
influence over the future destinies of this republic, than a
standing army of American soldiers; for American soldiers
still are Americans; they art: men, possessed of a love of
American institutions; and of liberty and equality; but the
foreign monied aristocrat, "rho must and will hereafter, if
not checked, decide the fate of this republic, but who might,
if not directly interested in the political and financial economy of this country, have rernained silent, or only given a
disregarded sneer to Americans and American institutions,
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must now, for his own safety and the protection of his pri..
vate interest, intermeddlo with the political economy of
such states as aro indebted to him, and even with the domestic economy of its inhahitants; and all our extravagance
and indebtedness and humiliation is to he attributed to our
form of government, a mobocracy, 8.S they sneeringly term
this republic. The foreign money-lender is not to be blamed for his inquisitiveness respecting our national or domestic policy, when we apply to him to lend UB money. And
having once lent us money, it is not at all surprising tliat he
should feel that he too has 0. right here to protect, and ought
at leust to be allowed to express his opinions freely of our
institutions, of public policy and economy, as well as of the
men and measures of the government generally. This,
however, must annually lead to greater and more dangerous interference of aristocrats \vith republican inst.itutions.
And so long as the currency of the country is anti-republican, and so long as foreign aristocrats, through their connection with our credit-currency, exercise an influence over
our money-currency; t.hat is, so long as incorporated banks
make up the defi.ciency between the precious metals and
the amount ofcurrency required for the circulating medium
of the country, so long must the republican institutions of
the country be constantly opposed in principle and in practice by the money power of the country, and so long must
credit serve to amuse the people, enrich the few, and im..
poverish the many. Money has a natural tendency to accumulate in amount, and in its influence; and whenever
the money power (perhaps I ought to have called it the
credit power) of the bClnks, shall be greater and stronger
than the democracy of the country, the democracy of the
country will yield to the aristoc.racy of money and credit,
the money of foreigners and the credit of banks, will prQ~
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duce annual cha.nges in the administrations of this republic,
until the democracy of numbers will be sneered at, as much
by the native America.n as it is now despised by the foreign
aristocrat, who holds that wealth only, or at least principally, should be represented. This is the first step in a policy,
by which the many are made to serve tne few; and which
can only end in a strong splendid government, with a weak
impoverished people.
If these portentious evils are the natural effects of the
existence of incorporated banks, and the consequent extension of the credit system, are we not instinctively led to
enquil"e after a remedy t
To judge correctly of the necessary remedy, we must
clearly understand the nature of the complaint. And as incorporated banks, with limited responsibility, are charged
with being the first stepping stone in the road to ruin, and in
the march ofexcesses, by which the free citizens ofthis American Republic are being bound out to English task-masters,
as "hewers of wood and drawers of ,vater," to pamper
the pride and flatter the vanityofthe very nation from whom
they boast ofhaving gained their independence-vain boast!
delusi ve glory! fallacious flattery! If an English heartless
monied aristocracy are again to claim us as tributaries, let no
American lay the flattering unction to his soul, that our forefathers resisted their encroachments upon our liberties:
they fought and conquered, and so can, and so will we. But
remember that then we were unwilling slaves-we had
never consented to the terms of our humiliation; now we
forge the gilded chains that bind us, and entail to our posterity a nationalforeign debt, and habits of excess in expense's
exceeding our incomes, that could not be enjoyed except
by the abuse of sound and healthful credit.
To see the justice of .the charge, made against charte:r.ed
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banks, with limited responsibility, let us refer· to our former
desc·ription of banks, and briefly recapitulate the different
kinds of banks, and the use of each, necessary to the illustration of our subject.
Banks we have divided into three great classes, banks of
deposite, banks of discount, and banks of issue. The latter
frequently embracing all the duties, and performing all the
functions, of the three classes. And whether these be established by joint stock companies, or by private individu,als, by special local legislation, or by some general banking
law, or by common consent without any legis1ation upon
the subject, these three kinds of banks embrace all that is
necessary for us to examine to the comprehension of our
subject.
Ba.nks of deposite and banks of discount ,vere the only
banks knuwn to the ancients.
The introduction of banks of issue, has produced a new
era in banking and in currency. Formerly, currency was
uniform, or nearly so; it may now be divided into moneycurrency, and credit or commodity-currency, as connected
with the different kinds of banks.
And here allow me to digress from the description of
·banks, to show the nature and character. of the different
currencies, or of the money-currency and the credit or commodity-currency.
Money-currency comprises only the precious metals, and
such paper passing for money as is ahvaysperfectlyconvertible into specie at sight, under every situation and state of
trade, such as the notes, bills, and other transfers and evidences of debt in banks of deposite and of banks of discount.
Credit or commodit~-currency, consists of such hank
notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and mercantile remittances,
.as- are convertible under ordinarycircumstanc.es into specie
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at sight, or at fixed periods of time, as at tho maturity of a
Lill, or at a time Ilearly fixed, as at tho arrival of a cargo,
or ou the arrival of Bomc other prohable evcnt, hut yet depondant upon the possibility of defeat from tho casual happening or not happening of somo circumstance or contingency.
This will be better comprehended, by bearing constantly
in Inind the diflcl'ence in tho businoss of the different kinds
of bauks.
In banks of deposite, specie is only kept j the credits on
the books of tho hank represent certain quant.ities or bullion, ascertainod by weight and placed there for safe keeping, without any power or authority on the part of the directors of the hank to lend it, or usc it, until itis called for
hy its owners, or transferred by bills or drafts, or by entries
upon the books of the bank to other persons. This bank
greatly facilities mercantile transactions, by safely keeping
large sums of money that \vould otherwise require to be
kept in iron chests; by saving the labor of repeated countings, and of removal from house to house, as well as dirninishing the risk by fire and other casualties, and the wear
and tear of the precious metals by friction. This bank paper is perfectly convertible on all occasions, as the amount
of bullion is actually in the vaults of the bank, and may be
weighed to any person who should desire to remove his
amount. Hence, the impression upon the mind of every
person originally is, that bank paper is money, and is perfectly convertible into specie, as are the notes of banks of
deposite, where there can be no doubt of the bills, notes,
checks, or draftsdf the depositors, being positively and bona
fide paid at sight.
Banks of discount, too, were used long before the introduction of banks of credit circulation. They are generally
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companies of monied men, associated together to maintain a.
survivorship, and for the purpose of lending their money to
the best advantage, and to prevent an unnecessary competition among themselves in the business of money lending.
They become a monopoly, and regulate the price of the
loan of money as suits themselves.
Banks of discount lend money, by discounting promissory notes and acceptances, originating in the sale of property, having but short periods to run. They also receive money on deposite at a small rate of interest, or only for the value of its safe keeping, for an indefinite period or for fixed
periods. This money they lend" with their own capital, in
discounting business paper.
In some respects, the banks established under the authority of the New York General Banking law, resembles banks
of discount. As one company may furnish the funds deposited with the Comptroller of State, in security for the
blank bank notes intended to be executed and circulate as
money, and another company may (if the depositors choose
to employ them,) take the ma,nagement of the discounts.
I can easily conceive a case, in ·which a bank established
under this law, would nearly resemble a bank of discount.
Suppose the farmers of a neighborhood to mortgage their
farms, and pledge their government debts \vith the Comptroller of State, to the value of $100,000, in the hope ofmaking their own money, and keeping their property besides;
and then lending their money at siJtper ceI1t., having only
twelve and a half per cent. of their circulation necessarily
to be kept in their vaults: it will pay them the interest of a
dollar for each shilling in their vaults; so that the interest of
the $100,000 thus loaned will be six thousand dollars a
year-while the deposite would only bring in interest of
$760, leaving a balance of $5,250. The extra profits of the
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business of banking-loss of notes by accidents to noteholders, &c.-is nearly or quite equal to the increased ex..
penses ofloaning, by banking, the $100,000 in paper, abov~
the expenses of loaning the amount of the deposita in_ specie. Upon this calculation, it would not be surprising if
farmers, with a little money, ..and a great love of IDoney,
pride and ambition, should attempt to multip~y their interests by eight, since- they 'would receive-their interests on
their mortgages if they were real, -and upon their government debts, just the same~in the hands of the Comptroller,
as if they were in their o\vn drawers.
Then, suppose these farmers to employ bankers and
financiers to transact their banking business: their bank
would become a bank of discount. The farmers are not
holden for one shilling beyond the amount of their depog...
ites with the .Comptroller, and· that security is not a per..
sonal security, but a property security, and the directors of
the bank of discount are not bound for one shilling, either
in their private or associated capacity; for, although they
may sue and be sued, the funds of the bank only are held
for thejudgement that may he obtained against them.
The only banks in the United States that more perfectly
are banks of discount, than the banks established under the
General Banking Law, are the offices where money is loaned by brokers in N ew York, and perhaps some other cities.
The great evil of these offices is, that the brokers are in- no
way responsible for the redemption of the paper they put
in circulation. They often lend the poorest credit paper
money, as they can borrow or buy that money at a very
cheap rate and lend it at par, or often even at an advance
while money is scarce and the rate of interest on money
high.
These brokers' offices, or banks. of discount, are suppo-
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sed to loan only their own ·money, which they have bought
ot borrowed. Perhaps, at time8, they become the secret
agents of banks, and lend their money for a commission
when money IS scarce and the rate of intetest high, or
when the banks from any cause do not discount publiclyas when the rate of interest should be three, four, or five
per cent. a month, and the charter of the bank. would not
allow them to receive more than lawful interest, they could
double or treble their profits by changing dieir business and
not discounting paper for the public, but by engaging a broker to loan it for them at as high a rate as he can get. Or
they may sometimes employ a broker during suspensions,
w hen the banks are not BU pposed to be in funds.
In the large cities on the continent of Europe, they do
not issue notes; and in England, many of the banks, except the bank of England, are banks of discount, strictly
They loan only bank of England paperspeaking.
which, by the bye, is lawful tendcr in the payment of all
debts except those of the bank of England. The notes of
the bank of England are truly the la\vful currency of the
kingdom. In England, and on the continent, discounts are
paid only in money: an important distinction between discounts there, and discounts here, where you receive only
promises to pay, in 'which there is very great uncertaintyfor the limited responsibility-principle has made the notes
of the banks frequently less secure than the private notes
of individuals they receive in exchange. The latter is
upon interest, or pays interest in advance; yet that is not
equivalent to the name of money, and the fine figured .silk
paper, upon 'which the bank promise-to-pay is printed, are
given with limited responsibility in exchange.
The separation of the bank of issue (the Comptroller's
office,) from the bank of discount, under the provisi\:)ns of
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the New York General Banking law, evid~nt1y lessens the
temporary fa.cility of expansion; yet, so long; as credit is
used as capital, and private intercst~d individuals are allowed to interfere with the currency of the oountry, there will
b", there must naturally be, by the laws of self·love, and
power uncontrolled, excessive expansions of the currency
and ruinous contraotions, with occasional suspensions and
frequent total failures of banks and bank notes.
Admitting that this law provides perfect security for the
bill-holder, (which, by the bye, is very douhtful,) and removes the office of issue from the office of discount, and
from all sympathy and interest 'with the borro,ver, yet still
the bills are issued upon credit, the kind of security for the
paymCl~t of the bills only is changed, and instead of personal security, this la,v provides funded debts or landed
security. It is still credit, and credit still connected with
private interest; and it must be subject to those .immuto.LIe laws by which credit, trade and commerce are governed.
The uniformity of the currency, that would soon be cs·
tablished throughout the state hy the adoption of this system of banking generally, 1S highly desirable; but uniformity is not all that is necessary to a perfectly sound currency. The principles of responsibility and convertibility
are also highly necessary. But this will not be likely to bo
obtained, until the directors of the currency are a part and
parcel of the people, elected and chosen by themselves
and accountable to themselves fi)r the faithful discharge of
their duties. Until that time, there can be no safety, no
reliance upon paper intended to circulate as money. It is
the highest injustice, and a most disgraceful reflection upon
the intelligence and integrity of the people, to refuse to
give them the election of the directors of the currency upon

the ground, that, although they may govern themselves in
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political mntters, yet that they arc incompetent to govern
tho CUrr(Hlcy. 'fhat thny \voul<1 not nlcct proper porsona
for the managemontofmonoy: as though tho peoplo would
be more liable to err upon u. matter of the deepest interest
and daily husiness with them8c1ves, than thoy would upon
the su~joct of religion or lihJrature and of politics. When
will the free horn Aons of America show to the. world, that
they nrcfree a1ttl independent of Loth the money power and
the "statt~smlLn's pomp, and churchlunn's" prido of England 1 There is no standing still in eurrency any more
than ill politics. We must be running deeper and deeper
in <leht, or \VO nlust, hy retrenching our ex pcnees and lessening our imports, be regularly lessening that debt. If
we fil'rnIy, zealously and faithfully adhere to principles of
economy and punctuality in all our commercial transactions,
we may lessen our imports to the par exchange of our exports, and finally release ourselves from the baneful effects
of a foreign monetary domination, but if, on the contrary,
every succeeding year is to bring its additional hundred of
millions of dollars of debt, \ve may rest assured that if we
have not a Queen to reign over us, we shall bow with great
respect and deference to the London Exchange. The only
differenco betvleen the regal and monetary domination,
\vill be, that we Inay quote tho authority of Thread-Needle
Jiane in London, ilH~teaJ of Do\vning street and the n.oyal
Palace, for the justification of our financial or political conduct.
The reader ma.y begin to tire of my repeated intimation
of fatal consequences frorn this unlimited extension ofcredit, but rest assured, the rising generation will not sneer at
its effects \vhen they are groaning under its weight.
There is an old adage, " that any thing is worth what it
will fetch." Whatever a thing will sell for iscel'tainly the
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price of it; but it does not prove that the sale price is the
value of it.
The bills of the banks, established under the N ow York
General Banking law, may pass·currentamong the people,
and be received as gold and silver for a time throughout the
state of New York; yet, to render them quite like gold
and silver, they should be separated from credit, have their
issues based exclusively upon the precious metals, and like
them, be free from the influence of private interest, and the
power of individuals to increase the circulation from sympathy with the borrower or personal interest as stockholders. What we are desirous of, is recommending a system which,if adopted, will exclude the possibility of notes
being discredited. This we think can only be done by
separating the issuing power from all interest in the issues
made; and from all sympathy with the borrower, by separating the offices of issue and discount. By requiring the
directors of the bank of discount to give security for the
performance of certain ,yell defined duties, and for the
prompt and punctual payment over to their successors in
office, of all money and property of the bank at the time in
their possession; punctuality in business will be best promoted, by giving good security for the strict compliance
with promises and undertakings.
We have seen the wildness of -speculations"and the extravagance of living induced by excessive issues of the
chartered banks, under their limited responsibility. Can
we desire its continuance or its repetition.
The gr-eat difficulty attendant upon an incorporated· bank
paper-currency is, the uncertainty of effectually preventing
their notes from being discredited. And this we maintain,
can only be done by restricting bank issues to the propor..
tionate amount of specie actually in their vaults at tlte time
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of issue. By removing temptation to excessive issues from
the directors, of either banks of issue or the banks of discount. The business of the banks of discount should be
conducted automatically, by well established and clearly
defined laws and regulations. The directors should have
their operations· clearly defined and explained in their published monthly reports, (not mystified) for the public inspection, and for the examination of state directors or commissioners, whose re-election should depend upon the manner
in which they discharge their duties as state directors, to be
approved or rejected at tho ballot-box.
N either the directors, nor the institutions themselves,
should be in any way dependant upon the legislature for
any grant, privilege,. right, interest, or matter or thing connected with the legislature or executive government. The
currency should be as independent of party as the issues of
the mint.
The passage, by congress, of a gen~ral free banking law.
upon republican principles, would, with a little experience,
accoI!1plish this desirable object. The peopl e, having the
control of the money, would elect directors who would accommodate the fair trader, and expend the money they bol'row in the improvement of. their pri \~ate fortunes, and in
their accommodation in business, or in necessary prbfitable
public works; :while the forei~ngamblingspeculator would
be precluded from bank credit, or only share equally with
the fair husinesss men ofthe place.
Let me once Inore repeat, that the circulating medium
should be equally current in every part of the Union;
separated from politics and from credit and from private intereilt, and always perfectly and indisputably convertible
at sight, at the counter where it was put in circulation;
free from any connection or. influence of the foreign or domestic money market" or of the exchanges.
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So much of the currency, as is not composed of the precious metals, should be so perfectly based upon them, that
any contingency or circumstance of trade or of credit, at
home or abroad, should not inflate the currency beyond the
limits of the actual demand, and the precious metals in their
vaultsjustify, so that the bank c!"edit currency of the country may not be made a suhstitute for capital. Currency
should only be issued in such quantity that it can constantly
pass freely from hand to hand; it is only the instrmnent by
which all other commodities are meaHured in value, and
which answers the purpose of the receiver for a measure
of value for him, and the medium of exchange. 'Vhen
bank notes, based upon credit, are used as capital, the effect
upon currency is the 'same as if a smith put up his own
tools and investments for sale, or manufactured them into
marketable articles.
Unlimited individual liability of the stockholders would
do much to\vards securing the bill-holders, were it not that
there- are innumerable ways by which this responsibility
would be liable to be avoided, by the nominal or actual
transfer of the bank stock to minors and men of straw, by
which the actual security of the bill-holder would be rendered merely nominal.
The giving bonafide security to the public for the benefit of the bill-holder, is certainly better security than the
limited responsibility of incorporated stockholders.
I have said nothing of the General Banking law not pro..
viding security for depositors or other creditors; for, by a
legal fiction, incorporated companies are considered artificial bodies. And although strictly speaking, bar-king associations are not incorporated companies; yet, they are ca·
pable ofsuing and being sued, and of maintaining perpetual succession, and,_consequently, under the same respon..
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sibilities as other bodies, firms or houses. Hence, deposi...
tors, and other creditors,. have the 5ame means of investigating the solvency and liabilities of the banks,. before making
the deposite or entering into any contract with them, as
they would have of learning the responsibility of any private individual with whom they may deal. The case,
hovrever, is rnaterially different \vith the bill-holder. He
receives the bank note as money; and from the very nature bills are designed to perform, the rapidity with v;hich
they are required to pass from hand to hand in the ordinary
transaction of business, precludes the receiver from the
possibility of enquiring- into the responsibility of the dra\ve.rs. Besides this, the great number of banks in the United
States, being not less than nine hundred banks and branches, and the great number of unauthorised banking houses,
precludes even men of the most extensive business from a
kno"wledge of the character of the bills they occasionally
rece"Jve.
If the legislature have a right to pass laws for the punishment of crimes, huw much more commendable the passage of" laws to prevent crimes, by removing the temptation to crime.
The coining or circulating base coin, and forging or pas,.
sing counterfeit bank notes, is cfJ.pitally punished in some
countries, and severely punished in all christianor COlnmercial countries. If the committal of this crime is so severely
punished by la\-v throughout christendom, ought not legislatures to remove the temptation to the commital of the
crime by such salutary laws as they have it in their power
to pass 1 The cause of humanity is much better promoted
by the prevention than by the punishment of crime.
The New York General Banking la,¥" commences by authorising the Comptroller of the State H to cause to he
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engraved and printed, in the best manner, to guard against
counteifeiting, such quantity of circulating notes, in the similitude of bank notes, in blank," &c.
The legislature of the state of New York have very
wisely considered the preventing the crime of counterfeiting as one of so much importance as to place it first in the
provisions of the New York General Banking law, not only because it prevents the commital of a most flagrant
crime, but because it protects the confiding public from the
loss and injury occasioned by the passage of forged or counterfeit bank paper.
If, then, the legislature so z(~alously and VI/isely protect
the public from the ruinous effects of counterfeit money,
ought they not, with equal care, to protect thern from a still
more dangerous, because a nlOre insidious, foe, that of the
passage and circulation of uncurrent money 1 Notes wholly counterfeit, that is, notes no part of which will be paid,
are not defended by any body, because there is none who
will receive them in change, kno'wing them to be wholly
inconvertible; yet, notes partly counterfeit and partly gen..
nine, have their defenders and receivers in trade, that is, in
exchange for articles at such an advanced price, that the exchanger ultimately receives but a small part of the nominal
amount of his bills. So far as the prosperity of the individuals or of the public are concerned, notes uncurrent, as
they are politely termed, are as. effectually counterfeits in
such part as they are unourrent, as the notes that are wholly
uncurrent, whether the notes of broken banks, notes of fie..
titious banks, or counterfeit notes of solvent banks.
If a crime against a statute law, such as that of passing
counterfeit bank notes, varies in its magnitude and turpitude, the evil is in proportion to the injury done to society.
And he who defrauds his fellow man of one dollar is Jlot as
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cuI pable, so far as the protection of the public from loss and
illjury in their property is concerned, as him who defrauds
thousands of persons of hundreds of dollars. The moral
guilt, perhaps, of the offender may be measured by the mor,al punishment that the laws of God and man award to the
erime; yet, the duty of t1:e legislature, as we have seen, is
as necessary to prevent crime, by removing the temptation to
the commital of it, as to punish criminals after the crime
has been committed with a vie\v of deterring others from
the commita.l of similar offences.
Hence, \ve infer, that he who passes only a few bills of
a bank that he knows has failed, or a few notes of a fictitious bank, or a few ntltes that are counterfeit, knowing
them to be such, upon innocent persons who believe them
to be current money, is only culpable to the amount of injury he does society, although the crime may involve him
in a punishment for life. And we maintain, that he who utters promises-to-pay as money, and circulates theln among
unsuspecting persons as convertible current money, knowing them to be at the tirne inconvertible, or that, frCJm their
funds or business they are likely soon to become inconvertible, or that they are convertible at five or ten per cent: below par, is worse than him who passes wholly uncurrent
money, because he adds his public character to the currency
of the note to make it pass, while he 'who passes wholly unCUl'rent money, knowing it to be such, carefully avoids be...
ing known, and the receiver takes it upon his own responsibility; while he who passes notes to the amount of $100,
only ten per cent. counterfeited, and ninety per cent. genuine, puts in circulation ten dollars of counterfeit money,
that is, of money that is 110t what it purports to be, that is,
ten dollars that is not worth more than blan k paper, and
~hat prodQ.ces the same injury and lo~s to the receiver, as if
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he had passed him ten ten dollar notes, one of which was
counterfeit. The evil is worse on another account. The country people cannot separate the counterfeit part of the money, notes or bills, from the genuine part; and hence the
broker, or exchangel' must have his profit on the business
of exchanging. And this, together with the trouble and
expense of sending or taking it to a broker or exchanger, is
all to be added to the loss of the innocent receiver, so that
he must loose perhaps fifteen dollars instead of ten dollars
on the one hundred received. But this species of counter"
feiting extends the evil still farther. The man \vho has received the hundred dollars, with only ten per cent. coun..
terfeited, that is, ten per cent. in protnises-to-pay above
the actual pay ever to he received, feels that this
has cost him honestly and fairly $100, and that he ought
not to loose ten per cent. discount, as it is politely
called, so he silently passes one bill here, and another bill
there, upon the unsuspecting and unwary for their full value; or if he does not get really the value himself, as he
not unfrequently buys what he does not want for part ofthe
value of the bill to get it changed into more current money.
he thus extends the loss and divides it perhaps among ten
persons, who are all interested in passing the uncurrent
notes at par, and consequently their characters are added to
the reputation of the bills to impose upon many more; and
hence the greatest of all the evils, (even far greater than
the loss of the ten or fifteen dollars that must ultimately be
sustained by somebody, before the $100 of uncurrent notes
can be made to pass current as specie,) is its immoral effects
upon society. The great evil is, the loss ofmoral principlethe overturning that moral ch~racter, that correct and han..
orable feeling, that gives virtue to human nature, stability
to society, and ~trength to a nation. The man who would
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not steal ten dollars from his confiding neighbor, and who
respects his neighbors property as he does his own, thus,
by degrees, becomes familiarized to c·rime. His conscience
may at first have asked him whether it was strictly honest
for him to pass an uncurrent note upon a traveller for its full
value, who never could receive but nine dollars for the ten,
and he must have felt that he would much rather the money would pass current with the traveller, as though the
passage of it from him as current money, would relieve
himself frOln the guilt or crime of passing it. But the evil
may be increased instead of being lessened by its repeated
passage; for, as many as pass the notes at par, kno\ving
them to be uncurrent, become involved in a moral crimea crime against the laws of God, only, to be sure, but one
that destroys that firm moral bulwark of all virtuous and
moral peoples. They may continue to pass uncurrent money until they will boast of having passed it, kno,ving it to
be uncurrent upon the unwary. Alas! "when all shame is
lost all virtue is lost."

CHAPTER XLIV.
ON ANNUA.L LEGISLATION UPON FORMS OF GOVERNMENT, OR
UPON CURRENCY.
Annual legislation upon formi of government compared with annual legislation
upon currency.

What would be the situation of the United States, or in
short of any other country, were they to legislate annually upon their forms of government 1
Whatever be the forms of government adopted by any
country, \vhetherrepublican or monarchical, the frequent dis_
cussion of their elementary principles has been aedulou~ly
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avoided. And ,vhen discussed upon occasions of indispensable necessity, it should be entered upon with reserve, cau..
tion, prudence and judgement, not rashly, passionately or
unadvisedly. The venerable founders of our form of government carefully provided, by our present constitution,
that it should not be altered or amended, until such altera..
tions and amendments had been discussed in Congress, and
afterwards considered and acted ·upon by the people, and
carefully reviewed and debated by Congress again, before
it becomes part of the constitution of these United States.
The constitution is thus preserved from the influence of
great party political excitements and dangerous hasty
changes; our diplomacy with foreign countries is thus preserved respectable and uniform in its character, commanding the respect of adler nations, and the esteem of our own
citizens.
The same rule is applicable to currency, so far as permanence and stability in both are required, and so far as the
frequeut discussions of the subject produces useless and
dangerous excitements.
Frequent legislation upon the subject of currency is liable to render it the instrument of party success or party
policy, and thereby as fluctuating as is the ebbings and flowings of party excitements. This renders it unfit for a measure of an values.
A sound currency is as indispensably necessary to the
permanent prosperity of a country, as a sound government
is to its peace and happiness.
Governor Throop, in his message to the legislature ofthe
state of New York, in 1832, says: "Here national prosperity is the prosperity of every individual. Not a cent is
eontributed by way of tax-not a dollar is expended from
the public coffers, which is not assented to by the people,
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and emploYAd to enlarge their means of enjoyment." In
a country thus free and independent in their politics, is it
not very unfortunate that their currency forms an exception-that the frequent discussions upon the subject keeps
it constantly fluctuating and unstable 1 While the chartered companies tax the public in sums more than equal to all
the annual expenses of the government for the use of their
credit to circulate as money, we have taxation without representation. But this system will not always continue.
The spirit of enquiry is abroad, and people begin to ask
why paper money is so uncurrent, and why they are incompetent to elect directors of the currency as well as directors
of their political machinery 1 When the answer is heard,
it will be, we are able and will elect the directors of our
banks.

THE END.

